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- The injiniiive mood expresses action, pas-

sion, or being, in an unlimited manner, hav-

repetiti

Per
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A COMPENDIUM OF ENGLISH GRAMMAK, BY SAMUEL KIRKHAM;
Desi'rncd, not to be studied, but to be spread before the learner in parsing previous to Ids having the definitions and rules committed to memory.

ETlTCZOLOaV.

XOlTiS.

A rCocs is the name of any person, place,

A roininojj nom is ihe name of a sort or

species of things.
^ . . ,

A prvper notm is the name of an udmdual.

A noun signiij'ing many, is called a coUec-

Ihe noun, or noun ofnmltitude.

The aascidine geiuter denotes the male

The/ni gender denotes the female

The neuter gender denotes things which

have no sex.

The first person denotes the speaker.

The 'f;<oad person denotes the person or

ining nhjch is spoken to.

The lliird person denotes the person or

thing which is spoken of.

The sinzvlar nvmber implies but one.

The pleral ni*m6wimpHes more than one.

ihe nominatire case denotes the actor or

rrJijicl of the verb.

The possessin case denotes the -possessor

of something.

object of

TERES.

A Ter3 is a word which signifies to ee, to

DO, or to SCTFEE.

An acfire rerb exjr 3s5es action or energy.

An active verb is tran-ntite when the action

passes over from the subject or nominative to

An active verb is tnlmnsitke when the ac-

L'>n does not terminate on an object.

A pasfhe terb denotes action received or

eodnred by the person or thing which is its

Domii^tive.

A aaUer Terb expresses neither action nor
pa,£?ioci, but being, or a state of being.

Verbs are called regtdar when they form
dietr imperfect tense of the indicative mood,
and their perfect participle, by adding to the

pr-;3ent tense, ed, oi d only when the verb
eaiU in e.

Veriw are irregular when their imperfect

tense aod perfect participle do not end in ecL

The imdiaithe mood simply indicates or
declares a tinig, or ask^ a question.

The 9ittijmMjetiee mood expresses action,

paniM, or being, ia a doubtful or conditional

The I'fiTiitirf mood a nsed for command-
tu^ ^aikfMta^ aAnaHn^, m permiUing.

^Tie poUiuuU mood irnpliea posenbflity,

Sfcetif, or aeeearity, power, will, or obliga'

"n^infaibit mood exftetnem action,^C

ing no nominative, consequently, neither per-

son nfr number.

The present tense denotes an action or

event m present time.

The imperfect tense denotes a past action

or event, however distant.

The perfect tense denotes past time, and

also conveys an allusion to tlie present.

The pluperfect tense represents a past ac-

tion or event that transpired before some

other past time specified.

The first future tense denotes a future ac-

tion or event.

The second future tense represents a future

action that will be fully accomplished, at or

before the time of another future

event.

ABTICLES.

An Article is a word prefixed

limit their signification.

The indefinite article limits the

of a kind, but to no particular one.

The definite article generally

noun lo a particular object, or collection of

ADJECTIVES.
An Adjective is a word added to a noun

to express its quality or kind.

The positive degree expresses the quality

of an object without any'

The comparalite degree increases or les-

sens the positive in signification.

The superlative degree increases or lessens

the positive to the highest or lowest degree.

Words used in counting, are called numeral
adjectives of the cardinal kind.

Words used m numbering, are called nu-

meral adjectives of the ordinal kind.

PAKTICIPLES.
A Participle is a word derived from a

verb, and partakes of the nature of a verb,

and also of an adjective.

The present participle denotes action or

ing continued, but not perfected.

The perfect participle denotes action or
being perfected or finished.

The compound participle implies action or

being completed before the time referred to.

ADVERBS.
An Adverb is a word used to modify the

sense of a verb, a participle, an adjective, or

another adverb.

PREPOSITIONS.
A Preposition is a word which serves to

connect words, and show the relation between
them.

PRONOUNS.
A Pronoun ia a word used instead of a

noun, »nd generally to avoid tlie too frequent
repetition of the same word.

Pee»oh*l Pronouns are those which de-

jote the ersons of the nouns for which they

Adjective Pronouns arq a kind of ad-

jectives which point out nouns by some dis-

tinct specification.

The distributite adjective pronouns are

those which denote the persons or. things that

make up a number, each taken separately

and singly.

The demonstrative are those which pre-

cisely point out the subject to which they re-

late.

The indefinite are those which point out

leir subject in an indefinite or general man-

Relative Pronouns are such as relate,

1 general, to some word or phrase going be-

)re, which is called the antecedent.

CONJUNCTIONS.
A Conjunction is a part of speech (hat is

chiefly used to connect
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Southern District ofJ^ew-York, ss.

BE IT REMEMBERED, that on the 22d day of August, A. D, 1829
L. S. in the 54th year of the Independence of the United States of America,

Samuel Kirkham, of the said District, hath deposited in this office the
title of a Book, the right whereof he claims as author, in the words following,
to wit

:

" English Grammar in famihar lectures, accompanied hy a Compendium,
embracing a new systeniatick order of Parsing, a new system of Punctuation,
exercises in false Syntax, and a System of Philosophical Grammar in notes.
to which are added an Appendix, and a Key to the Exercises : designed for
the use of Schools and Private Learners. By Samuel Kirkham. Eleventh
Edition, enlarged and improved. In conformity to the act of congress ol

the United States, entitled "an act for the encouragement of learning, by se-

curing the copies ofmaps, charts, and books, to the authors and proprietors

ofsuch copies, during the time therein mentioned." And also to an act enti-

tled " an act supplementary to an act entitled an act for the encouragement
of learning, by securing the copies of maps, charts, and books, to the au
thors and proprietors of such copies, during the times therein mentioned,
and extending the benefits thereof to the arts ofdesigning, engraving, and
etching historical and other prints."

FRED. J. BETTS,
Clerk of the Southern District ofXew-York.

THIS WORK IS FOR SALE,

IN ANT QUANTITIES,

Bt Oliver Steele, Jilbany; William Williams, and Hastings &
Tract, Utica; Marshall & Dean, Rochester, N. Y.

And is also sold, wholesale and retail, by Collins & Hannay, and AVTiite,

Gallaher, & White, JsTeio-York; M'Carty & Davis, Tower & Hogan,
& Grigg, Philadelphia; Mr. Doubleday, Jluhurn ; Parker & Adams, and

C. Kirkham, Bataeia ; Bemis & Ward, Caiumdaigua ; and Mack &
Andrus, Ilhaca, .K. F.—Johnson & Stockton, Pittsburgh; A. G. Shry-

ock, Chambersbursrh : J. Loudon, Carlisle, Pa.—N. & G. Guilford,

Cincinnati; D. Hobbs, Chillicothe ; and Mr. Cox, Zanesville, Ohio;—Mr.

Palmer, Lexington, Ky.—P. Thompson, Washington City;—C. Blood,

Hngersioion ; John P. Thompson, Fredericktown ; Plaskitt & Co. Baltimore,

J^iL ;—Collins &. Co. Richmond, Ks.—and retailed by tne princioal bookseller;*

in the Union.



RECOMMENDATIONS.
It IS well known that the recommendations which generally accompany new booh^

have very little weight with the puWick. This is as it should be, for that vor^ wnicn

rests more on its wriucu testimonials, than on its intrinsick nierits lor support, as-

serts no claims to permanent patronage. But recommendations which analyze the

merits of a work, and which., h" e.xhibitmg its prominent features in a striking light,

are calculated to carry conviction to the reader that the system recommended is

meritorious, the author is proud to have it in his power to present in this volume.

The following are some of the numerous testimonials whicji he has received, and for

which he tenders his grateful acknowledgments to those literary gentlemen to whose

hberality and politeness he is indebted fur them. More than six hundred others

presented to the author, and many of which are equally flattering with these, he

has not room to insert.

The following notice of this work is extracted from the " Western Review." This

journal is ablv conducted by the Rev. Timothy Flint, author of" Francis Berrian,"

"His'jry & Geography of the Miss. Valley," and many other popular and valuable

works.
We had not, at that time, seen Mr. Kirkham's " Grammar in familiar Ijcctures,"

but have since given it a cursory perusal. If we comprehend the author's design,

it is not so much to introduce new principles, as to render more easy add intelligible

those which have been long established, and to furnish additional facilities to an ac-

curate and thorough knowledge ofour language. In this we think he has been suc-

cessful.

It is to be expected that a modjst, unassuming writer, on presenting himself be-

fore the publick tribunal as an author, will, as far as consistent with h;s plan, avail

himself of the authority of such as have written well on the subject before him. Mr.
Kirkham has accordingly followed Mr. Murray in the old beaten track of English
writers on grammar, in the general principles of the science ; endeavouring, al the

same time, to avoid whatever appeared to be erroneous or absurd in the writings of

that author, and adopting an entirely new arrangement. The most useful matter
contained in the treatise of Mr. Murray, is embraced in this ; but in the definitions

and rules, it is simplified, and rendered much more intelligible. Though our author
follows Mr. Murray, in the general principles of liis work, he has, in numerous in-

stances, differed from him, pursuing a course that ai)pears to be his own, and intro-

ducing some valuable improvements.
Among these may be mentioned some additional rules and explanatory notes in

syntax, the arrangement of the parts of speech, the mode of explaining them, man-
ner of parsing, manner of explaining some of the pronouns, and the use of a synop-
sis which presents the essentials of the science at one view, and is well calculated
to afford assistance to learners.

In his arrangement of the parts of speech, Mr. Kirkham seems to have endeavour-
sd to f(/llow the oriler of nature ; and we are not able to see how he could have done
oetter. The noun and verb, as being the most important parts of speech, are first

explained, and ai'^crwards those which arc considered in a secondary and suborai-
nale character. By following this order, he has avoided the absuidity so common
imong authors, of defining the minor parts before their principals^ of which they
were designed to be the appendages, and has rationally prepared the way for conducl-
mg the learner by easy advances to a correct view of the science.

In his illustrations of the various subjects ';ontaiiied in his work, our author ap-
pears to have ainierl, not at a flowery style, nor at the appearance of being leahned,
but at being understood. The clearness and perspicuity of his remarks, and their
application to familar objects, are well calculated t j arrest the attention, and aid ibf
understanding, of the iiupil, and thereby to lessen the labour of ihe inslructer. The
principles of the science are simplified, and rendered so perfectly easy of comprt'
hension, we should think no ordinary mind, having such help, could find therA difS-
cult. It is in this particular that the work appears to possess its chief merit, and on
this account it cannot fail of being preferred to many others.

It gives us pleasure to remark, in reference to the success of the amiable and
modest author whose work is before us, that we quote from the fifth edition.

Cincinnati, Aug. 24, 1827.

The following is from the pen of a gentleman of the Bar, formerly a distinguished,
Classical teacher. [Extract from the "National Crisis.")
As a friend to literature, and especially to genuine merit, it is with peculiar plea^

sure I allude to a notice in a late paper of this city, in which Mr. S. Kirkham p.-o-
poses to deliver a course of Lectures on English Graiiimar. To such as feel inte-
rested in acquiring a gcnjwal and practical knowledge of this useful science, fui



4 RECOMMENDATIONS.

Bpportunity is now presented which ought not to be n«glected. Having myself
witnessed, in several instances, witliin the last ten months, the practical results of
Mr. Kirkham's plan, I am enabled to give a decisive opinion of its merits. The
extensive knowledge acquired in one course by his class in Pittsburgh, and the great
proficiency evinced by his classes elsewhere, are a demonstration of the utility and
superiority of his method of teaching, and a higher encomium on him than I am
ab/e to bestow.
The principles on which Mr. Kirkham's "New system of Grammar" is predica

ted, are judiciously compiled, and happily and briefly expressed ; but the great
merit ofhis work consists in the lucid illustrations accompanying the principles, and
the simple and gradual manner in which it conducts the learner along from step to
step through the successive stages of the science. The explanations blended with
the theory, are addressed to the understanding of the pupil in a manner so familiar,
that they cannot fail to excite in him a deep interest ; and whatever system is cal
culated to bring into rei|uisition the mental powers, must, I conceive, be pfductive
of good results. In my humble opinion, the system of teaching introduced into this'

work, will enable a diligent pupil to acquire, without any other aid, a practical
knowledge of grammar, in lexs than one-fourth part of the time usually devoted.
My views of Mr. Kirkham's system are thvis publickly given, with the greater

pleasure, on account of the literary empiricisms which have been so extensively
practised in many parts of the western country.

Cincinnati, April 26, 1826.

From Mr. Blood, Principal of the Chambcrsburgh Academy, Pa.
Mr. Kirkham,—It is now almost twenty years s'nce I became a teacher of youth,

and, during this period, I have not only consulted all, but have used many, of the
different systems of English grammar that have fallen in my way ; and, sir, I do
assure you, without the least wish to flatter, that yours far exceeds any I have yet
seen.
Your arrangement and systematick order ofparsing are most excellent ; and ex-

perience has convinced me, (having used it, and it only, for the last twelve or thir-

teen months,) that a scholar will learn more of the nature and principles of our
language in one quarter, from your system, than in a xrhole year from anj' other I had
previously used. I do. therefore, most cheerfully and earnestly recommend it to the

publick at large, and especially to those who, anxious to acquire a knowledge ofour

language, are destitute of the advantages of an instructer.

Yours, very respectfully, SAMUEL BLOOD.
Chambersburgh Academy, Feb. 12, 1825.

From Mr. N. R. Smith, editor ofa valuable literary journal, styled " The Hesperus."

Mr. Kirkham,
Sir, I iiave examined your Lectures on English Grammar with that degree of

minuteness which enables me tn yield my unqualified approbation of the work as a

grammatical system. The engaging manner in which you have explained the ele-

ments of grammar, and accommodated them to the capacities of youth, is an ample

illustration of the utility of your plan. In addition to this, the critical attention you

have paid to an nnahjtical developemcnt of grammatical principles, while it is calcu-

lated to encourage the perseverance of young students in the march of improvement,

is suflicient, also, to emjiloy the researches of the literary connoisseur. I trust that

your valuable compilation will be speedily introduced into schools and academies.

With respect, yours, ^^ ^ ^, , ,,
N. R. SMITH, A. M.

Pittsburgh, March 22, 1825.

From Mr. Jungmann, Princijial of the Frederick Lutheran Academy :—Extract.
Having carefully examined Mr. S. Kirkham's new system of" English Grammar

in familiar Lectures," I am satisfied that the pre-eminent advantages it possesses

over our common systems, will soon convince the publick, that it is not one ofthose

feeble efl["orts of quackery which have so often obtruded upon our notice. Its deci-

ded superiority over all other syxtems, consists in adapting the subject-malter to the

capacity of the young learner, and the happy mode adopted of communicating it to

his mind in a manner so clear and simple, that he can easily comprehend the nature

and the application of every principle that comes before him.

In short, all the intricacies of the science are elucidated so dearly^} am confident,

that even a private learner, ofcommon docility, can, by perusing this system atten-

tively, acquire abetter practical knowledge of this important branch of literature m
three months, than is ordinardy obtained ,n or^e year.

^^^^^ ^ juNGMANN
,

'

Frederick, Md St-pt- 17 -^^S.



Recommendations. P

E.ttfacf : from De Witt Clinton, late Gov. of New-York.
I consider the Compendium of English Grammar, by Samuel Kirkham, a work

deserving encouragement, and wrell calculated to facilitate the acquisition of this

useful science. DE WITT CLINTON
Albani', Sept. 25, 1824.

New-York, July 29, 1829.

S. Kirkham, Esq.—^I have examined your Grammar with attention, and with a par»

ticular view to benefit the Institution under my charge. I am fully satisfied, that it

is the bestform in which Murray's principles have been given to the publick. The
lectures are ample, and given in so familiar and easy language, as to be readily un-

derstood, even by a tyro in grammar.
I fee! it due to you to say, that I commenced the examination of your work, und^r

a strong prejudice, against it, in consequence of the numerous " improved systems"
with which the publick has been inundated, of late, most of which are by no means
improvements on Murray, but the pr'^ductions of individuals whom a " little gram-
mar has rendered grammatically insane." My convictions, therefore, are the result

of investigation.

I wish you. Sir, success in your publication.

Respectfully, EBER WHEATON,
Pr. of Mechanick's Society Scnool.

With the the opinion of Mr. Wheaton respecting Mr. Kirkham's English Gram-
mar, we heartily concur. NATHAN STARK, Pr. Acad.

(Rev.) .JOHN .JOHNSTON,
Newburgh. Aug. 4, 1829. (Rev.) WM. S. HEYER.

From the Rev. C. P. Mcllvaine, and others.

So far as I have examined the plan of grammatical instruction by Samuel Kirk-

ham, I am well satisfied (hat it meets the wants of elemen'ai v schools in this bianch.

and deserves to be patronized. CHARLES P. McILVAINE.
Brooklyn, July 9, 1829.

We fully concur in the above. ANDREW HAGEMAN,
E. M. JOHNSON.

EXTRACT.
From the partial examination which I have given Mr. S. Kirkham's English Gram-

mar, I do not hesitate to recommend it to the publick as the best of the class I have
ever seen, and as filling up an important and almost impassable chasm in works on
gramn>atical science. D. L. CARROLL.

Brooklyn, L. I. Jimc 29, 1829.

We fully concur in the foregoing recommendation. B. B. HALLOCK,
E. KINGSLEY,
T. S. MAYBON.

From A. W. Dodge, Esq.
New-York, July 15, 1829.

The experience of every one at all acquainted with the business of instruction,

must have taught him that the study of grammar, important as it is to every class

of learners, is almost invariably a dry and uninteresting study to young beginners,
and for the very obvious reason, that the systems in general use in the schools, are
far beyond the comprehension ofyouth, and ill adapted to their years. Hence it is,

that their lessons in this department of learning, are considered as tasks, and if

committed at all, committed to the memory, without enlightening their understand-
ings ; so that many a pupil who has been through the English grammar, is totally
unacquainted with tlie nature even of the simplest parts of speech.
The work of Mr. Kirkham on grammar, is well calculaled to remedy these evils,

and supply a deficiency which has been so long and so seriously felt in the unper-
fect education ofyouth in the elementary knowledge of ineir own language. By a
simple, familiar, and lucid method oftreating the subject, he has rendered what was
before irksome and unprofitable, pleasing and instructive. In one word, the gram-
mar of Mr. Kirkham furnishes a. clew by which the youthful mind is guided through
the intricate labyrinth of verbs, nouns, and pronouns ; and the path whicii has been
heretofore so difticult and uninviting, as to dampen the ardour of youth, and waste
their energies in fruitless attempts to surmount its obstacles, is cleared of these ol>-

structions by this pioneer to the youthful mind, and planted, at every turn, with
friendly guide-boards to direct them in the right ra.-d. The slightest perusal of the
work alluded to, will convince even the most skeptical of the truth of these remarks,
and satisfy every one who is not wedded by prejudice to old rules and forms,
.iiat it wiil meet the wants of ih^ commimiiv. ALLEN W. DODGE.

1*
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Philadelphia, Aug. 10, 1829.
Having for several years been engaged in lecturing on the science of grammar,

»iid, during this period, having thoroughly tested the merits of Mr. S. Kirkham's
system of " English Grammar in Familiar Lectures" by using it as a text-book for
my classes, I take pleasure in giving this testimonial of my cordial approbation o(
the work. Mr. Kirkham has attempted to improve upon this branch of science,
cl'.iefly by unfolding and explaining the principles of grammar in a manner so clear
and simple, as to adapt them completely to the undeistanrlivg of the young learner,
and by adopting a new arrangement, which enables the pupil to commit the princi-
ples by a smiullaneous application ofthem to practical examples. The publick may
rest assureil, that he has been successful in his attempt in a pre-eminent degree. I

make this assertion under a full conviction that it will he corroborated by every
candid judge of the science who becomes acquainted with the practical advantages
of this manual.
The exi)liclt brevity and accuracy of the rules and definitions, the novel, the

striking, the lucid, and critical illustrations accompanying them, the peculiar and
advantageous arrangement of the various parts of the subject, the facilities proffered

by the " systematick mode of parsing" a'dopted, the convenient and judicious intro-

duction and adaptation of the exercises introduced, and the deep researches and
critical investigations displayed in the " Piiilosopliical Notes," render this system
of grammar so decidedly superiour to all others extant, that, to receive general pat-
ronage, it needs but to be known.
My knowledge of this system from experience in teaching it, and witnessing its

effects in the hands of private learners, warrants me in saying, that a learner will,

by studying this book /our months vnthout a teacher, obtain a more clear conception

of the nature and proper construction of words and plirases, than is ordinarily ob-

tained in common schools and academies, mjlve times four months.

It is highly gratifying to know, that wherever tliis system has been circulated, it

is very rapid' y supplanting those works of dulness which have so long paralyzed the

energies of tl\e youth of our country.

I think the suecimens of verbal criticism, additional corrections in orthography

and orthoepy, the leading principles of rhetorick, and the improvements in the

illustrations generally, which Mr. K. is about introducing into his eleventh edi-

tion, vfill render it quite an improvement on the former editions nf his work.

H. VVINCHESTER.
From the Rev. S. Center, Pr, of a Classical Academy.

I have examined the last edition of Kirkham's Grammar with peculiar satisfac-

tion. The improvements which appear in it, do, in my estimation, give it a decided

preference to any other system now in use. To point out the peculiar qualities

which secure to it claims ofwhich no other system can boast, would be, if required,

perfectly easy. At present it is sufficient to remark, that it imbodies all that is e^
gentially excellent and useful in other systems ; whilst it is entirely free from that

tediousness of method and prolixiiy of definition which so much perplex and en>-

barrass the learner.

The peculiar excellence of Mr. Kirkham's grammar is, the simplicity nfits metf>-

od, and the plainness of its illustrations. Being conducted by familiar lecture?, the

teaciier and pupil are necessarily brought into agreeable contact by each lesson,,

Both are improved by the same task, without the slightest suspicion, on the part of

the pupil, that there is anything hard, difficult, or obscure in the subject : a convic-

tion, this, which must inevitably precede all efforts, or no proficieivy will be made. In

a word, the treatise 1 am recommending, is a practical one ; and for thaJ reason, if

there were no others to be urged, it ought to be introduced into all our schools and

academics. From actual experiment I can attest to the ))ractical)ility of the plan

which the author has adopted. Of this lact any one mny be convinced who will

lake' the puns to make the experiment. SAMUEL CENTER.
Albany, July 10, 1829.

, ^ ,

From a c(jirununication addressed to S. Kirkham by the Rev. J. Stockton, authof

of the " Western Calculator" and " Western S|iellitig-Ho(yk."

Dear Sir,—I am much pleased with both the plan and exeniiion of your " Englisli

Grammar in Familiar Lectures." In giving a systematick mode of parsing, caW

ciliated alike to exercise the understaniling and memory ofthe pupil, and also freo

the teacner from the drudgery of cont.niued interrogation, you have made your

grammar what every elementary school-book ought to be,—p/ai?i., systematick, and

eo-'?/ to be understood.
j i •

This, with the copious definitions in every part of the work, and other improve

mcnts so iudiciousiy introduced, gives it a decided superiority over the iinperfert

grammar of Murray, now so generally used. JOSEPH STOCKTON, A. M.
Allcghcnv-Town, (near Pittsburgh,) March 18, lS:ia.



ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE ELEVENTH EDITION.

The aHthor is free to acknowledge, that since this treatise first ventured

OTi the wave of puhlick opinion, the gales of patronage which have wafted it

along, have been far more favourable than he had reason to anticipate. Had
any one, on its first appearance, predicted, that the demand for it would call

forth tioenly-tuio thousand copies during the past year, the author would have
considered the prediction extravagant and chimerical. In gratitude, therefore,

to that publick which has smiled so propitiously on his humble efforts to ad-

vance the cause of learning, he has endeavoured, by unremitting attention to

the improvement of liis work, to render it as useful and as unexceptionable

as his time and talents would permit.

It is believed that the tenth and eleventh editions have been greatly in*-

proved ; but the author is apprehensive that his work is not yet as accurate

and as much simplified as it may be. If,hovvever, the disadvantages f;f linger-

ing under a broken constitution, and of being able to devote to tliis subject

only a small portion of his time, snatched from the active pursuits ofa busi-

ness life, (active as far as his imperfect health permits him to be,) are any
apology for its defects, he hopes that the candid will set down the apology to

his credit. This personal allusion is hazarded with the additional hope, that

it will ward off some ctf the arrows of criticism which may he aimed at him,
and render less pointed and poisonous those that may fall tipon him. Not
that he would besr a truce with the gentlemen criticks and reviewers. Any
compromise with them would betray a want of self-confidence and moral
courage which he would, by no means, be willingto avow. It would, mor&-
over, be prejudicial to his interest ; for he is determined, if his life be preserv-

ed, to avail himselfof the advantages of any judicious and candid criticisms

on his produ^Jon, that may appear, and, two or three years hence, revise hi»
work, and present to the publick another and a better edition.

The improvements in the tenth edition, consisted mainly in the addition
of many important principles ; in rendering the illustrations more critical,

extensive, accurate, and lucid j in connecting more closely with the geniuis

and philosophy of onr language, the general principles adopted
; and in add-

ing a brief view of philosophical grammar interspersed in notes. The in-

troduction into the elicventh edition, of many verbal criticisms, of addi-
tional corrections in orthography and orthoepy, of the leading principles of
rhetorick, and of general additions and improvements in various parts of the
work, render this edilion, it is believed, /«»• preferable to any of the former
edition? of the work.

Perhaps some will regard the philosophical notes as a useless exhibition of
pedantry. If so, the author's only apology is, that some investigatioris of
this nature seemed to be called for by a portion of the community w-liose

minds, of late, appear to be under the influence ofa kind of philosophical ma-
nia ; and to such these notes are respectfully submitted for just what they

may deem their real value. The author's own opinion on this point, is, that
they profler no matei-ial advantages to common learners ; but that they may
profitably engage the attention of the curious, and perhaps impart adegre*
of mterest to the literary connoisseur.

New-York, August 22, 1829.
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PREFACE.

There appears to be sonriPthing assuming in the act of writing, and thrust-

ing into publick notice, a new work on a subject which has aheady employed

many able pens ; for who would presume to do this, unless he believed his pro-

duction to be, in some respects, superiour to every one of the kind which

had preceded it? Hence, in presenting to the publick this system of Eng-
.ish Grammar, the author is aware that an apology will be looked for, and
that the arguments on which that apology is grounded, must inevitably

undergo a rigid scrutiny. Apprehensive, however, that no explanatory

effort, on his part, would shield him from the imputation of arrogance by
such as are blinded by self-interest, or by those who are wedded to the

doctrines and opinions of his predecessors, with them he will not attempt a

compromise, being, in a great measure, indifferent either to their praise or

their censure. But with the candid, he is willing to negotiate an amicable

treaty, knowing that they are always ready to enter into it on honourable

terms. In this negotiation he asks nothing more than merely to rest the

merits of his woriv on its practical utility, believing that, if it prove un-

commonly successful in facilitating the progress of youth in the march of

mei>tal improvement, that will be its best apology.

When we bring into consideration the numerous productions of those

learned philologists who have laboured so long, and, as many suppose, so

successfully, in establishing the principles of our language ; and, more
especially, when we view the labours of some of our modern compilers,

who have displayed so much ingenuity and acuteriess in attempting to ar-

range those principles in such a manner as to form a correct and an easy
medium ofmental conference; it does, indeed, appear a little like presumption
for a young man to enter upon a subject which has so frequently engaged
the attention and talents of men distinguished for their erudition. The
author ventures forward, however, under the conviction, that most of his

predecessors are very deficient, at least, in manner, if not in matter; and
this conviction, he believes, will be corroborated by a majority of the best
judges in community. It is admitted, that many valuable improve-
ments have been made by some of our late writers, who have endeavoured
to simplify and render this subject intelligible to the young learner, but
they have all overlooked what the author considers a very important ob-

ject, namely, a systematick order of parsing ; and nearly all have neglected
to develope and explain the principles' in such a manner as to enable the
learner, without great difficulty, to comprehend their nature and use.

By some this system will, no doubt, be discarded on account of its simpli-

city ; whilst to others its simplicity will prove its principal recommendation.
Its design is an humble one. It proffers no great advantages to the recondite

grammarian
; it professes not to instruct the literary connoisseur ; it presents

no attractive graces of style to charm, no daring flights to astonish, no deep
researches to gratify him; but in the humblest simplicity of diction, it at-

tempts to accelerate the march of the juvenile mind in its advances m the
pathofucience, by dispersing those clouds that so often bewilder it, and re-

moving those obstacles that generally retard its progress. In this way it en-

deavours to render interesting and delightful a study which has hitherto been
considered tedious, dry, and irksome. Its leading object is to adopt a
correct and an easy method, in which pleasure is blended with the labours of
the learner, and which is calculated to excite in him a spirit of inquiry, that

ehall call forth into vigorous and useful ex'ercise, every latent energy of his

mind ; and thus enable him soon to become thoroughly acquainted with the
nature of the principles, and with their practical utility and application.

Content to be useful, instead of being brilliant, the writer of these pagee
faas endeavoured to shun the path of those whose aim appears to have bee«
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to dazzle, rather than to instruct. As he has aimed not so much at origi-

nality as utility, he has adopted the thoughts of his predecessors whose
labours have become pubiick stock, whenever he could not, in his opinion,
furn:sli better and brighter of his own. Aware that there is, in tiie pubiick
mind, a strong predilection for the doctrines contained in Mr. Murray's
grammar, he has thought proper, not merely from motives of policy, but
from choice, to select his principles chiefly from that work ; and, moreover,
to adopt, as far as consistent with his own views, the language of that emi-
nent philologist. In no instance has he varied from him, unless he concei\'ed
that, m so doing, some practical advantage would be gained. He hopes,
therefore, to escape the c6nsure so frequently and so justly awarded to

those unfortunate innovators who have not scrupled to alter, mutilate,
and torture the text of that able writer, merely to gratify an itching propen-
sity to figure in tlw; world as authors, and gain an ephemeral popularity by
arrogating to themselves the credit due to another.
The author is not disposed, however, to disclaim all pretensions to origi-

nality ; for, although his principles are chiefly selected, (and who would
presume to make new ones?) the manner of arranging, illustrating, and
applj-ing them, is principally his own. Let no one, therefore, if he hap-
pen to find in other works, ideas and illustrations Similar to some con-
tained in the followini^ lectures, too hastily accuse him of plagiarism. It is

well known that similar investigations and pursuits often elicit correspond-
ing ideas in different minds: and hence it is not unconmion for the same
thought to be strictly original with many wiiters. The author is not here at-

tempting to manufacture a garment to shield him from rebuke, should he
unjustly claim the property of another; but he wishes it to be understood,
that a long course of teaching and investigation, has often produced in hia

mind ideas and arguments on the subject of grammar, exactly or nearly
corresponding with those which he afterwards found, had, under similar

circumstances, been produced in the minds of others. He hopes, therefore,

to be pardoned by the critiek, even tliough he should not be willing to

reject a good idea of Ids own, merely because some one else has, at some
time or other, been blessed with the same thought.

As the plan of this treatise is far more comprehensive than those of ordi-

nary grammars, the writer could not, without making his work unrea
sonably voluminous, treat some topicks as extensively as was desirable.

Its design is to embrace, not only all the most vwiportant principles of the

science, but also exercises in parsing, false syntax, and punctuation, sufii

diently extensive for all ordinary, practical purposes, and a key to the ex

ercises, and, moreover, a series of illustrations so full and intelligible, as com
pletely to adapt the principles to the capacities ofcommon learners. Whether this

design has been successfully or unsuccessfully executed, is left for the pubiick

to decide. The general adoption of the work into schools, wherever it has

become known, and the ready sale ol'forty thousand copies, (though vnthoxi*

hitherto affording the author any pecuniary profit,) are favourable omens.
In the selection and arrangement of principles for his work, the authoi

has endeavoured to pursue a course between the extremes, of taking blindly

on trust whatever has been sanctioned by prejudice and the authority of

venerable names, and of that arrogant, innovatmg spirit, which sets at de-

aance all authority, and attempts to overthrow all former systems, and con-

vince the world that all true knowledge and science are wrapped up in a

crude system ofvagaries of its own invention. Notwithstanding the author

IS aware that pubiick prejudice is powerful, and that he who ventures

much by way of innovation, will be liable to defeat his own purpose by fall-

ing into neglect
;
yet he has takon the liberty to think for himself, to inves-

tigate the subject critically and dispassionately, and to adopt such principles

only as he deemed the least objectionable, and best calculated to efl'ect tVo

object he had in view. But wliat hia systeni claims as improvements 1

1
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others, consists not so much in bettering the principles themselves, asm
Clu meilwd adopted of commnnicatvig a knowledge of lliein to the mind of the

learner. That the work is defective, the author is fully sensible: and he is

free to acknowledge, that its defects arise, in part, from his own want of

judgment and skill. But there is another and a more serious cause of

them, namely, the anomalies and imperfections with which the language
abounds. This latter circumstance is also the cause of the existence of so

widely difTercnt opinions on many important points ; and,moreover, the reason

that the grammatical principles of our language can never be indisputably

settled. But principles ought not to be rejecttid because they admit of ex-

ceptions.—He who is thoroughly acquainted with the genius and structure

of our language, can duly appreciate thetrutli of these remarks.

To conform, in our orthography and orthoepy, to some admitted stand-

ard, the author deems a consideration of sulHcietit importance to justify him
in introducing into his work an article on each of these subjects, in which
many words that are often misspelled or mispronounced, are corrected ac-

cording to a work,* which, in his estimation, justly claims a di cisive prefer-

ence, in point ol' accuracy, to any other Dictionary of the Ens^lish language.
^* Should parents object to the Compendium, fearing it will soon be

destroyed by their children, they are informed that the pupil will not have
occasion to use it one-tenth part as much as he will the book which it ac-

companies : and besides, if it be destroyed, he will tind all the definitions

and rules which it contains, recapitulated in the series of Lectures.

HINTS TO TEACHERS AND PRIVATE LEARNERS.
As this work proposes a new mode of parking, and pursues an arrange-

ment essentially different from that generally adopted, it may not be deemed
improper for the author to give some directions to tliose who may be dis-

posed to use it. Perhaps they who take only a slight view of the order ot

parsing, will not consider it }tew, but blend it with tliose hmg since adopted.
Some writers have, indeed, attempted plans somewhat similar; but in

no instance have they reduced them to what the author considers a regular

systematick order.

The metliods which they have general'y suggested, require the teacher to

interrogate ine pupil as he proceeds; or else he is permitted to parse without
giving any explanations at all. Others hint that the learner ought to apply
definitions in a general way, hut they kiy down no systematick arianaement
of questions as his guide. The systemcdirk order laid down in this work, if

pursued by the ])upil,' com]>cls him to apply every deiiniiion and every rule

that appertains to each word he parses, without having a question put to

him by the teacher ; and, in so doing, he explains every word fully as he
goes along. This course enables tiie learner to proceed independently;
and proves, at the same time, a great relief to tiie instructer. 'ilie conve-
nience and advantage of this method, are far greater than can be easily

conceived by one who is unacquainted with it. The autiior is, therefore,

anxious to have the absurd practice, wherever it has been established, of
rausing learners to commit and recite definitions and rules without any si-

multan.ious application of them to practical examples, immediately abol-
ished. This system obviates the necessity of pursuing such a stupid course
of drudgery; for the young beginner who pursues it, will have, in a few
weeks, all the most important definitions and rules perfectly committed,
simply by applying them in parsing.

If this plan be once adopted, it is confidently believed that every teacher
>vho is desirous to consult, cither his own convenience, or the advantage ol
his pupils, will readily pursue it in preference to any former method. Tliia

* Thp work alluded to, is " Walker's Dictionary," revised and corrcctu.l by Mt.
Lyman Cobb.
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belief is founded on the advantages wliich the author himselt has expe-
rienced froii! it in the course of several years, devoted to the instruction

of youth and aduits. By pursuing this system, he can, with less labour,
advance a pupil farther in a practical knowledge of this abstruse science, in

two months, tlian he could in one year when he taught in the " old way." It

is presumed that no instructer, who once gives this system a fair trial, will

doubt the truth of this assertion.

Perhaps some will, on a tirst view of the work, disapprove of the trans-

position of many parts ; but whoever examines it attentively, will find that,

although the author has not followed the Common " artilicial and unnatural
arrangement adopted by most of his predecessors," yet he has endea-
voured to pursue a more judicious one, namely, "the ordr of the under-
standing."

The learner should commence, not by committing and rehearsing, but by
reading attentively the first two lectures several times over. He ought
then to parse, according to the systtmalicl: order, the examples given for

that purpose ; in doing which, as previously stated, he has an opportunity

of committing all tlie dclinitions and rules belonging to the parts of speech
mcluded in the examples.

The Compendium, as it presents to the eye of the learnera condensed
but comprehensive view of the whole science, may be properly considered

an " Ocular Analysis of the Eiiiilish languag'^" By referring to it, the

young studdnt is enabled to apply all his definitions and rules from tlie very

commencement of his parsing. To some, this mode of procedure may seem
rather tedious ; but it must appear ol)vious to every person of discernment,

that a pupil will learn more by parsing jive words critically, and explaining

them fully, than he would by ^<xtsn\g fifty words superficially, and without

understanding their various properties. The teacher who pursues this

plan, is n<jt under the necessity of hearing liis pupils recite a single lesson

oi definitio.is committed to memory, for he has a fair opportunity of discover-

ing their knowledge of these as they evince it in parsing. All other direc-

tions necessary for the learner in school, as well as for the private learner,

will be given in the succeeding pages of the wofk. Should these feeble ef-

forts prove a saving of much time and expense to those young persons who
may be disposed to pursue this science with avidity, by enabling them eas-

ily to acquire a critical knowledge of a branch of education so nnportant

and desirable, tne author's fondest anticipations will be fully realized; but

should his work fall into the hands of any who are expecting, by the acqui-

sition, to become giainmarians, and yet, have not sutficient ambition and

perseverance to make themselves acquainted with its contents, it is hoped,

that the blame for their noniinproveaient, will not be thrown upon nim.

To those enterprising and intelligent gentlemen who may be disposed to lecture od

this plan, the author takes tlie liberty to otfer a few hints by way of encourage-

Any judicious instructer of grammar, if he take the trouble to make himself fa-

miliar with the contents of the following pages, will tind it an easy matter to pursue

this system. One remark only to the lecturer, is suSicient. Instead of causing hia

pupils to acquire a knowledge of the nature and use of the principles hy intense ap-
.

plicaticn, let him communicate it verbally ; that is, let him first take up one part of

speech, and, ip an oral lecture, unfold and explain all its properties, not on.y by

adopting the illustrations given in the book, but also by giving others that may occur

to his mind as he proceeds. After a part ofspeech has be.'n thus elucidated, tlie class

should be interrogated on it, and then taught to parse it, ami correct errours in com-

position under the rules that apply to iu In the same manner he may proceed with

the other parts of speech, observing, however, to recapitulate occasionally, until tha

learners become thoroughly arquaiiiled with whatever principles niay have been

presented. If this plan be faithfully pursued, rapid progress, on the part o1 the

learner, will be the iiievirable result; and tnal teacher who pursues it, cannot tailol

icquirins distinction, and an enviable popaiaritv in his profession. g-jwyj^j



FA3niJ[AR liECTURES

ON

ENOL.ISII GRAMMAR.

LECTURE I.

DIVISIONS OF GRAMMAR—ORTHOGRAPHY.

T«' THE YOUNG LEARNER.

YOU are about to enter upon one of the most useful, and,
when rightly pursued, one of the most interesting studies in the
whole circle of science. If, however, you, like many a mis-
guided youth, are under the impression that the study of gram
mar is dry and irksome, and a matter of little consequence, 1

trust I shall succeed in removing from your mind, all such false

notions and ungrounded prejudices ; for I will endeavour to

convince you, before I close these lectures, that this is not only

a pleasing study, but one of real and substantial utility ; a study
that directly tends to adorn and dignify human nature, and me-
liorate the condition of man. Grammar is a leading branch of

that learning which alone is capable of unfolding and maturing

the mental powers, and of elevating man to his proper rank in

the scale of intellectual existence ;—of that learning which lifts

the soul from earth, and enables it to hold converse with a thou-

sand worlds. In pursuing any and every other path of science,

you will discover the truth ofthese remarks, and feel its force
;

for you will find, that, as grammar opens the door to every de-

partment of learning, a knowledge of it is indispensable : and

should you not aspire at distinction in the republick of letters,

this knowledge cannot fail of being serviceable to you, even if

you are destined to pass through the humblest walks of life. I

think it is clear, that, in one point of view, grammatical know-

ledge possesses a decided advantage over every other branch of

learning. Penmanship, arithmetick, geography, astronomy,

botany, chymistry, and so on, are highly useful in their respec-

tive places ; but not one of them is so universally applicable

to practical purposes, as this. In every situation, under all cur
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cumstances, on all occasions ;—whet you speak, read, write,

or think, a knowledge of grammar is of essential utility.

Doubtless you have heard some persons assert, that they

could detect and con-ect any errour in language by the ear, and

speak and write accurately without a knowledge of grammar.
Now your own observation will soon convince you, that this as-

sertion is incorrect. A man of refined taste, may, by perusing

good authors, and conversing with the learned, acquire thai

knowledge of language which will enable him to avoid those

glaring errours that offend the ear ; but there are other errours

equally gross, which have not a harsh sound, and, consequent-

ly, which caimot be detected without a knowledge of the rules

that are violated. Believe me, therefore, when I say, that with-

out the knowledge and application of grammar rules, it is im-

possible for any one to think, speak, read, or write with accura-

cy. From a want of such knowledge, many often express

their ideas in a manner so improper and obscure as to render it

impossible for any one to undersiand them : their language fre-

quently amounts, not only to bad sense, but noH-sense. In

other instances several different meanings may be affixed to the

words they employ ; and what is still worse, is, that not unfre-

quently their sentences are so constructed, as to convey a

meaning quite the reverse of that which they intended. No-
thing of a secular nature can be more worthy of your attention,

then, than the acquisition of grammatical knowledge.

The path which leads to grammatical excellence, is not all

the way smooth and flowery, but in it you will lind some thorns

interspersed, and some obstacles to be surmounted ; or, in sim-

ple language, you will find, in the pursuit of this science, many
intricacies which it is rather difficult for the juvenile mind com-
pletely to unravel. I shall, therefore, as T proceed, address you
m plain language, and endeavour to illustrate every principle in

a manner so clear ana simple, that you will be able, if you exer-

cise your mind, to understand its nature, and apply it to prac-

tice as you go along ; for I would rather give you one useful

idea, dian fifty high-sounding words, the meaning of which you
would prolmbly be unable to comprehend.

Should you ever have any doubts concei-ning the meaning of

a word, or the sense of a sentence, you must not be discoura-

ged, but persevere, either by studying my explanations, or by
asking some person competent to inform you, till you obtain a

clear conception of it, and till all doubts are removed. By care-

fully examining.and frequently reviewing, tlie following lectures,

you will soon be able to discern the grammatical construction
of our language, and fix in your mind the principles by which
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It IS governed. ISothing delights youth so much, as a clear

and distinct knowledge of any branch of science which they

are pursuing ; and, on the other hand, 1 know they are apt to

be discouraged with any branch of learning which requires

much time and attention to be understood. It is the evidence

of a weak mind, however, to be discouraged by the obstacles

with which the young learner must expect to meet ; and the

best means that you can adopt, in order to enable you to over-

come the difficulties that arise in the incipient stage of your

studies, is to cultivate the habit of thinking methodically and

soundly on all subjects of importance which may engage your

attention. Nothing will be more effectual in enabling you to

think, as well as to speak and write, correctly, than the study

of English grammar, according to the method of pursuing it as

prescribed in the following pages. This system is designed,

and, I trust, well calculated, to expand and strengthen the in-

tellectual faculties, in as much as it involves a process by which

the mind is addressed, and a knowledge of grammar commu-
nicated in an interesting and familiar manner.

You are aware, my young friend, that you live in an age of

light and knowledge ;—an age in which science and the arts

are marching onward with gigantick strides. You live, too, in a

land of liberty;—a land on which the smiles of Heaven beam
with uncommon refulgence. The trump of the warriour and

the clangour of arms no longer echo on our mountains, or in

our valleys ;
" the garments died in blood have passed away ;"

the mighty struggle for independence is over ; and you live to

enjoy the rich boon of ireedom and prosperity which was pur-

chased with the blood of our fathers. These considerations

forbid that you should ever be so unmindful of your duty to

your country, to your Creator, to yourself, and to succeeding

generations, as to be content to grovel in ignorance, ile-

mem])er that " knowledge is power ;" that an enlightened and

a virtuous people can never 1)e enslaved ; and that, on the in-

telligence of our youth, rest the future liiierty, the prosperity,

the happiness, the grandeur, and the glory of our beloved

country. Go on, then, with a laudable ambition, and an un-

yielding perseverance, in the path v/hich leads to honour and

renown. Press forward. Go, and gather laurels on the hill

of science ; linger among her unfading beauties ;
" druik

deep" of her crystal fountain ; and then join in " the march ol

fame." Become learned and virtuous, and you will bo great.

Love God and serve him, and you will be happy.
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LANGUAGE.
Language, in its most extensive sense, implies those signs

by which men and brutes communicate to each other theu
thoughts, affections, and desires.

Language may be divided, 1. into natural and artificial {

2. into spoken and written.

Natural Language consists in the use of those natural

signs which different animals employ in communicating their

feelings one to another. The meaning of these signs all per-

fectly understand by the principles of their nature. This lan-

guage is common both to man and brute. The elements of

natural language in man, may be reduced to three kinds ; mo-
dulations of the voice, gestures, and features. By means of

these, two savages who have no common, artificial language,

can communicate their thoughts in a manner quite intelligible :

they can ask and refuse, affirm and deny, threaten and suppli-

cate ; they can traffick, enter into contracts, and plight their

faith. The language of brutes consists in the use of those

inarticulate sounds by which they express their thoughts and
affections. Thus, the chirping of a bird, the bleating of a

lamb, the neighing of a horse, and the growling, whining,

and barking of a dog, are the language of those animals, re-

spectively.

Artificial Language consists in the use of words, by

means of which mankind are enabled to communicate their

thoughts to one another.—In order to assist you in compre-
hending what is meant by the term xoorcl, 1 will endeavour to

illustrate the meaning of the term

Idea. The notices which we gain by sensation and percep-

tion, and which are treasured up in the mind to be the materi-

als of thinking and knowledge, are denominated ideas. For
example, when you place your hand upon a piece of ice, a sen-

sation is excited which we call coldness. That faculty which

notices this sensation or change produced in the mind, is called

perception; and the abstract notice itself, or notion you form of

this sensation, is denominated an idea. This being premised,

we will now proceed to the consideration of words.

Words are articulate sounds, used by common consent, not

as natural, but as artificial, signs of our ideas. Words have
no meaning in themselves. They are merely the artificial re-

presentatives of those ideas affixed to them by compact or

agreement among those who use them. In English, for in-

stance, to a particular kind of metal we assign the nanjc o'old
;

not because there is, in that sound, any peculiar aptness which
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suggests the idea wo wish to convey, but the application of that

sound to the idea signified, is an act altogether arbitrary.

Were there any natural connexion between the sound and the

thing signified, the word gold would convey the same idea to

the people of other countries as it does to ourselves. But
such is not the fact. Other nations make use of different

sounds to signify the same thing. Thus, aurum denotes the

same idea in Latin, and or in French. Plence it follows, that

It is by custom only we learn to annex particular ideas to par-

ticular sounds.

Spoken Language or speech is made up of articulate

sounds uttered by the human voice.

The voice is formed by air which, after it passes through the

glottis, (a small aperture in the upper part of the wind-pipe,)

is modulated by the action of the throat, palate, teeth, tongue,

lips, and nostrils.

Written Language. The elements of written language

consist of letters or characters, which, by common consent and

general usage, are combined into words, and thus made the

ocular representatives of the articulate sounds uttered by the

voice.

GRA3IMAR. ^
:

GRAMMAR is the science of language.

Grammar may be divided into two species, universal and
particular.

Universal Grammar explains the principles which are

common to all languages.

Particular Grammar applies those general principles to

a particular language, modifying them according to its genius,

and the established practice of the best speakers and writers

by whom it is used. Hence,
The established practice of the best speakers and writers o(

any language, is the standard of grammatical accuracy in the

use of that language.

By the phrase, established practice, is implied reputable, na-

tional, and present usage. A usage becomes good and legal,

when it has been long and generally adopted.

The best speakers and writers, or such as may be considerea

good authority in the use of language, are those who are de-

servedly in high estimation ; speakers, distinguished for their

2*
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elocution and other literary attainments, and writers, eminent

for correct taste, solid matter, and refined manner.

In the grammar of a perfect language, no rules should be admitted, but

such as are founded on fixed principles, arising out of the genius of that

language and the nature of things ; but our language being im-perfect, it

becomes necessary, in a practical treatise, like this, to adopt some rules to

direct us in the use of speech as regulated by cuslom. If we had a perma-
nent and surer standard than capricious custom to regulate us in the trans-

mission of thought, great inconvenience would be avoided. They, how-
ever, who introduce usages which depart from the analogy and philosophy

of a language, are conspicuous among the number of those who form that

language, and have power to control it.

Language is conventional, and not only invented, but, in its progressive

advancement, varied for purposes of practical convenience. Hence it as-

sumes any and every form which those wlio make use of it choose to

give it. We are, therefore, as rational and practical grammarians, compelled
to submit to the necessity of the case ; to take the language as it is, and
not as it should be, and bow to custom.

Philosophical Gkambiar investigates and develops the

principles of language, as founded in the nature of things and

the original laws of thought. It also discusses the grounds ol

the classification of words, and explains those procedures

which practical grammar lays down for our observance.

Practical Grammar adopts the most convenient classifi-

cation of the words of a language, lays doMu a system of de-

finitions and rules, founded on scientifick principles and good
usage, illustrates their nature and design, and enforces theii

application.

Principle. A principle in grammar is a peculiar construc-

tion of the language, sanctioned by good usage.

Definition. A definition in grammar is a principle of lan-

guage expressed in a definite form.

Rule. A rule describes the peculiar construction or cir-

cumstantial relation of words, which custom has established

for our observance.

ENGL.ISH GRAMMAR.

English Grammar is the art of speaking and
writing the EngHsh language ^vith propriety.

Grammar teaches us hoiv to use ivords in a proper manner.

The most ii>iportant use of that faculty called speech, is, to

convey om thoughts to others. If, therefore, we have a store

of words, and even know what they signify, they will be of no
real use to us unless we can also apply them to practice, and
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make them answer the purposes for which they were invented

Gramiiiar, well understood, enables us to express our thoughts

fully and clearly ; and, consequently, in a manner which will

defy the ingenuity of man to give our words any other meaning
than that which we ourselves intend them to express. To be
able to speak and write our vernacular tongue with accuracy

and elegance, is, certainly, a consideration of the highest mo-
ment.

Grammar is divided into four parts
;

1. Orthography, 3. Syntax,
2. Etymology, 4. Prosody.
Orthography teaciies the nature and joowers

of letters, and the just method of spelKng words.

Orthography means ivprd-inahino\ or sp ell in 2'. It teaches

us the diiferent kinds and sounds of letters, how to combine
them into syllables, and syllables into words.

As this is one of the first steps in the path of literature, I

presume you already understand the nature and use of letters,

and the just method of spelling words. If you do, it is urme-

cessary for you to dwell long on this part of grammar, which,

though very important, is rather dry and uninteresting, for it has

nothing to do with parsing or analyzing language. And, there-

fore, if you can spell corrccihj, you may omit Orthography, and

commence with Etymology and Syntax.

Orthography treats, 1st, of Letters, 2ndly, of

tSyllables, and 3dly, of Words.
1. Letters. A letter is the first principle, or

least part, of a word.
The English Alphabet contains twenty-six let-

ters.

They are divided into vowels and consonants.

A vowel is a letter that can be perfectly sound-

ed by itself. The vowels are a, e, i, o, «, and
sometimes w and y. TV and y are consonants

when they begin a word or syllable ; but in every
other situation they are vowels.

A consonant is a letter that cannot be perfectly

sounded without the help of a vowel ; as, b, d,f,

I. All letters except the vowels are consonants.
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Consonants are divided into mutes and semi-

vowels.

The mutes cannot be sounded at all without the
aid of a vowel. They are b, p, t, d, k, and c and

g hard.

The semi-vowels have an imperfect sound of

themselves. They arefJ,m,n,r,Vj s, z, x, and c

*and g soft.

Four of the semi-vowels, namely, I, m, n, r, are called liquids, because,

they readily unite with other consonants, and flow, as it were, into theii

sounds.

A diphthong is the union of two vowels, pro-

nounced by a single impulse of the voice ; as ot

in voic", oti in sound.

A triphthong is the union of three vowels pro
iiounced in Uke manner ; as, eau in beau, ieio in

view.
A p'oper diphthong has both the vowels sounded ; as, ou in ounce. An

improper diphthong has only one of the vowels sounded ; as, oa in boat.

II. Syllables. A syllable is a distinct sound,

uttered by a single impulse of the voice; as, r/,

an^ ant.

A word of one syllable, is termed a Monosyl-
lable ; a word of two syllables, a Dissyllable ; a

word of ihvfjb syllables, a Trisyllable ; a word
of four or more syllables, a Polysyllable.

III. y/oRDs. Words are articulate sounds,

used by common consent, as signs of our ideas.

Words are of two sorts, primitive and deriva-

tive.

A primitive word is that which cannot be re-

duced to a simpler word in the language ; as,

man, good.
A derivative word is that which may be reduced

to a simpler word; as, manful, goodness.

There is little or no difference between derivative and compound wordt.

The terminations or added syllables, such as ed, es, ess, est, an, ant, en,ence.

e>if, dom, hood, ly, oics, fid, ness, and the like, were, originally, distinct ana
separate words, which, by long use, have been contracted, and made tc

coalesce with other words.
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OF THE SOUNDS OF THE LETTERS.

A.—»fl has four soi;nds ; the long ; as in name, basin ; the broad ; Ka in
•wtf, wall; the short ; as in fagot, glass; and the flat, Itahan sound ; as in
bar, farther.

The improper diphthong, aa, has the short sound of a in Balaam, Canaatif
Isaac ; and the long sound of a in Baal, Gaal, Aarmi.
The Latin diphthong, (t, has the long sound of e in anigma, Ccesar, and

some other words. But many authors reject this useless excrescence of
antiquity, and write, enigma, Cesar.

The diphthong, ai, has the long sound of a ; as in pail, sail ; except in

flaid, said, again, raiUerij, fountain, Britain, and some others.

Jla is sounded like broad a in taught, like flat a in aunt, like long o in
hautboy, and like short o in laurel.

Aw has always the sound of broad a ; as in batol, craiol.

Ay has the long sound of a ; as in pay, delay. •
ijf

B.

—

B has only one sound ; as in baker, number, chub.

B is silent when it follows m in the same syllable ; as in lamb, &c. except
in accumb, rhomb, and sxiccuvib. It is also silent before t in the same sylla-

ble ; as in doubt, debtor, subtle, &c.
C.

—

C sounds like k before a, o, u, r, I, t, and at the end of syllables ; as
in cart, cottage, curious, craft, tract, cloth; victim, flaccid. It has the sound of
s before e, i, and y ; as in centre, cigar, mercy, C has the sound ofsh when
followed by a diphthong, and is preceded by the accent, either primary or
secondary; as in social, pronunciation, &c. ; and of z in discern, sacrifice, sice,

siiffice. It is mute in arbuscle, czar, czarina, endict, victuals, muscle.

Ch is commonly sounded like ts/j; as in church, chin; but in words de-
rived from the ancient languages, it has the sound of k ; as in chymist,
chorus; and Hkewise in foreign names ; as in Jlcldsh, Enoch. In words
from the French, c/t sounds like sh ; as in chaise, chevalier; and also like

sh when preceded by I or n; as in milch, bench, clinch, &c.
Chill arch, before a v«wel, sounds likefc; as in arch-angel, except m

arched, ai'chery, archer, archenemy; but before a consonant, it sounds Uke
tsh ; as in archbishop. Ch is sil»nt in schedule, schisin, yacht, drachm.

D.

—

I) has one uniform sound ; as in death, bandage. It sounds like dj
or j when followed bj^ long it preceded by the accent ; as in educate, verdure.

It alsc^ounds likej in grandeur, soldier.

The termination, ed, in adjectives and participial adjectives, retains

its distinct sound ; as, a icickedma.n, a learn-ed man, bless-ed are the meek
;

but in verbs the e is generally dropped ; as, passed, loalked, flashed, aimed,
rolled, &c. which are pronounced, ;;««/, walkl,flasht, aimd, rold.

E.

—

E has a long sound ; as in scheme, severe ; a short sound ; as in ?neji,

lent; and sometimes the sound of flat a; as in sergeant ; and of short i;
as in yes, pretty, England, and generally in the unaccented terminations, es,

et, en.

F.

—

Fkas one unvaried sound ; as infancy, muffin ; except in of, which,
when uncompounded, is pronounced ov. A wive's portion, a calve's head,
are improper. They should be, ivife^s portion, calfs head.

G.

—

G has two sounds. It is hard before a, o, u, I, and r, and at the
end of a word ; as in gay, go, gun, glory; bag, smig. It is soft before e, t,

audi/; as in gr^mus, ginger, Egypt. Exceptions; get, geiogaiv, gimlet, amd
some others. G is silent before n; as in gnash.

H.

—

H has an articulate sound ; as in hat, horse, hidl. It is silent after

r ; as in rhetorick, rhubarb.

I.

—

I has a long sound ; as in fine ; and a short one; as in fin. Before
r it is often sounded hke u short ; as in first, third; and in other words,
like short e ; as in birth, virtxte. In some words it has the sound of long
e; 0.8 in machine profile.
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J.

—

J has the sound of soft g ; except in hallelujih, in wliich it is pro-
nounced lilce y,

K.—K has the sound of c hard, and is used before e, i, and y, where c
would be soft ; as kept, sfeirf, murky. It is silent befpre n ; as in knife,
knell, knocker.

The custom of omitting the k at the end of words where it is preceded
by c, has introduced into the language the unwarrantable novelty of ending
a word with an unusual letter, which produces irregularities in formatives;
for we are obliged to emplf)y the k in frolicking, frolicked, trafficking, traf

ficked, mimicking, attacking, &c. though we omit it in frolick, traffick, &.C.

L.

—

L has always a soft liquid sound ; as in love, hilloiv. It is often
silent ; as in half, talk, almond.

M.

—

M lias alv\-ays the same sound ; as in murmur, monumental ; except
in comptroller, which is pronounced controller,

N.—JV has two sounds ; the one pure ; as in man, net, noble ; the other
a compomid sound ; as in ankle, banquet, distinct, &c. pronounced angkl,
bangkwet. JV" final is silent when preceded byiji; as in hymn, autumn.

O.— has a long sound; as in note, over; and a short one ; as in not,

got. It has the sound of u short ; as in son, attorney, doth, does ; and ge-
nerally in tlie terminations, op, ol, or, on, om, ol, od, &c.

P.—P has l)ut one imiform sound; as in pin, slipper; except in cmjj-

board, clapboard, where it has the sound of b. It is nmte in psalm, Ptolemy,
tempt, empi

II,
corps, rasphsfrnj, and receipt.

Ph has the sound of ^' in philosophy, Philip ; and of v in nepheiv, Stephen.
Q.—Q is sovmded like k, and is always followed by u pronounced like w;

as in quadrant, queen, conquc'st.

R.—jR has a rough sound ; as in Pome, river, rage; and a smooth one
;

as in bard, card, regard. In tlie unaccented termination re, the r is sound-
ed after tlic c; as ]n fibre, centre.

S.

—

S lias a Hat sound like z ; as in besom, nasal ; and, at the beginning
of words, a sliai p, hissing sound; as in saint, sister, sample. I't has the
sound of sh when preceded by the accent and another s or a liquid, and
followed by a diphthong or long u; as in expulsion, censure. S sounds hke
zh when preceded by the accent and a vowel, and followed by a diphthong
or long u ; as in brasicr, usual. It is mute in isle, corps, demesne, viscount.

T.—ris sounded in lake, temper. T before u, when the accent precedes,

and generally Ix^fore eou, soiuids like tsh; as, nature, virtue, righteous, are

pronounced nalshure, vlrlslme, richeus. Ti before a vowel, preceded by the

accent, has the sound ofsA; as in salvation, negotiation ; except in such words
as tierce, tiara, &c. and luiless an 5 goes before ; as, question ; and excepting

also derivatives from ^^o^ds ending in ty ; as in mighty, mightier.

Th, at the beginning, middle, and end of words, is sharp; as in //«cA;,

panther, breath. Exceptions ; then, booth, worthy, &e.

U.— LThas three sounds; a long; as in mide, cubick ; a short; as in dull,

custard; and an obtuse sound; as in full, bushel. It is pronounced lilce

sljort e in bury ; and like short i in busy, business.

V.--F has uniformly the sound of flat/; as in vanity, love.

W.

—

W, when a consonant, has its sound, which is heard in i«o, beioare

W is silent before r; as in v;ry, wrap, lorinklc ; and also in ansv>€r,

sword, &c. Before h it is pronounced as if written after the /}; as in whyj

wMn, what;—hioy, hiven, hioat. When heard as a vowel, it takes the

Eound of w; as in draiv, crew, noio.

X.

—

X has a sharp sound, like ks, when it ends a syllable with the ac-

cent on it ; as, e.vil, exercise ; or when it precedes an accented syllable

which begins with any consonant except h ; as, excuse, extent ; but when
the following accented syllable begins with a vowel or h, it has, generally,

a flat sound, hke gz ; as in exert, exhort. X has the sound of z at the be-

ginning of proper names of Greek original ; as in Xanthus, Xenophon, Xerxet.
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Y.

—

Y, when a consonant, has its proper sound ; as in youth, York, j/es,

neio-year. When y is employed as a vowel, it has exactly the sound that t

would have in the same situation ; as in rhyme, system, pOrty, pyramid.

Z.—Z has the soured of flat s; as in freeze, brazen.

RULES FOR SPELLING.

Spelling is the art of expressing a word by
its proper letters.

The following rules are deemed important in practice, al-

though they assist us in spelling only a small portion of the

words of our language. This useful art is to be chiefly accjun-

ed by studying the spelling-book and dictionary, and by strict

attention in reading.

Rule i. Monosyllables ending in/, /, or s, double the final

or ending consonant when it is preceded by a single vowel ; as,

staff, iiiill, pass. Exceptions ; of, if, as, is, has, was, yes, his,

this, us, and thiis.

False Orthography for the learner to correct.—Be thou like the gale that

moves the gras, to those who ask thy aid.—The aged hero comes forth on
his staf; his gray hair glitters in the beam.—Shal mortal man be more just

than God ? Few know the value of health til they lose it.—Our manners
should be neither gros, nor excessively refined.

And that is not the lark, whoso notes do beat
The vaulty heaven so high above our heads :

I have more care to stay, than wil to go.

Rule ti. Monosyllables ending m any consonant but/, I, or

s, never double the final consonant when it is preceded by a sin-

gle vowel ; as, man, hat. Exceptions ; add, ebb, butt, egg, odd^

err, inn, bunn, purr, and buzz.

False Orthography.—None ever wont sadd from Fingal.—He rejoiced over
!iis sonn.— Clonar lies bleeding- on the bedd of death.—Many a trapp is set

to insnare the feet of youth.

The weary sunn has made a golden sett,

And, by the bright track of his golden carr,

Gives token of a goodly day to-morrow.

Rule hi. "Words ending in y, form the plural of nouns, tne

persons of verbs* participial nouns, past participles, compara-
tives, and superlatives, by changing y into i, when the y is pre-

ceded by a consonant ; as, spy, spies ; I carry, thou carriest, he

carries ; carrier, carried ; happy, happier, happiest. ^
The present participle in ing, retains the y that i may not be

doubled ; as, carry, carrying.

But when y is preceded by a vowel, in sucli instances as tho

above, it is not changed into i ; as, boy, boys ; I cloy, he cloys ;

except in the words lay, pay, and say ; from which are formed
laid, paid, and said ; and their compounds, unpaid, tmsaid, ^c.
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False Orthography.—Our fancys should be governed by reaeoiu

—

Thou
wearyest thyself in vain.—He denyed himself all sinful pleasures.

Win straiing souls with modesty and love
;

Cast none away.
The truly good man is not dismaied by poverty.

Ere fresh morning streak the east, we must be risen to reform yonder
allies green.

Rule iv. When words ending in y, assume an additional

syllable beginning with a consonant,, the y, if it is preceded by

a consonant, is commonly changed to i ; as, happy, happily,

happiness.

But when y is preceded by a vowel, in such instances, it is

very rarely changed to i ; as, coy, coyless ; boy, boyish ; boy-

hood ; joy, joijless, joyful.

False Orthography.—His mind is uninfluenced by fancyful humours.—Tlie

vessel was heavyly laden.—When we act against conscience, we become
the destroiers of our own peace.

Christiana, mayden of heroick mien !

Star of the north ! of northern Etars the queen!

Rule v. Monosyllables, and ^vords accented on the last syl-

lable, ending with a single consonant that is preceded by a single

vowel, double that consonant when they assume another syllable

that begins wit'i a vowel ; as, xuit, witty ; thin, ihinnish ; to abet,

an abetter.

But if a diphthong precedes, or the accent is not on the last

syllable, the consonant remains single; as, to toil, toiling .; tc

offer, an offering ; maid, maiden.

False Orthography.—The business of to-day, should not be defered till to-

morrow.—That law is annuled.—When we have outstriped our errours,

we have won the race.—By dcfering our repentance, we accumulate our

sorrows.—The Christian Lawgiver has prohibitted many things which the

heathen yihilosophers allowed.

At summer eve, when heaven's aerial bow
Spans with bright arch the glitterring hills below.

—

Thus mourned the hapless man ; a thunderring sound
Rolled round the shudderring walls and shook the ground.

Rule vi. Words ending in double I, in taking ness, less, ly^

or ful, after them, generally omit one / ; a.s,fidness, sMlless, fully,

skilful.

But words endmg in any double letter but /, and taking ness,

less, ly, or fid, after them, preserve the letter double ; as, harm-

lessness, carelessness, carelessly, stiffly, successfid.

False Orthography.—Achillness generally precedes a fever.—He is wed to

dullness.

The silent stranger stood amazed to see

Contempt of wealth and willful poverty.

Rcstlesness of mind impairs our peace.—The road to theblisful regions, in

as open to the peasant as to the king.—The arrows of calumny fall harm-
Jesly at the feet of virtue.
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Rule vii. JVess, less, ly, or ful, added to words ending in

silent e, does not cut it off; as, paleness, guileless, closely, peace-

ful : except in a few words ; as, duly, truly, mofuU.

False Orthography.—Sedatness is becoming.
All these with ceasless praise his works behold.

Stars rush : and final ruin fiercly drives

Her ploughshare o'er creation !

Nature made a pause,
An aweliil pause ! prophetick of her end

!

Rule vhi. When words ending in silent e, assume the ter-

mination, me7it, the e should not be cut off; as,abatement, chas-

tisement. The words judgment, abridgment, acknowledgment,
are exceptions to this rule.

jyjent, like other terminations, changes y into i when the y is

preceded by a consonaM ; a.s,accompany, accompaniment ; mer-
ry, merriment.

False Orthography.—A judicious arrangment of studies facilitates improv-
ment.—Enoouragment is greatest when we least need it.

To shun allunnents is not liard,

To minds resolv'd, forwarn'd, and well prepar'd.

Rule ix. When words ending in silent e, assume the termi

nation, able or ible, the e should generally be cut off; as, blame,

blamabU ; cure, curable ; sense, sensible. But if c or g soft

comes before e in the original word, the e is preserved in words
compounded with able ; as, peace, jieaceable ; change, change-
able.

False Orthography.—^Knowledge is desireable.—Misconduct is inexcuse-
able.—Our natural defects are not chargable upon us.—We are made to bs
sarvicable to others as well as to ourselves.

Rule x. When ing or isli is added to words ending in silent

e, the e is almost always omitted ; as, place, placing ; lodge,

lodging ; slave, slavish ; prude, prudish.
False Orthography.—Labour and expense are lost upon a droneish spirit. •

A.n obligeing and humble disposition, is totally unconnected with a servila

and crinacing humour.
Conscience anticipateing time,

Already rues th' unacted crime.

One self-approveing hour, whole years outweighs
Of stupid starers, and of loud huzzas.

Rule xi. Compound words are generally spelled in the

same manner as the simple words of which they are compound-
ed ; as, glasshouse, skylight, thereby, hereafter. Many words
ending in double /, are exceptions to this rule; as, already, leel-

fare, vnlful, fulfil ; and also the words wherever, ckristmas, lam-

mas, <^c.

False Orthography.—The Jew's pascv^er was instituted in A. M. 2513,—
They salute one another by tonching their forheads.—That which is soxno-

times expedient, is not allways so.

3
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Then, in the scale of reas'ning life tis plain,

There must be, somewhere, such a rank as man.
Till hymen brought his lov-dehghted hour,

There dwelt no joy in Eden's rosy bower.
The head reclined, the loosened hair,

The limbs relaxed, the mournful air :

—

See, he looks up ; a wofuU smile

Lightens his wo-worn cheek awhile.

You may now answer the following

QUESTIONS.
What is language ?—How is language divided .?—What i»

natural language ?—What are the eleme-nts of natural language

in man .?—Wherein consists the language of brutes .?—What is

artificial language ?—What is an idea ?—What are words .?—

-

What is Grammar ?—What does Universal grammar explain.?

—

Wherein does Particular grammar djITer from universal.'

—

What is the standard of grammatical accuracy?—What is

Philosophical grammar ?—What is Practical grammar ?—What
is a principle of grammar .?—A definition .?—A rule ?—What
is English grammar }—Into how many parts is grammar di

vided .?—What does Orthography teach ?

ETYMOLrOCJY AMD STMTAX.

LECTURE IT.

OF NOUNS AND VERBS.

Etymology treats of the different sorts of words,
their various modifications, and their derivation.

Syntax treats of the agreement and govern-

ment of words, and of their proper arrangement
in a sentence.
The word Etymology signifies the origin or pedigree of

words.

Syn, a prefix from the Greek, signifies together. Syn-tax
means placing together; or, as applied in grammar, sentence-

making.

The rules of syntax, which direct to the proper choice of
words, and their judicious arrangement in a sentence, and
thereby enable us to correct and avoid errours in speech, are
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chiefly based on principles unfolded and explained by Etymo-
logy. Etymological knowledge, then, is a prerequisite to the

study of Syntax ; but, in parsing, under the head of Etymology,
you are required to apply the rules of Syntax. It becomes ne-

cessary, therefore, in a practical work of this sort, to treat these

two parts of grammar in connexion.

Conducted on scientifick principles. Etymology would com-
prehend the exposition of the origin and meaning of words, and,

in short, their whole history, including their application to things

in accordance with the laws of nature and of thought, and the

caprice of those who apply them ; but to follow up the current

of language to its various sources, and analyze the springs from
which it flows, would involve a process altogether too arduous
and extensive for an |jjmentary work. It would lead to the

study of all those langti%es from which ours is immediately de-

rived, and even compel us to trace many words through those

languages to others more ancient, and so on, until the chain of

research would become, if not endless, at least, too extensive

to be traced out by one man. I shall, therefore, confine myself

to the following, Hmited views of this part of grammar.
1. Etymology treats of the classification of words.

2. Etymology explains the accidents or properties peculiar to

each class or sort of words, and their present modifications.

By modifications, I mean the changes produced on their end-

ings, in consequence of their assuming different relations in re-

spect to one another. These changes, such as fruit, fruit5,

fruit's ; he, his, him ; write, writes/, write//?., writes, wrote, writ-

ten, writing, writer ; a, a.n ; ample, ampli/, and the like, will be
explained in their appropriate places.

3. Etymology treats of the derivation of words ; that is, it

teaches you how one word comes from, or groivs out of another
For example : from the word speak, come the weds speakes/,

speakef/i, speaks, speaktn"-, spoA-e, spoken, speaker, speaker's,

speakers. These, you perceive, are all one and the same
word, and all,except the last three, express the same kind of
action. They differ from each other only in the termination.

These changes in ternwnation are produced on the word in or-

der to make it correspond with the various persons who speak,

the number of persons, or the time of speaking ; as, / speak,
thou speakes/, the man speake//i or speaks, the men speak, /
spoke ; The speaker speaks another speaker's speech.

The third part of Etymology, which is intimately connected
with the second, will be more amply expanded in Lecture XIV.
and in the Philosophical notes ; but I shall not treat largely of

Jthat branch of derivation which consists in tracing words- to
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foreign anguages. This is the province of the lexicographer,

rathei than of the philologist. It is not the business of him
who writes a practical, English grammar, to trace words to the
Saxon, nor to the Celtick, the Greek, the Dutch, the Mexican,
nor the Persian ; nor is it his province to explain their meaning
in Latin, French, or Hebrew, Italian, Mohegan, or Sanscrit;
but it is his duty to explain their properties, their powers, their

connexions, relations, dependances, and bearings, not at the
period in which the Danes made an irruption into the island of
Great Britain, nor in the year in which Lamech paid his ad-
dresses to Adah and Zillah, but at the parlicvlar period in
ivkich he lorites. His words are already derived, formed, es-

tablished, and furnished to his hand, and he is bound to take
them and explain them as he finds then^|i his day, without any
regard to their ancient construction ancBqiplication.

CLASSIFICATION.

In arranging the parts of speech, I conceive it to be the le-

gitimate object of the practical grammarian, to consult prac/i
col convenience. The true principle of classification seems to

be, not a reference to essential differences in the primitive

meaning of words, nor to their original combmations, but to the

manner in ivhick they are at present employed. In ihe early and
rude state of society, mankind are quite limited in their know-
ledj^e, and having but few ideas to communicate, a small num-
ber of words answers their purpose in the transmission oi

thouo-ht- This leads them to express their ideas in short, de-

tached sentences, requiring fev/ or none of those connectives,

or words of transition, which are afterwards introduced into

language by refinement, and which contribute so largely to its

perspicuity a"d elegance. The argument appears to be con-

clusive, then, that every language must necessarily have nu)re

parts of speech in its refined, than in its barljarouu state.

The part of speech to which any word belongs, is ascer

tained, not by the Original signification of that word, but by

its present manner of meaning, or, rather, the office u'hick it

performs in a sentence.

The various ways in which a word is applied to the idea

which it represents, are called its manner of meaning: Thus,

The painter dips his paint brush in paint, to paint the carriage.

Here, the word paint, is first employed to describe the brush

which the painter jises ; in this situation it is, therefore, an

adjective ; secondly, to name the mixture employed ; for which

reason it is a noun ; and, lastly, to erpress the action perfonu*
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ed ; it, therefore, becomes a verb : and yet, the meaning of
the word is the same in all these applications. This meaning,
however, is applied in different ways ; and thus the same word
becomes different parts of speech. Richard took loater from
the water pot, to ivater the plants.

ETYMOLOGY.

Etymology treats, first, of the classification of words.
The English Language is derived chiefly from the Saxon,

Danish, Celtick, and Gothick ; but in the progressive stages of
its refinement, it has been greatly enriched by accessions from
the Greek, Latin, French, Spanish, Italian, and German lan-

guages. *
The number of words in our language, after deducting pro-

per names, and words formed by the inflections of our verbs,

nouns, and adjectives, may be estimated at about forty tliou-

sand.

There are ten sorts of words, called parts of
speech, namely, the noun or substantive, verb,
ARTICLE, ADJECTIVE, PARTICIPLE, ADVERB, PRE-
POSITION, PRONOUN, CONJUNCTION, and INTER-
JECTION. "

Thus you perceive, that all the words in the English lan-

guage are included in these ten classes : and what you have to

do in acquiring a knowledge of English Grammar, is merely
to become acquainted with these ten parts of speech, and the

rules of Syntax that apply to them. The JVoun and Verb are

the most important and leading parts of speech ; therefore they

are first presented : all the rest (except the interjection) are

either appendages or connectives of these two. As you pro-

ceed, you will find that it will require more time, and cost you
more labour, to get a knowledge of the noun and verb, than it

will to become familiar with all the minor parts of speech.

The principal use of words is, to name things, compare them

with each other, and express their actions.

JS'ouns, which are the names of entities or things, adjectives^

which denote the comparisons and relations of things by describ-

ing them, and- expressing their qualities, and verbs, which ex-

press the actions and being of things, are the only classes of

words necessarily recognised in a philosophical view of gram-

mar. But in a treatise which consults, mainly, the practical

advantages of the learner, it is believed, that no classification

3*
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will be found more convenient or accurate than the foregoing,

which divides words into ten sorts. To attempt to prove, in

this place, tnat nothing would be gained by adopting either a

less or a greater number of the parts of speech, would be anti-

cipating the subject. I shall, therefore, give my reasons for

adopting this arrangement in preference to any other, as the

different sorts of words are respectively presented to you, for

\hen you will be better prepared to appreciate my arguments.

OF NOUNS.

A NOUN is the name of any person, place, or

thing ; as, man, Charleston, knowledge.
Nouns are often improperly called substantives. A substan-

tive is the name of a substance only ; ^ut a noun is the name
either of a substance or a quality.

JVoun, derived from the Latin word nomen, signifies name.

The name of any thing* that exists, whether animate or inani-

mate, or which we can see, hear, feel, taste, smell, or think of,

is a noun. Animal, bird, creature, paper, pen, apple, field, house,

* The word thing, from the Saxon verb thingian, to think, is almost un-

limited in its meaning. It may be applied to every animal and creature in

the universe. By the term creature, I mean that which has been created
;

as, a dog, water, dirt. This word is also frequently applied to actions ; as,

"To get drunk is a beastly thing." In this phrase, it signifies neither animal

nor creature ; but it denotes merely an action ; therefore this action is the

thing.

NOTES ON PHILOSOPHICAL GRAMMAR.
Terhaps no subject has, in this age, elicited more patient research, and

critical investigation of original, constituent principles, formations, and

combinations, than the English language. The legitimate province of phil-

ology, however, as I humbly conceive, has, in some instances, been made
to yield to that of philosophy, so far as to divert the attention from the com-
binations of our language which refinement has introduced, to radical ele-

ments and associations which no way concern tho progress of literature, or

the essential use for which language was intended. 'Were this retrogressive

mode of investigating and applying principles, to obtain, among philologists,

the ascendency over that which accommodates the use of lani^uage to pro-

gressive refinement, it is easy to conceive the state of barbarism to which

Bociety would, in a short tmie, be reduced. Moreover, if what some calt.

the philosophy of language, were to supersede, altogether, the province ol

philology as it applies to the present, progressive and refined state of Eng-
lish literature, the great object contemplated by the learned, in all age%
namely, the approximation of language, in common with every thing else,

to that point of pt^rfection at wliich it is the object of correct philology to

arrive, would be frustrated.

The dubious and wildering track struck out by those innovators and
visionaries who absurdly endeavour to teach modern English, by rejecting

the authority and sanction of custom, and by conducting the learner back
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modesty, virliie, courage, danger, are all nouns. In order that

vou may easily distinguish this part of speech from others, I will

give vou a sign, which will be useful lo you when you cannot

tell it by the sense. Any word that will make sense with the be-

fore it, is a noun. Try the following words by this sign, and
see if they ate nouns : tree, mountain, soul, mind, conscience,

understanding. The tree, the mountain, the soul, and so on.

You perceive, that they will make sense with the prefixed;

theiefore you know they are nonns. There are, however, ex-

ceptions to this rule, for some nouns will not make sense with

the prefixed. These you will be able to distinguish, if you ex-

ercise your mind, by their making sense of themselves ; as, good-

ness, sobriety, hope, immortality.

Nouns are used to denote the nonentity or absence of a thing,

as well as its reality ; 'k?,, nothing, naught, vacancy, nan-exist'

ence, invisibility.

Nouns are sometimes used as verbs, and verbs, as nouns, ac-

cording to their manner of meaning ; and nouns are sometimes
used as adjectives, and adjectives, as nouns. This matter will

be explained in the concluding part of this lecture, where you
will be better prepared to comprehend it.

Nouns are of t>io kinds, common and proper
A Common norm is the name of a sort or species

of things ; as, man, tree, river.

to the original combinations, and the detached, disjointed, and
constructions of our progenitors, both prudence and reason, as well as a due
regard for correct philology, impel me to shun. Those modest writers who,
by bringing to their aid a little sophistry, much duplicity, and a wholesale

traftick in the swelling phrases, " philosophy, reason, and common sense,"

attempt to overthrow the wisdom of former ages, and show that the result

of all the labours of those distinguished philologists who had previously

occupied the field of grammatical science, is nothing but errour and folly,

will doubtless meet the neglect and contempt justly merited by such con-

summate vanity and unblushing pedantry. Fortunately for those who em-
ploy our language as their vehicle of mental conference, custoin will not

yield to the speculative theories of the visionary. If it would, improvement
m English literature would soon be at an end, and we should be tamely
conducted back to the Vandalick age.

As the use of what is commonly called the philosophy of language, is evi-

dently misapplied by those who make it the test of grammatical certainty,

it may not be amiss to offer a few considerations with a view to expose

the fallacy of so vague a criterion.

All reasoning and investigation which depend on the pliilosophy of lan-

guage for an ultimate result, must be conducted a posteriori. Its office,

according to the ordinary mode of treating the subject, is to trace Ian •

guage to its origin, not for the purpose of determining and fixing gram-

matical associations and dependances, such as tlie agreement, govern

meni, and mutual relations of words, hut in order to analyze combinationi

witli a view to develop the first princii)les cf the language, and arrive at tho
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A Proper noun is the name of an individual ; as,

Charles^ Ithaca, Ganges.
A noun signifying many, is called a collective

noun, or noun of multitude ; as, the people, the
army

The distinction between a common and a proper noun, is very
obvious. For example : hoy is a common noun, because it is

a name applied to all boys ; but Charles is a proper noun, be-

cause it is the name of an individual boy. Although many boys
may have the same name, yet you know it is not a common
noun, fo*- the name Charles is not given to all boys. Mississippi
is a proper noun, because it is the name of an individual river

;

but river is a common noun, because it is the name of a speci&%

of things, and the name river is common to all rivers.

.Nouns which denote the genus, species, or variety of beings
or things, are always common ; as, tree, the genus ; oak, ash,

cJiesinut, poplar, different species ; and red oak, white oak, black
oak, varieties. The word earth, when it signifies a kind or

(quantity of dirt, is a common noun ; but when it denotes the

planet we inhabit, it is a proper noun. The toords person, place,

river, mountain, lake, &c. are common nouns, because they are

the names of whole species, or classes of things containing many
sorts 5 but the names of persons, places, rivers, mountains,

primitive meaning of words. Now, it is presumed, that no one who has
paid critical attention to the subject, will contend, that the originjil import
of single words, has any relation to the syntactical dependances and con
nexionsofwords in general ;—to gain a knowledge of which, is the leadmg
object of the student in grammar. And, furthermore, I challenge those

who have indulged in such useless vagaries, to show by what process, with
their own systems, they can communicate a practical knowledge of gram-
mar. I venture to predict, that, if they make the attempt, they will find

their systems more splendid in theory, than useful in practice.

Again, it cannot rationally be contended, that the radical meaning has
any efficiency in controlling the signification which, by the power of asso-

ciation, custom has assigned to many words ;—a signification essentially dif-

ferent from the original import. Were this the case, and were the language
now to be taught and understood in compliance with the original import ot

words, it would have to undergo a thorough change ; to be analyzed, divided,

and subdivided, almost ad infinitum. Indeed, there is the same propriety in

asserting, that the Gothick, Danish, and Anglo-Saxon elements in our lan-

guage, ought to be pronounced separately, to enable us to understand our

vernacular tojiguo, that there is in contending, that their primitive meaning
has an ascendency over the influence of the principle of association in

changing, and the power of custom in determining, the import of words.

Many of our words are derived from the Greek, Roman, French, Spanish,

Italian, and German languages ; and the only use we can make of their ori-

ginals, is to render them subservient to the force of custom in cases in which
general usage has not varied from the primitive signification. Moreover, let
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lakes, &c. are pro.2)er nouns, because they denote individuals

;

as, Augustus, Baltimore, Alps, Huron.
Physician, lauyer, merchant, and shoemaker, are common

nouns, because these names are common to classes of men.
I rod and Lord, when applied to Jehovah or Jesus Christ, are

proper ; but when employed to denote heathen or false gods, or

temporal lords, they are common.
The Notes and remarks throughout the work, though of mi-

nor importance, demaaid your attentive and careful perusal.

NOTES.

1. When proper nouns have an article annexed to them, they are used
after the manner of common nouns ; as, " Bolivar is styled the Washington
of Soutli Arneriea."

2. Common nouns are sometimes used to signify individuah, when articles

or pronouns are prefixed to them ; as, " T/fC boy is studious; That girl is

discreet." In such instances, they are nearly eqivivalent to proper nouns.

3. Co7).mon nouns are sometimes subdivided into the following classes

:

^orins ofJ)}ultitti(le; as, The people, th.e parliament: Verbal or participial

7iouns; as, The beginning, reading, writing; and Mstract nouns, or the

names of qualities abstracted from their substances; as, knowledge, virtue,

goodness. Lest the student be led to blend the idea of abstract nouns with

that of adjectives, both of which denote qualities, a further illustration ap-

pears to be necessary, in order to mark the distinction between these two
parts of speech. An abstract noun denotes a quality considered apart (that

IS, abstracted) /ro)?i the substance or being to which it belongs; but an ad-

jective denotes a quality /oiijerf (adjected) to the substance or being to which
It belongs. Tims, IV hileness a.nd IV kite both denote the same quality ; but

we speak of whiteness as a distinct object of thought, while we use the word

the advocates of a mere pliilosophical investigation of tlie language, extend
their systn.i as far as a radical analysis will warrant them, and, with Home
Tooke, not only consider adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjec-

tions, as al)breviations of nouns and verbs, but, on their own responsibility,

apply them, in teaching the languace, in compliance loilh their 7'ailical import,

and what would such a course avail them against the power of custom, and
the influpnce of association and refinement? Let them show me one gram-
marian, produced by such a course of instruction, and they will exhibit a
" philosophical" miracle. They might as well undertake to teach archi-

lecture, i)y having recourse to its origin, as represented by booths and tents.

In addition to this, when we consider the great number of obsolete words,
from wliieh many now in use are derived, the original meaning of which
cannot be ascertained, and, also, the multitude whose,»gnifieat ion has been
chnngcd by the principle of association, it is preposte|ous to think, that a
mere pliilosophical m )de of investigating and teaching^he language, is the
one by which its significancy can be enforced, its correctness determined,

its use comprehended, and its improvement extended. Before what com-
monly passes for a philosophical manner of developing the language can
successfully be made the medium through which it can be comprehended in

all its present combinations, relations, and dependances, it must undergd
a thorough retrogressive change, in all those combinations, relations, and
dependances, even to the last letter of the alphabet. And before we can
consent to this radical modification and retrograde ratio of the English
language, v,-e must agree to revive the customs, the habits, and the precise

lartguage of our piogcMitors, the Goths and Vandals. Were all the advo-
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tchite always in reference to the noun to which it belongs ; as, white paper,
white house.

4. Some authors have proceeded to still more minute divisions and sub
divisions of nouns; such, for example, as the following, which appear to be
more complex than useful : J^atural nouns, or names of tilings formed by
nature

;
as, man, beast, water, air : 2. Artificial nojins, or names of things

formed by art ; as,book, vessel, house : 3. Personal nouns, or those which
stand for human beings; as, man, woman, Edwin: 4. Jfeuter noiins, or
those which denote things inanimate ; as, book, field, mountain, Cincinnati.
The following, however, is quite a rational division: Mateiid nouns are
the names of things formed of matter; as, stone, book: Immaterial nouns
are the names of things having no substance ; as, hope, immortality.

To nouns belong gender, person, number, and
case.

GENDER.
Gender is the distinction of sex. Nouns have

three genders, the mascidine, the feminine, and
the neuter.

The masculine gender denotes males ; as, a man,
a boy.

Thefeminine gender denotes females ; as, a wo-
man, a girl.

The neuter gender denotes things without sex

;

as, a hat, a stick.

JVeufer means neither : therefore neuter gender signifies nei-

ther gender ; that is, neither luasculino nor feminine. Hence,

cates for the introduction of such philosophical grammars into common
schools, at once to enter on their pilgrimage, and recede into the native

obscurity and barbarity of the ancient Britons, Picts, and Vandals, it is be-

lieved, that the cause of learning and refinement would not suffer greatly

by their loss, and that the good sense of the present age, would not allow
many of our best teachers to be of the party.

The last consideration which I shall give a philosophical manner of inves-

tigating and enforcing the English language, is, that by this mode of analy-

zing and reducing it to practice, it cannot, in this age, be comprehended as the
medium of thought. Were this method to prevail, our present literal lan-

guage would become a dead letter. Of what avail is language, if it can noi

be understood ? And how can it be accommodated to the understanding,

unless it receive the sanction of common consent ? Even if we admit that

Buch a manner of unfolding the principles of our language, is moie rational

and correct than the ordinary, practical method, I think it is clear that such
a mode of investigation and developement, does not meet the necessities

and convenience of ordinary learners in school. To be consistent, that sys-

tem which instructs by tracing a few of our words to theii origin, must un-
fold the vt'hole in the same manner. But the student in common schools

and academies, cannot affi)rd time to stem the tide of language up to ita

Bource, and there dive to the bottom of the fountain for knowledge. Such
labour ougiit not to be required of him. His object is to become, not »
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neuter gender means »w gender. Strictly speaking, then, as

there are but two sexes, nouns have but ttoo genders ; but for

the sake of practical convenience, we apply to them three gen-

ders, by calling that a gender which is no gender. The English

and the pure Persian, appear to be the only languages which

observe, in the distinction of sex, the natural division of nouns.

—The genders of nouns are so easily known, that a farther ex-

planation of them is unnecessary, except what is given in the

following

NOTES.
1. The same noun is sometimes masculine and feminine, and sometimes

masculme or feminine. T!io noun parents is of the masculine and feminine

gender. The nouns parent, associate., neighbour, servant, friend, child, bird,

fish, 4-c. if doubtful, are of the niascuUne or feminine gender.

2. Some nouns naturally neuter, are, when used figuratively, or personi-

fied, converted into the masculine or feminine gender. Those nouns are

generally rendered masculine, which are conspicuous for the attributes of

imparting or communicating, and which are by nature strong and effica-

cious ; as, the si«i, time, death, sleep, winter, SfC. Those, again, are generally

feminine, which are conspicuous for the attributes of containing or bringing

forth, or which are very beautiful, mild, or amiable : as, the eartli, moon,

church, boat, vessel, city, countrxj, nature, ship, soul, fortune, virtue, hope, spring,

peace, ^c. This principle for designating the sex of a personified object, which
is quite rational, is generally adhered to in the English language ; but, in

some instances, the poet applies tlie sex according to his fancy.

The masculine and feminine genders are distinguished in three ways

:

1. By different toords ; as,

Mascidine. Feminine. Mascidine. Feminine.

Bachelor maid Boy girl

Boar ,sow Brother sister

philosophical antiquarian, but a practical grammarian. If I comprehend
the design (if they have any) of our modern philosophical writers on this

subject, it is to make grammarians by inculcating a few general principles,

arising out of the genius of the language, and the nature of things, which
the learner, by the exercise of his reasoning powers, must reduce to practice.

His own judgment, independent ofgrammar rides, is to be his guide in speak
ing and writing correctly. Hence, many of them exclude from their sys-

tems, all exercises in what is called false Syntax. But these profound phi-

lological dictators appear to have overlooked the important consideration,

that the great mass of mankind, and especially of boys and girls in common
echoofe, can never become philosophers; and, consequently, can never com-
prehend and reduce to practice their metaphysical and obscure systems of
grammar. I wish to see children treated as reasoning beings. But there

should be a medium in all things. It is, therefore, absurd to insliruct chil-

dren as if they were already profound philosophers and logicians.

To demonstrate the utility, and enforce the necessity, of exercising the
learner in correcting false Syntax, I need no other argument than the inte*

resting and undeniable fact, that Mr. Murray's labours, in this department,
have effected a complete revolution in the English language, in point of ver-
bal accuracy. Who does not know, that the best writers of this day, are not
guilty of one grammatical inaccuracy, where those authors who wrote before

Mr. Murray flourished, are guilty of five ? And what has produced this irn-
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following, some philologists suppose the noun to be in the first

person:—" This may certify, that I, Jonas Taylor, do hereby
give and grant," &c. But it is evident, that the speaker oi

writer, in introducing his own name, speaks of himself ; con-
sequently the noun is of the thir-d person.

If you wish to understand the persons of nouns, a little sober

thought is requisite ; and, by exercising it, all difficulties will

be removed. If 1 say, my son, have you seen the young man?
you perceive that the noun son is of the second person, because
I address myself to him ; that is, he is spoken to ; but the noun
man is of the third person, because he is spoken of. Again,

if I say, young man, have you seen my son 1 man is of the

second person, and son is of the third.

" Hast thou left thy blue course in the heavens, golden-

haired sun of the sky ?"

" Father, may the Great Spirit so brighten the chain of

friendship between us, that a child may find it, when the sun is

asleep in his wig-wam behind the Avestern waters."
" Lo, earth receives him from the bending skies !

Sink down, ye moimtalns, and, ye valleys, rise !"

" Eternal Hope, thy glittering wings explore

Earth's loneliest bounds, and ocean's wildest shore."

In these examples, the nouns, sun, father, mountains, val-

leys, and hope, are of the second person, and, as you will here-

after learn, m the nominative case independent. Course, hea-

vens, sky. Spirit, chain, friendship, child, sun, wig-wam,
waters, earth, skies, wings, earth, bounds, ocean, and shore,

ai'c all of the third person.

interjections, adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions, are contractions or
abbreviations of nouns and verbs. An {a, ane, or one) comes from ananad,
to add, to iieap. The and lh(d,ivom the Anglo-Saxon verb thean, to get, as-

sume. Lo istiie imperative of /oofe;^e, ofjia/i, to hate ; and tvelcome means,
it is well that you are come. In comes from the Gothick noun inna, the in-

teriour of the body ; and about, from bodn, the first outward boundary.
Through or thorough is the Tcutonick noun thuruh, meaning passage, gate,

door. From is the Anglo-Saxon noun frtim, beginning, source, author. He
came from (beginning) Batavia. If {t'ovmcrly written gif, give, gin) is the
imperative of the Anglo-Saxon verb gifan, to give. I will remain if (give or
gi-ant that fact) he v/iil (remain.) But comes from the Saxon verb beon-utan

to be-out. I informed no one but (be-out, leave-out) my brother.

This brief view of the subject, is sufficient to elucidate the manner in

which, according to Home Tooke's principles, the ten pai-ts of speech are
reduced to one. But I am, by no means, disposed to concede, that this is the
true principle of classification ; nor that it is any more philosophical or ra-

tional than one which ai'iows a more practical division and arrangement ol

words. What has been generally received as " philosophical grammar,"
appears to possess no stronger claims to that imposing appellation than our
common, practical grammars. Query. Is not Mr. Murray's octavo grain
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NUMBER.

i>fuMBER IS the distinction of objects, as one or

more. Nouns are of two numbers, the singular

and the plural.

The singular number implies but one ; as, a

book.

The plural number implies more than one ; as,

books.

NOTES.

1. Some nouns are used only in the singular form ; as, hemp, flax, barley,

wheat, pitch, gold, sloth, pride, honesty, meekness, compassion, &c. ; others

only in the plural form ; as, bellovvr, scissors, ashes, riches, snuffers, tongs,

thanks, wages, embers, ides, pains, vespers, &c.
2. Some words are the same in both numbers ; as, deer, sheep, swine

;

and, also, hiatus, apparatus, series, species.

3. The plural number of nouns is generally formed by adding s to the sin-

gular ; as, dove, doves ; face, faces ; but sometimes we add es in the plural

;

as, box, boxes ; church, churches ; lash, lashes ; cargo, cargoes.

4. Nouns ending inforfe, are rendered plural by a change of that termi-

nation into re*; as, lialf, halves; wife, wives; except grief, rehef, reproof,

and several others, which form their plurals by the addition of s. Those end-
ing in,^, have the regular plural ; as, ruflf^ ruffs ; except staff, staves.

5. Nouns ending in ?/ in the singula!-, with no other vowel in the sa.me

syllable, change it into ies in the plural ; as, beauty, beauties ; fly, flies.

But the y is not changed, where there is another vowel in the syllable ; as,

key, keys ; delay, delays ; attorney, attorneys ; valley, valleys j cliimney,

chimneys.
6. Mathemalicks, metaphysicks, politicks, oplicks, ethicks, pnmmaticks, hif-

draulicks, 4-c. are construed cither as singular or plural nouns.
7. The word neios is always singular. The nouns means, alms, and

amends, though plural in form,"may be either singular or plural in significa-

mar more worthy the dignified title of a " Philosophical Grammar," than
Home Tooke's " Diversions of Purley," or William S. Cardell's treatises on
language ? What constitutes a philosophical treatise, on this, or on any
other subject? Wherein is there a display of philosophy in a speculative,

etymological performance, wliich attempts to develop and explain the

elements and primitive meaning of words by tracing them to their origin,

s!{/;ertoMr to the philosophy employed in the development and illustration of

the principles by which we are governed in applying those words to theii

legitmiate purpose, namely, that of forming a correct and convenient me-
dium by means of which we oan communicate our thoughts ? Does philoso-

phy consist in ransacking the mouldy records of antiquity, in order to guess

at the ancient construction and signification of single words ? or have such
investigations, in reality, any thing to do with grammar ?

Admitting that all the words of our language include, in their original

signification, the import of nouns or names, and yet, it does not follow, that

theynoio possess no other powers, and, in their combinations and connex-
ions in sentences, are employed for no other purpose, than barely to name
objects. The fact of the case is, that words are variously combined and ap.

plied, to answer the distinct and aiversified purposes of naming objects as
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tion. Antipodes, credenda, literati, and minutiae, are always plural. Bandit
a now used as the singular of Banditti.

8. The following nouns form their plurals not according to any general
rule ; thus, man, men ; woman, women ; child, children ; ox, oxen ; tooth,
teeth

;
goose, geese ; foot, feet ; mouse, mice ; louse, lice ; brother, bro-

thers or brethren ; cow, cows or kine
;
penny, pence, or pennies when the

coin is meant; die, dice for play, dies /or coining; pea and fish, pease and
fish when the species is meant, but peas and fishes when we refer to the
number; as, six peas, ten fishes.

9. The following compounds form their plurals thus : handful, handfuls

;

cupful, cupfula ; spoonful, spoonfuls :—brother-in-law, brothers-in-law
;

court-martial, courts-martial.

The following words form their plurals according to the rules of the lan-
guages from which they are adopted.

Plural.

genii*

genera
hypotheses
ignes fatui

( indices or

I indexesf
laminae

magi
C memoranda or

^ memorandums
metamorphoses
parentheses
phenomcRa

5
radii or

radiuses

stamina
( seraphim or

( seraphs
stimuli

strata

Singular.
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CASE.

Case, when applied to nouns and pronouns,
means the different state, situation, or position
they have in relation to other words. Nouns have
three cases, the nominative, the possessive, and
the objective.

I deem the essential qualities of case, in English, to consist,

not in the changes or inflections produced on nouns and pro-

nouns, but in the various offices which they perform in a sen-
tence, by assuming different positions in regard to other words.
In accordance with this definition, these cases can be easily ex-

plained on reasoning principles, founded in the nature of things.

Now, five grains of common sense will enable any one to

comprehend what is meant by case. Its real character is ex-

tremely simple ; but in the different grammars it assumes as

many meanings as Proteus had shapes. The most that has been
written on it, however, is mere verbiage. "What, then, is meant
by case ? In speaking of a horse, for instance, we say he is in a

good case, when he is fat, and in a bad case, when he is lean, and
needs more oats ; and in this sense we apply the term case to

denote the state or condition of the horse. So, when we place a

noun before a verb as actor or subject, we say it is in the nomi-
native case ; but when it follows a transitive verb or preposition,

we say it has another case ; that is, it assumes a new position or

situation in the sentence : and this we call the objective case.

Thus, the boij gathers fruit. Here the boy is represented as

acting. He is, therefore, in the nominative case. But when I

say, Jane struck the boy, I do not represent the boy as the actor^

but as the object of the action. He is, therefore, in a new case

or condition. And when I say. This is the boy^s hat, I do not

speak of the boy either as acting or as acted upon ; but as pos-

sessing something : for which reason he is in the possessive case.

Hence, it is clear, that nouns have three cases or positions.

As the nominative and ojbective cases of the noun are insep-

arably connected with the verb, it is impossible for you to un-

employed in a particular manner, expressive of affirmation. This same
principle also operated in appropriating names to the purpose of attributing

qualities to other names of objects-; and in this way was constituted the

class of words called adjectives or allributes. By the same principle were
formed all the other classes.

In the following exposition of English grammar on scientifick principles,

I shall divide words into seven classes, J^ouns or JsTanics, Verbs, Adjeclivet,

Mnouns, or Mtribules, Adverbs, Prepositions, Pronouns, and Conjunctions or

Connectivss.

For an explanation of the roun, reler to the body of the vork.
4*
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derstand them until you shall have acquired some knowledge

of this part of speech. I will, therefore, now give you a partial

description of the verb in connexion with the noun ; which will

enable me to illustrate the cases of the noun so clearly, that you

may easily comprehend their nature.

In the formation of language, mankind, in order to hold con-

verse with each other, found it necessary, in the first place, to

give names to the various objects by which they were suiTOunded.

Hence the origin of the first part of speech, which we denomi-

nate the noun. But merely to name the objects which they be-

held or thought of, was not sufficient for their purpose. They

perceived that these objects existed, moved, acted, or caused

some action to be done. In looking at a man, for instance, thej

perceived that he lived, walked, ate, smiled, talked, ran, and so

on. They perceived that plants grow, flowers bloom, and

rivers flow. Hence the necessity of another part of speech,

whose office it should be to express these existences and ac

tions. This second class of words we call

VERBS.

A Verb is a word which signifies to be, to do,

or to SUFFER ; as, I am ; 1 rule ; I am ruled.

Verbs are of three kinds, active, passive, and

neuter. They are also divided into regular, utc-

gular, and defective.

The term verb is derived from the Latin word verbiim, which

signifies a icord. This part of speech is called a verb or toord,

because it is deemed the most important word in every sentence

:

and without a verb and nominative, either expressed or implied,

no sentence can exist. The noun is the original and leading

part of speech ; the verb comes next in order, and is far more

complex than the noun. These two are the most useful in the

language, and form the basis of the science of grammar. The
other eight parts of speech are subordinate to these two, and, as

you will hereafter learn, of minor importance.

For all practical purposes, the foregoing definition and division

of the verb, though, perhaps, not philosophically correct, will be

found as convenient as any other. I adopt them, therefore, to be

consistent with the principle, that, in arranging the materials o{

this treatise, I shtill not alter or reject any established defi-

nition, rule, or principle of grammar, unless, in my humble
judgment, some praclical advantage to the learner is thereby

gained. The following, some consider a good definition.

A VERE is a word which expresses a^irmation.
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All active verb expresses action ; and
The nominative case is' the actor, or subject of

ihe verb ; as, John ivrites.

In this example, which is the verb ? You know it is the word
writes, because this word signifies to do ; that is, it expresses

action, therefore, according to the definition, it is an active verb.

And you know, too, that the noun John is the actor, therefore

John is in the nominative case to the verb writes. In the expres-

sions. The man walks—The boy plays—Thunders roll—War-
riours fight—you perceive that the words imlks, plays, roll, and

fight, are active verbs ; and you cannot be at a loss to knov/,

that the nouns man, hoy, thunders, and warriours, are in the

nominative case. €^
As no action can be produced without some agent or moving

cause, it follows, that every active verb must have some actot

or agent. This actor, doer, or producer of the action, is the

nominative, jyominative, from the Latin nomino, literally sig-

nifies to name ; but in the technical sense in which it is used in

grammar, it means the noun or pronoun which is the subject of

affirmation. This subject or nominative may be active, passive,

or neuter, as hereafter exemplified.

A neuter verb expresses neither action nor pas-

sion, hut being, or a state of being; as, John sits.

Now, in this example, John is not represented as an actor,

but, as the subject of the verb sits, therefore John is in the nomi-

native case to the verb. And you know that the word sits does

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.

Plausible argumenls maybe advanced, for rejecting neuter andpassi\'e
verbs ; but they have been found to be so convenient in practice, that the
theory which recognises them, has stood the test of ages. If you tell the
young learner, that, in tlic following expressions, The church rests on its

foundation ; The book lies on the desk ; The boys remain (are) idle, the
nouns church, book, and boys, are represented as acting, and, therefore, tlw3

verbs rests, lies, remain, and are. are active, he will not believe you, because
there is no action that is apparent to liis senses. And should you proceed
farther, and, by a laboured and metaphysical investigation and development
of the laws of motion, attempt to prove to him that " every portion of matter
is influenced by different, active principles, tending to produce change,"
and, therefore, every thing in universal nature is always acting, it is not at
all probable, that you could convince his understanding, in opposition to the
clearer testimony of his senses. Of what avail to learners is a theory
which they cannot comprehend ?

Among the various theorists and speculative writers on philosophical
grammar, the ingenious Home Tooke stands pre-eminent ; but, unfortur
natcly, his principal speculations on the verb, have never met the publick
eye. William S. Cardell has also rendered himse'f conspicuous in the philo-
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not express apparent action, but a condition ofbeing ; that is, it

represents John in a particular state of existence ; therefore sits is

a neuter verb. In speaking of the neuter gender of nouns, I in-

formed you, that neuter means neither ; from which it follows,

that neuter gender implies neither gender ; that is, neither mas-
culine nor feminine. Hence, by an easy transition of thought,

yoM learn, that neuter, when applied to verbs, means neither of
the other two classes ; that is, a neuter verb is one which is nei-

ther active nor passive. In these examples, The man stands—
The lady lives—The child sleeps—The world exists—the worde
stands, lives, sleeps, and exists, are neuter verbs ; and the nouns,
man, lady, child, and world, are all in the nominative case, be-

cause each is the subject of a verb. Thus you perceive, that

when a i^)un is in the nominative case to an active verb, it is the

actor ; and when it is nominative to a neuter verb, it is not an
actor, but the subject of the verb.

Some neuter verbs express being in genei^l ; as. The man
is ; Kingdoms exist. Others express being in some particular

state ; as, The man stands, sits, lies, or hangs.

I will now give you two signs, which will enable you to dis-

tinguish the verb from other parts of speech, when you cannot

tell it by its signification. Any word that will make sense with

to before it, is a verb. Thus, to run, to write, to smile, to sing,

to hear, to ponder, to live, to breathe, are verbs. Or, any word
that will conjugate, is a verb. Thus, I run, thou runnest, he

runs ; I write, thou writest, he writes ; I smile, &c. But the

words, boy, lady, child, and world, will not make sense with to

prefixed

—

to boy, to lady, to world, is nonsense. Neither will

logical field, by taking a bolder stand than any of his predecessors. His
;

view of the verb is novel, and ingeniously supported. The following is the^
substance of his theory '

OF THE VERB.

A. VERB is a word which expresses action ; as, Man exists

;

Trees grow ; Waters floxv ; Mountains stand ; I am.
All verbs are active, and have one object or more than one, expressed oi

implied. The Y>Mar stands ; that is, it keeps itself in an erect or standing

posture ; it upholds or sustains itself in that position. They are; i. e. they

(dr themselves, or breathe air ; they inspirit, vivify, or uphold themselves by

inhaling air.

Many verbs whose objects are seldom expressed, always have a personal

or verbal one implied. The clouds move ; i. e. move themselves along. The
troops marched twenty miles a day ; i. e. marched themselves. The moon
shinis

:

—The moon shines or sheds a shining, sheen, lustre, or biightmss.

The sparrow flies :—flies or takes a flight. Talkers talk or speak words or

talk; Walkers walk walkings or loalks ; The rain rains rem; Sitters sit or

hold sittings or sessions.

To prove that there is no such thing as a neuter verb, tbo followmg ap-

pePT to be the strongest arguments adduced.
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they conjugate—I lady, thou ladiest, &c. is worse than nonsense.

Hence you perceive, that these words are not verbs. There are

some exceptions to these rules, for verbs are sometimes used as

nouns. This will be explained by and by.

To verbs belong number,person, mood, and tense
At present I shall speak only of the number and person of

verbs ; but hereafter I will give you a full explanation of all their

properties. And permit me to inform you, that I shall not lead

you into the inlricacies of the science, until, by gradual and easy

progressions, you are enabled to comprehend the principles in-

volved in them. Only such principles will be elucidated, as you
are prepared to understand at the time they are unfolded befort

you. You must not be too anxious to get along ro/AjZw ,• bi.

endeavour to become thoroughly acquainted with one ^nciple^
before you undertake another. This lecture will qualify you for

the next.

• Number and person of verbs. You recollect, that the

nominative is the actor or subject, and the active verb is the ac-

lion performed by the nominative. By this you perceive, that a
veiy intimate connexion or relation exists between the nomina^
tive case and the verb. If, therefore, only one creature or thing

acts, only one action, at the same instant, can be done ; as, The
girl ivrites. The nominative girl is here of the singular num-
ber, because it signifies but one person ; and the verb ivrites de-

notes but one action, which the girl performs ; therefore the verb

writes is of the singular number, agreeing with its nominative
girl. When the nominative case is plural, the verb must be
plural ; as, girls write. Take notice, the singular verb ends in s,

1. No portion of matter is ever in a state of perfect quiescence ; but the
component parts of every thing are at all times " influenced bj' different,

active principles, tending to produce change." Hence, it follows, that no
being or thing can be represented in a neuter or non-acling state.

This argument supposes the essential character ofthe verb to be identified
with the primary laws of action, as unfolded by the principles of physical
science. The correctness of this position may be doubted ; but if it can
be clearly demonstrated, that every particle of matter is always in motion,
It does not, by any means, follow, that we cannot speak of thmgs in a state
of quiescence. What is false in fact may be correct in grammar. The point
contested, is not whether things ahvays act, but tohether, lohen we assert or af-

firm something respecting them, we always represent them as acting.

2. Verbs were originally used to express the motions or changes of things
which prodrced obvious actions, and, by an easy transition, were afterwarda
applied, in the same way, to things whose actions were not apparent.

This assumption is untenable, and altogether gratuitous.
3. Verbs called neuter are used in the imperative mood ; and, as this mood

commands some one to do something, any verb wliich adopts it, must be ac-
tive. Thus, in the common place phr^ises, " Be there qui(5kly ; Stand out ol

piy way ; hit or lie farther,"
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but the noun is generally plural when it ends in s ; thus, The
girl lorites—the girls write.

Person, strictly speaking, is a qualiiy that belongs not to verbs,

but to nouns and pronouns. We say, however, that the verb
must agree with its nominative in person, as well as in number ;

that is, the verb must be spelled and spoken in such a manner as

to correspond with the first, second, or third person of the noun
or pronoini which is its nominative.

I will now show you how the ve.rb is varied, in order to agree
with its nominative in number and person. I, Thou, lie. She.

It ; We, Ye or Yon, They, are personal pronouns. I is ol the

first person, and singidar number ; Thou is second per. sing. ;

He, She^r It, is third per. sing. ; We is first per. plural; Ye or

You i^l^cond per. plural ; They is third per. plural. These
pronouns are the representatives of nouns, and perform the same
office that the nouns would for which they stand. When placed

before the verb, they are, therefore, the nominatives to the verb.

Notice, particularly, the diflTerent variations or endings of the

verb, as it is thus conjugated in the

Indicative Mood, Present Tense.

Singular. Plural.

l.Per. I walk, 1. Per. We Walk,
2. Per. Thou walkes/, 2. Per. Ye or you walk,

3. Per. He walks, or \ 3. Per. They walk, or >

the boy walks, > the boys- walk, j

or wd\keth. j

This display of the verb shows you, -that whenever it ends in

est, it is of the second person singular ;. but when the verb ends

It is admitted that these verbs are here employed in an active sense ; but

it is certain, that tliey are not used according to their proper, literal meaning.
When I teJl a man, literally, to stand, sit, or lie, by movini^ he would disobey

me ; but when I say, " Stand out of my way," I employ the neuter verb

stand, instead of the active verb move or go, and. in a correspondent sense.

My meaning is, Move yourself out of my way ; or take your stand somewhere
else. This, however, does not prove that slund is properly used. If we
choose to overstep the bounds of custom, we- can employ any %oord in the

language as an active-transitive verb. Be, sit, and lie, may be explained in

the same manner.
4. Neuter verbs are used in connexion with adverbs which expi^ise the

manner of action. They must, therefore, be considered active verba. The
child slee^ soundly; He sits genteelly; They live contentedly and t^pUy
together. xj^
The class of verbs that are never employ^Pfes active, is small. By using

adverbs in connexion with verbs, we can fairly pro\'e that some verbs are not

active. It is incorrect to say, I am happily
;
They were pecwefiitty ; She re-

mains quietly ; The fields appear greenly. These verbs m their common
acceptation, do wot express action; for which reason we say, I am tiappy;

They were peaceful; &c. But in the expressions, The'cJiild sleeps soundly ;
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in $, or eth, it is of the third person singular. Walkest, ridest,

stanaest, are of the second person singular ; and ^valks or wallc"

eth, rides or riddh, stands or standeth, are of the third person

singular.

I have told you, that when the nominative is singular numher,

the verb must be ; when the nominative is plural, the verb must
be ; and when the nominative* is first, second, or third person,

the verb must be of the same person. If you look again at the

foregoing conjugation of walk, you will notice that the verb va-

ries its endings in the singidar, in order to agree inform with the

first, second, and third pei'sqn of its nominative ; but in the p/v-

ral it. does not vary its endings from the first person singular.

The verb, however, agrees in sense with its nominative in the

plura'l, as ^ve\\ as in the singular. Exercise a little mind, and

you will perceive that agreoiient and government in language do

not consist merehj in tlie form of words. Now, is it not clear, that

when I say, I ivalk, the verb walk is sijignlav, because it ex-

pro.s?os br.t one action ? And when. I say. Two men xualk, is it

not equally apparent, that walk is •plural, because it expresses

lico action's ? In the sentence, Ten men walk, the verb walk

denotes' ten actions, for there are ten actors. Common sense

teaches you, thaf there must be as many actions as there are

actors; and that the verb, when it has nofhr^ or ending to show
it, is as strictly plural, as when it has. So,in the phrase, We
walk, the verb walk is firsi person, because it expresses the ac-

tions performed by the speakers : Ye or yoti walk, the verb is

second person, denoting the actions of the persons spoken to ;

third person, Thetj walk. -The verb, then, when correctly written,

^ s^

She sits gracefulbj ; They Vive hnpplly and contentedly ; we employ the verbs
sleeps, sils, and live, in an active sense. When no action is intended, we
say, Tliey live happy and contented.

If, on scientitick principles, it can I)e proved that those verbs generally

denominated neuter, originaikj expressed action, their present, accepted
meaning will still oppose the theory, for the generality of mankind do not
attach to tliem the idea of action.

I'lius I have endeavoured to present a brief but impartial abstract of the
mo'Jern tlieory of the verb, leaving it with the reader to estimate it according
to its value.

To give a satisfactory definition of the verb, or such a one as shall be found
sciontifically correct and unexceptionable, has hitherto baffled the skill, and
transcended the learning, of our philosophical writers. If its essential qua-
lity, as is generally supposed, is ma'de to consist in expressing affirmation, it

remains still to be defined ivhen a verb expresses affirmation. In English,

and in other languages, words appropriated to express affirmation, are often

used without any such force ; our idea of affirmation, in such instances, be-

ing the mere inference of custom.

In the sentence,—" think, love, and hate, denote moi-al actions," the words
Mi)tk, love, and hate, are nouns, because they are mere »i«m€s of actions. So,

when 1 say, "John, lorite is an irregular verb," the word write is a
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always agrees, in sense, with its nominative in number and
person.

, At present you are leammg two parts of speech, neither of

which can be understood without a knowledge of the other Tt

tlierefore becomes necessary to explain them both in the same
lecture. You have been already informed, that nouns have three

cases ; the nominative, the possessive, and the objective.

Possessive Case. The possessive case denotes
the possessor of something ; as, This is JohrC?
horse.

This expression implies, that John is the owner or possessor

of the horse ; and, that horse is the property which he possesses

When I say. These are the men's, and those, the boys^ hats

the two words, " boys' hats," plainly convey the idea, if they

have any meaning at all, that the boys oiun or possess the hats.

" Samuel Badger sells boys^ hats." Who otons the hats 1 Mr.
Badger. How is that fact ascertained ? Not by the words,
" boys' hatSi" which, taken by themse'ves, imply, not that they are

JSIr. Badger^s hats, nor that they are for boys, but that they are

hats of, or belonging to, or possessed by boys. But we infer from

the words connected with the phrase, " boys' hats," that the boys

are not yet, as the phrase literally denotes, in the actuaJ posses-

sion of the hats. The possession is anticipated.

In the phrases, Jirae hats, coarse hats, high-croivned hats, broad-

brimmed hats, woollen, new, ten, some, these, many hats, the

words in italicks, are adjectives, because they restrict, qualify,

or define the term hats ; but the term boys' does not describe

or limit the meaning of hats. Boys', jrfierefore, is not, as some
suppose, an adjective. •

" The slave's master." Does the slave possess the mas-

ter ? Yes. The slave has a mastfer. If he has him, then, he

possesses him ^—he sustains that relation to him which we call

possession.

noun ; but when I say, " John, write your copy," write is called a
verb. Why is this word considered a noun in one construction, and a verb
in the other, when both constructions, until you pass beyond tlie word
write, are exactly alike ? If write docs not express action in the former sen-

tence, neither does it in the latter, for, in both, it is introduced in the same
manner. On scientifick principles, write must be considered a noun in the

latter sentence, for it does not express action, or make an affirmation; but it

merely names the action which I wish John to perforin, and affirmation 13

the inferential meaning.
The verb in the infinitive, as well as in the imperative mood, is divested

of its affirmative or verbal force. In both these moods, it is always presented
In its noim-slate.

It, after dinner, I say to a servant, " Wine," he infers, that I wish him to
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A noun in the possessive case, is always known by its hav-
ing an apostrophe, and generally an $ after it ; thus, John's

hat ; the borfs coat. When a plural noun in the possessive

case, ends in s, the apostrophe is added, but no additional s
;

as, " Boys' hats; Eagles' wings." When a singular noun ends
in ss, the apostrophe only is added ; as, " For goodness' sake :

for righteousness' sake ; except the word witness ; as, " The
witness's testimony." When a noun in the possessive case
ends in cnce, the s is omitted, but the apostrophe is retained

;

as, " For conscience' sake."

Now please to turn back, and read over this and the prece-
ding lecture three times, and endeavour, not only to under-
stand, but, also, to remember, what you read. In reading, pro-

ceed thus : read one sentence over slowly, and then look off

the book, and repeat it two or three times over in your mind.
After that, take another sentence and proceed in the same
manner, and so on through the whole lecture. Do not pre-

sume to think, that these directions are of no real consequence
to you ; for, unless you follow them strictly, you need not ex-
pect to make rapid progress. On the other hand, if you pro-

ceed according to my instructions, you will be sure to acquire

a practical knowledge of grammar in a short time.—Wlien you
shall have complied with this requisition, you may commit the

following order of parsing a noun, and the order of parsing a
verb ; and then you will be prepared to parse or analyze the

following examples.

ANALYSIS, OR PARSING.
Do you recollect the meaning of the word analysis ? If you

do not, I will explain it ; and first, I wish you to remember,
that analysis is the reverse of synthesis. Synthesis is the act

of combining simples so as to form a whole or compound.

bring me wine ; bnt all this is not said. If I say, Bring some loine, he, in

like manner, understands, that I wish him to bring mc wine ; but all that is

expressed, is the name of the action, and of the object of the action. In fact,

as mu*''! is done by inference, as by actual expression, m every branch of
language, for thought is too quick to be wholly transmitted by words.

It is generally conceded, that the terminations of our verbs, est, eth, s, eJ,

and, also, of the other parts of speech, were originally separate words of dis-

tinct meaning ; and that, although they have been contracted, and, by the
refinement of language, have been made to coalesce with the words in con-
nexion with wliich they are employed, yet, in their present character of ter-

minations, tliey retain their primitive meaning and force. To denote that a
verbal name was employed as a verb, the Saxons affixed to it a verbalizing

adjunct ; tlius,«/ie (to take, hold) was the noun-state of the verb ; and when
they used it as a verb, they added the termination mi; thus, thea?i. The
termination added, was a sign that affirmation was intended. The same
procedure has been adopted, and, in many instances, is still practised, in oui
language. .4ii, onginally affixed to onr verbs, in the progress of refinement.
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Thus, in putting together letters so as to form syllables, sylla-

bles so as to form words, words so as to form sentences, and
sentences so as to form a discourse, the process is called syn-

thetick. Analysis, on the contrary, is the act of decomposition ;

that is, the act of separating any thing compounded into its

simple parts, and thereby exhibiting its elementary principles.

Etymology treats of the analysis of language. To analyze a

sentence, is to separate from one another and classify the dif-

ferent words of which it is composed ; and to analyze or parse

a word, means to enumerate and describe all its various pro-

perties, and its grammatical relations with respect to other

words in a sentence, and trace it through all its inflections or

changes. Perhaps, to you, this will, at first, appear to be of
little importance ; but, if you persevere, you will hereafter find

it of great utility, for parsing will enable you to detect, and
correct, errours in composition.

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.

The order ofparsing a Noun, is—a noun, and
why?—common, proper, or collective, and why?
gender, and why ?—person, and why ?—number,
and why ?—case, and why ?

—

Rule :—decline it.

The order of parsing a Verb, is—a verb, and
why ?—active, passive, or neuter, and why ?—if

active—transitive or intransitive, and why?—^if

passive—hovv^ is it formed ?—regular, irregular,

or defective, and why ?—mood, and why ?—^tense,

and why?—person and number, and why?—with
what does it agree ?

—

Rule :—conjugate it.

I will now parse two nouns according to the order, and, in

-lo doing, by applying the definitions and rules, I shall answer
all those questions given in the order. If you have perfectly

was changed to en, and finally dropped. A few centuries ago, the plural
number of our verbs was denoted by the termination en thus, they weren, they
^oven ; but, as these terminations do not supersede the Hecessity of expresa-

•ng the subject of aflirmation, as is the case in the Latin and Greek verbs,

they have been laid aside, as unnecessary excrescences. For the same
reason, we might, without any disparagement to the language, dispense
with the terminations of our verbs in the singular.

In support of the position, that these terminations were once separate
words, we can trace many of them to their origin. To denote the feminine
gender of some nouns, we affix ess; as, heiress, instructress. Ess h-a. con-
traction of the Hebrew noun essa,a female. Of our verbs, the termination
eft 's a contraction of doest, eth, of doetli, s, of does. We say, thou dost or
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ewnmitted the order of parsing a noun and verb, you may pro-

ceed with me ; but, recollect, you can not parse a verb in full,

until you shall have had a more complete explanation of it.

John's hand trembles.

Johi's is a noun, [because it is] the name of a person

—

proper, the name of an individual—masculine gender, it de-

notes a male—third person, spoken of—singular number, it

implies but one—and in the possessive case, it denotes pos-

session—it is governed by the noun " hand," according to

Rule 12. A noun or pronoun in the possessive case, is go-

verned by the noun it possesses.

Declined—Sing. nom. John, poss. John's, obj. John. Pli*-

ral—nom. Johns, poss. Johns', obj. Johns,

Hand is a noun, the name of a thing—common, the name
of a sort or species of things—neuter gender, it denotes a thing

without sex—third person, spoken of—sing, number, it implies

but one—and in the nominative case, it is the actor and subject

of the verb " trembles," and governs it agreeably to

Rule 3. The nominative case governs the verb :—that is,

the nominative determines the number and person of the verb.

Declined—Sing. nom. hand, poss. hand's, obj. hand. Plur.

nom. hands, poss. hands', obj. hands.

Trembles is a verb, a word which signifies to do—active, it

expresses action—third person, singular number, because the

nominative " hand" is with which it agrees, according to

Rule 4. The verb must agree with its nominative in num-
ber and person.

You must not say that the verb is of the third person be-

cause it is spoken of. The verb is never spoken of ; but it is

of the third person, and singular or plural number, because its

nominative js.

Conjugated—First pers. sing. I tremble, 2 pers. thou trem-

blest, 3 pers. he trembles, or, the hand trembles. Plural, 1

pers. we tremble, 2 pers. ye or you tremble, 3 pers. they or

the hands tremble.

doesl love ; or thou lovest ; i. e. love-r/os(, or \ove-doest. Some believe these

terminations to be contractions of liavest, haveth, has. We affix ed, a con-

traction of dede, to the present tense of verbs to denote that the action nam-
ed, is, dede, did, doed, or done.

To and do, from the Gothick noun taui, signifying act or effect, are, accord-

ing to Home Tooke, nearly alike in meaning and force; and when the cus-

tom of affixing some more ancient verbalizing adjunct, began to be dropped,
its place and meaning were generally supplied by prefixing one of these.

When I say, " I am going to walk," the verbal or affirmative force is convey-

ed by the use of to, meaning the same as do; and loalk is employed merely
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Government, in language, consists in the pow
er which one vv ord has over another, in causing

that other word to be in some particular case,

number^ person, mood, or tense.

ILLUSTRATION.

Rule 3. The nominative case governs the verb.

If you employ the pronoun /, which is of the first person,

singular muTiber, as the nominative to a verb, the verb must

be of the first pers. sing, thus, I smile ; and when your nomina-

tive is second pers. sing, your verb must be ; as, thou smiles^

Why, in the latter instance, does the ending of the verb change

to est ? Because the nominative changes. And if your nomi-

native is third person, the verb will vary again ; thus, he smiles,

the man smiles. How clear it is, then, that the nominative

governs the verb ; that is, the nominative has power to change
the/ori)t and meaning of the verb, in respect to num. and per-

son. Government, thus far, is evinced in the form of the

words, as well as in the sense.

Rr'LE 4. The verb must agree with its nominative in num-

ber and person.

It is improper to say, thou hear, the men hears. Why im-

proper 1 Because hear is first pers. and the nominative thou

is second pers. hears is singular, anii iu6 nom. ?.'l£?l IS piTifCu,

Rule 4lh says. The verb must agree with its nominative. The
expressions should, therefore, be, thou heares/, the men hear

,

and then the verb would agree v»'ith its nominatives. But ivhj

must the verb agree with its nominative 1 Why must we say,

thou talkesf, the man talks, men talk ? Because the genius of

our language, and the common consent of those who speak it,

require such a construction : and this requisition amounts to a

law or ride. This ride, then, is founded m the nature of things,

and sanctioned by good usage.

Rule 12. Ji noun or pronoun in the possessive case, is go-

verned by the noun which it possesses.

It is correcit to say, The man eats, he eats ; but we cannot

say, The man dog eats, he dog eats. Why not ? Because the

aa a verbal name. ; that is, I assert that I shall do the act which I name by
the word icalk, or the act of walking.

Perhaps such speculations as these will prove to be more curious than

profitable. If it be made clearly to appear, that, on scientifick principles,

whenever the verbal name is unaccompan-ed by a verbalizing adjunct, it is

in the ncnin-state, and does not express affirmation, still this theory would
be very inconvenient in practice.

I shall resume this subyiect in Lecture XI,
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man is here represented as the jmssessnr, and dog, the property,

or thing j^ossessed ; and the genius of our language requires,

that when we add to the possessor, the thing which he is re-

presented as possessing, the possessor shall take a particular

form to show its case, or relation to the propertxj ; thus. The
mail's dog eats, his dog eats. You perceive, then, that the

added noun, denoting the thing possessed, has power to change

the form of the noun or pronoun denoting the possessor, ac-

cording to Rule 12. thus, by adding dog, in the preceding ex-

amples, man is changed to man's, and /ie,to his.

Now parse the sentence which I have parsed, until the man-
ner is quite familiar to you ; and then you will be prepared to

analyze correctly and systematically, the following exercises.

When you parse, you may spread the Compendium before

you ; and, if you have not already committed the definitions

and rules, you may read them on that, as you apply them.

This mode of procedure will enable you to learn all the defini-

tions and rules by applying them to practice.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Rain descends—Rains descend—Snow falls—Snows fall

—

Thunder rolls—Thunders roll—Man's works decay—Men's
labours cease—John's dog barks—Eliza's voice trembles

—

Julia's sister's child improves—Peter's cousin's horse limps.

In the next place, I will parse a noun and a neuter verb,

which verb, you will notice, differs from an active only in one

respect.

" Birds repose on the branches of trees."

Birds is a noun, the name of a thing or creature—common,
the name of a genus or class—masculine and feminine gen-

der, it denotes both males and females—third person, spoken

of—plural number, it implies more than one—and in the no-

minative case, it is the subject of the verb " repose," and go-

verns it according to Rule 3. The nom. case governs the

verb. Declined—Sing. nom. bird, poss. bird's, obj. bird.

Plural, nom. birds, poss. birds', obj. birds.

Repose is a verb, a word that signifies to be—neuter, it ex-

presses neither action nor passion, but a state of being-—third

person, plural number, because the nominative " birds" is

with which it agrees, agreeably to Rule 4. The verb must

agree tvilh its nominative in number Qnd person.

Conjugated—1. pers. sing. I repose, 2. pers. thou reposest,

3. pers. he reposes, or the bird reposes. Plur. 1. pers. we
repose, 2. pers. ye or you repose, 3. pers they re(.*ose, or

birds repose. *5
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Now parse those nouns and neuter verbs that are distm>

guished by italicks, in the following

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
The book lies on the desk—The cloak hangs on the wall

—

JVfari's days are few

—

Cathmor^s warriours sleep in death

—

Clatho reposes in the narrow house—Jocund day stands tiptoe

on the misty mountain tops. The sunbeams rest on the grave
where her beauty sleeps.

You may parse these and the preceding exercises, and all

that follow, ^ue or six times over, if you please.

OBJECTIVE CASE.—ACTIVE-TRANSITIYE VERBS.

The objective case expresses the object of an
action or of a relation. It generally follows a

transitive verb, a participle, or a preposition.

A noun is in the objective case when it is the object of some-
thing. At present I shall explain this case only as the object

of an action ; but when we shall have advanced as far as to the

preposition, I will also illustrate it as the object of a relation.

An active verb is transitive when the action

passes over from the subject or nominative to an
object ; as, Richard strikes John.

Transitive means passing. In this sentence the action ol

the verb strikes is transitive, because it 2i(^ssrs over from the

nominative Richard to the object John ; and you know that the

noun John is in the objective case, because it is the object of the

action expressed by the active-transitive verb strikes. This

matter is very plain. For example : Gallileo invented the tel-

escope. Now it is evident, that Gallileo did not exert his pow-
ers of mvenfion, without some object in view. In order to as-

certain that object, put the question, Gallileo invented what ?

The telescope. Teiescope, then, is the real object of the ac-

tion, denoted by the transitive verb invented ; and, therefore,

telescope is in the objective case. If I say. The horse kicks

the servant—Carpenters build houses—Ossian rorote poems

—

Columbus discovered America—you readily perceive, that the

verbs kicks, build, wrote, and discovered, express transitive ac-

tions; and you cannot be at a loss to tell which nouns are in the

objective case :—they are servant, houses, poems, and America.

The nominative and objective cases of nouns are generally

known by the following rule : the nominative does something}

the objective has somelhing done to it. The nominative gene-
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rally comes before the verb; and the objective, after it. When
I say, George struck the servant, George is in the nominative,

and servant is in the objective case ; but, when I say, The ser

vant struck George, servant is in the nominative case, and
George is in the objective. Thus you perceive, that Case

means the different state or situation of nouns with regard to

other words.

It IS sometimes very difficult to tell the case of a noun. I

shall, therefore, take up this subject again, when I come to give

you an explanation of the j)articiple and preposition.

Besides the three cases already explained, nouns are some-

times in the nominative case independent, sometimes in the

nominative case absolute, sometimes in apposition in the same
case, and sometimes in ths nominative or objective case after

the neuter verb to he, or after an active-intransitive or passive

verb. These cases are illustrated in Lecture X. and in the 21,

and 22 Rules of Syntax.

ACTIVE-INTRANSITIVE VERBS.

An active verb is transitive, when the action

terminates on an object : but
An active verb is intransitive, when the action

does not terminate on an object ; as, John ivalks.

You perceive that the verb walks, in this exam.ple, is in-

transitive, because the action does not pass over to an object

;

that is, the action is confined to the agent John. The follow-

ing sign will generally enable you to distinguish a transitive

verb from an intransitive. Any verb that will make sense with

the words a thing, or a person, after it, is transitive. Try these

verbs by the sign, love, help, conquer, reach, subdue, overcome.

Thus, you can say, I love a person or thing—I can help a per-

son or thing—and so on. Hence you know that these verbs

are transitive. But an intransitive verb will not make sense
with this sign, which fact will be shown by the following ex-

amples : smile, go, come, play, baric, walk, fly. We cannot
say, if we mean to speak English, I smile a person or thing—

I

go a person or thing

:

—hence you perceive that these verbs are

not transitive, but intransitive.

If you reflect upon these examples for a few moments, you
will have a clear conception of the nature of transitive and in-

transitive verbs. Before I close this subject, however, it is

necessary further to reinai-k, that some transitive and intransi-

tive verbs express what is called a mental or moral action ; and
others, a cornoreal or jihiisical action. Verbs expressing the
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different affections or operations of the mind, denote moral ac-
tions , as, Brutus loved his country ; James hates vice ; We
believe the tale :—to repent, to relent, to think, to reflect, to

mourn, to muse. Those expressing the actions produced by
matter, denote physical actions ; as, The dog h^.ars the bell

;

Yirgil wrote the ^nead ; Columbus discovered America ;—to
see, to feel, to taste, to smell, to run, to talk, to fltj, to strike.

In the sentence, Charles resembles his father, the verb resembles

does not appear to express any action at all
; yot the construc-

tion of the sentence, and the office which the verb performs,
are such, that we are obliged to parse it as an active-transitive

verb, governing the noun father in the objective case. This
you may easily reconcile in your mind, by reflecting, that the

verb has a direct reference to its object. The following verbs
are of this character : Have, oivn, retain ; as, I have a book.

Active Mitransitive verbs are frequently made transitive.

When I say. The birds flrj, the verb fly, is intransitive ; but
when I say, The hoy flies the kite, the verb fly is transitive, ant^

governs the noun A:i7e in the objective case. Almost any ac-

tive intransitive verb, and sometimes even neuter verbs, ar»j

used as transitive. The horse ivalks rapidly ; The boy mnii

swiftly ; My friend lives well ; The man died of a fever. In

all these examples the verbs are i/itransitive ; in the following

they are transitive : The man ivalks his horse ; The boy ran

a race ; My friend lives a holy life ; Let me die the death of

the righteous.

The foregoing development of the character of verbs, is

deemed sufficiently critical for practical purposes ; but if we
dip a little deeper into the verbal fountain, we shall discover

qualities which do not appear on its surface. If we throw aside

the veil which art has drawn over the real structure of speech,

we shall find, that almost every verb has either a personal or a

verbal object, expressed or implied. Verbal objects, which are

the efl'ects or productions resulting from the actions, being ne-

cessarily implied, are seldom expressed.

The fire burns. If the fire burns, it must burn wooa, coal,

tallow, or some other combustible substance. The man laughs

Laughs what 1 Laughs laughter or laugh. They walk ; that is,

They walk or take ivalks. Rivers flow (move or roll themselves

or their ivaters) into the ocean.

" I sing the shady regions of the west."

" And smile the wrinkles from the brow of age.**

The child wept itself sick ; and then, by taking (or sleeping)

a short nap, it slept itself quiet and well again. " He will soon
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sleep his everlasting sleep ;" that is, " He will sleep the sleep of

death."

Thinkers think thoughts ; Talkers talk or employ toords, talk,

or speeches ; The rain rains ram. *' Upon Sodom and Gomor-
rah the Lord rained fire and brimstone.^'' " I must go the whole

length.'''' I shall soon go the warj of all the earth."

Now please to turn hack again, and peruse this lecture at-

tentively ; after which you may parse, systematically, the fol-

lowing exercises containing nouns in the three cases, and act-

ive-transitive verbs.

The printer prints books.

Prints is a verb, a word that signifies to do—active, it ex-

presses action—transitive, the action passes over from the

nominative " printer" to the object " books"—third pers. sing,

numb, because the nominative printer is with v/hich it agrees.

Rule 4. The verb must agree luitk its nominative case in num-
ber and pel son.

Conjugated— 1. pers.sing. I print, 2. pers. thou printest, 3.

pers. he prints, or the printer prints, and so on.

Books is a noun, the name of a thing—common, the name
of a sort of things, neut. gend. it denotes a thing without sex

—third pers. spoken of—plur. num. it implies more than one
—and in the objective case, it is the object of the action, ex-

pressed by the active-transitive verb " prints," and is governed

Rule 20. Active-transitive verbs govern the objective case.

The noun books is thus dechned—Sing. nom. book, poss.

book's, obj. book—Plur. nom. books, poss. books', obj. books-
RuLE 20. Transitive verbs govern the objective case ; that

IS, they require the noun or pronoun following them to be in

that case ; and this requisition is government. Pronouns have
a particular /orm to suit each case ; but nouns have not. We
cannot say. She struck he ; I gave the book to they. Why
not 1 Because the genius of our language requires the pro-

noun following a transitive verb or preposition (to is a preposi-

tion) to assume that form which we call the objective form or

case. Accordingly, the construction should be. She struck

him; 1 ga\e the book to //^e??l.—Read, again, the illustration

of " government" on page 52.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
JVom. case. Trans, verb. Poss. case. Obj. case.

Julius prints children's primers.

Harriet makes ladies' boimets.

The servant beats the man's horee.
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Aom. case.
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native " flock" conveys unitij of idea ; and it agrees with
" flock " agreeably to

Rule 10. -A noun ofmultitude conveying unity erfidea, mu&t

have a verb or pronoun agreeing with it in the singular.

" The divided multitude hastily disperse."

Jdidtilude is a noun, a name that denotes persons—a collec-

tive noun, or noun of multitude, it signifies many—masculine

and feminine gender, it implies both sexes—third person, spo-

ken of—singular number, it represents but one multitude, or

collective body
;

(but in another sense, it is plural, as it con-

veys plurality of idea, and, also, implies more individuals than

one ;)—and in the nominative case, it is the actor and subject

of the verb " disperse," which it governs, according to Rule 3.

The nom. case governs the verb.—Declined.—Sing. nom. multi-

tude, poss. multitude's, obj. multitude—Plur. nom. multitudes,

poss. multitudes', obj. multitudes.

Disperse is a verb, a word that signifies to do—active, it ex-

presses nx^tion—intransitive, the action does not terminate on an

object—third person, plural number, because its nominative
" multitude" conveys plurality of idea ; and it agrees with
" multitude" agreeably to

Rule 11. Jl noun of multitude conveying plurality of idea,

must have a verb or pronoun agreeing with it in the plural.

Rules 10, and 11, rest on a sandy foundation. They appear

not to be based on the principles of the language ; and, there-

fore, it might, perhaps, be better to reject than to retain them.

Their application is quite limited. In many instances, they will

not apply to nouns of multitude. The existence ofsuch a thing

as " unity or plurality of idea," as applicable to nouns of this

class, is doubtfid. It is just as correct to say, " The meeting

loas divided in its sentiments," as to say, " The meeting xvcre.

divided in their sentiments." Both are equally supported by
the genius of the language, and by the power of custom. It is

correct to say, either that, "' The fleet were dispersed ;" " The
council were unanimous :" " The council were divided ;" or that,

*' The fleet was dispersed ;" " The council loas unanimous ;"

" The council ivas divided." But, perhaps for the sake of

euphony, in some instances, custom has decided in favour of a

singular, and in others, of a plural construction, connected with

words of this class. For example ; custom gives a preference

to the constructions, " My jjeople do not consider ;" " The peas-

antry go barefoot ;" " The flock is his object ;" instead of,

" My ^^efp^e doth not consider " " The pjeasantry goes bare-

foot ;" " The flock are his object." In instances like these,

the application of the foregoing rules maxj be of some use; but
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the constructions in which they do not apply, are probably more
riumerous than those in which they do.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
JVorn. case.
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What is synthesis?—What is analysis?—What is parsing?—Re-
peat the order of parsing the noun.—Repeat the order ofparsing

the verb.—Wliat rule do you apply in parsing a noun in the pos-

sessive case ?—What rule, in parsing a noun in the nominative

case ?—What rule applies in parsing a verb 1—What is meant
by government?—Explain rules 3, 4, and 12.—By what rule

are the nominative and objective cases of nouns known?—By
what sign can you distinguish a transitive from an intransitive

verb ?—Do transitive verbs ever express a moral action ?—Are
intransitive and neuter verbs ever used as transitive?—Give
some examples of transitive verbs with /:>ej-sona/ and verbal ob-

jects.—What rule do you apply in parsing a noun in the objec-

tive case ?—Explain rule 20.—In parsing a verb agreeing with

a noun of multitude conveying lyluralihj of idea, what rule do
you apply ?

QUESTIONS ON THE NOTES.
Whether the learner be required to answer the following questions, or not,

is, of course, left discretionary with the teacher. The author takes the liberty

to suggest the expediency of /tof, generally, enforcing such a requisition, un-
til the pupU goes through the book u second time.

Name some participial nouns.—What are abstract nouns ?—What is the
distinction between abstract nouns and adjectives ?—What are natural

nouns?—Artificial nouns?—What is the distinction between 7?ia;enai and
immaterial nouns ?—Are nouns ever of the masculine and feminine gender ?

—

Give examples.—When are nouns, naturally neuter, converted into the mas-
culine or feminine gender ?—Give examples.—Speak some nouns that are

always in the singular number.—Some that are always plural.—Speak some
that are in the same form in both numbers.—Name all the various ways of
forming the plural number of nouns.—Of what number are the nouns news,
means, alms, and amends 7—Name the plurals to the following compound
nouns, handful, cupful, spoonfid, brother-in-Uno, court-marlial.

QUESTIONS ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
What has usually been the object of philosophical investigations of lan-

guage ? (page 32.)—Do the syntactical dependences and connexions of
words depend on their orriginal import ?—Is the power of association and
custom efficient in changing the radical meaning of some words ?—Have
words intrinsically a signification of their own ; or is their meaning inferen-

tial ; i. e. such as custom nas assigned to them ? (page 3S.)—On what fact

is base", the true, philosophical principle of classification?—Define philoso-

phical grammar.—Which is supposed to be the original part of speech?

—

How were the others formed from tliat ?—^How many parts of speech may
be recognised in a scientifick development and arrangement of the princi-

ples of our language ?—Name them.—What testimony have we that many
things do not act ? (page 43.,"—Repeat some of the arguments in fa\'our oi,

and against, the principle which regards all verbs as active.—In what moods
ore verbs used in their noun-stale 7 (page 48.)—Give examples.—What is said

of the terminations, est, eth, s, and en, and of the words to and do 7

REMARKS ON VERBS AND NOUNS.
You have already been informed, that verbs are the most important part

of speech in our language ; and to convince you of their importance, I now
tell you, that you cannot express a thmight, or communicate an idea, without

6
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making use of a verb, either expressed or implied. Verbs express, not only
the state or mariner of being, but, likewise, all the different actions and move-
ments of all creatures and things, whether animate or inanimate. As yet I

have given you only a partial description of this sort of vords ; but when
you are bettor prepared to comprehend the subject, I will explain all theii

properties, and show j^ou the proper manner of using them.
A word that is generally a noicn, sometimes becomes a verb; and a verb

is frequently used as a noun. These changes depend on the sense which
the word conveys ; or, rather, on the ollice it performs in the sentence; that
is, the manner in which it is apphed to things. For instance; glory is gene-
rally a noun ; as, " The glory of God's throne." But if I say, I glory in reli-

gion; or, lie glories in wickedness, the word g/orj/ becomes a verb. The
love of man is inconstant. In this sentence, love is a noun; in the next, it is

a verb : They love virtue. He walks swiftly ; Scavengers sioeep the streets

;

The ship sails well. In these phrases, the words walks, sweeps, and sails,

are verbs ; in the following they are nouns : Those are pleasant walks; He
takes a broad sweep ; The ship loweied her sails.

Thus you see, it is impossible for you to become a gram-
marian without exercising your judgment. If you have suffi

cient resokition to do this, you will, in a short time, perfectly

understand the nature and office of the different parts of speech,

their various properties and relations, and the rules of syntax

that apply to them ; and, in a few weeks, be able to speak and
write accurately. But you must not take things for granted,

without examining their propriety and correctness. No. You
are not a mere automaton, or hoy-raacklne ; but a rational being.

You ought, therefore, to think methodically, to reason soundly,

and to investigate every principle critically. Don't be afraid

to ihinh for yourself. You know not the high destiny that

awaits you. You know not the height to which you may soar

in the scale of intellectual existence. Go on, then, boldly,

and with unyielding perseverance ; and if you do not gain ad-

mittance into the temple of fame, strive, at all hazards, to

drink of the fountain which gurgles from its base.

EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.
Note 1, to Rule 12. A noun in the possessive case,

should always be distinguished by the apostrophe, or mark o{

elision ; as, The nation^s glory.

That girls book is cleaner than those boys books.

Not correct, because the nouns girls and boys are both in the

case, and, therefore, require the apostrophe, by which they should be dis-

tinguished ; thus, "girVs, boys^" according to the preceding Note. [Re-

peat the note.]

Thy ancestors virtue is not thine.

If the writer of this sentence meant one ancestor, he should have inserted

the apostrophe after r, thus, "ancestor's ;" if more than one, after *, thus,

" ancestors' virtue ;" but, by neglecting to place the apostrophe, he has left
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hifl meaning ambiguous, and we cannot ascertain it. Tliis, and a thousand
other mistakes you will often meet with, demonstrate the truth of my de-

claration, namely, that " without the knowledge and application of gram-
mar rules, you will often speak and write in such a manner as not to be uti-

derstood." You may now turn back and re-examine the " illustration" oi

Rules 3, 4, and 12, on page 52, and then correct the following examples
aoout Jive times over.

A mothers tenderness and a fathers care, are natures gift's

for mans advantage. Wisdoms precept's form the good mans
interest and happiness. They suffer for conscience's sake.

He is reading Cowpers poems. James bought Johnsons Dic-

tionary.

Rule 4. A verb must agree with its nominative m number
and person.

Those boys improves rapidly. The men labours in the field.

Nothing delight some persons. -Thou shuns the light. He
dare not do it. They reads well.

1 know you can correct these sentences without a rule, for they all have
a harsh sound, which offends the ear. I wish you, however, to adopt the
habit of correcting errouTS by applying rules ; for, by-and-by, you will meet
with errours in composition which you cannot correct, if you are ignorant of
the application of grammar rules.

Now let us clearly understand this 4th Rule. Recollect, it applies to the
verb, and not to the noun ; theretbrc, in these examples the verb is ungram-
matical. The noun boy.t, in the fust sentence, is of the third person plural,

and the verb improves is of the third person singidar; therefore. Rule 4th is

violated, because the verb does not agree with its nominative in number. It

should be, "boys improve." Tlie verb would then be plural, and agree with
its nominative according to the Rule. In the fourth sentence, the verb does
not agree in person with its nominative. Thou is of the second person, and
shuns is of the third. It should be, " thou slmnnest," <^-c. You may correct
the other sentences, and, likewise, the following exercises in

FALSE SYNTAX.
A variety of pleasing objects charm the eye. The number

of inhabitants of the United States exceed nine millions. JNoth-
ing but vain and foolish pursuits delight some persons.

In vain our flocks and fields increase our store,

"VNTien our abundance make us wish for more.

While ever and anon, there falls

Huge heaps of hoary, moulder'd walls.
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LECTURE III.

GF ARTICLES.

An article is a word prefixed to nouns to limit

their signification / as, a man, the woman.
There are only two articles, a or an, and the.

A or an is called the indefinite article. The is

called the definite article.

The mdefinite article limits the noun to one of a

kind, but to no particjilar one ; as, a house.

The definite article generally limits the noun to

a particular object, or collection of objects ; as, the

house, the men.
The small claims of the article to a separate rank as a dis-

tinct part of speech, ought not to be admitted in a scientifick

classification of words. Jl and the, this and that, ten, few, and
fourth, and many other words, are used to restrict, vary, or de-

fine the signification of the nouns to which they are joined.

They might, therefore, with propriety, be ranked under the ge-

neral head of Restrictives, Indexes, or Defining Jldjectivcs. But,

as there is a marked distinction in their particular meaning and

application, each class requires a separate explanation. Hence,
no practical advantage would be gained, by rejecting their es-

tablished classification as articles, numerals, and demonstra-

tives, and by giving them new names. The character and
application of n and the can be learned as soon when they are

styled articles, as when they are denominated specifying or de-

fining adjectives.

The history o-f this part of speech is very brief. As there are

but two articles, a or an and the, yoii will know them wherevei

they occur.

A noun used without an article, or any other restrictive, is

taken in its general sense ; as, ' Fruit is abundant ;" " Gold is

heavy ;" " JVfan is born to trouble." Here we mean, fruit and

gold in general ; and all men, or mankind.

When we wish to limit the meaning of the noun to one object,

but to no particular one, we employ a or an. If I say, " Give

me a pen ;" " Bring me an apple ;" you are at liberty to fetch

any pen or any apple you please. ^ or an, then, is iiidefinite,

because it leaves the meaning oi the noun to v/hich it is applied,
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as far as regards the person spoken to, vague, or indeterminnte

;

that is, not definite. But when reference is made to a. particular

object, we employ the ; as, " Give me the pen ;" " Bring me the

apple, or the apples." When such a requisition is made, you
are not at liberty to bring any pen or apple you please, but you
must fetch (he partictdar pen or apple to which you know me to

refer. The is, therefore, called the definite article.

" Jl star appears." Here, the star referred to, may be known
as a particidar star, definite, and distinguished from all others,

in the mind of the speaker ; but to the hearer, it is left, among
the thousands that bedeck the vault of heaven, undistinguished

and indefinite. But when the star has previously been made the

subject of discourse, it becomes, in the minds of both speaker

and hearer, a definite object, and he says, " The star appears ;"

that is, thsLt particular star about which we were discoursing.

" Solomon built a temple." Did he build any temple, unde-

termined u'hich ? No ; it was a. particidar temple, pre-eminently

distinguished from all others. But hoio does it become a defi-

nite object in the mind of the hearer 1 Certainly, not by the

phrase, " a temple," which indicates any temple, leaving it al-

together tmdetennined which ; but supposing the person addres-

sed was totally unacquainted with the fact asserted, and it

becomes to him, in one respect only, a definite and particular

temple, by means of the associated words, "Solomon built;"

that is, by the use of these words in connexion with the others,

the hearer gets the idea of a temple distinguished as the one

erected by Solomon. If the speaker were addressing one whom
ho supposed to be unacquainted with the fact related, he might

make the temple referred to a still more definite object in the

mind ofthe hearer by afurther explanation of it ; thus, *' Solomon
built a temple on mount Zion ; and that was the temple to which

the Jews resorted to worship.^''

" The lunatick, the poet, and the lover,

" Are of imagination all compact."

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
A, AN, THE.

In a scientifick arrangement of grammatical principles, a and the belong
to that class of adjectives denominated definitives or restrictives.

S, an, ane, or me, is the pas' participle of ananad, to add, to join. It de-
notes that the thing to wluch it ia prefixed, is added, united, aned, an-d, onedf

(woned,) or made one.

The and that. According to Home Tooke,tft«is the imperative, and that,

the past participle, of the Anglo-Saxon verb thean, to get, take, assume. Ttie

and that had, originally, the same meaning. The difference in their present

application, is a modern refinement. ITcnce, that, as well as the, was for-

merly ised, indifferently, before either a slncular or a plural noun.
6*
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" The horse is a noble animal ;" " The dog is a faithful crea

ture ;" " The wind blows;" " The wolves were howling in the

woods." In these examples, we do not refer to any particular

lunaticks, poets, lovers, horses, dogs, winds, wolves, and woods,
but we refer to these particular classes of things, in contradis-

tinction to other objects or classes. The phrase, " Neither the

one nor the other," is an idiom of the language.

Remarks.—This method of elucidating the articles, which is popular with
Blair, Priestley, Lowth, Johnson, Harris, Beattie, Coote, Murray, and many
other distinguished philologists, is discarded by some of our modern writers.

But, by proving that this theory is exceptionable, they by no means make it

appear, that it ought, therefore, to be rejected.

Exceptionable or not, they have not been able to supply its place with one
that is more convenient in practice. Neither have they adopted one less ex-

ceptionable. The truth is, after all which can be done to render the defini-

tions and rules of grammar comprehensive and accurate, they will still be
found, when critically examined by men of learning and science, more or less

exceptionable. These exceptions and imperfections are the unavoidable
consequence of the imperfections of the language. Language, as well as

every thing else of human invention, will always be imperfect. Consequently,
a perfect system of grammatical principles, would not suit it. A perfect

grammar will not be produced, until some perfect being writes it for a per-

fect language; and a perfect language will not be constructed, until some
super-human agency is employed in its production. All grammatical prin-

ciples and systems which are not perfect, are exceptionable.

NOTES.
1. The article is omitted before nouns implying the different virtues, vices,

passions, qualities, sciences, arts, metals, herbs, &c. ; as, ^^ Modesty is becom-
uig ; Falsehood is odious ; Grammar is ust;ful," &c.

2. The article is not prefixed to proper nouns ; as, Barron killed Z)£c«tMr ;

3xcept by way of eminence, or for tbe sake of distinguishing a particular fa-

mily, or when some noun is understood ; as, " He is not a Franklin ; He is

a Lee, or of the family of «Ae Lees ; We sailed down the (river) Missouri."

3. An adjective is fVe<iuently placed between the article and the noun with

which the article agrees; as, " A good boy; an indxistrious man." Some-
times the adjective precedes the article ; as, " As great a man as Alexander

;

Such a shame."
4. In referring to many individuals, when we wish to bring each separate-

ly under consideration, the indefinite article is sometimes placed between
the adjective many and a singular noun ; as, " Where many a rosebud rear«

its blushing head;" "Full many afloiuer is born to blush unseen."

5. The definite article the is frequently applied to adverbs in the compara-
tive or superlative degree ; as, " The more I examine it, the better I like it

;

1 like this the least of any."

You may proceed and parse the following articles, when you

shall have committed tliis.

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.

The order of parsing an Article, is—an article,

ajid why?—definite or indefinite, and why ?—with

what noun does it agree ?

—

Rule.
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" He is the son of a king."

The is an article, a word prefixed to a noun to limit its signifi-

cation—definite, it limits the noun to a particular object—it

belongs to the noun " son," according to

Rule 2. The definite article the belons;s to nouns in the sin-

gular orjjlural number
A is an article, a word placed before a noun to limit its signi-

fication—indefinite, it limits the noun to one of a kind, but to no
particular one—it agrees with " king," agreeably to

Rule 1. Tlie article a or an agrees ivith nouns in the singular

number only.

Note. By considering the original meaning of this article, the propriety

of Rule 1, will appear. ^ or an, (formerly written ane,) being equivalent to

one, any one, or some one, cannot be prefixed to nouns in the plural number.
There is, however, an exception to this rule. A is placed before a plura

noun when any of the following adjectives come between the article and the

noun : few, great many, dozen, hundred, thousand, million; ag, a few men, a

thousand houses, ^-c.

After having parsed these articles several times over, plea&e

to read this tiiird lecture three times. Then turn back, and ex-

amine the second lecture critically, observing to parse every ex-

ample accQrding to the directions previously given, which will

prepare you to parse systematically, ail the articles, nouns, and

verbs in these subsequent

EXERCISES IN PARSING.

A bird sings. An eagle flies. Mountains stand. The mul-

titude pursue pleasure. The reaper reaps the farmer's grain.

Farmers mow the grass. Farmers' boys spread the hay. The
clerk sells the merchant's goods. An ostrich outruns an Arab's

horse. Cecrops founded Athens. Gallileo invented the teles-

cope. James Macpherson translated Ossian's poems. Sir

Francis Drake circumnavigated the globe. Doctor Benjamin
Franklin invented the lightning-rod. Washington Irving wrote

the Sketch-Book.

I will now offer a few remarks on the misapplication of the

articles, which, with the exercise of your own discriminating

powers, will enable you to use them with propriety. But, before

you proceed, please to answer the following

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.

How many articles are there?—In what sense is a noun taken,

when it has no article to limit it ?—Repeat the order of parsing

an article.—What rule applies in parsing the definite article ?—
What rule in parsing the indefinite ?
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QUESTIONS ON THE NOTES.
Before what nouns is tlie article omitted ?—Is the article the ever applied

to adverbs ?—Give examples.—What is the meaning of a or an ?—When is

a or an placed before a plural noun ?—From what are a, the, and that derived ?

EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.
Note to Rule 1. An is used before a vowel or silent h,

and a before a consonant or u long, and also before the word
one

It is not only disagreeable to the ear, but, according to this note, improper
to say, a apple, a liumble suppliant, an hero, an university, because the word
apple begins with a vowel, and h is not sounded in the word humble, for

which reasons a should be an in the first two examples ; but, as the h is

sounded in hei-o, and the u is long in university, a ought to be prefixed to
these words ; thus, an apple, an humble suppliant : a hero, a university.

You may correct the following

EXAMPLES.
A enemy, a inkstand, a hour, an horse, an herald, an heart,

an heathen, an iniion, a umbrella, an useful book, many an one.

This is an hard saying. They met with an heavy loss. He
would not give an hat for an horse.

Note 1, to Rule 2. The articles are often properly omit-

ted : when used they should be justly applied, according to their

distinct character ; as, " Gold is corrupting ; The sea is green;
A lion is bold." It would be improper to say. The gold is cor-

rupting ; Sea is green ; Lion is bold.

The grass is good for horses, and the wheat for men. Grass
is good for the horses, and wheat for the men. Grass looks

well. Wheat is blighted.

In the first of these sentences, we are not speaking of any particular kind
of ^ass or loheat, neither do we wish to limit the meaning to any particular

crop or field of grass, or quantity of wlieat ; but we are speakinj; of grasa
and wheat generally, therefore the article the should be omitted. In the se-

cond sentence, we do not refer to any definite kind, quality, or number of
horses or men ; but to horses and men generally ; that is, the terms are here
used to denote lohole species, therefore, the article should be omitted, and the
sentence should read thus, " Grass is good for horses, and wheat for men."

In the third and fourth examples, we wish to limit our meaning to the
crops of grass and wheat now on the ground, which, in contradistinction to

the crops heretofore raised, are considered as particular objects ; therefore

we should say, '.' The grass looks well ; The wheat is blighted."

Note 2. When a noun is used in its general sense, the

Article should be omitted; as, '^Poetry is a pleasing art;"

" Oranges grow in New-Orleans."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Com in the garden, grows well ; but corn in the field, doe«

not. How does the tobacco sell 1 The tobacco is dear. How
do you like the study of the grammar 1 The grammar is a
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pleasing study. A candid temper is proper for the man-
World is wide. The man is mortal. And I persecuted this

way unto the death. The earth, the air, the fire, and the watei,

are the four elements of the old philosophers.

LECTURE IV.

OF ADJECTIVES.

An Adjective is a word added to a noun to

express its quality or kind, or to restrict its

meaning ; as, a good man, a bad man, a free
man, an unfortunate man, one man, forty men.

In the phrases, a good apple, a bad apple, a large apple, a
small apple, a red apple, a ivhiie apple, a green apple, a sweet

apple, a sour apple, a biiicr apple, a round apple, a hard apple,

a soft apple, a mellou' apple, afair apple, a JMay apple, an early

apple, a late apple, a winter apple, a crab apple, a thorn apple, a
well-tasted apple, an ill-looking apple, a ivater-cored apple, you
perceive that all those words in italicks are adjectives, because
each expresses some quality or property of the noim apple, or

it shows what hind of an apple it is of which we are speaking.

The distinction between a noun and an adjective is very clear.

A noun is the name of a thing ; but an adjective denotes simply

,'the quality or property of a thing. This is fine cloth. In this

/ example, the difference between the word denoting the thing,

and that denoting the quality of it, is easily perceived. You
certainly cannot be at a loss to know, that the word cloth ex-

presses the name, and fine, the quality, of the thing ; conse-

quentlyj^ne must be an adjective. If I say, He is a ivise man,
a prudent man, a wicked man, or an ungrateful man, the words

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
ADNOUNS.

Mnoun, or Adjective, comes from the Latin, ad and jicio, to add to.

Adnouns are a class of words added to noims to vary their comprehension,
or to determine their extension. Those which effect the former object, are
called adjectives, or attrihdes ; and those which effect the latter, restrictives.

It is not, in all cases, easy to determine to which of these classes an adnoun
should be referred. Words which express simply the qualities of nouns, are

adjectives ; and such as denote their situation or number, are restrictives.

Adjectives were originallv nouns or verbs.
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in italicks are adjectives, because each expresses a quality of
the noun man. And, if I say, He is a tall man, a short man, a
white man, a hlack man, or a persecuted man, the words, tall,

short, white, black, and persecuted, are also adjectives, because
they tell what kind of a man he is of whom I am speaking, or

they attribute to him some particular property.

Some adjectives restrict or limit the signification of the nouns
to which they are joined, and are, therefore, sometimes called

definitives ; as, one era, seven ages, the first man, the ivhole mass,
no trouble, those men, that book, all regions.

Other adjectives define or describe nouns, or do both ; as, fine
silk, blue paper, a heavy shower, pure water, green mountains,
bland breezes, gurgling rills, glass window, vnndow glass,

beaver hats, chip bonnets, blackberry ridge, Monroe garden,

Juniata iron, Cincinnati steam-mill.

Some adjectives are secondary, and qualify other adjectives
;

as, pcde red lining, dark blue silk, deep sea green sash, soft iron

blooms, red. hot iron plate.

You will frequently find the adjective placed after the noun
;

as, " Those men are tall ; A lion is bold ; The tveathcr is calm;
The tree is three feet thick."

Should you ever be at a loss to distinguish an adjective from
the other parts of speech, the following sign Avill enable you to

tell it. Any word that will make sense with the word thing ad-

ded, or with any other noun following it, is an adjective ; as, a
high thing, a low thing, a hot thing, a cold thing, an unfinished

thing, a new-fashioned thing:—oi, a pleasant prospect, a lo7ig'

deserted dwelling, an American soldier, a Greek Testament.
Are these words adjectives, distant, yonder, peaceful, long-sided,

double-headed ? A distant object or thing, yonder hill, S^c.

They are 1 They will make sense with a noun after them.

—

Adjectives sometimes become adverbs. This matter will be

Some consider the adjective, in its present application, exactly equivalent

to a nonn connected to another noun by means of juxtaposition, of a prepo-
eition, or of a corresponding flexion. " A golden cup," say they, " is the sanio

as a gold cup, or a cup of gold." But tliis principle appears to be exception-
able. "A cup of gold," may mean either a cup-full of gold, or a cup made of
gold. "An oaken cask," signifies an oak cask, or a cask of oak ; i. e. a cask
made of oak ; but a beer cask, and a cask oj beer, are two different tilings. A
virtuous son ; a son of virtue.

The disiinguishing characteristick of the adjective, appears to consist in

its both naming a quality, and attributing that quality to some object.

The terminations en, ed, and ig, (our modern y,) signifying give, add, join

denote that tlie names of quahties to which they are postfixed, are to be at-

tributed to other nouns possessing such qualities : wood-en, wood-w. See
page 37.

Left is the past participle of the verb leave. Hornc Tookedetines right to
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explained in Lecture VI. In parsing, you may generally know
an adjective by its qualifying a noun or pronoun.

--- Most words ending in ing are present participles. These are

frequently used as adjectives ; therefore, most participles will

make sense with the addition of the word thing, or any other

noun, after them ; as, a pleasing thing, a moving spectacle,

mouldering ruins.

In the liatin language, and many others, adjectives, like nouns
have gender, nvuiiber, and case ; but in the English language-,

V they have neither gender, person, number, nor case. These
properties belong to creatures and things, and not to their quali-

ties ; therefore gender, person, number, and case, are the pro-

perties of noMHS, and not of adjectives.

Adjectives are varied only to express the de-

grees of comparison. They have three degrees

of comparison, the Positive, the Comparative,

and the Superlative.

The positive degree expresses the quality of

an object without any increase or diminution ; as,

good, icise, great.

The comparative degree increases or lessens

the positive in signification ; as, better, iviser,

greater, less ivise.

The superlative degree increases or lessens the

positive to the highest or lowest degree ; as, best,

ivtsest, greatest, least ivise.

be tliat whicli is ordered or directed. The right iiand is that which your pa-
rents and custom dircd't you to use in preference to the other. And when
you employ that in preference, the otiier is the leaved, leav\l, or left hand

;

I. e. the one leaved or left. " The one shall be taken, and the other (leaved)

left."

Own. Formerly, a man's own was what he loorked for, oton being a past

participle of a verb signifying to work.

Restrictives. Some restrictives, in modern times, are applied only to sm-
giilar nouns ; such as « or an, another, one, this, that, eacli, every, either. Othera,

on.y to plural nouns ; as, these, those, two, three, few, several, all. But most
restrictives, like adjectives, are applied to both singular and plural nouns •

first, second, last, the, former, latter, any, such, same, somt, which, what.

J^mnerals. All numeration was, doubtless, originally performed by the
fingers ; for the number of the fingers is still the utmost extent of its signi-

fication. Ten is the past participfe of tynan, to close, to shut m. The hands
tyned, tened, closed, or shut in, signified ten ; for there numeration closed.

To denote a number greater than fen, we must begin again, ten and one, ten

and two, &c.
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COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES
JWbre and most form the comparative and superlative degrees by increaBing

the positive ; and less and least, by diminishing it.

Comparison by increasing the positive.

Pos. Comp. Sup,

great, greater, greatest,

wise, wiser, wisest,

holy, more holy, most holy,

frugal, more frugal, most frugal.

Comparison by diminisliing the positive.

Pos. Comp. Sup.
wise, less wise, least wise,

holy, less holy, least holy,

frugal, less frugal, least frugal.

NUMERAL ADJECTIVES.

Words used in counting, are called 7itimeral

adjectives of the cardinal kind ; as, ojie., two,

three, four, twenty, fifty, &c.

Words used in numl)ering, are called numeral
adjectives of the ordinal kind ; as, first, second,

third, fourth, twentieth, fiftieth, &c.

Note. The words inany,fcio, and several, as they always refer to an m-
definite number, may be properly called numeral adjectives of the indefinite

kind.

NOTES.

1. The simple word, or Positive, becomes the Comparative by adding r,

or er; and the Positive becomes the Superlative, by addmg st, or est, to the

end of it; as, Pos. wise. Com. wiser, Sup. wisest; rich, richer, richest ; bold,

bolder, boldest. The adverbs, more and most, less and least, when placed be-

fore the adjective, have the same effect ; as, Pos. wise, Com. more wise, Sup.

most wise ; Pos. wise. Com. less wise. Sup. least wise.

Ttoain, {twa-in, tioa-ain, tioa-ane) is a compound of t%DO {tioa, ttoae, ttoee,

twi, two or dwo or duo) and one {ane, ain, an.) It signifies two units joineiL,

united, aned, or oned. Twenty {Iwa-nne-len) signifies two tens aned, oned, or

united. Things separated info parcels of twenty each, are called scores.

Score is the past participle of shear, to separate.

The Ordinals are formed hke abstract nouns in eth. Fifth, sixth, or tenth,

ia the number which fiv-eth, slx-eth, ten-eth, or mak-eth up the number five,

six, or ten. v- .

Philosophical writers who limit our acceptation of words to that m which

fiiey were nriginally employed, and suppose that all the complicated, yet

often defiaable, associations which the gradual progress of language and in-

tellect has connected with words, are to be reduced to the standard of our

i
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2. jrlonosyllables are generally compared by adding er and est; dissyllables^

trisyllables, kc. by mm-e and most; as, mild, milder, mildest; frugal, more
frugal, most frugal ; virtuous, more virtuous, most virtuous. Dissyllable*

endinsj in y; as, happy, lovely ; and in le after a mute ;
as, able, ample ; and

dissylfables accented on the last syllable ; as, discreet, polite
;

easily admit

of er and est ; as, happie?-, happiest ; polite/-, politest. Words of more than

two syllables vei7 seldom admit of these terminations.

3. When the positive ends in d, or t, preceded by a single vowel, the con-

Eonant is doubled in forming the comparative anci superlative degiees ; as,

red, redder, reddest ; hot, hotter, hottest.

4. In some words the superlative is formed by addmg most to the end of

them ; as, nethermost, uttermost or utmost, undermost, uppermost, fore-

most.
5. In English, as in most languages, there are some words of very common

use, (in which the caprice of custom is apt to get the better of analogy,) that

are irregular in forming the degrees of comparison ; as, " Good, better, best;

bad, worse, worst ; little, less, least ; much or many, more, most ; near,

nearer, nearest or next ; late, later, latest or last ; old, older or elder, oldest

or eldest ;" and a few others.

6. The following adjectives, and many others, are always in the superla-

tive degree, because, by expressing a quality in the highest degree, they car-

ry in themselves a superlative signification : chief, extreme, perfect, light

wrong, honest, just, true, correct, sincei-e, vast, immense, ceaseless, infinite, end-

less, unparalleled, universal, supreme, untimited, omnipotent, all-wise, eternal.

7. Compound adjectives, and adjectives denoting qualities arising from

the figure of bodies, do not admit of comparison ; such as, well-formed, frost-

bitten, round, square, oblong, circidar, quadrangidar, conical, S^c.

8. The termination ish added to adjectives, expresses a shght degree of

quality below the comparative ; us, black, blackish ; stdt, saltish. Fcrj/, pre-

fixed to the comparative, expresses a degree of quality, but not always a su-

perlative degree.

Read this Lecture carefully, particularly the Notes ; after

which you may parse the following adjectives and neuter verb,

and, likewise, the examples that follow. If you cannot repeat

all the definitions and rules, spread the Compendium when you
parse. But before you proceed, please to commit the

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.

The order of parsing an Adjective, is—an
adjective, and why?—compare it—degree of

comparison, and whv ?—to wliat noun does it be-
'?—Rule.long

forefathers, appear not to have sufficiently attended to the Jianges which this

principle of association actually produces. As language is transmitted from
generation to generation, many words become the representatives of ideas

with which they were not originally associated ; and thus they undergo a
change, not only in the mode of their appli(;ation, but also in their meanmg
Words being the signs of things, their meaning must necessarily change as

much, at least, as things themselves change ; but this variation in their im-

port more frequently depends on accidental circumstances. Among the

ideas connected with a M'ord, that wliich was once of nrimarv. becomes onJ«

7
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" That great nation was once poiverfid ; but now it is feeble.*'

Great is an adjective, a word added to a noun to express its

quality—pos. great, comp. greater, sup. greatest—it is in the

positive degree, it expresses the quality of an object without any

increase or diminution, and belongs to the noun " nation," ac-

cording to

Rui,E 18. Adjectives belong to, and qualify, nouns expressea

or understood.

Was is a verb, a word that signifies to be—neuter, it expres-

ses neither action nor passion, but being or a state of being

—

third person singular, because its nominative " nation" is a noun

of multitude conveying unitij of idea—it agrees with " nation"

agreeably to

Rule 10. A noun of multitude conveijing unity of idea, may
have a verb or pronoun agreeing with it in the singular.

Poioerful is an adjective belonging to " nation," according to'

Rule 18. Feeble belongs to "it," according to Note 1, under

Rule 18. Is is a neuter verb agreeing with " it," agreeably to

Rule 4.

" Bonaparte entered Russia with 400,000 men."
Four-hundred-thousand is a numeral adjective of the cardinal

kind, it is a word used in counting, and belongs to the noun
" men," according to Note 2, under Rule 18. JVumeral adjec

lives belong to nouns, lohich nouns must agree in number ivith their

adjectives.

If, in parsing the following examples, you find any words

about which you arc at a loss, you will please to turn back, and

parse all the foregoing examples again. This course will enable

you to proceed without any difficulty.

More is an adverb. Of and to are prepositions, governing

the nouns that follow them in the objective case.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
A benevolent man helps indigent beggars. Studious scho-

lars learn many long lessons. Wealthy merchants own large

ships. The heavy ships bear large burdens ; the lighter ships

carry less burdens. Just poets use figurative language. Un«

of secondary importance ; and sometimes, bj' degrees, it loses altogether its

connexion v/itli the word, giving place to others with which, from some acci-

dental causes, it has been associated.

Two or three instances will illustrate the truth of these remarks. In an
ancient English version of the New-Testament, we find the following lan-

guage :
" I, Paul, a rascal of Jesus Christ, unto you Gentiles,'^ &c. But

who, in the present acceptation of the word, would dare to call " the great

apostle ofthe Gentiles" a rascal 7 Rascal formerly meant a servant : one de-

voted to the interest of another ; but now it is nearly svnonvmous with
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grammatical expressions offend a true critick's ear. Weak
criticks magnify trifling errours. No composition is perfect.

The rabble was tumultuous. The late-washed grass looks

green. Shady trees form a delightful arbour. The setting sun

makes a beautiful appearance ; the variegated rainbow appears

more booutiful. Epamiiiondas was the greatest of the Theban
generals ; Pelopidas was next to Epaminondas.

The first fleet contained three hundred men ; the second

contained four thousand. The earth contains one thousand

million inhabitants. Many a cheering ray brightens the good
man's pathway.

Note. Like, Worth. The adjective like is a contraction of the participle

likened, and generally has the preposition unto understood after it. " She is

like [unto] her brother;" "They are unlike [to] him." " The kingdom of
heaven is like [likened or made like] unto a householder."

The noun loorth has altogether dropped its associated words. " The cloth

is ivorth ten dollars a yard ;" that is, The cloth is of the worth of ten dollars

by the yard, or for a, one, or every yard.

Some eminent philologists do not admit the propriety of supplying an ellip-

sis after like,. loorth, ere, but, except, and than, but consider them preposi-

tionSi Sec Anomaues, in the latter part of this work.

REMARKS ON ADJECTIVES AND NOUNS.
A critical analysis requires that the adjective when used without its noun,

should be parsed as an adjective belonging to its noun understood ; aa,

"The virtuous [persons] and the sincere [persons] are always respected j"

"Providence rewards the good [people,] and punishes the bad [people.y^
" The evil [deed or deeds] that men do, lives after them

;

" The good [deedor deeds] is oft interred with their bones."

But sometimes the adjective, by its manner of meaning, becomes a noun,
and has another adjective joined to it ; as, "the chief good;" " The vast m-
mense [immensity] of space."

Various nouns placed before other nouns, assume the character of adjec-

tives, according to their manner of meaning; as," Sea fish, iron mortar, toine

vessel, gold watch, corn field, meaduic ground, 7(!0!(JiffH')t height."

The principle which recognises custom as the standard of grammatical ac-

curacy, might rest for its support on the usage of only six words, and defy
all the subtleties of innovating skepticks to gainsay it. If the genius and
analogy of our language were the stamlard, it would be correct to observe
this analogy, and say, " Good, gooder, goode.s/; bad, hadder, haddest; httle,

little?-,little.?<; much, mucher, muchest." " By this mean ;" " What o?-e the
news?" But such a criterion betrays only the weakness of those who at-

tempt to establish it. Regardless of the dogmas and edicts of the philo-

sophical umpire, the good sense of the people will cause them, in tnis in-

stance, as well as in a thousand others, to yield to custom, and say, " Good,

villain. Villain once had none of the odium which is now associated with
the term ; but it signified one who, under the feudal system, rented or held
lands of another. Thus, Henry the VIII. says to a vassal or tenant, " As
you arc an accomplished vilUdn, I order that you receive £700 out of the
publick treasury." The word villain, then, has given up its original idea, and
become the representative of a new one, the word tenant Iiaving supplanted
it. To prove that the meaning of words changes, a thousand examples
could be adduced ; but with the intelligent reader, proof is unnecessary.
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better, best; ha.d, worse, worst ; little, iess, least; much, more, most ;" "Bj
this means ;" " What is the neios."

With regard to the using of adjectives and other qualifying words, care musi
be taken, or your language will frequently amount to absurdity, or nonsense.
Let the following general remark, which is better than a dozen rules, put
you on your guard. Whenever you utter a sentence, or put your pen on
paper to write, weigh well in your mind the meaning of the words which you
are about to employ. See that they convey precisely the ideas which you
wish to express by them, and thus you will avoid innumerable errours. In
speaking of a man, we may say, with propriety, he is very wicked, or ex
ceedingly lavish, because the terms loicked and lavish are adjectives that ad
mit of comparison ; but, if we take the words in their literal acceptation,
there is a solecism in calling a man very honest, or exceedingly just, for the
words honest and just, literally admit of no comparison. In point of fact, a
man is honest or dishonest, just or nnjust : there can be no medium or excess
in this respect. Very correct, very incorrect, very right, vei-y wrong, are
common expressions ; but they are not literally proper. What is not cor-

rect, must be incon-ect ; and that which is not iiicon-ect, must be correct;

what is not right, must be tvrong; and tliat which is not icrong, must be
right. To avoid that circumlocution which must otherwise take place, our
best speakers and writers, however, frequently compare adjectives which do
not literally admit of comparison : " The most established practice;" "The
most uncertain method ;" "Irving, as a writer, \sfar mm-e accurate than Addi
son ;" " The metaphysical investigations of our philosophical grammars, are

still more incomprehensible to the learner." Comparisons like these, should
generally be avoided ; but sometimes they are so convenient in practice,

as to render them admissible. Such expi-essions can be reconciled with
the principles of grammar, only by considering them as figurative.

Comparative members of sentences, should be set in direct opposition to

each other ; as " Pope was rich, but Goldsmith was poor." The following

sentences are inaccurate :
" Solomon was loiser than Cicero was eloquent."

"The principles of the reformation were deeper in the prince's mind than to

be easily eradicated." This latter sentence contains »io comparison at all

;

neither does it literally convey any meaning. Again, if the Psalmist had
said, " I am the wisest of my teachers," he would have spoken absurdly,

because the phrase would imply, that he was one of his teachers. But m
saying, " I am wiser than my teachers," he does not consider himself one ol

them, but places himself in contradistinction to them.

Before you proceed any farther, you may answer the follow

ing

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.
What is the distinction between a noun and an adjective ?

—

By what sign may an adjective be known?—Are participles

ever used as adjectives?—Does gender, person, number, or

case, belong to adjectives?—How are they varied?—Name the

three degrees of comparison.—What effect have less and least

in comparing adjectives ?—Repeat the order of parsing an ad-

jective.—What rule applies in parsing an adjective?—What rule

in parsing a verb agreeing with a noun of multitude conveying

unity of idea?—What Note should be applied in parsing an ad-

jective which belongs to a pronoun ?—What Note in parsing

numeral adjectives 1
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QUESTIONS ON THE NOTES.
Repeat all the various ways of forming the degrees of comparison, men-

tioned in the first five Notes.—Compare these adjectives, ripe, frugal, mis-

chievous, happy, able, good, little, much or many, near, lute, old.—Name
some adjectives that are always in the superlative, and never compared.

—

Are compound adjectives compared ?—Wiiat is said of the termination isk,

and of the adverb very ?—When does an adjective become a noun ?—What
character does a noun assume when placed before another noun ?—How
can you prove that custom is the standard of grammatical accuracy?

QUESTIONS ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
How are adnouns divided ?—What constitutes the true character of an

adjective ?—What are the signification and denotement of the terminations,

en, ed, and ig ?—What do left and man signify?—Name the three ways in

which restrictives are applied.—How was numeration originally performed ?—^What is said of ttoai^i, ttcenty, score, and the ordinal numbers ?—What is

said of the changes produced in the meaning of words, by the principle of

association ?

EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.
Note 9, under Rui,e 18. Double Comparatives and Super-

latives should be avoided ; such as, worser, lesser, more deeper,

more wickeder &c. : chiefest, supremest, perfectest, Tightest ; or

more perfect, most perfect, most supreme, &c.
Virtue confers the most supreme dignity on man, and it should

be his chiefest desire.

He made the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light

to rule the night.

The phrases "most supreme," and "chiefest," in the first sentence, are

Incorrect, because stipreme and chief are in the superlative degree without
having the superlative form superadded, which addition makes them double
superlatives. They should be written, " confers supreme dignity," and
" his chief desire."

We can say, one thing is less tlian another, or smaller than another, be-

cause the adjectives less and smaller are in the comparative degree ; but

the phrase " lesser light," in the second sentence, is inaccurate. Lesser is

a double comparative, which, according to the pieceding Note, should be
avoided. Lesser is as incorrect as badder, gooder, loorser. " The smaller

light," would be less exceptionable. You can correct the following without

my assistance. Correct them four times over.

The pleasures of the understanding are more preferable than

those of imagination or sense.

The tongue is like a race-horse, which runs the faster the

lesser weight it carries.

The nightingale's voice is the most sweetest in the grove.

The Most Highest hath created us for his glory.

He was admitted to the chiefest offices.

The first witness gave a strong proof of the fact ; the next,

a more stronger still; but the last witness, the most strongest

of all.

He gave the fullest and the most sincere proof of the truest

friendshij).

7*
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LECTURE V.

OF PARTICIPLES.

A Participle is a word derived from a verb,

and partakes of the nature of a verb, and also oi

an adjective.

Verbs have three participles, the present or

imperfect, the perfect, and the compound.
The present or imperfect participle denotes ac-

tion or being continued, but not perfected. It

always ends in ing; as, ruling, being: " I am
writi?ig a letter."

The perfect participle denotes action or being

{)erfected or finished. When derived from a regu-

ar verb, it ends in ed, and corresponds with the

imperfect tense ; as, ruled, smiled : " The letter

is written."

The compound participle implies action or be
ing completed before the time referred to. It is

formed by placing having before the perfect par
ticiple ; as, having ruled, having been ruled: '•^Hav-

ing written the letter, he mailed it."

The term Participle comes from the Latm word participioy

which signifies to partake ; and this name is given to this part oi

speech, because it partakes of the nature of the verb and of the

adjective.

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
Participles are formed by adding to tlie verb the termination ing, ed, or en.

Ing signifies the same as the noun being. When postfixed to the noun-state
of the verb, the compound word thus formed, expresses a continued state of

the verbal denotement. It implies that wliat is meant by the verb, is being
continued. En is an alteration of an, the Saxon verbalizing adjunct ; ed is

Ji contraction oi Jede ; and the terminations d and t, are a contraction o( ed
Participles ending in ed or eji, usually denote the dodo, dede, doed, did, done,

or finished state of what is meant by the verb. The book is printed. It ia

a print-ed or print-done book, or such a one as the done act of priyiling has
made it. The book is written; i. e. it has received the done or finisli-ed act
of wril-in^ it.

Participles bear the same relation to verbs, that adnouns do to nouna>
They might, therefore, be styled verbal adjectives. But that theory which,
ranks them with adnouns. (U)Deara to rest on a sandy foundation. In classi-
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By many writers, the participle is classed with the verb, and
treated as a part of it ; but, as it has no nominative, partakes of
the nature of an adjective, requires many syntactical rules which
apply not to the verb, and, in some other respects, has properties

peculiar to itself, it is believed that its character is sufficiently dis-

tinct from the verb, to entitle it to the rank of a separate part of

speech. It is, in fact, the connecting link between, not only the

adjective and the verb, but also the noun and the verb.

All participles are compound in their meaning and office. Like
verbs, they express action and being, and denote time ; and, like

adjectives, they describe the nouns ofwhich they denote the ac-

tion or being. In the sentences, The boatman is ci'ossi7ig the

river ; 1 see a man labouring in the field ; Charles is standing;

vou perceive that the participles c7-ossi7ig and labouring express

the actions of the boatman and the man, and standing the state of

being of Charles. In these respects, then, they partake of the

nature of verbs. You also notice, that they describe the several

nouns associated with them, like describing adjectives ; and that,

in this respect, they participate the properties of adjectives. And,
furthermore, you observe that they denote actions which are still

going on ; that is, incomplete or unfinished actions ; for which
reason we call them imperfect participles.

Perhaps 1 can illustrate their character more clearly. When
the imperfect or present and perfect participles are placed before

nouns, they become defining or describing adjectives, and are de

nominated particijnal adjectives ; as, A loving companion ; The
rippling stream ; Roaring winds ; A wilted leaf; An accom-

plished scholar. Here the words loving, rippling, roaring, wilt^

ed, and accomplished, describe or define the nouns with which

they are associated. And where the participles are placed after

their nouns, they have, also, this descriptive quality. If I say, I

fying words, we ought to bo guided more by their manner of meaning, and
their inferential meaning, than by their primitive,essential signification,

" I have a broken piate ;" i. e. I liave a plate

—

broken; " I have broken a

plate." If there is no difference in the essential meaning of the word broken,

m these two constructions, it cannot be denied, that there is a wide differ-

ence in the meaning inferred by custom ; which difference depends on the

manner in which the term is applied. Tiie former construction denotes, that

I possess a plate which was broken, (whether with or without my agency, is

not intimated,) perhaps, one hundred or one thousand years ago ; whereas,
the meaning of the latter is, that I performed the act of reducing tlie plato

from a whole to a broken state ; and it is not intimated whether I possess it,

or some one else. It appears reasonable, that, in a practical grammar, at

least, any word which occurs in constructions differing so widely, may pro-

perly be classed with different parts of speech. This illustration likewiss

establishes the propriety of retaining what we call the perfect tense of the

verb.
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see tne moon rising ^ The horse is running a race ; The dog ia

beaten ; I describe the several objects, as a rising moon, a r«»-

ning horse, and a beaten dog, as well as when I place these parti-

ciples before the nouns. The same word is a participle or a par-

ticipial adjective, according to its manner of meaning. The pre-

ceding illustration, however, shows that this distinction is founded

on a very slight shade of difference in the meaning of the two.

The following examples will enable you to distinguish the one
from the other.

Participles. Participial adjectives.

See the sun setting. See the setting sun.

See the moon rising. See the rising moon.
The wind is roaring. Hear the roaring wind.

The twig is broken. The broken twig fell.

The vessel anchored in the bay, The anchored vessel spreads

lost her mast. her sail.

The present or imperfect participle is known by its ending in

ing ; as, Qoating, ridmg", hean'jig-, seeing. These are derived

from the yerhs float, ride, hear, and see. But some words end-

ing in ing are not participles ; such as evening, morning, hire-

ling, sapling, uninteresting, unbelieving, uncontrolling. When
you parse a word ending in ing, you should always consider

whether it comes from a verb or not. There is such a verb as

interest, hence you know that the woi'd interesting is a partici-

ple ; but there is no such verb as Mrzinterest, consequently, un-

interesting can not be a participle : but it is an adjective ; as, an
uninteresting story. You will be able very easily to distinguish

the participle from the other parts of speech, when you shall have
acquired a more extensive knowledge of the verb.

Speak the participles from each of these verbs, learn, walk,

shun, smile, sail, conquer, manage, reduce, relate, discover,

overrate, disengage. Thus, Pres. learning, Perf. learned,

Comp. having learned. Pres. walking, Perf. walked, Com-
pound, having walked, and so on.

You may now v-i-.emmit the order of parsing a participle, and
then proceed with me.

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.

The order ofparsing a Participle, is—a parti-

ciple, and why ?—from what verb is it derived ?

—

speak the three—present, perfect, or compound,
and why ?—to what does it refer or belong ?

—

Rule.
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" I saw a vessel sailing."

jSm'/mo" IS a participle, a word derived from a verb, and partakes

of the nature of a verb, and also of an adjective—it comes from

the verb to sail—pres. sailing, perf. sailed, comp. having sailed

—

it is a present or impei-fect participle, because it denotes the

continuance of an unfinished action—and refers to the noun
" vessel" for its subject, according to

Rule 27. The present parliciple refers to some noun or pro

noun denoting; the subject or actor.

" Not a breath disturbs the sleeping billow."

S/eepmg- is a participial adjective, a word added toarican to

express its quality—it cannot, with propriety, be compared—it

belongs to the noun " billow," agreeably to

Rule 18. Adjectives belong to, and qnalifij, nouns expressed

or undersfood.

You will please to parse these two words several times over,

and, by a little reflection, you will perfectly understand the 27th

Rule. Recollect, the participle never varies its termination to

agree with a noun or pronoun, for, as it has no nominative, it has

no agreement; but it simply re/ers to an actor. Examples:

I see a vessel sailing ; or, I see three vessels sailing. You
perceive that the participle sailing refers to a singular noun in the

first example, and to a plural noun in the second ; and yet the

participle is in the same form in both examples. The noun vzs-

sel is in the objective case, and governed hy the transitive verb

see. But when a verb follows a noun, the ending of the verb

generally varies in order to agree with the noun which is its nomi-

native ; as, the vessel sails ; the vessels sail.

In this place it may not be improper to notice another Rule

that relates to the participle. In the sentence, " The man is

beatinsr his horse," the noun horse is in the objective case, be-

cause it is the object of the action expressed by the active-transi-

tive participle " beating," and it is governed by the participle

beating, according to

Rule 26. Participles have the same government as the verbs

\avefrom which they are derived.

The principle upon which this rule is founded, is quite appa-

rent. As a participle derived from a transitive verb, expresses

the same kind of action as its verb, it necessarily follows, that the

participle must govern the same case as the verb from which it is

derived.

When you shall have studied this lecture attentively, you may
proceed and parse the following exercises, containing five parts

of speech. If, in analyzing tliese examples, you find any words
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which you cannot parse correctly and syslemalicalhj by referring

to your Compend for definitions and rules, you will please to

turn back and read over again the whole Jive lectures. ITou must

exercise a little patience ; and, for your encouragement, permit

me to remind you, that when you shall have acquired a thorough

knowledge of these five parts of speech, only j^i;e more will re-

main for you to learn. Be ambitious to excel. Be thorough in

your investigations. Give your reasoning powers free scope.

By studying these lectures with attention, you will actiuire more
grammatical knowledge in iliree months, than is commonly ob-

tained in two years.

In the following examples, the words jmrling, crusted, slum-

bering, and twinkling, are participial adjectives. There and its

you may omit.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Orlando left the herd grazing. The hunters heard the young

dog barking. The old "fox heard the sportsman's horn sounding.

Deep rivers float long rafts. Purling streams moisten the earth's

surface. The sun approaching, melts the crusted snow. The
slumbering seas calmed the grave old hermit's mind. Pale

Cynthia declining, clips the horizon. Man beholds the twinkling

stars adorning night's blue arch. The stranger saw the dcv^ert

thistle bending there its lonely head.

REMARKS ON PARTICIPLES.
Participles frequently become nouns; as, " A good understanding; Ex-

cellent writing ; He made a good beginning, but c bad eliding."

Constfuctions like the following, have long been sanctioned by the best

authorities :
" The goods are selling ;" " The house is building;" The work

is now publishing." A modern innovation, however, is likely to supersede

this mode of expression : thus, " The goods are being sold;" " The house

is behig buill;" " The work is now being published."

You may now ansv/er these

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.
How many kinds of participles are there?—What is the ending

of a present participle?—What does a perfect participle denote 'i

—With what does the perfect participle of a regular verb corres-

pond?-—Wliat is a compound participle?—From what word is

the term parti(-iple derived ?—Why is this part of speech th\.is

named ?— Wherein does this part of speech partake of the nature

of a verb?—Do all participles participate the properties of ad-

jectives?—In what respect?—When are participles called parti-

cipial adjectives?—Give examples.—How may a present parti-

ciple be known ?—P^epeat the order of parsing a participle.

—

What Rule applies in parsing aj>resent participle?—What Rule
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in parsing a participial adjective ?—Do participles vary in their

terminations in order to agree with their subject or actor?

—

What Rule applies in parsing a noun in the objective case, gov-

erned by a participle ?—Do participles ever become nouns ?

—

Give examples.

QUESTIONS ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
How arc participles formed ?—'What does the imperfect part, express ?—

What do perfect participles denote?

LECTURE VI.

OF ADVERBS.

An Adv^erb is a word used to modify the sense
of a verb, a participle, an adjective, or another
adverb.

Recollect, an adverb never qualifies a noun. It qualifies any
of the four parts of speech abovenamed, and none others.

To mocUfij or qualify, you know, means to produce some
change. The adverb modifies. If I say, Wirt's style excels

Irving's, the proposition is affirmative, and the verb excels ex-

presses the affirmation. But when I say, Wirt's style excels not

Irving's, the assertion is changed to a negative. What is it that

thus modifies or changes the meaning of the verb excels ? You
perceive that it is the little Avord not. This word has pov/er to

reverse the meaning of the sentence. JYot, then, is a modifier,

qualifier, or negative adverb.

When an adverb is used to modify the sense of a verb or parti-

ciple, it generally expresses the manner, time, or place, in which

pim.osorHicAi. notes.

As the happiness and increasing prosperity of a people essentially depend
on their advancement in science and the arts, and as language, in all its sub-
lime purposes and legitimate bearings, is strictly identified with these, it

may naturally be supposed, that that nation which continues, through suc-
cessive generations, steadily to progress in the former, will not be neglectful
of the cultivation and refinement of the latter. The truth of this reinark is

illustrated by those who have for many ages, employed the English lan-
guage as their medium for the transmission of thought. Among its refine-

ments maybe ranked those procedures by which verbs and nouns have been
so modified and contracted as to ft)rm what we call adverbs, distributives,

cunjunctions, and prepositions- for I presume it will be readily conceded,
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the action is performed, or some accidental circumstance respect-

mg it. In the phrases, The man rides gracefully, awkwardly,
badly, swiftly, sloxdy, &c. ; or, I saw the man riding stoiftly, slow-

ly, leisurely, very fast, &r,, you perceive that the words graceful-
ly, awkwardly, very fa ,, &c. are adverbs, quaUfying the verb
rides, or the participle niding, because they express the manner
in which the action denoted by the verb and participle, is done.

In the phrases, The maa rides daily, xveekly, seldom,frequent-
ly, often, sometimes, never ; or. The man rode yesterday, hereto-

fore, long since, long ago, recently, lately, just now ; or, The
man will ride soon, presently, directly, immediately, by and by,

to-day, hereafter,you perceive that all these words in italicks, are
adverbs, qualitying the meaning of the verb rides, because they
express the time of the action denoted by the verb.

Again, if I say. The man lives here, near by, yonder, remote,

far off, somewhere, noivhere, everywhere, &c., the words in

italicks are adverbs o^place, because they tell where he lives.

Adverbs likewise qualify adjectives, and sometimes other ad-
verbs ; as, more wise, most wise ; or more wisely, most wisely.

When an adverb is joined to an adjective or adverb, it generally

expresses the degree of comparison ; for adverbs, like adjectives,

have degrees of comparison. Thus, in the phrase, A skilful

artist, you know the adjective skilfid is in the positive degree
;

but, by placing the adverb moi'e before the adjective, we increase

the degree of quality denoted by the adjective to the compara-
tive ; as, A more skilful artist : and most renders it superlative,

as, A most skilful artist. And if we place more and most before

other adverbs, the effect is the same ; as, skilfully, mot'e skilfully,

most skilfully.

COMPARISON OF ADVERBS.
Positive.
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You will generally know an adverb at sight ; but sometimes

you will find it more difficult to be distinguished, than any other

jpart of speech in the English language. I will, therefore, give

you some si2:7is which will assist you a little.

Most words ending in ly are adverbs ; such as, r/olitely, grace-

fully, judiciously. Any word or short phrase that will answer to

any one of the questions, Jioiv ? hoio much ? ivhen ? or where ?

is an adverb ; as, The river flows rapidly ; He walks very

fast ; He has gone /or away ; but he will soon return ; She sings

sweetly ; They learn none at all. How, or in what manner does

the river flowl Rajndly. How does he walk? Very fast.

Where has he gone ? Far away. When will he return ? .Soon.

How does she sing? Siveetly. How much do they learn 1

JVone at all. From this illustration you perceive, that, if you

could not tell these adverbs by the sense, you would know them

by their answering to the questions. However, your better way
will be to distinguish adverbs by considering the office they per-

form in the sentence ; or by noticing their grammatical relation,

or their situation, with respect to other words. To gain a

thorough knowledge of their real character, is highly important.

Rapidly, fast, far away, soon, siceelly, &c. are known to be ad-

verbs by their qualifying the sense of verbs. *' A very good pen

writes extremely well." Well, in this sentence, is known to be

an adverb by its qualifying the sense of the verb ivrites ; extreme-

ly, by its ending in ly, or by its being joined to the adverb loell to

quahfy it ; and very is known as an adverb by its joining the ad-

jective good.

Expressions hke these, no7ie at all, a great deal, a few days

ago, long since, at length, in vain, when they are used to denote

the manner or time of the action of verbs or participles, are gene-

rally called adverbial phrases.

more words ; as, " He did it here," for, He did it in this place ; theie, for, in

that place ; lohere, for, in what place ; noxo, for, at this time. Why means /or

what reason; how—imohat mind, mood, mode, or manner ; exceedingly—to a

great a^gree ; very—in an eininent degree ; often and seldom signify many times,

feio times.

The procedures by which words have been contracted, modified, and com-
bined, to form this class of words, have been various. The most prolifick fa-

mily of this illegitimate race, are those in ly, a contraction oi' like. Genlh-
man-ly, means gentleman-like, like a gentleman. We do not yet say, ladily,

but lady-like. The north Britons still say, wiselike, manlike, instead of, wise-

ly, manly.

Q,uick comes from gwick, the past part, of the Anglo-Saxon verb gxciecian,

to vivify, give life. Q\iick-ly or live-ly, means, in a quick-like or life-like tnan-

ner ; in the manner of a creature that has life. Rapid-ly—rapid-like, like a
rapid ; a quick-ly or sioifl-'y running place in a stream.

M-vmvs. contiaction o^' »•) all wavs. Bv a slight transition, it means in oi

6
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Adverbs, though very numerous, may, for the sake of practi

cal convenience, be reduced to particular classes.

1. Of Number ; as, Once, twice, thrice, &c.
2. Of Order ; as, First, secondly, lastly, finally, &c.
3. Of Place ; as, Here, there, where, elsewhere, anywhere,

somewhere, nowhere, herein, whither, hither, thither, up-

ward, downward, forward, backward, whence, thence,

whithersoever, &c.
4. Of Time.

Present; as. Now, to-day, &c.
Past; as, Already, before, lately, yesterday, heretofore,

hitherto, long since, long ago, &c.
Future; as, To-morrow, not yet, hereafter, henceforth,

henceforward, by and by, instantly, presently, immediate-

ly, ere long, straightways, &c.
Time indefinite ; as, Oft, often, oft-times, often-times,

sometimes, soon, seldom, daily, weekly, monthly, yearly,

always, v/hen, then, ever, never, agum, &c.
5. Of Quantity ; as. Much, little, sufficiently, how much,

how great, enough, abundantly, &c.
3. Of Manner or quality ; as, Wisely, foolishly, justly, un-

justly, quickly, slowly, &c. Adverbs of quality are the

most numerous kind ; and they are generally formed by
adding the termination ly to an adjective or a participle, or

by changing le into ly; as, Bad, badly; cheerful, cheer

fully; able, ably; admirable, admirably.

7. Of Doubt ; as, haply, perhaps, peradventure, possibly,

perchance.

S. Of Affirmation ; as. Verily, truly, undoubtedly, doubtless,

certainly, yea, yes, surely, indeed, really, &c.
9. Of Negation ; as. Nay, no, not, by no means, not at all,

in no wise, &c.
10. Of Interrogation ; as. How, why, wherefore, whither, &c.,

and sometimes when, whence, where;

of all times. M-one, contraction of all-one. On-lij—one-liJce. Also—all the

same (thing.) Ever—an age. For ever and ever—for ages and ages. Ever is

not synonymous with ahvays. J^ever—ne ever. It signifies »)o age, no period

^ftime. Jfo, contraction of not. J^ot, a modification of no-thing, nothfing,

nought, naught. " He is not greater"—is greater in nought—in no thing.

Mrift is the past part, adrifed, adtifd, adrift; from the Saxon drifan, or

adrifan, to drive. Jlgo, formerly written ygo, gon, agon, gone, agone, is the past
part, of the verb to go. It refers to time gone by. Asunder, the Saxon past

part, asundren, fiom the verb sondrian or asondrian, to separate. Aloft—or,

ike loft, on luft, on lyft; lyft being the Anglo-Saxon word for air or cloieds.

Astray, the part, of straegan, to stray. Awni, part, ofwrythan, to writhe.

J^eeds—need-is; anciently, nedes, node is.
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11. Of Comjjarison ; as, More, most, better, best, worse,

worst, less, least, very, almost, little, alike, &c.

NOTES.
1. This catalogue contains but a small portion of the adverbs in our lan-

guage. Many adverbs are formed by a combination of prepositions with

the adverbs of place, here, there, where ; as, Hereof, thereof, whereof ; here-

to, thereto, whereto ; hereby, thereby, whereby ; herewith, therewith,

wherewith ; herein, therein, wherem ; therefore, (i. e. there-for,) wherefore,

(i. e. where-for,) hereupon, hereon, thereupon, thereon, whereupon, where-
on, &c.

2. Some adverbs are composed of nouns or verbs and the letter a, used

instead of at, on, &c. ; as, Aside, athirst, afoot, asleep, aboard, ashore, abed,

aground, afloat, adrift, aghast, ago, askance, away, asunder, astray, &c.

You will now please to read this lecture /o«r times over, and

read slowly and carefully, for unless you understand well the

nature and character of this part of speech, you will be fre-

quently at a loss to distinguish it from others in composition.

Now do you notice, that, in this sentence which you have just

read, the words slowly, carefiillij, well, and frequently, are ad-

verbs 1 And do you again observe, that, in the question I have

just put to you, the words nmo and just are adverbs 1 Exercise

a little sober thought. Fifteen minutes spent in reflection, are

worth whole days occupied in careless reading.

In the following exercises six parts of speech are presented,

namely. Nouns, Verbs, Articles, Adjectives, Participles, and
Adverbs ; and I believe you are now prepared to parse them all

agreeably to the systematick order, four times over. Those
words in italicks are adverbs.

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.

The order ofparsing an Adverb, is—an adverb,

and why ?—what sort ?—what does it quahfy ?

—

Rule.
" My friend has returned again ; but his health is not very

good."
Again is an adverb, a word used to modify the sense of a

verb—of time indefinite, it expresses a period of time not pre-

cisely defined—it qualifies the verb "has returned," according to

To-ioit, the infinitive of witan, to know. It means, to he kncum.
Jly or ijea signifies have it, enjoy it. Yes is ay-es, have, possess, enjoy that

Our corrupt o-yes of the crier, is the French imperative, oyez, hear, listen.

Straight way—by a straight way. While—wheel; period in which some
thing whiles or wheels itself round. Till—to while.

Per, Latin,—the English bij. Perhaps—per haps, per chance.

These examples of derivation are given with the view to invite tho atten-

tion of the intelligent pupil to the " Diversions of Purley, by John Homo
Tooke."
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Rule 29. Adverbs qualify verbs, participles, adjectives, and
other adverbs.

JYot is an adverb, a word used to modify the sense of an ad-
verb—of negation, it makes the assertion negative ; that is, it

changes the proposition from an affirmative to a negative—and
it quaHfies the adverb " very," agreeably to Rule 29. Adverbs
qualify verbs, c^J-c.

Very is an adverb, a word used to qualify the sense of an ad-
jective—of comparison, it compares the adjective " good,"
and qualifies it according to Rule 29. Adverbs qualify adjec-
tives, <^c.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
The traveller described a lofty castle decaying gradually.

Very few literary men ever become distinguished poets. The
great Milton excels not Homer. The Roman women once, vo-

luntarily contributed their most precious jewels to save the city.

Many small streams uniting, form very large rivers. The
river Fui.za falling perpendicularly, forms a vast cataract. At-
tentive servants always drive horses very carefully ; negligent

servants often drive horses very carelessly. Assiduous scholars

improve very fast ; idle scholars learn none at all. Friendship

often ends in love ; but love in friendship, never.

Note. Several adverbs frequently qualify one verb. Have you walked ?

^ot yet quite far enough, perhajis. J^'^ot, yet, far, and enough, qualify " have
walked" understood

;
perhaps qualifies not ; and quite qualifies far. The

adverbs alioays and carefully both qualify the verb "drive:" the former ex-

presses lime, and the latter, manner. Once and volunlarihj qualify the verb

"contnbuted;" the former expresses number, and the latter, manner. The
word their you need not parse. The active verb to save has no nominative.

The nouns love and friendship, following in, are in the objective case, and
governed by that preposition.

REMARKS ON ADVERBS.
When the ivords therefore, consequently, accordingly, and the like, arc used

in connexion with other conjunctions, they are adverbs; but when they ap-

pear single, they are commonly considered conjunctions.

The words token and where, and all others of the same nature, such as

whence, whither, ivlievever, toherever, till, until, before, otherinse, while, where-'

fore, &c. ujay be properly called adverbial conjunctions, because tkey partici-

pate the nature both of adverbs and conjunctions ; of adverbs, as they de-

note the attributes either of time or place ; of conjunctions, as they conjoin

sentences.

There are many words that are sometimes used as adjectives, and some
times as adverbs ; as, " More men than women were there ; I am more dili-

gent than he." In the former sentence more is evidently an adjective, for it

is joined to a noun to qualify it ; in the latter it is an adverb, because it qua-

lifies an adjective. There are others that are sometimes used as nouns, and
Bometimes as adverbs ; as, " to-day's lesson is longer than yesterday^s."

In this example, to-day an i yesterdan are nouns in tlie Dossessivc case ; but
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in phrases like tlie following, they are generally considered adverbs of time
" He came [to his] home yesterday, and will set out again to-day." Here they
are nouns, if we supply on before them.

" Where much [wealth, talent, or something else] is given, vmch [increase,

improvement] Mill be required ; Much money has been expended ; It is much
better to write tlia.i starve." In the first two of these examples, much is

an adjective, hreaii^se it qualifies a noun ; in the last, an adverb, because it

qualifies the adjective better. In short, you must determine to what part of

speech a word belongs, by its sense, or by considering the manner in which
it is associated with other words.

An adjective may, in general, be distinguished from an adverb by this rule;

when a word qualifies a noun or pronoun, it is an adjective, but when it qua-
lifies a verb, participle, adjective, or adverb, it is an adverb.

Prepositions are sometimes erroneously called adverbs, when their nouns
are understood. "He rides about;" that is, about the toicn, country, or

some-thing else. " She was near [tlie act or misfortune of] falling;" "But
do not after [that time or event] lay the blame on me." " He came down [the

asceni] from the hill ;" " They lifted him up [the ascent] out of the pit."

"The angels above;"—above i«—" Above these lower heavens, to us invisi-

ble, or dimly seen."

Before you proceed to correct the following exercises in false

Syntax, you may answer these

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.
Does an adverb ever qualify a noun 1—What parts of speech

does it quality ]—When an adverb qualifies a verb or participle,

what does it express 1—When an adverb qualifies an adjective or

adverb, what does it generally express 1—Compare some ad-

verbs.—By what signs may an adverb be known?—Give ex-

amples.—^Repeat some adverbial phrases.—Name the different

classes of adverbs.—Repeat some of each class.—Repeat the

order of parsing an adverb.—-What rule do you apply in parsing

an adverb ?

QUESTIONS ON THE NOTES.
Repeat some adverbs that are formed by combining prepositions with ad-

verbs of place.—Repeat some that are composed of the article a and nouns.

—What part of speech are the words, therefore, consequently, &c. ?—What
words are styled adverbial conjunctions ?—Why are they so called ?—Is the

same word sometimes used as an adjective, and sometimes as an adverb ?

—Give examples.—Wliat is said ofmiich ?—Bj' what rule can you distinguish

an adjective from an adverb ?—Do prepositions ever become adverbs ?

QUESTIONS ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.

How does the use of adverbs contribute to the conciseness of language ?

— Illustrate the fact.—What is said of ly, like, and quick ?—How are the fol-

lowing words composed, alicays, alone, only, also 1—What is the meaning of

ever, never, not, adrift, ago, asunder, aloft, astray, awry ?—Give the significa-

tion of nefds, to-^vit, ye, yes, o-yes, ctraightway, lohile, till, and per.

I«joTE- Learners need not answer the questions on the Philosophical

Notes, in this or any other Lecture, unless the teacher deem it expedient.

8*
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EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.
Note 3, to Rule 29. Adjectives are sometimes improperly

applied as adverbs ; as, indifterent honest ; excellent well ; mi-

serable poor :—She writes elegant ; He is walking slow.

The adjectives indifferent, excellent, and miserable, are here improperly

used, because adjectives do not express the degree of adjectives or adverbs,

but such modifications are denoted by adverbs. The phrases shouUI, there-

fore, be, " indifferently honest, excellently well, miserably poor." Elegant and
slow are also inaccurate, for it is not the office of the adjective to express

the manner, time, or place of the action of verbs and participles, but it is

the office of the adverb. The constructions should be, " She writes elegant-

ly ; He is walking slowly."

You may correct the following examples several times over,

and explain the principles that are violated.

FALSE SYNTAX.
He speaks fluent, and reasons coherent.

She reads proper, and writes very neat.

They once lived tolerable well, but now they are miserable

poor.

The lowering clouds are moving slow.

He behaved himself submissive, and was exceeding careful

not to give offence.

Note 4, to Rule 29. Adverbs are sometimes improperly

used instead of adjectives ; as, " The tutor addressed him in

terms rather warm, but suitably to his offence."

The adverb suitably is incorrect. It does not express the manner o*" the

action of the verb " addressed," bui; it denotes the quality of the noun terms

understood ; for which reason it should be an adjective, suitable.

FALSE SYNTAX.
The man was slowly wandering about, solitarily and dis-

tressed.

He lived in a manner agreeably to his condition.

The study of Syntax should be previously to that ofPunctuation.

He introduced himself in a manner very abruptly.

Conformably to their vehemence of thought, was their vehe-

mence of gesture.

I saw him previously to his arrival.
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LECTURE VII.

OF PREPOSITIONS.

A Preposition is a word which serves to con-

nect words, and show the relation between them.

The term preposition is derived from the two Latin words, pre.

which signifies before, and pono, to place. Prepositions are so

called, because they are mostly placed before the nouns and

pronouns which they govern in the objective case.

The principal prepositions are presented in the following list,

which you may now commit to memory, and thus you will be en-

abled to distinguish them from other parts of speech whenever

you see them in composition.
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who go—^hill—hill—baskets,—which they put the ears. 1 ou
perceive, that in this sentence there is a total want of connexioo
and meaning ; but let us fill up each vacancy with a preposition,

and the sense will be clear. " When corn is ripe, in October, it

is gathered in the field by men, who go from hill to hill ivith bas
kets, into which they put the ears."

From this illustration you are convinced, no doubt, that our
language would be very deficient without prepositions to connect
the various words of which it is composed. It would, in fact,

amount to nothing but nonsense. There is, however, another
part of speech that performs this office, namely, the conjunction.
This will be explained in lecture IX. ; in which lecture you will

learn, that the nature of a preposition, as a connective particle, is

nearly allied to that of a conjunction. In the next place I will

show you how prepositions express a relation between words.
The boy's hat is ttncler his arm. In this expression, what re-

lation does the preposition under show "? You knov/ that hat and
arm are words used as signs of two objects, or ideas ; but under
is not the sign of a thing you can think of: it is merely the sign
of the relation existing between the two objects. Hence you may
perceive, that since the word under is the sign of the relation ex-

isting between particular ideas, it also expresses a relation exist-

ing between the words hat and arm, which words are the repre-

sentatives of those ideas.

The boy holds his hat in his hand. In this sentence the pre-

position in shows the relation existing between hat and hand, or

the situation, or relative position, each has in regard to the other.

And, if I say. The boy's hat is on his head, you perceive that on
shows the relation between hat and head. Again, in the expres-

sions, The boy threw his hat up stairs—under the bed

—

behind

the table

—

through the window

—

over the house

—

across the

street

—

into the water—and so on, \ou perceive that the several

prepositions express the different relations existing between the

than, to be. " I will go with him." " I, join him, -vvill go." In comes from
the Gothick noim inna, the interiour of the body ; a cave or cell, vibout

from boda, the first outward boundary. Jlmong is the past part, of gamaen-
gan, to mingle. Through or thorough is the Gothick substantive dauro, or the

Teutonick thuruh. It means passage, gate, qooi-.

Before—be-fore, bc-hi:id, be-low, beside, be-sules, be-neath, arc formed by
combining the imperative be, with the nouns /ore, tiind, low, side, niatli.

^eath—Saxon ncolhan, neothe, has the same signification as nadir. Be-
tween, be-ttoixt—be and tioain. A dual preposition. Be-yond—be-passed.

Beyond a place, means, be passed that place.

J^otioithstanding—not-stand-ing-xoith, not-wilhslanding. "Any order to

the contrary not-withstanding" (this order ;) i. e. not effectually withstanXng
or njyposing it.
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hat and the other nouns, stairs, bed, table, ivindow, house, street,

and water.

A preposition tells where a thing is : thus, " The pear is on

the ground, Tinder the tree."

Prepositions govern the objective case, but they do not ex

press an action done to some object, as an active-transitive verb

or participle does. When a noun or pronoun follows a preposi-

tion, it is in the objective case, because it is the object of the

relation expressed by the preposition, and not the object of an

actio7i.

I can now give you a more extensive explanation of the ob-

jective case, than that which was given in a former lecture. I

have already informed you, that the objective case expresses the

object of an action or of a relation ; and, a-lso, that there are

three parts of speech which govern nouns and pronouns in the

objective case, namely, active-transitive verbs, participles derived

from transitive verbs, and prepositions. A noun or pronoun in

the objective case, cannot be, at the same time, the object of

an action and of a relation. It must be either the object of an
iction or of a relation. And I wish you particularly to remem-
ber, that whenever a noun or pronoun is governed by a transi-

tive verb or participle, it is the object of an action ; as. The tutor

instructs his pupils ; or. The tutor is instructing his pupils; but

whenever a noun or pronoun is governed by a preposition, it is

the object of a relation; as, The tutor gives good instruction to

his pupils.

Before you proceed to parse the following examples, please

to review this lecture, and then the whole seven in the manner
previously recommended, namely, read one or two sentences,

and then look off your book and repeat them two or three times
over in your mind. This course will enable you to retain the

most important ideas advanced. If you wish to proceed with

ease and advantage, you must have the subject-matter ofthe pre-

ceding lectures stored in your mind. Do not consider it an un-
pleasant task to comply with my requisitions, for when you shall

have learned thus far, you v/ill understand seven parts of speech;
and only three more will remain to be learned.

Ifyou have complied with the foregoing request, you may com-
mit the following order, and then proceed in parsing.

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.

The order of parsing a Preposition, is—

a

preposition, and why?—what does it connect ?

—

what relation does it show ?
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" He saw an antelope in the loildernessy

In is a preposition, a word which serves to connect words, and
show the relation between them—it connects the words "ante-
lope" and " wilderness"—and shows the relation between them.

Wilderness is a noun, the name of a place—com. the name of

a sort or species—neut. gend. it denotes a thing without sex

—

tliird pers. spoken of—sing. num. it implies bat one—and in the

objective case, it is the object of the relation expresse-d by the

preposition " in," and governed by it, according to

Rule 31. Prepositions govern the objective case.

The genius of our language will not allow us to say. Stand
before he ; Hand the paper to they. Prepositions require the

pronoun following them to be in the objective form, position, or

case ; and this requisition amounts to government. Hence we
say, " Stand before /(tm ;" " Hand the paper to </ie«i." Every
preposition expresses a relation, and every relation must have
an object : consequently, every preposition must be followed by
a noun or pronoun in the objective case.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
The all-wise Creator bestowed the power of speech upon

man, for the most excellent uses. Augustus heard the orator

pleading the client's cause, in a flow of most powerful eloquence.

Fair Cynthia smiles serenely over nature's soft repose. Life's

varying schemes no more distract the labouring mind of man.
Septimius stabbed Pompey standing on the shore of Egypt.

Abeam of tranquillity often plays round the heart of the truly

pious man. The thoughts of former years glide over my soul,

like swift-shooting meteors over Ardven's gloomy vales.

At the approach of day, night's swift dragons cut the clouds

full fast ; and ghosts, wandering here and there, troop home to

church-yards.

Love still pursues an ever devious race,

True to the winding lineaments of grace.

Note.—The words my and fl«(Z}'ou need not parse. The noun " meteors,"
fo-UoM'ing the adverb "hke," is in the objective case, and govern.6d by unto
understood, according to Note 2, under Rule 32. The noun " home" is

governed by to understood, according to Rule 32.

REMARKS ON PREPOSITIONS AND VERBS.

A noun or pronoun in tlie objective case, is often governed by a preposi-

tion understood ; as, " Give him that book ;" that is, " Give that book ts

him ;" " Ortugral was one day wandering," &.c. tliat is, on one day. " Mer-
cy gives affiiciiun a grace ;" that is, Mercy gives a grace to affliction. See
Note 1, under Rule 32.

To be able to make a proper use of prepositions, particular attention in

requisite. There is a peculiar propriety to be observed in the use of by an(?

with; as, " He walks io(7/i a stuflTfit/ moonlight;" " He was taken brj strata
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gem, and killed with a sword." Put the one preposition for the other, and

say, " He walks by a staff with moonliglit ;" " He was taken ivith stratagem,

and killed by a sword ;" and it will appear, that tlie latter expressions dif-

fer from the former in signification, more than one, at first view, would be

apt to imagine.
Verbs are often compounded of a verb and a preposition; as, to tjphold, to

ioj7/rstand, to oroldok ; and this composition gives a new meaning to the

verb ; as, to ««<fecstand, to «ii7/tdraw, to /«-give. But the preposition is

more frequently placed after the verb, and separately from it, like an ad-

verb ; in which situation it does not less affect the sense of the verb, and

give it a new meaning ; and in all instances, whether the preposition is

placed either before or after the verb, if it gives a new meaning to the verb,

it may be considered as apart of the verb. Thus, to cast means to throw;

but to cast up an account, signifies to compute it ; therefore up is a part of the

i^erb. The phrases, to fall on, to bear out, to give over, convey very diffejent

meanings from what they would if the prepositions on, out, and over, were not

used. Verbs of this kind are called compound verbs.

You may now answer the following

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.

From what words is the term preposition derived 1—Why is

it thus named ?— Repeat the list of prepositions.—Name the

three parts of speech that govern nouns and pronouns in the

objective case.—When is a noun or pronoun in the objective

case, the object of an action?—When is it the object of a rela-

tion 1—Repeat the order of parsing a preposition.—What rule

do you apply in parsing a noun or pronoun governed by a pre-

position"?—Does every preposition require an objective case

after it "?—Is a noun or pronoun ever governed by a preposition

understood?—Give examples.-—What is said of verbs com-
pounded of a verb and preposition ?—Give the origin and mean-
ing of the prepositions explained in the Philosoj^iiical Notes

LECTLRP] VIII.

OF PRONOUNS.

A Pronoun is a word used instead of a noun,
and generally to avoid the too frequent repetition

of the same word. A pronoun is, likewise,

sometimes a substitute for a sentence, or mem-
ber of a sentence.
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The word pronoun comes from the two Latin \a ords, p^o,
which means for, or instead of, and nomen, a name, or noun.
Hence you perceive, that pronoun means for a noun, or instead

of a noun.

In the sentence, " The man is happy ; he is benevolent ; he
is useful ;" you perceive, that the word he is used instead of the

noun man ; consequently he must be a pronoun. You observe,

too, that, by making use of the pronoun he in this sentence, we
avoid the repetition of the noun man, for without the pronoun,
the sentence would be rendered thus, " The man is happy ; the

man is benevolent ; the man is useful."

By looking again at the definition, you will notice, that pro-

nouns always standfor nouns, but they do not always avoid the

repetition of nouns. Repetition means repeating or mentioning

the same thing again. In the sentence, " I come to die for my
country," the pronouns, /and my, stand for the name of the per-

son who speaks ; but they do not avoid the repetition of that

name, because the name or noun for which the pronouns are

used, is not mentioned at all. Pronouns of the third person,

generally avoid the repetition of the nouns for which they stand;

hut pronouns of the first and second person, sometimes avoid

the repetition of nouns, and sometimes they do not.

A little further illustration of the pronoun will show you its

importance, and, also, that its nature is very easily compre-

hended. If we had no pronouns in our language, we should be

obliged to express ourselves in this manner :
" A woman went

to a man, and told the man that the man was in danger of being

murdered by a gang of robbers ; as a gang of robbers had made
preparations for attacking the man. The man thanked the wo-

man for the woman's kindness, and, as the man was unable to

defend the man's self, the man left the man's house, ar.d went

to a neighbour's."

This would be a laborious style indeed ; but, by the help of

pronouns, we can express the same ideas with far greater ease

and conciseness : "A woman went to a man, and told him,

that he was in great danger of being murdered by a gang ofrob-

bers, ivho had made, preparations for attacking him. He thank-

ed her for her kindness, and, as he was unable to defend hiiU'

self, he left his house and went to a neighbour's."

If you look at these examples a few moments, you cannot be

at a loss to tell which words are pronouns ; and you will ob-

serve, too, that they all stand for nouns.

Pronouns are generally divided into three

lands, the Perso?ial, the Adjective, and the Re-
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lattve pronouns. They are all known by the

lists.

1. OF PERSONAL FRONOUNS.
Personal Pronouns are distinguished from

the relative, by their denoting tlie person of the

nouns for which they stand. There are five of

them ; /, thou, he, she, it ; with their plurals,

We, ye or you, they.

To pronouns belong gender, person, number,
and case.

Gender. When we speak of a man, we say, /le, his, him

;

when we speak of a woman, we say, she, hers, her ; and when
we speak of a thing, we say it. Hence you perceive, that gen-

der belongs to pronouns as well as to nouns. Example ;
*' The

general, in gratitude to the lady, offered her his hand ; but she,

not knowing him, declined accepting j'i." The pronouns his

and him, in this sentence, personate or represent the noun g-e-

neral ; they are, therefore, of the masculine gender : her and
she personate lady ; therefore, they are feminine : and it repre-

sents hand; for which reason it is of the neuter gender. This
illustration shows you, then, that pronouns must be of the same
gender as the nouns are for which they stand. But, as it relates

to the variation ofthe pronouns to expiess sex.

Gender has respect only to the third person
singular of the pronouns, he, she, it. He is mas-
culine ; she is feminine ; it is neuter.

You may naturally inquire, why pronouns of the first and
second persons are not varied to denote the gender of their

nouns, as well as of the third. The reason is obvious. The
first person, that is, the person speaking, and the second person,

or the person spoken to, being at the same time the subjects of
the discourse, are supposed to be present; from which, and other

circumstances, their sex is commonly known, and, therefore,

the pronouns that represent these persons, need not be marked
by a distinction of gender ; but the third person, that is, the

person or thing spoken of, being absent, and in many respects

unknown, necessarily requires the pronoun that stands for it, to

be marked by a distinction of gender.

In parsing, we sometimes apply gender to pronouns of the
first and second person, and also to the plural number of the

third person ; but these have no peculiar form to denote theii

9
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gender ; therefore they have no agreement, in this respect, with
the nouns which they represent.

Person. Pronouns have three persons in each
number.

/, is the first person 1

Thou, is the second person > Singular.

He, she, or it, is the third person J
We, is the first person "1

Ye or you, is the second person
i^
Plural.

They, is the third person J

This account of persons will be very intelligible, when you
reflect, that there are three persons who may be the subject ol

any discourse : first, the person who speaks, may speak of him-
self ; secondly, he may speak of the person to whom he address-

es himself; thirdly, he may speak of some other person ; and
as the speakers, the persons spoken to, and the persons spoken
of, may be many, so each of these persons must have a plural

number.
Pronouns of the second and third person, alA^ays agree in

person with the nouns they represent ; but pronouns of the first

person, do not. Whenever a pronoun of the first person is used,

it represents a noun ; but nouns are never of the first person,

therefore these pronouns cannot agree in person with their

nouns.

Number. Pronouns, like nouns, have two
lumbers, the singular and the plural ; as, /, thoity

he; IVe, ye or you, they.

Case. Pronouns have three cases, the no-
minative, the possessive, and the objective.

In the next place I will present to you the declension of the

personal pronouns, which declension you must commit to me^
mory before you proceed any further.

The advantages resulting from the committmg of the follow-

ing declension, are so great and diversified, that you cannot be
too particular in your attention to it. You recollect, that it is

sometimes very difficult to distinguish the nominative case of a

noun from the objective, because these cases of nouns are not

marked by a difference in termination ; but this difficulty is

removed in regard to the personal pronouns, for their cases are

always known by their termination. By studying the aeclen-
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sion you will leani, not only the cases ofthe pronouns, but, also,

their genders, persons, and numbers.

DECLENSION OF THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

FIRST PERSON.
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used as the representative of a singular noun, this word retains ita original
pluralform; and, therefore, the verb connected with it, should always be
plural. Inattention to this peculiarity, has betrayed some writers into the
erroneous conclusion, that, because you impUes unity when it represents a
singalar noun, it ought, when thus employed, to be followed by a singular
verb ; as, " When was you tiiere ?" " How far was you from the parties?" Such a
construction, however, is not supported by g-ooiZ usage, nor by analogy. It is as *

manifest a solecism as to say. We am, or we is. Were it, in any case, admissi'
ble to connect a singular verb with you, the use of was would still be ungram-
inatical, for this form of the verb is confined to the first and third persons,
and you is second person. Wast being second person, it would approximate
nearer to correctness to say, you loast. We never use the singular of the
present tense with you :—you art, you is ; you walkest, you walks. Wliy,
then, should any attempt be made to force a usage so unnatural and gratuitous
as the connecting of the singular verb in the past tense with this pronoun ? In
every point of view, the construction, "When luere you ihere?" " How-fai
were you from the parties ?" is preferable to the other.

3. The words my, thy, his, her, our, your, their, are, by many, denominated
possessive adjective pronouns; but they always stand for nouns in the posses-
sive case. They ought, therefore, to-be classed with the persoiud pronouns.
That principle of classification which ranks them with the adjective pronouns,
would also throw all nouns in the possessive case among the adjectives.

Example : "The lady gave the gentleman her watch for hCs horse." In this

sentence her personates, or stands for, the noun " lady," and his represents
^ gentleman." This fact is clearly shown by rendering the sentence thus,
" The lady gave the gentleman the lady''s watch for the gentlemaii's horse."
li lady's and gentlemaii's are nouns, /serand his must be peismial pronoan.q.

The same remarks apply to my, thy, our, your, their and its. This view of

these words may be objected to by those who speculate and refine upon the

principles of grammar until they prove their non-existence, but it is believed,

nevertheless, to be based on sound reason and common sense.

4. Miiie, thine, his, hers, 'ours, yoms, theirs, have, by many respectable

grammarians, been considered merely the possessive cases of personal pro-

nouns, whilst, by others, they have been denominated pronouns or nouns in

the'nominativc or objective case. It is beheved, however, that a little atten-

tion to the meaning and office of these words, will clearly show the impro-

priety of both these classifications. Those who pursue the former arrange-

ment, allege, that, in the examples, " You may nnagine what kind of faith

theirs was ; My pleasures are past ; hers and yours are to come ; they ap
plauded his conduct, but condemned hers and yours," the words theirs, hers,

and yours, are personal pronouns in the possessive case, and governed by
their respective nouns understood. To prove this, they construct the sen-

tences thus, " you may imagine what kind of faith their faith was ;

—

her

pleasures and your pleasures are to come ;—but condemned her conduct and
your conduct ;" or thus, " You may imagine what kind of faith the faith ol

them was ;—the pleasures of her and the pleasures of you, are to come ,

—

but condemned the conduct of her and the conduct of you." But these con-

structions, (both of which are correct,) prove too much for their purpose

;

for, as soon as we supply the nouns after these words, they are resolved into

personal pronouns of kindred meaning, and the nouns which we supply;

thus, theirs becomes, their faith: hers, her pleasures; and yours, your

pleasures. This evidently gives us two words instead of, and altogether dia

tinct from, the first; so that, in parsing, their faith, we are not, in reality,

analyzing theirs, but two other words of which theirs is the proper representa-

tive. These remarks also prove, with equal force, the impropriety of calling

these words merely simple pronouns or nouns in the nommative or objective

caae. Without attempting to develop the original or intrinsick meaning of

these pluralizing adjuncts, ne and «. which were, no doubt, formerly detached
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rrom the pronouns with which they now coalesce, for all practical purposes,

it is sufficient for us to know, that, in the present application of these pro-

nouns, they invariably stand for, not only tlic person possessing, but, also,

the thing possessed, which gives them a compound character. They may,
therefore, be properly denominated Compound Personal Pronouns ; and,

as they always perform a double office in a sentence by representing two
other words, and, consequently, including two cases, they slwuld, like the

compound relative lohat, be parsed as two words. Thus, m the example,
" You may imagine what kind of faith theirs was," theirs is a compound per-

sonal pronoun, equivalent io their faith. T/ieir is a pronoun, a Mord used
instead of a noun

;
personal, it personates the persons spoken of, under-

stood ; third pers. plur. numb. &c.—and in the possessive case, and governed
by " faith," according to Rule 12. Failh is a noun, the name of a thing

;

&c. &c.—and in the nominative case to " was," and governs it : Rule 3. Or,
if we render the sentence th\is, " You may imagine what kind of faith the

faith of them* was," faith would be in the nominative case to "was," and
them would be in the objective case, and governed by " of:" Rule 31.

Objections to this method of treating these pronouns, will doubtless be
preferred by those who assert, that a noun is understood after these words,
and not represented by them. But this is assertion without proof; for, if a
noun were understood, it might be supplied. If the question be put, whose
book ? and the answer be, mine, ours, hers, or theirs, the word book is includ-

ed in such answer. Were it not included, we might supply it, thus, mine
book, ours book, hers book, and so on. Tliis, however, we cannot do, for it

would be giving a double answer : but when the question is answered by a
noun in the possessive case, the word book is not included, but implied ; as,

Whose book? John's, Richard's ; that is, John's feooA-; Richard's 600A;.

This view of the subject, without a parallel, except in the compounds what
whoever, and others, is respectfully submitted to the publick ; believing, that

those who approve of a critical analysis of words, will coincide wdth me,
Should any still bo disposed to treat these words so superficially as to rank
them among the simple pronouns, let them answer the following interroga-

tory : If Mjftof, when compound, should be parsed as two words, why not
mine, thine, his, hers, ours, yours, and theirs ?

5. Mine and tidne, instead of my and thy, are used in solemn style, before

a word beginning with a vowel or silent h ; as, " Blot out all mine iniquities ;"

and when thus used, they are not compound. His always has the same
form, whether simple or compound ; as, " Give John his book ; That desk is

Aw." Her, when placed before a noun, is in the possessive case ; as, Take
her hat : when standing alone, it is in the objective case ; as. Give the hat
to her.

When you shall have studied this lecture attentively, and com-
mitted the declension of the personal pronouns, you may commit
the following

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.

The order of parmig a Personal Pronoun,

* In the note next preceding, it is asserted, that my, thy, his, her, our,

your, and their, are personal pronouns. What can more clearly demonstrate
the correctness of that assertion, than this latter construction of the word
theirs ? All admit, that, in the construction, " The faith of them," the word
them is a personal pronoun : and for this conclusive reason :—it represents

a noun understood. What, then, is their, in the phrase, " their faith ?" Is it

not obvious, that, if them is a personal pronoun, thdr must be, also .' for the
latter represents the same noun as the former.

9*
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is—a pronoun, and why ?—personal, and why 1—
person, and why?—gender and number, and
why ?

—

Rule : case, and why ?

—

Rule.—^De-
cline it.

There are many peculiarities to be observed in parsing per-
sonal pronouns in their different persons; therefore, if you wish
ever to parse them correctly, you must pay particular attention

to the manner in which the following are analyzed. Now no-
tice, particularly, and you will perceive that we apply only ouf
rule in parsing / and my, and two in parsing tho^t, him, and they.

" /saw my friend."

/ is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—personal, it

represents the person speaking, understood—first person, it de-

notes the speaker—singular number, it implies but one—and in

the nominative case, it represents the actor and subject of the

verb " saw," and governs it, agreeably to Rule 3. The now.
case gov. the verb. Declined—first pers. sing. num. nom. I^

poss. my or mine, obj. me. Plur. nom. we, poss. our or ours,

obj. us.

J\Iy is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—personal,

h personates the person speaking, understood—first pevs. it de-

notes the speaker—sing. num. it implies but one—and in the

possessive case, it denotes possession ; it is governed by the

noun "friend," agreeably to Rule 12. A noun or pronoun in

the possessive case, is governed by the noun it possesses. Declin-

ed—first pers. sing. nom. I, poss. my or mine, obj. me. Plur

uom. we, poss. our or ours, obj. us.

"Young man, thou hast deserted thy companion, and left him

in distress."

Thou is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—personal,

it personates "man"—second person, it represents the person

spoken to—mas. gend. sing. num. because the noun " man"
is for which it stands, according to

Rule 13. Personal pronouns must agree ^vilh the nouns for
which they stand in gender and number.

Thou is in the nom. case, it represents the actor and subject

of the verb "hast deserted," and governs it agreeably to Rule
3. Tlie nom. case gov. the verb. Declined—sec. pers. sing,

num. nom. thou, poss. thy or thine, obj. thee. Plur. nom. ye

or you, poss. your or yours, obj. you.

Him is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—personal,

it personates " companion"—third pers. it represents the per-

son spoken of—mas. gend. sing. numb, because the noun
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" companion" is for which it stands : Rule 13. Pers. pro. SfC.

(Repeat the Rule.)

—

Him is in the objective case, the object cf
the action expressed by the active-transitive verb "hast left,"

and gov. by it : Rule 20. Active-trans, verbs gov. the obj. case.

Declined—third pers. mas. gend. sing. num. nom. he, poss.

his, obj. him. Plur. nom. they, poss. their or theirs, obj.

them.
" Thrice I raised my voice, and called the chiefs to combat

;

but they dreaded the force of my arm."
T/tej/ is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—person-

al, it represents " chiefs"—third pers. it denotes the persons
spoken of—mas. gend. plur. num. because the noun " chiefs"

is for which it stands : E.ule 13. Pe^-s. Pron. ^c. (Repeat
the Rule.) It is the nom. case, it represents the actors and
subject of the verb " dreaded," and governs it : Rule 3. The
nom. case, gov. the verb. Declined—third pers. mas. gend.
sing. numb. nom. he, poss. his, obj. him. Plii nom. they,

poss. their or theirs, obj. them.

Note. We do not apply gender in parsing the personal pronouns, (ex-
cepting the third person singular,) if the nouns they represent are under-
stood ; and therefore we do not, in such instances, apply Rule 13. But
when the noim is expressed, gender should be applied, and tivo Rules.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
I saw a man leading his horse slowly over the new bridge.

My friends visit me very often at my father's office. We im-
prove ourselves by close application. Horace, thou learnest

many lessons. Charles, you, by your diligence, make easy
work of the task given you by your preceptor. Young ladies,

you run over your lessons very carelessly. The stranger drove

his horses too far into the water, and, in so doing, he drowned
them.

Gray morning rose in the east. A green narrow vale ap-

peared before us : its winding stream murmured through the

grove. The dark host of Rothmar stood on its banks with

their glittering spears. We fought along the vale. They fled.

Rothmar sunk beneath my sword. Day was descending in the

west, when I brought his arms to Crothar. The aged hero felt

them with his hands : joy brightened his thoughts.

Note. Horace, Charles, and ladies, are of the second person, and nom,
case independent : see Rule 5, and Note. The first j/o?e is used in the noni.
poss. and obj. case.—It represents Charles, therefore it is sin^dar in sense,
although plural in form. In the next example, you personifies ladies, there-

tore it is plural. Given is a perfect participle. You following given, is govern-
ed by to understood, according to Note 1, under Rule 32. Run over is a con^
pound verb. Jind is a conjunction. The first its personates vale ; the Becond
Us represents stream.
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You may now parse the following examples three times
ovei'.

COMPOUND PERSONAL PRONOUNS.
"Juliet, retain her paper, and present yours."

Yours is a compound personal pronoun, representing both
the possessor and the thing possessed, and is equivalent to your
paper. Your is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun

—

personal, it personates "Juliet"—second person, it represents

the person spoken to—fem. gender, sing, number, (singular in

sense, hut plural in form,) because the rtoun Juliet is for which
it stands : Rule 13. Pers. pron. i^c.—your is in the possessive

case, it denotes possession, and is governed by " paper," ac-

cording to Rule 12, A noun or pron. Sj-c. (Repeat the Rule,

and decline the pronoun.) Paper is a noun, the name of a

thing—common, the name of a sort of things—neuter gender, it

denotes a thing without sex—third person, spoken of—sing,

number, it implies but one—and in the obj. case, it is the object

of the action expressed by the transitive verb " present," and
governed by it : Rule 20. Active-transitive verbs, govern the

obj. case.

Note. Should it be objected, that yoiirs does not mean yonr paper, any
more than it means your book, your house, your any thing, let it be borne in

mind, that pronouns have no definite meaning, like other words ; but their

parliadar signification is always determined by the nouns they represent.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Julia injured her book, and soiled mine : hers is better than

mine. My friend sacrificed his fortune to secure yours : his

deeds deserve reward ;
yours merit disgrace. Henry's labours

are past ; thine are to come. We leave your forests of beasts

for ours of men. My SAVord and yours are kin.

Note. Site understood, is nominative to soiled, in the first example : and
the substantive part of mme, after than, is nom. to is, understood : Rule 35.

The verbs to secure and to come have no nominative. The pronouns mine,

my, yours, thine, we, your, ours, viy, and yours, personate nouns understood.

REMARKS ON /T.

For the want of a proper knowledge of this little pronoun it, many gram-
marians have been greatly puzzled how to dispose of it, or how to account

for its multiform, and, seemingly, contradictory characters. It is in great

demand by writers of every description. They use it without ceremony

;

either in the nominative or objective case ; either to represent one person or

thing, or more than one. It is applied to nouns in the mascuHne, feminine,

or neuter gender, and, very frequently, it represents a member of a sentence,

a whole sentence, or a number of sentences taken in a mass.

A little attention to its true character, will, at once, strip it of all its mys-
tery. It, formerly written hit, according to H. Tooke, is the past participle of

the Moeso-Gothick verb haitan. It means, the said, and, therefore, like its

near relative that, meaning, the assumed, originally had no respect, in its ap-

plication, to number, person, or gender. " Jt is a wholesome law j" i. e. the
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smd (law) is a wholesome law ; or, that (law) is a wholesome law ;

—

the a*-

turned (law) is a wholesome law. " It is the man ; I believe it to be them :"

—the said (man) is the man ; that (man) is the man : I believe the said (per»

sons) to be them ; I beheve that persons (according to the ancient applica-

tion of that) to be them. " It happened on a summer's day, that many people

were assembled," &c.—Many people were assembled : it, that, or the said

(fact or circumstance) happened on a summer's day.

It, according to its accepted meaning in modern times, is not referred to

a noun understood after it, but is considered a substitute. " How is it with
you?" that is. How is your state or condition ?" " It rains ; It freezes ; It is

a hard winter ;"

—

The mi?i rains ; The frost frosts or freezes ; The said (win-
ter) is a hard winter, "/t is delightful to see brothers and sisters living in

uninterrupted love to the end of their days." What is delightful? To see

brothers and sisters living in uninterrupted love to the end of their days. It, this

thing, is dehghtful. It, then, stands for all that part of the sentence express-

ed initalicks; and the sentence will admit of the following cojistruction t

" To see brothers living in uninterrupted love to the end of their days,is de
lightful."

OF ADJECTIVE PRONOUNS.
Adjective Pronouns, Pronominal Adjec-

tives, or, more properly. Specifying Adjec-
tives, are a kind of adjectives which point out

nouns by some distinct specilication.

Pronouns and adjectives are totally distinct in their cha-
racter. The former stand for nouns, and never belong to them

;

the latter belong to nouns, and never stand for them. Hence,
such a thing as an adjective-pronoun cannot exist. Eachy
every, either, this, that, some, other, and the residue, are pure
adjectives.

Those specifying adjectives commonly called

Adjective Pronouns, may be divided into three
sorts ; the distributive, the demofisirative, and the

indefinite. They are all kno^vn by the lists.

1. The distributive adjectives are those that

denote the persons or things that make up a
number, each taken separately and singly. List:

each, every, either, and sometimes neither; as,

" Each of his brothers is in a favourable situa-

tion;" " Every man must account for himself;"
" J^Teither of them is industrious."

These distributives are words which are introduced into lan-

guage in its refined state, in order to express the nicest shades

and colours of thought. "Man must account for himself;"

"Mankind must account for themselves ;" " dll men must wi
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count for themselves;" " Ml men, loomen, and children, musl
account for themselves ;" " Every man must account for him-
self." Each of these assertions conveys the same fact or

truth. But the last, instead of presenting the whole human
family for the mind to contemplate in a mass, by the peculiar

force of every, dislrihutes them, and presents each separately

and singly ; and whatever is affirmed of one individual, the

mind instantaneously transfers to the whole human race.

Each relates to two or more persons or things, and signifies either of the
two, or every one of any number taken separately.

Evei-y relates to several persons or things, and signifies each one of them
all taken separately.

Either relates to two persons or things taken separately, and signifies the

one or the other. " Either of the three," is an improper expression. It should
be, " any of tlie three."

J^either imports not either ; that is, not one nor the other ; a3,"JVeithe7
ofmy friends was there." When an allusion is made to more than two, nont
should be used instead of neither ; as, " Jfone of my friends was there."

II. The demonstrative are those which pre-

cisely point out the subject to which they relate.

List : this and thai, and their plurals, these and
those, Sind former and latter,- ae, " T'H9 is true

charity ; that is only its image."

There is but a slight shade of difference in the meaning and
application of the and that.. When reference is made to a par-

ticular booi:, we say, " Take the book ;" but when we wish to

be very pointed and precise, we say, " Take tliat book ;" or, if

it be near by, " Take this book." You perceive, then, that

these demonstratives have all the force of the definite article,

and a little more.

This and these refer to the nearest persons or things, that and those to the
most distant ; as, " These goods are superior to those." This and these indi-

cate the latter, or last mentioned ; that and those, the former, or first men-
tioned ; as, " Both wealth and poverty are temptation-s ; that tends to excite

pride, this, discontent."
" Some place the bliss in action, some in ease

;

" Those call it pleasure, and contentment, these."

They, those. As it is the oflice of the personal they to represent a noim
previously introduced to our notice, there appears to be a sliidit departure

from analogy in the following application of it :
" They who seek after wis-

dom, are sure to find her: They that sow in tears, sometimes reap in joy."

Tliis usage, however, is well established, and they, in such constructions, is

generally employed in preference to those.

III. The indefinite are those which express
their subjects in an indefinite or general manner.
List : some, other, any, one, all, such, both, same,,

another^ none. Of these, one and other are de-
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clined like nouns. Another is declined, but wants

the plural.

The indefinite adjectives, like the indefinite article, leave the

meaning unfixed, or, in some degree, vague. With a slight

shade of difference in meaning, we say, Give me a paper, ort*

paper, any paper, some paper, and so on. Though these words

restrict the meaning of the noun, they do not fix it to a particular

object. We therefore call them indefinite.

These adjectives, or adjective pronouns, frequently belong to nouns under-

stood, in which situation they should be parsed accordingly ; as, "You may
take cither; He is pleased with this book, but dislikes that (book ;) Ml (men)

have sinned, but some (men) have repented."

The words one, other, and none, are used in

both numbers ; and when they stand for nouns,

they are not adjectives, but indefinite jwonouns ;

as, " The great ones of the world have their fail-

ings ;" " Some men increase in wealth, while

others decrease ;" " J\'o7ie escape."

The word " ones," in the preceding example, does not be-

long to a noun understood. If it did, we could supply the

noun. The meaning is not " the great one men, nor ones

men," therefore one is not an adjective pronoun ; but the mean-
ing IS, " The great men of the world," therefore ones is a pro-

noun of the indefinite kind, representing the noun men under-

stood, and it ought to be parsed like a personal pronoun. The
word others, in the next example, is a compound pronoun,

equivalent to other men ; and should be parsed like mine, thine,

Sec. See Note 4th, page 100.

I will now parse two pronouns, and then present some exam-
ples for you to analyze. If, in parsing the following exercises,

you should be at a loss for definitions and rules, please to refer

to the compendium. But before you proceed, you may commit
the following

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.

The order of parsing an Adjective Pronoun,
is—an adjective pronoun, and why?—distribu-

tive, demonstrative, or indefinite, and why ?—^to

what noun does it belong, or with what does it

agree ?

—

Rule.
*' One man instructs many others.^'

One is an adjective pronoun, or specifying adjective, it speci-
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fically points out a noun—indefinite, it expresses its subject In

an indefinite or general manner, and belongs to the noun " man,"
according to

Rule 19. Adjective pronouns belong to nouns, expressed or
understood.

Others is a compound pronoun, including both an adjective

pronoun and a noun, and is equivalent to other men. Other
is an adjective pronoun, it is used specifically to describe its

noun—indefinite, it expresses its subject in an indefinite manner,
and belongs to men : Rule 19. (Repeat the rule.) JMen is a

noun, a name denoting persons—common, &c. (parse it in full ;)

and in the objective case, it is the object of the action expressed

by the transitive verb " instructs," and gov. by it : Rule 20.

Active-transitive verbs, <^c.

" Those books are mine.''''

Those is an adjective pronoun, it specifies what noun is re-

ferred to—demonstrative, it precisely points out the subject to

which it relates—and agrees with the noun " books" in the

plural number, according to Note 1, under Rule 19. Adjective

pronouns must agree in number with their nouns.

JVline is a compound personal pronoun, including both the

possessor and the thing possessed, and is equivalent to my
boohs. JMy is a pron. a word used instead of a noun—personal,

it stands for the name of the person speaking—first person, it

denotes the speaker—sing, number, it implies but one—and in

the poss. case, it denotes possession, and is gov. by " books,"

according to Rule 12. (Repeat the Rule, and decline the pro-

noun.) Books is a noun, the name of a thing—common, &c.
(parse it in full ;)—and in the nominative case after " are," ac-

cording to Rule 21. The verb to be admits the same case after

it as before it.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Each individual fills a space in creation. Every man helps

a little. These men rank among the great ones of the world.

That book belongs to the tutor, this belongs to me. Some men
labour, others labour not ; the former increase in wealth, the

latter decrease. The boy wounded the old bird, and stole the

young ones. None performs his duty too well. None of those

poor wretches complain of their miserable lot.

Note. In parsing the distributive pronominal adjectives, Note 2, under

Rule 19, should be applied.

III. OF RELATIVE PRONOUNS.
Relative Pronouns are such as relate, in ge-

neral, to some word or phrase gomg before, which
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IS called the antecedent. They are ivho, which,

and that.

The word antecedent, comes from the two Latin words, anfe,

before, and cedo, to go. Hence you perceive, that antecedent
means going before ; thus, " The man is happy who Hves virtu-

ously ; This is the lady xoho relieved my wants ; Thou who
lovest wisdom, &c. We ivho speak from experience," &c.
The relative who, in these sentences, relates to the several

words, man, lady, thou, and we, which words, you observe, come
before the relative : they are, therefore, properly called ante-

cedents.

The relative is not varied on account of gender, person, or

number, like a personal pronoun. When we use a personal

pronoun, in speaking of a man, we say he, and of a woman,
she ; in speaking of one person or thing, we use a singular

pronoun, of more than one, a plural, and so on ; but there is

no such variation of the relative. Who, in the first of the pre-

ceding examples, relates to an antecedent of the mas. gend.
third pers. sing. ; in the second, the antecedent is of the fem.
gend. ; in the third, it is of the second pers. ; and in the fourth,

it is of the first pers. plur. num. ; and, yet, the relative is in the

same form in each example. Hence you perceive, that the re-

lative has no peculiar /orai to denote its gend. pers. and numb,
but it always agrees with its antecedent in sense. Thus, when
I say. The man who writes, loho is masculine gend. and sing.

;

but when I say. The ladies who ^vrite, who is feminine, and
plural. In order to ascertain the gend. pers. and numb, of the

relative, you must always look at its antecedent.

Who, Which, and That.

Who is applied to persons, lohich to things and

brutes ; as, " He is difriend tvho is faithful in ad-
'', ersity ; The bird ivhich sung so sweetly, is

flown ; This is the tree ivhich produces no fruit."

That is often used as a relative, to prevent the

too frequent repetition of ivho and ivMch. It is

applied both to persons and things ; as, " He that

acts wisely, deserves praise ; Modesty is a qualittf

that highly adorns a woman."
NOTES.

1. Who should never be applied to animals. The following application of it

18 erroneous :—" He is like a heasl of prey, who destroys without pity." II

Boould be, that destroys, &c. \q
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2. Who should not be applied to children. It is incorrect to say, " The
child loham we have just seen," &c. It should be, " The child that we have
just seen."

3. Which may be applied to persons when we wish to distinguish one per^

son of two, or a particular person among a number of others ; as, " Which
of the two ? Which of them is he ?"

4. That, in preference to who or which, is applied to persons when they
are quaUfied by an adjective in the superlative degree, or by the pronominal
adjective s.mne; as, " Charles XII., king of Sweden, was. one of the greatest

madmen that the world ever saw ;—He is the srt?)ie man that we saw before."

5. That is employed after the interrogative who, m cases like the follow-

ing ; "Who that has any sense of religion, would have argued thus ?"

When the word ever or soever is annexed to a

relative pronoun, the combination is called a com-

pound pronoun ; as, ivhoever or ivhosoever, which-

ever or lohichsoever, lohatever or whatsoever.

DECLENSION OF THE RELATIVE PRONOUNS.
SINGULAR AND PLURAL.

.VoiH. who, Poss. whose, Obj. whom.
" whoever, " whosever, " whomever.
" whosoever, " whosesoever, " whomsoever.
Which and that are indeclinable, except that ivhose is some-

times used as the possessive case of lohtch ; as, " Is there any

other doctrine lohose followers are punished ;" that is, the fol-

lowers ofichich are punished. The use of this license has ob-

tained among our best writers ; but the construction is not to

be recommended, for it is a depart>u-e from a plain principle of

grammar, namely, who, whose, whom, in their applications,

should be confined to rational beings.

That may be used as a pronoun, an adjective, and a conjunc-

tion, depending on the office which it performs in the sentence.

That is a relative only when it can be changed to ivho or lohich

without destroying the sense ; as, " They that (who) reprove us,

may be our best friends: From every thing that (which) you see,

derive instruction." That is a demonstiative adjective, when it

belongs to, or points out, some particular noun, either express

ed or implied ; as, " Return that book ; That belongs to me
;

Give me </ini." When that is neither a relative nor an adjec-

tive pronoun, it is a conjunction ; as, " Take care that every day

be well employed." The word //((?/, in this last sentence, can

not be changed to loho or xvhich without destroying the sense,

therefore you know it is not a relative pronoun ; neither does it

point out any particular noun, for which reason you know it is

not an adjective pronoun ; but it connects the sentence, there-

lore it is a conjunction.
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Ifyou pay particular attention to this elucidation of the word

that, you will find no difficulty in parsing it. When it is a rela-

tive or an adjective pronoun, it may be known by the signs given

;

and whenever these signs will not apply to it, you know it is a

conjunction.

Some writers are apt to make too free a use of this word. 1

v.-ill give you one example of affronted that, which may serve as

a caution. The tutor said, in speaking of the word that, that

that that that that lady parsed, was not the that that that gen-

tlem-an requested her to analyze. This sentence, though ren-

dered inelegant by a bad choice ofwords, is strictly grammatical.

The first that is a noun ; the second, a conjunction ; the third,

an adjective pronoun ; the fourth, a noun ; the fifth, a relative

pronoun ; the sixth, an adjective pronoun ; the seventh, a noun;

the eighth, a relative pronoun ; the ninth, an adjective pronoun.

The meaning of the sentence will be more obvious, ifrendered

thus ; The tutor said, in speaking of the word that, that that that

which that lady parsed, was not the that ivhich that gentleman

requested her to analyze.

AVHAT.

What is generally a compound relative, includ-

mg both thie antecedent and the relativej and is

equivalent to that ivhich ; as, "This is ivhat I

wanted ;" that is, that luhich, or, the thing lohich I

wanted.

What is compounded o^ which that. These words have been

contracted and made to coalesce, a part of the orthography of

both being still retained: what—\vh\ioh—th']at ; {which-that.)

Anciently it appeared in the varying forms, Iha qua, qua tha,

quHha, quthat, quhaf, hwat, and finally what.

What may be used as three kinds of a pronoun, and as an

interjection. When it is equivalent to that which, the thing ivhich,

or those things ivhich, it is a compound relative, because it m-
cludes both the antecedent and the relative ; as, " I will try

what (that which) can be found in female delicacy ; What you
recollect with most pleasure, are the virtuous actions of your past

life ;" that is, those things which you recollect, &c.
When what is a compound relative, you must always parse it

as two words ; that is, you must parse the antecedent part as a

noun, and give it a case ; the relative part you may analyze like

any other relative, giving it a case likewise. In the first of the

preceding examples, that, the antecedent part oiichat, is in the

obj, case, governed by the verb " will try ;" which, the relative
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part, is in the nom. case to " can be found." " I have heard
what (i. e. that uihich, or the thing which) has been alleged."

JVJioever and whosoever are also compound relatives, and
should be parsed like the compound ivhat; as, " Whoever takes
that oath, is bound to enforce the laws." In this sentence
whoever is equivalent to Ae tw/io, or, the man who ; thus, ^^ He
who takes that oath, is bound," &c.

Who, ivhich, and what, when used in asking questions, are
called interrogative pronouns, or relatives of the interrogative
kind ; as, " Who is he "? Which is the person 1 What are you
doing ?"

Interrogative pronouns have no antecedent ; but they relate

to the word or phrase which is the answer to the question, for

their subsequent ; as, " JVliom did you see 1 The preceptor. What
have you done 1 JYothing.^' Antecedent and subsequent are

opposed to each other in signification. Antecedent means
preceding, or going before ; and subsequent means following,

or coming after. IVhat, when used as an interrogative, is never
compound.

What, which, and that, when joined to nouns, are specifying

atdjectives, or adjective pronouns, in which situation they have
no case, but are parsed like adjective pronouns of the demon-
strative or indefinite kind; as, " Unto le/nV/i promise our twelve

tribes hope to come;" '^ What misery the vicious endure!

What havock hast thou made, foul monster, sin !"

What and ivhich, when joined to nouns in asking questions,

are denominated interrogative pronominal adjectives : as,

" What man is that ? Which road did he take ?"

What, whatever, and ivhatsoevcr, which, whichever, and which

soever, in constructions like the following, are compound pro-

nouns, but not compound relatives ; as, " In ivhat charactei

Butler was admitted, is unknown ; Give him ^chat name you
choose ; Nature's care largely endows ivhatever happy man
will deign to use her treasures ; Let him take which course, or,

whichever course he wilt." These sentences may be rendered

thus ;
" That character, or, the character in which Butler was

admitted, is unknown ; Give him that name, or, the name
which you choose ; Nature's care endows that happy man who

will deign, &c.; Let him take that course, or the course ivhich

he will." A compound relative necessarily includes both an an-

tecedent and a relative. These compounds, you will notice,

do not include antecedents, the first part of each word being the

article the, or the adjective pronoun, that ; therefore they can-

not properly be denominated compound relatives.—With regard

to the word ever annexed to these pronouns, it is a singular fact,
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that, as soon as we analyze the word to which it is s-ubjoined,

ever is entirely excluded from the sentence.

JVhat is sometimes used as an interjection ; as, " But tvhat

!

IS thy servant a dog, that he should do this? What ! rob us of
our right of suffrage, and then shut us up in dungeons !"

You have now come to the most formidable obstacle, or, if I

may so speak, to the most rugged eminence in the path of gram-
matical science ; but be not disheartened, for, if you can get
safely over this, your future course will be interrupted with only
here and there a gentle elevation. It will require close appli-

cation, and a great deal of sober thinking, to gain a clear con
ception of the nature of the relative pronouns, particularly the
compound relatives, which are not easily comprehended by the

young learner. As this VIII. lecture is a very important'one,
it becomes necessary for you to read it carefully four or five

times over before you proceed to commit the following order.

Whenever you parse, you may spread the compendium before
you, if you please.

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.

The order of parsing a Relative Pronoun,
is—a pronoun, and why ?—relative, and why?—
gender, person, and number, and why ?

—

Rule
case, and why?

—

Rule.—Decline it.

*' This is the man whom we saw."

Whom is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—relative,

it relates to " man" for its antecedent—mas. gend. third pers.

sing. num. because the antecedent " man" is with which it

agrees, according to

Rule 14. Relative pronouns agree with their antecedents in

gender, persoji, and number. Whom is in the objective case, the

object of the action expressed by the active-transitive verb
" saw," and governed by it, agreeably to

Rule 16. Wheii a nominative comes between the relative ana
the verb, the relative is governed by the following verb, or some

other ivord in its own member of the sentence.

Whom, in the objective case, is placed before the verb that

governs it, according to Note 1, under Rule 16. (Repeat the

Note, and decline who.)
" From ichat is recorded, he appears," &c.

What is a comp. rel. pron. including both the antecedent and

the relative, and is equivalent to that which, or the thing which,—
Thing, the antecedent part of tvhat, is a noun, the name of a

10*
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thing—com. the name of a species—neuter gender, it has no
sex-—third person, spoken of—sing, number, it implies but one

—

and in the obj. case, it is the object of the relation expressed by

the prep, "from," and gov. by it: Rule 31. (Repeat the

Rule, and every other Rule to which I refer.) Which, the rela-

tive part oi ivhat, is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun

—

relative, it relates to " thing" for its antecedent—neut. gender,

third person, sing, number, because the antecedent " thing" b
with which it agrees, according to Rule 14. Rel. pron. &c.

Which is in the nom. case to the verb " is recorded," agreeably to

Rule 15. The relative is the nominative case to the verb,

V)hen no nominative comes betiueen it and the verb.

" illiat have you learned 1 Nothing."

What is a pron. a word used, &c.—relative of the interroga-

tive kind, because it is used in asking a question—it refers to

the word " nothing" for its subsequent, according to

Rule 17. When the rel. pron. is of the intevrog. kind, it re-

fers to the ivord sr phrase containing the answer to the question,

for its subsequent, ivhich subsequent must agree in case with the

interrogative. What is of the neut. gen. third per. sing, because

the subsequent " nothing" is with which it agrees ; Rule 14

jRe^ pron. agree, &c.—It is in the objective case, the object of

the action, of the active-transitive verb " have learned," and

gov. by it, agreeably to Rule 16. When a nom. &c. See

Note 1, under the Rule.

Note 1. You need not apply gend. pers. and numb, to the uiterrogative

<»hen the answer to the question is not expressed.

VVIIO, WHICH, WHAT.

Truth and simplicity are twin sisters, and generally go hand in

nand. The foregoing exposition of the " relative pronouns," is

in accordance with the usual method of treating them ; but if they

were unfolded according to their true character, they would be

found to be very simple, and, doubtless, much labour and per-

plexity, on the part of the learner, would thereby be saved.

Of the words called " relatives," tvho, only, is a pronoun; and

this is strictly perso?ia/ ; more so, indeed, if we except /and ife,

than any other word in our language, for it is always restricted

to persons. It ought to be classed with the personal pronouns.

/, thou, he, she, it, we, you, and they, relate to antecedents, aa

well as luho. Which, that, and what, are always adjectives

They never stand for, but always belong to, nouns, either ex-

pressed or implied. They specifij, like many other adjectives^

and connect sentences.

mio suppUes the place of which or lohat^ and lis personal
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noun. Who camel i. e. tvhat man, vjhat looman, what person;—which man, woman, or person, came ? " They heard tvhat I

said"—they heard that (thing) tohich (thing) I said. " Take
wliat (or whichever) course you please ;"—take that course

which (course) you please to take. " What have you done V-

i. e. what thing, act, or deed have you done ? " Which thing*

I also did at Jerusalem." " Which will you take"?"

—

which

book, hat, or something else"? " This is the tree which (tree)

produces no fruit." " He that (man, or ivhich man) acts wise-

ly, deserves praise."

They who prefer this method of treating the " relatives," are

at liberty to adopt it, and parse accordingly.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
The man who instructs you, labours faithfully. The boy

whom I instruct, learns well. The lady whose house we occu-

py, bestows many charities. That modesty which highly adorns

a woman, she possesses. He that acts wisely deserves praise.

This is the tree which produces no fruit. I believe what he
says. He speaks what he knows. Whatever purifies the

heart, also fortifies it. What doest* thou "? Nothing. What
book have you ? A poem. Whose hat have you 1 John's.

Who does that work 1 Henry. Whom seest thou 1 To whom
gave you the present 1 Which pen did he take % Whom ye
ignorantly worship, him declare I unto you. I heard what he

said. George, you may pursue whatever science suits youi

taste. Eliza,take whichever pattern pleases you best. Whoevei
lives to see this republick forsake her moral and literary institu^

tions, will behold her liberties prostrated. Whosoever, there-

fore, will be a friend of the world, is the enemy of God.

NOTE. The noininative case is frequently placed after the verb, and tJie

objective case, before the verb that governs it. Whom, in ever)' sentence ex-

cept one, house, modesty, book, hat, pen, him, the third ivhat and which, the re-

lative part of tlie tirst two wkats, are all in the objective case, and governed
by the several verbs that folld%v them. See Rule 16, and Note I. Tree is

nom. after is, according toRutE 21. Thing, tha antecedent part oi' ichatever,

is nom. to " fortifies ;" which, the relative part, is nom. to " purifies." .No-

thing is governed by do, and poem, by have, understood. Henry is nomine^
tive to does, understood. Whose and Johi's are governed according to Rule
]2. I, thou, you, him, &c. represent nouns understood. Him, in the last sen-

tence but five, is governed by declare, and / is nominative to declare. George

and Eliza are in the nominative case independent : Rule 5, " Whatever

science," &c. is equivalent to, that science lohich suits your taste ;
—" which-

ever pattern ;" i. e. that pattern lohich pleases you best. Whoever is a com«-

* The second person singular of do, when used as a principal verb, is

spelled with an e; thus, "What thondoest, do quickly ;" but whenemploy-
Dd as an auxibary, the e should be omitted ; a?, " Dosl thou not behold a rock

with its head of heath?"
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pound relative ; he, the antecedent part, is nominative to " will behold.''

Take agrees with yov understood. Forsake is in the infinitive mood after

"see:" Rule 25.

REMARKS ON RELATIVE PRONOUNS.
Which sometimes relates to a member of a sentence, or to a whole sen-

tence, for its antecedent : as, "We are required to fear God and keep his

commandments, lohich is the whole duty of man." What is the whole duty
ofman ? " To fear God and keep his commandments :" therefore, this phrase
is the antecedent to lohich.

The conjunction as, when it follows such, many, or same, is frequently de-
nominated a relative pronoun ; as, " I am pleased with smcA as have a refined

taste ;" that is, with tlwse ivho, or them who have, &c. " Let such as presume
to advise others, look well to their own conduct ;" that is, Let those, or them
who presume, &c. ".^s many as were ordained to eternal life, believed ;" that

is, they, those, or all icho were ordained, believed. " He exhibited the samt
testimonials as were adduced on a former occasion ;" that is, those tf^timo-

nials which were adduced, &c. But, in examples like these, if we supply the
ellipsis which a critical analysis requires us to do, as Avill be found to be a
conjunction ; thus, " I am pleased with sicch persons, as those persons are who
have a refined taste ; Let such persons, as those persons are who presume," &c.

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PAUSING.
From what words is the term pronoun derived % Do pro-

nouns always avoid the repetition of nouns 1—Name the three

kinds of pronouns.—Wiiat distinguishes the personal from the

relative pronouns ?—How many personal pronouns are there ?

—Repeat them.—What belong to pronouns ?—Is gender ap-

plied to all the personal pronouns ]—To which of them is it

applied 1—Which of the personal pronouns have no peculiar

termination to denote their gender 1—How many persons have

pronouns ?—Speak them in their different persons.—How ma-
ny numbers have pronouns ?—How many cases ?—What are

they?—Decline all the personal pronouns.—When selfis added
to the personal pronouns, what are they called, and how are

they used 1—When is ]jou singular in sense 1—Is it ever singu-

lar in form 1—Why are the words, my, thy, his, her, our, your,

their, called personal pronouns ?—Why are the words, vime,

thine, his, hers, ours, yours, theirs, denominated compound pers,

pron.?—Hosv do you parse these compounds ?—What is said

o£ others ?— Repeat the order of parsing a personal pronoun.

—

What rule do you apply in parsing a pronoun of the first person,

and in the nom. case 1—What Rule when the pronoun is in the

possessive case 1—What Rules apply in parsing personal pro-

nouns of the second and third person?—What Rules in parsing

the compounds, yours, ours, mine, &c.1—What is said of tho

pronoun it ?

What are adjective pronouns 1—Name the three kinds—^What does each relate to ?—To what does evei'y relate 1

—To what does either relate ?—WTiat does neither import ?

—
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To what do this and these refer 1—Give examples.—To what
do that and those refer ?-—Give examples.—Repeat all the ad-

jective pronouns. When adj. pronouns belong to nouns under-

stood, how are they parsed 1—When they stand for, or represent

nouns, what are they called?—Give examples.—Repeat the

order of parsing an adj. pronoun.—What Rule do you apply in

parsing the indefinite adjective pronouns 1—What Notes, in

parsing the distributives and demonstratives ?

What are relative pronouns 1—Repeat them.—From what
words is the term antecedent derived ?—What does antecedent

mean?— Are relatives varied on account of gender, pejson, or

rmmber ?—To what are ivho and lohich applied ?—To what is

that applied ?—Should ivho ever be applied to irrational beings
or children ?—In what instances may ivhich be applied to per-

sons ?—Decline the rel. pronouns.—Can which and that be de-

clined ?—Is that ever used as three parts of speech ?—Give
examples.—What part of speech is the word li'hat ?—Is what
ever used as three kinds of a pronoun?—Give examples.—What
is said of whoever?—What words are used as interrogative

pronouns ?—Give examples.—^W^hen are the words, what, which,
and that, called adj. pron.?—When are they called interroga-

tive pronominal adjectives 1—^What is said of lohatever and
ivhichever ?-^-ls xvhat ever used as an interjection?—Give exam-
ples.—Repeat the order of parsing a rel. pron.—What Rules do
you apply in parsing a relative?—What Rules in parsing a com-
pound relative ?—What Rules in parsing an interrogative ?

—

Does the relative which ever relate to a sentence for its ante-

cedent ?—When does the conjunction as become a relative ?

—

Give examples.

EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.
Note 1, to Rule 13. When a noun or pronoun is the sub-

ject of a verb, it must be in the nominative case.

Who will go ? Him and I. How does thee do ? Is thee well?

" Him and 1 ;" not proper, because tlie pronoun him is the subject of the

verb rcill go understood, therefore him should be in the nominative case, he,

according to the above Note. (Repeat the Note.) Him and /are connect-
ed by the conjunction and, and him is in the obj. case, and I in the nom.,
therefore Rule 33d, is violated. (Repeat the Rule.) In the second and third

examples, thee should be thmi, according to the Note. The verbs, does and
is, are of the third person, and the nom. thou is second, for which reason the
verbs should be of the second person, dost do and art, agreeably to Rule 4.

You may correct the other examples, four times over.

FALSE SYNTAX.
Him and me went to town yesterday. Thee must be atten-

tive. Him who is careless, will not improve. They can write
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as well as me. This is the man whom was expected. Her
and I deserve esteem. I have made greater proficiency than
him. Whom, of all my acquaintances, do you think was there.

Whom, for the sake of his important services, had an office of
honour bestowed upon him.
Note 2, to Rule 13. Personal pronouns being used to sup-

ply the place of nouns, should not be employed in the same
member of the sentence with the noun which they represent.

FALSE SYNTAX.
The men they are there. I saw him the king. Our cause

It is just. Many words they darken speech. That noble gene-
ral who had gained so many victories, he died, at last, in prison.

Who, instead of going about doing good, they are continually

doing evil.

In each of the preceding examples, the personal pronoun should be omit-
ted, accorduig to Note 2.

Note 3, to Rule 13. A personal pronoun in the objective

case, should not be used instead of these and those.

FALSE SYNTAX.
Remove them papers from the desk. Give me them books.

Give them men their discharge. Observe them tln-ee there.

Which of them two persons deserves most credit.

In all these examples, those should be used in piace oi" them. The use of

the personal, them, m such constructions, presents iwo objectives after one
verb or preposition. This is a solecism which may be avoided by employing
an adjective pronoun in its stead.

LECTURE IX.

OF CONJUNCTIONS.

A Conjunction is a part of speech that is

chiefly used to connect sentences, joining two or

more simple sentences into one compomid sen-

tence : it sometimes connects only words ; as,

" Thou and he are happy, because you are good."

Conjunctions are those parts of language, which, by joining

sentences in different ways, mark the connexions and various de-

pendances of human thought. They belong to language only

in its refined state.
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The term Conjunction comes from the two Latin words,

con, which signifies together, and jungo, to join. A conjunction,

then, is a word that conjoins, or joins together something. Be-

fore you can fully comprehend the nature and office of this sort

of words, it is requisite that you should know what is meant by a

sentence, a simple sentence, and a compound sentence, for con-

junctions are chiefly used to connect sentences.

A Sentence is an assemblage of words form

ing complete sense.

. A Simple Sentence contains but one subject,

or nominative, and one verb which agrees with

that nominative ; as, " Wheat groivs in the field."

You perceive that this sentence contains several words besides

the nominative and the verb, and you will often see a simple sen-

tence containing many parts of speech ; but, if it has only one

nominative and one finite verb, (that is, a verb not in the infinitive

mood,) it is a simple sentence, though it is longer than many
compound sentences.

A Compound Sentence is composed oftwo or

more simple sentences connected together ; as,

" Wheat groiDS in the field, and men reap it."

This sentence is compound, because it is formed of two sim-

ple sentences joined together by the word and; which word, on

account of its connecting power, is called a conjunction. If

we write this sentence without the conjunction, it becomes two

simple sentences: thus, "Wheat grows in the field. Men
reap it."

The nature and importance of the conjunction, are easily

illustrated. After expressing one thought or sentiment, you
know we frequently wish to add another, or several others,

which are closely connected with it. We generally effect this

addition by means of the conjunction : thus, "The Georgians

cultivate rice and cotton ;" that is, " They cultivate rice, add cot*

ton." This sentence is compound, and without the use of the

«onjunction, it would be written in two separate, simple sen-

fences: thus, "The Georgians cultivate rice. They cultivate

cotton.". The conjunction, though chiefly used to connect sen-

tences, sometimes connects only words ; in which capacity it is

nearly allied to the preposition ; as, " The sun and {add) the

planets constitute the solar system." In this, which is a simplo

sentence, and connects two ivords.

A few more examples will illustrate the nature, and exhibit
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the use of this part of speech so clearly, as to enable you fully

to comprehend it. The following simple sentences and mem-
bers of sentences, have no relation to each other until they are
connected by conjunctions. He labours harder—more success-
fully—1 do. That man is healthy—he is temperate. Ey filling

up the vacancies in these sentences with conjunctions, you wiS
see the importance of this sort of words : thus. He labours
harder and more successfully than I do. That man is healthy
because he is temperate.

Conjunctions are divided into two sorts, the
Copulative and the Disjunctive.

I. The Conjunction Copulative serves to con-
nect and continue a sentence by joining on a
member which expresses an addition, a suppo-
sition, or a cause ; as, " Two and three are

five ; I will go if he will accompany me ; You
are happy because you are good."

In the first of these examples, and joins on a word that ex-

presses an addition ; in the second, if connects a member tha*

implies a supposilion or condition ; and in the third, because con
nects a member that expresses a cause.

II. The Conjunction Disjunctive serves to

conn(ict and continue a sentence by joining on
a member that expresses opposition of meaning

;

as, " They came with her, but they went away
without her."

But joins on a member of this sentence which expresses, not

only something added, but, also, opposition ofmeaning.

The principal conjunctions may be known by the following

lists, which you may now commit to memory. Some words in

these lists, are, however, frequently used as adverbs, and some-

times as prepositions ; but if you study well the nature of all the

different sorts of words, you cannot be at a loss to tell the part

of speech of any word in the language.

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.

On scientifick principles, our connectives, commonly dcnominatAl preposi-

tions and conjunctions, are but one part of speech, the distinction between
them being merely technical. Some conjunctions unite only words, and
some prepositions connect sentences. They are derived from nouns and
verbs ; and the time has been, when, perhaps, in our language, they did not

perform the office of connectives.
" T wish you to believe, that I would not wilfully hurt a fly." Here, in tha
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LISTS OF THE CONJUNCTIONS.

Copulative. And, if, that, both, then, since, for,

because, therefore, wherefore, provided, besides.

Disjunctive. But, or, nor, as, than, lest, though,

unless, either, neither, yet, notwithstanding, ne-

vertheless, except, whether, whereas, as well as.

Some conjunctions are followed by corresponding conjunc-

tions, so that, in the subsequent member of the sentence, the

latter answers to the former ; as,

1. Though—yet or nevertheless ; as, " Though he was rich,

yet for our sakes he became poor."

2. Jflielher—or; as, " IVhether he will go, or not, I cannot

tell." It is improper to say, " Whether he will go or no."

3. Either—or ; as, " I will either send it, or bring it my-
self."

4. JVeither—nor; as, " JVci7/ier thou ?2or I can comprehend
it."

5. As—as ; as, *' She is as amiable as her sister."

6. As—so ; as, " As the stars, so shall thy seed be."

7. -So

—

as ; as, " To see thy glory, so as I have seen thee in

the sanctuary."

8. So—that ; as, " He became so vain, that every one dis-

liked him."
NOTES.

1. Some conjunctions are used to connect simple sentences only, and form
them into compound sentences ; such as, further, again, besides, &c. Others
are employed to connect simple members only, so as to.make them compound
members ; such as, than, lest, unless, that, so that, if, tliough, yet, because,

as well as, &c. But, and, therefore, or, nor, for, &c., coi.nect either whole
sentences, or simple members.

2. Relative pronouns, as well as conjunctions, serve to connect sentences

;

as, " Blessed is the man loho feareth the Lord, and keepeth his command-
ments."

opinion of H. Tooke, our modern conjunction that, is merely a demonstrative

adjective, m a disguised form ; and lie attempts to prove it by the foHowing
resolution :

" I would not wilfully hurt a fly. 1 wish you to believe that [as-

sertion.'"] Now, if we admit, that that is an adjective m the latter construc-

tion, it does not necessarily follow, that it is the same part of speech, nor

that its associated meaning is precisely the same, in the former construction.

Instead of expressmg our ideas in two detached sentences, by the former

phraseology we have a quicker and closer transition of thought, and both

the mode of employing that, and its injtrenlial meaning, are changed. More-
over, if we examine the meaning of each ot these constructions, taken as a
whole, we sliall find, that they do not both convey the same ideas. By the

latter, I assert, positively, that " I would not wilfully hurt a fly;" whereas,

by the former, 1 merely vnsh you to believe that " I would not wilfully hurt a

fly ;" but 1 do not affirm that as a fact.

iliat bein.d the past part, oi Ihixin, to get, taite, assume, by rendering it as

U
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You will now please to turn back and read this lecture four oi

five times over ; and then, after committing the following order,

you may parse the subsequent exercises.

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.

The order of parsitig a Conjunction, is—

a

conjunction, and why ?—copulative or disjunctive,

and why?—what does it connect ?

" Wisdom and virtue form the good man's character."

And is a conjunction, a word that is chiefly used to connect

sentences ; but in this example it connects only words—copula-

tive, it serves to connect and continue the sentence by joining

on a member which expresses an addition—it connects the words
" wisdom and virtue."

Wisdom is a noun, the name of a thing—(You may parse it iu

full.)—Wisdom is one of the nominatives to the verb " form."

Virtue is a noun, the name, &c.—(Parse it in full:)—and in

the nom. case to the verb " form," and connected to the noun
" wisdom" by and, according to

Rule 33. Conjunctions connect nouns and "pronouns in the

same case.

Form is a verb, a word which signifies to do, &c.—ofthe third

person, plural, because its two nominatives, *' wisdom ajid vir-

tue," are connected by a copulative conjunction, agreeably to

Rule 8. Tivo or more nouns in the singular number, joined

hj copulative conjunctions, must have verbs, nouns, and pronouns

agreeing with them in the plural.

" Wisdom or folly governs us."

Or is a conjunction, a word that is chiefly used to connect

sentences : it sometimes connects words—disjunctive, it serves

not only to connect and continue the sentence, but also to join

on a member which expresses opposition of meaning—it connects

the nouns " wisdom and folly."

a participle, instead of an adjective, we should come nearer to its primitive

oliaracter. Thus, " I would not wilfully hurt a fly. I wish you to believe the

nssumed [fact or statement ;] or, the fact assumed or taken."

If, (fortTierly written gif, give, gin,) as previously stated, is the imperative

of the Anglo-Saxon verli gifan, to give. In imitation of Home Tooke, some
of our modern philosophical writers are inclined to teach pupils to render it

as a verb. Thus, " I will go, «/he will accompany me:"—" He will accom-
pany me. Grant—give that [fact.] I will go." For the purpose of ascertain-

mg the pimitive meaning of this word, I have no objection to such a reso-

lution ; but, by it, do we get the exact meaning and force of if us it is ap-

plied in our modern, refined state of the langiiage? I troiv not. But, admit-

tinf? we do, does this prove that such a hkvIc of resolving sentences can be
advantageously adopted by learners in cii)j\;!ion schools? I presume it can
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Governs is a verb, a word that signifies, &c.—of thp third

person, singular number, agreeing with "wisdom or folly," ac-

cording to

Rule 9. Two or more nouns singular, joined by disjunctive

conjunctions, mtisl have verbs, nouns, and pronouns agreeing with

them in the singular.

If you reflect, for a few moments, on the meaning of the last

two Rules presented, you will see, at once, their propriety and
importance. For example; m the sentence, "•Orlando and
Thomas, ivho study their lessons, make rapid progress," you
lotice that the two singular nouns, Orlando and Thomas, are con-

nected by the copulative conjunction and, therefore the verb

make, which agrees with them, is plural, because it expresses

the action of both its nominatives or actors. And you observe,

too, that the pronouns luho and their, and the noun lessons, are

plural, agreeing with the nouns Orlando and Thomas, according

to Rule 8. The verb study is plural, agreeing with ivho, ac-

cording to Rule 4.

But let us connect these two nouns by a disjunctive conjunc-

tion, and see how the sentence will read :
^ Orlando or Thomas,

who studies his lesson, makes rapid progress." Now, you per-

ceive, that a different construction takes place, for the latter ex-

pression does not imply, that Orlando and Thomas, both study

and make rapid progress ; but it asserts, that either the one or

the other studies, and makes rapid progress. Hence the verb

makes is singular, because it expresses the action of the one or

the other of its nominatives. And you observe, too, that the

pronouns who and his, and the noun lesson, are likewise in the

singular, agreeing with Orlando or Thomas, agreeably to Rule
9. Studies is also singular, agreeing with who, according to

Rule 4.

not be den'eH, that instead of teaching the learner to express himself cor-

rectly in moaein Enghsh, such a resohition is merely making him familiar

with an ancient and barbarous construction which modern refinement has
rejected. Our forefathers, I admit, who were governed by those laws of ne-
cessity which compel all nations in t!ie early and rude state of their language,

to express themselves in short, detached sentences, employed t/ as a verb

when they used the following circumlocution :
" My son will reform. Give

that fact. I will forgive him." But in the present, improved state of our lan-

guage, by using ijas a. conjunction, (for I maintam that it is one,) we express

the same thought more briefly ; and our modern mode of expression has, too,

a decided advantage over the ancient, not only in point of elegance, but also

in perspicuity and force. In Scotland and the north of England, some peo-

ple still make use of gin, a contraction of given : thus, ' 1 will pardon my
son, gin he reform.' But who will contend, that they speak pure English ?

But perhaps the advocates of what they call a philosophical development

of language, will say, that by their resolution of sentences, they merely sup-
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EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Joseph and his brother reside in New-York. The sun, moon,

and stars, admonish us of a superiour and superintending Power.

I respect my friend, because he is upright and obliging. Henry
and William, who obey their teacher, improve rapidly. Henry
or William, Avho obeys his teacher, improves very fast. Neither

rank nor possession makes the guilty mind happy. Wisdom,
virtue, and meekness, form the good man's happiness and inte-

rest : they support him in adversity, and comfort hirn in pros-

pei-ity. Man is a little lower than the angel§. The United

States, as justly as Great Britain, can now boast of their literary

institutions.

Note. The verb form is plural, and agrees with three nouns singular,

connected by copulative conjunctions, according to Rule 8. The verb com-

fort agrees with they for its nominative. It is connected to support by the

conjunction and, agreeably to Rule 34. Angels is noni. to are understood,

and Great Britain is noni. to can boast understood, according to Rule 35.

REMARKS ON CONJUNCTIONS AND PREPOSITIONS.

The same word is occasionally employed, either as a conjunction, an ad-

verb, or a preposition. " I submitted, for it was in vain to resist ;" in this

example, for is a conjunction, because it connects the two members of a

compound sentence. In the next it is a preposition, and governs victory in

the objective case : " He contended for victory only."

In the first of the following sentences, since is a conjunction ; in the se-

cond, it is a preposition, and in the third, an adverb ;
" Since we must part,

let us do it peaceably ; I have not seen him since that time ; Our l-riendship

commenced long since."

" H3 will repent before he dies ; Stand before me ; Why did you not re-

turn before" [that or this time ;] in the first of these three examples, before is

an adverbial conjunction, because it expresses time and connects ; and in

the second and third, it is a preposition.

As the words of a sentence are often transposed, so are also its members.

Without attending to this circumstance, the learner may sometimes be at a

loss to perceive the connecting power of a preposition or conjunction, for

every preposition and every conjunction connects either words or phrases,

sentences or members of sentences. Whenever a sentence begins with a

preposition or conjunction, its members are transposed ; as, " In the days of

Joram, king of Israel, flourished the prophet Elisha ;" "//"thou seek the

Lord, he will be found of thee ; but, i/thou forsake him, he will cast theeofl

for ever."

ply an eUipsis. If, by an ellipsis, they mean such a one as is necessary to

the grammatical construction, I cannot accede to their assumption. In

teaching grammar, as well as in other thmgs, we ought to avoid extremes:

—

we ought neiliier to pass superficially over an ellipsis necessary to the sense

of a phrase, nor to put modern English to the blush, by adopting a mode ot

resolving sentences that would entirely change the character of our lan-

guage, and carry the learner back to the Vandalick age.

But comes from the Saxon verb, beon-utan, to be-out. "All were well but

{be-outf leave-out) the stransrev." " Man is but a reed, floating on the current

of time." Resolution :
" Man is a reed, floating on the current of time ; but

{be-out this fact) he is not a stable being."

^nd—aned, o?iV, and, is the past part, of ananaJ, to add, join. ^, an, nnd,
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" When coldness wraps this suffering clay,

"Ah, whither strays the immortal mind?"

That the words in, if, and lo/ien, in these examples, connect the members
of the respective sentences to which they are attached, will obviously appear

if we restore these sentences to their natural order, and bring these particles

hehceen the members which they connect: thus, " Elisha the prophet flour-

ished in the days of Joram king of Israel;" "The Lord will be found of thee

i/thou seek him ; but he will cast thee oft' for ever t/thou forsake him :

" Ah, whither strays the immortal mind,
" When coldness wraps this suffering clay ?"

As an exercise on this lecture, you may now answer these

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.

From what words is the term conjunction derivedl—What is

a sentence'?—What is a simple sentence'?—What is a compound

sentence?—Give examples.—In what respect do conjunctions

and prepositions agree in their nature?—How many sorts of

conjunctions are there?—Repeat the lists of conjunctions.—Re-

peat some conjunctions with their corresponding conjunctions.

—

Do relative pronouns ever connect sentences?—Repeat the or-

der of parsing a conjunction.—Do you apply any Rule in pars-

ing a conjunction?—What Rule should be applied in parsing a

noun or pronoun connected with another?—What Rule in pars-

ing a verb agreeing with two or more nouns singvdar, connected

by a copulative conjunction ?—What R.ule when the nouns are

connected by a disjunctive ?—In parsing a verb connected to

another by a conjunction, what Rule do'you apply?—Is a con-

junction ever used as other parts of speech?—Give examples.

—

What is said of the words /or, since, and before ?—What is said

of the transposition of sentences ?

or one, from the same verb, points out whatever is aned, oned, or made mie.

Jlnd also refers to the thing that is joined to, added to, or 7nade one with, some
other person or thing merTtioned. " Julius and Harriet will make a happy
pair." Resolution : "Julius, Harnel joined, iniitsd, or aned, will make a hap-

py pair ;" i. e. Harriet made one with Julius, will make a happy pair.

For means cause.

Because—he-cause, is a compound of the verb he, and the noun cause. It

retains the meaning of both ; as, " I believe the maxirn, for I know it to be
true ;"—" I believe'the maxim, he-cause I know it to be true ;" i. e. the cause

ofmy belief, be, or is, I know it to be true.

JyTor is a contraction of ne or. J^e is a contraction of not, and or, of other.

J^or is, not other-wise : not in the olhei- way or manner.
Else is the imperative of alesan, imless, of onlesan, and lest, the past part, of

lesan, all signifying to dismiss, release, loosen, set free. " He will be punish-

ed, unless he repent ,"—"Unless,release, give up (the fact) he repents, he will

be punished."
Though is the imperative of the Saxon verb thajigan, to allow, and yet, of

gefon, to get. Yef is simply, (^ef; ancient g- is our modern j/.
" TAowg-A he slay

me, yet will I trust in him -.—Grant or allov) (the fact) he slay me, get, or re-

lain (the opposite fact) I will trust in him."

11*
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QUESTIONS ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
From what parts of speech are prepositions and conjunctions derived ?^

—

What is Home Tooke's opinion of that?—From what is each of the foUow-
ing words derived, that, if, but, and, because, nor, else, unless, lest, though, and
yet?

liECTURE X.

OF INTERJECTIONS.—CASES OF NOUNS.

Interjections are words which express the

sudden emotions of the speaker ; as, " ^las ! I

fear for life;" " O death ! where is thy sting?"

Interjections are not so much the signs of thought, as of
feeling. Almost any w^ord may be used as an interjection ; bul

when so employed, it is not the representative of a distinct idea.

A word which denotes a distinct conception of the mind, must
necessarily belong to some other part of speech. They who
wish to speak often, or rather,to make noises, when they have
no useful information to communicate, are apt to use words very

freely in this way ; such as the foUov/ing expressions, la, la me,

my, O mij, O dear, dear me, surprising, astonishing, and the

like.

Interjections not included in the following list, are generally

known by their taking an exclamation point after them.

A LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL INTERJECTIONS.

1. Of earnestness or grief ; as, ! oh! ah! aids!

2. Contempt ; as, Pish ! tush !

3. Wonder; as. Heigh ! really! strange!

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
The term Interjection is applied to those ina7-iiculate sounds employed

both by men and brutes, not to express distinct ideas, but emotions, pas-

sions, or feelings. The sounds employed by human beings in groaning,

sighing, crj^ing, screaming, shrieking, and laughing, by the dog in barking,

growling, and whining, by the horse in snorting and neighing, by the sheep
in bleating, by the cat in mewing, by the dove in cooing, by the duck in

quacking, and by the goose in hissing, we sometimes attempt to represent

by worda ; but, as ivritten words are the ocular representatives of articulate

sounds, they cannot be made clearly to denote inarticulate or indistinct

noises. Such indistinct utterances belong to natural language ; but they
fall below the bounds of regulated speech. Hence, real inteijections aro

not a part of written language.
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4. Calling ; as, Hem ! ho ! halloo

!

5. Disscn-st or aversion ; as, Foh I fy ! fudge ! away !

6. Attention ; as, Lo ! behold ! hark

!

7. Requesting silence ; as. Hush ! hist

!

8. Salutation ; as. Welcome ! hail ! all hail !

Note. We frequently meet with what some call an interjective plirase;

such as, Ungrateful wretch ! impudence ofhope ! folly in the extreme ! what
ingratitude ! away with him !

As the interjection is the least important part of speech in the

English language, it will require but little attention. You may,
however, make yourself well acquainted with what has been
said respecting it, and then commit the

SYSTEMATICK ORDER OF PARSING.
The order of parsing an Interjection, is

—

an interjection, and why ?

" O virtue ! how amiable thou art !"

O is an interjection, a word used to express some passion or

emotion of the speaker.

The ten parts of speech have now been unfolded and eluci-

dated, although some of them have not been fully explained.

Before you proceed any farther, you will please to begin again

at the first lecture, and read over, attentively, the whole, observ-

ing to parse every example in the exercises systematically. You
will then be able to parse the following exercises, which contain

all the parts of speech. If you study faithfully six hours in a

day, and pursue the directions given, you may become, if not a

critical, at least, a good, practical grammarian, in six tveehs ;

but if you study only three hours in a day, it will take you
nearly three months to acquire the same knowledge.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
True cheerfulness makes a man happy in himself, and pro-

motes the happiness of all around him.

Modesty always appears graceful in youth : it doubles the

lustre of every viri le which it seems to hide.

The meaning of those words commonly called interjections, is easily

shown by tracing them to their roots.

Pish and pshaw are the Anglo-Saxon paec, paeca; and are equivalent to

trumpery ! i. e. trompene, from tromper.

Fy or fie is the imperative, foe, the past tense, and foh orfaugh, the past

part, of the Saxon verb fian, to hate.

Lo is the imperative of look. Halt is the imperative of hedden, to hold.

Farewell—fare-well, is a compound of /aran, to go, and the adverb well. It

means, to go well. Welcome—toell-come, signifies, it is loell that you are

come. Adieu comes from the French a Dieu, to God ; meaning, I commend
you to God
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He who, every morning, plans the transactions of the day,

and follows out that plan, carries on a thread that will guide him
through the labyrinth of the most busy life.

The king gave me a generous reward for committing dial

barbarous act ; but, alas! I fear the consequence.

E'en now, where Alpine solitudes ascend,

1 set me down a pensive hour to spend ;

And, placed on high, above the storm's career,

Look downward where a hundred realms appear :

—

Alas! the joys that fortune brings,

Are trifling, and decay;

And those Avho mind the paltry things,

More trifling still than they.

rsoTE. In the second sentence of the foregoing exercises, ivhich is gov-

erned by the verb lo hide, according to Rule 16. He is nom. to carries;

loho is nom. to plans. Follows agrees with who understood, and is connected

to plans by and ; Rule 34. Wiiat did the king give ? A reward to me. Then
reward is in the ohj. case, gov. by gave; Rule 20. Me is gov. by to under-

stood ; Note 1, Rule 32. The phrase, committing that barbarous act, is gov.

by for ; Note 2, under Rule 28. Hour is in the obj. case, gov. by to spend;

Rule 20. Look is connected to set by and ; Rule 34. Joijs is nom. to are.

That is gov. by brings ; Rule 16. Those is nom. to are understood. They

is nom. to are understood ; Rule 35.

CASES OF NOUNS.
In a former lecture, I promised to give you a more extensive

explanation of the cases of nouns ; and, as they are, in many
situations, a little diflicult to be ascertained, T will now offer

some remarks on this subject. But before you proceed, I v/ish

you to parse all the examples in the exercises just presented,

observing to pay particular attention to the remarks in the sub-

joined Note. Those remarks will assist you much in analyzing.

A noun is sometimes nominative to a verb placed many lines

after the noun. You must exercise your judgment in this matter.

Look at the sentence in the preceding exercises beginning Avith,

"He who, every morning," &c. and see if you can find the verb

to which /je is nominative. What does /te ^^o? He carries on

a thread, &c. He, then, is nominative to the verb carries.

What does who do 1 Who plans, and vAio follows, &c. Then

who is nom. to plans, and who understood, is nominative to

follows.

" A soul without reflection, like a pile

" Without inhabitant, to ruin runs."

In order to find the verb to which the noun soul, in this sen-

tence, is the nominative, put the question ; What does a soul

without reflection do 1 Such a soul runs to ruin, like a pile
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without inliabitant. Thus you discover, that soul is nominative

to rims.

When the words of a sentence are arranged according to their

natural order, the nominative case, you recollect, is placed be-

fore the verb, and the objective, after it ; but when the words of

a sentence are transposed ; that is, not arranged according to

their natural order, it frequently happens, that the nominative

comes after, and the objective, before the verb ; especially m
poetry, or when a question is asked : as, " Whence arises the

misery of the present world?" "What good thins; shall I do to

inherit eternal life ?" Put these expressions in the declarative

form, and the nominative will precec/e, and the objective /o//o«'

its verb : thus, " The misery of the present world arises whence

;

I shall do what good thing to inherit eternal life."

" Now came still evening on, and twilight gray
" Had, in her sober livery, all things clad."

" Stern rugged nurse, thy rigid lore

" With patience many a year she bore."

What did the evening do "? The evening came on. Gray hei

light had clad what 1 Twilight had clad all things in her so' jr

livery. Evening,then /is nom. to came, and the noun things is

in the objective case, and gov. by had clad : Rule 20. What
did she bear 1 She bore thy rigid lore with patience, for, or dur-

ing, many a year. Hence you find, that lore is in the objective

case, and governed by bore, according to Rule 20. Year is

gov. by daring understood : Rule 32.

A noun is frequently nominative to a verb understood, or in

the objective, and governed by a verb understood ; as, " Lo,
[^there is'] the poor Indian ! whose untutored mind." " 0, the

pain l^there is .'] the bliss \_there is] in dying !" " All were
sunk, but the wakeful nightingale \jvas not s«?iA;."] " He
thought as a sage [thinks,'] though he felt as a man [feels."]
*' His hopes, immortal, blow them by, as dust [is blown by."]

Rule 35 applies to these last three examples.

In the- next place I will explain several cases of nouns and
pronouns which have not yet come under our notice. Some-
times a noun or pronoun may be in the nominative case when it

has no verb to agree with it.

OF THE NOMINATIVE CASE INDEPENDENT.

Whenever a direct address is made, the person
or thing spoken to, is in the nomiiiative case hide-

pendent; as, " James^ I desire 3'ou to study."
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You notice that, in this expression, I address myself to James;
that is, I speak to him ; and you observe, too, that there is no verb,

either expressed or impHed, to which James can be the nomina-
tive ; therefore you know that James is in the nom. case inde-

pendent, according to Rule 5. Recollect, that whenever a noun

is of the second person, it is in the nom. case independent ; that

is, independent of any verb ; as, Selma, thy halls are silent

;

Love and meekness, my lord, become a churchman, better than

ambition ; O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how often would I have

gathered thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her

chickens under her wings, but ye would not ! For a farther

illustration of this case, see Note 2, under the 5th Rule of

Syntax.

Note. When a pronoun of tlie second person is in apposition with a noun
independent, it is in the same case ; as, " Thou traitor, I detest thee."

OF THE NOMINATIVE CASE ABSOLUTE.
A noun or pronoun placed before a participle,

without any verb to agree with it, is in the nom-
inative case absolute ; as, "The stm being risen,

we pursued our journey."

Sun is here placed before the participle " being risen," and

has no verb to agree wilh it ; therefore it is in the nominative

case absolute, according to Rule 6.

Note 1. A noun or pronoun in the nominative case independent, is al-

ways of the second person ; but, in the case absolute, it is generally of tlie

third person.

2. The case absolute is always nommative; the following sentence is

therefore incorrect : " Whose top shall tremble, him descending," &c. ; it

ehould be, he descending.

OF NOUNS IN APPOSITION.

Two or more nouns or pronouns signifying the

same person or thing, are put, by apposition, in

the same case ; as, " Cicero, the great orator,

philosopher, and statestna?i of Rome, was mur-
dered by Anthony."

Apposition, in a grammatical sense, means something added,

or names added, in order more fully to define or illustrate the

sense of the first name mentioned.

You perceive that Cicero, in the preceding example, is mere-

ly the proper name of a man ; but when I give him the three

additional appellations, and call him a great orator, philosopher,

and statesman, you understand what kind of a man he was ; that
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IS, by giving him these three additional names, his character and
abihties as a man are more fully made known. And, surely,

you cannot be at a loss to know that these four nouns must be
in the same case, for they are all names given to the same
person ; therefore, if Cicero was murdered, the orator was mur-
dered, and the philosopher was murdered, and the statesnian was
mardered, because they ail mean one and the same person.

Nouns and pronouns in the objective case, are frequently in

apposition ; as, He struck Charles the student. Now it is obvi-
ous, that, when he struck Charles, he struck the student, because
Charles was the student, and the student was Charles ; therefore
the noun student is in the objective case, governed by " struck,"

and put by apposition with Charles, according to Rule 7.

Please to examine this lecture very attentively. You will

then be prepared to parse the following examples correctly and
systematically.

PARSING.
"Weep on the rocks of roaring winds, maid of Inistore."

Maid is a noun, the name of a person—oin. the name of a
sort—fern, gender, it denotes a female—second pers. spoken
*o—sing. num. it implies but one—and in the nominative case
independent, because it is addressed, and has no verb to agree
with it, according to

Rule 5. When an address is maae, the noun or pronoun ad-
dressed, is put in the nominative case inaepcndent.

" The general being ransomed, the barbarians permitted him
to depart."

Genercd is a noun, the name, &c. (parse i*^ in full :)—and in

the nominative case absolute, because it is placed before the

participle " being ransomed," and it has no verb to agree with
it, agreeably to

Rule 6. A noun or pronoun placed before a participle, and
being i7idependent of the rest of the sentence, is in the nominative
case absolute.

" Thou man of God, flee to the land of Judah."

Thou is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—^personal,

)t personates " man"—second pers. spoken to—mas. gender,
sing. num. because the noun " man" is for which it stands

;

Rule 13. (Repeat the Rule.)

—

Tliou is in the nominative case
independent, and put by apposition with man, because it sigoi-

fies the same thing, according to

Rule 7. Two jr jnore twiins, or nouns and pronouns, signU
fijiiig the same thing, are put, by apposition, in the same case.
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J\Ian is in the hominative case independent, according to

Rule ^. Flee agrees with thou understood.

" Lo ! JVewlon, priest of Nature, shines afar,

" Scans the wide world, and numbers every star."

JVewlon is a noun, (parse it in full,) and in the nominative

case to "shines :" Rule 3.

Priest is a noun, (parse it in full,) and in the nom. case, it is

the actor and subject of the verb "shines," and put by apposition

with " Newton," because it signifies the same thing, agreeably

to Rule 7. (Repeat the Rule.)

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Turn from your evil ways, O house of Israel ! Ye fields of

light, celestial plains, ye scenes divinely fair ! proclaim your

Maker's wondrous power. O king ! live for ever. The mur-

mur of thy streams, Lora, brings back the memory of the

past. The sound of thy woods, Garmallar, is lovely in my ear.

Dost thou not behold, Malvina, a rock with its head of heath?

Three aged pines bend from its face
;
green is the plain at its

feet ; there the flower of the mountain grows, and shakes its

white head in the breeze.

The General being slain, the army was routed. Commerce
having thus got into the legislative body, privilege must be done

away. Jesus had conveyed himself away, a multitude being

in that place. I being in great haste, he consented. The rain

having ceased, the dark clouds rolled away. The Son of God,

while clothed in flesh, was subject to all the frailties and incon-

veniences ofhuman nature, sin except-ad
;

(that is, sin being ex-

cepted.)

In the days of Joram, king of Israel, flourished the prophet

EUsha. Paul the apostle sutTered martyrdom. Come, peace

of mind, delightful guest ! and dwell with me. Friends, Ro-
mans, countrymen, lead me your ears.

Soul of the just, companion of the dead !

Where is thy home, and whither art thou fled ?

Till Hymen brought his love-delighted hour,

There dwelt no joy in Eden's rosy bower:

—

The world was sad, the garden was a wild,

And man the hermit sighed, till woman smiled.

Note. Those verbs in itaUcks, in the preceding examples, are all in the

imperative mood, and second person, aL'reeing with thou, ye, or you, under-

stood. House of Israel is a noun of multitude. Was routed and must be done
^

are passive verbs, ^rt fled is a ncutnr verb in a passive form. Clothed is a'
perfect participle. Till is an adverbial conjunction.
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When you shall have analyzed, systematically, every word in

the foregoing exercises, you may answer the following

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.
Repeat the list of interjections.—Repeat some interjective

phrases.—Repeat the order of parsing an interjection.—In or-

der to find the verb to which a noun is nom. what question do

you put 1—Give examples.—Is the nominative case ever placed

after the verb?—When?—Give examples.—Does the objective

case ever come before the verb ?—Give examples.—Is a noun
ever nom. to a verb understood ?—Give examples.—When is a

noun or pronoun in the nom. case independent 1—Give exam-
ples.—Are nouns of the second person always in the nom. case

independent ?—When a pronoun is put by apposition with a

noun independent, in what case is it ?—When is a noun or pro-

noun in the nom. case absolute ?—Give examples.—When are

nouns or nouns and pronouns put, by apposition, in the same
case ?—Give examples.— In parsing a noun or pronoun in the

nom. case independent, what Rule should be applied ?—In pars-

ing the nom. case absolute, what Rule ?—What Rule in parsing

nouns or pronouns in apposition ?—Do real interjections belong

to written language ? {Phil. JS'otes.)—From what are the fol-

lowing words derived, pish,fy, lo, halt, farewell, xvelcome, adieu?

LECTURE XI.

OF THE MOODS AND TENSES OF VERBS.

You have now acquired a general, and, I may say, an exten-

sive, knowledge of nine parts of speech ; but you know but
little, as yet, respecting the most important one of all ; I mean
the Verb. I will, therefore, commence this lecture by giving

you an explanation of the Moods and Tenses of verbs. Havts
the goodness, however, first to turn back and read over Lec-
ture II. and reflect well upon what, is there saij respecting the

verb ; after which I will conduct you so smoothly through the

moods and tenses, and the conjugation of verbs, that, instead of

finding yourself involved in obscurities and deep intricacies, you
M'ill scarcely find an obstruction to impede your progress.

12
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I. OF THE MOODS.

The Mood or Mode of a verb means the man
ner in which its action, passion, or being is repre

sented.

When I wish to assert a thing, positively, I use the declaror

five or indicative mode; as, The man wallts; but sometimes the

action or occurrence of which I wish to speak, is doubtful,

and then I must not declare it positively, but I must adopt
another mode of expression; thus, If the man walk, he will re-

fresh himself with the bland breezes. The second mode or

manner of representing the action, is called the subjunctive or

coTidiUonal mode.
Again, we sometimes employ a verb when we do not wish

to declare a thing, nor to represent the action in a doubtful or

conditional manner; but we wish to command some one to act.

We then use the imperative or commanding mode, and say,

Walk, sir. And when we do not wish to command a man to

act, we sometimes allude to his power or ability to act. This

fourth mode of representing action, is called ihe potential mode;
as, He can walk; He could walk. The fifth and last mode,
called the infinitive or unlimited mode, we employ in expressing

action in an unlimited manner; that is, without confining it, in

respect to number and person, to any particular agent; as,

To walk, to ride. Thus you perceive, that the mood, mode or

manner of representing the action, passion, or being of a verb,

must vary according to the different intentions of the mind.

Were we to assign a particular name to every change in the

mode or manner of representing action or being, the number of

moods in our language would amount to many hundreds. But
this principle of division and arrangement, if followed out in de-

tail, would lead to great perplexity, without producing any bene-

ficial result. The division of Mr. Harris, in his Hermes, is

much more curious than instructive. He has fourteen moods;

his interrogative, optative, hortative, promissive, precautive, re-

quisitive, eniinciative, &c. But as far as philosophical accuracy

and the convenience and advantage of the learner are concern-

ed, it is believed that no arrangement is preferable to the fol-

lowing. I am not unaware that plausible objections may be

raised against it; but what arrangement cannot be objected to?

There are live moods of verbs, the Indictive the

Subjunctive, the Imperative, the Potential, and the

Infinitive.
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The Indicative Mood simply indicates or de-

::lares a thing ; as, " He writes ;" or it asks a

question ; as, " Does he ivrite ? Who ivrote that ?"

The term indicative, comes from the Latin indico, to declare.

Hence, the legitimate province of the indicative mood,is to de-

clare things, whether positively or negatively ; thus, •positively,

He came with me ; negatively, He came not with me. But in

order to avoid a multiplication of moods, we extend its meaning,

and use the indicative mood in asking a question ; as. Who came
with you ?

The subjunctive mood being more analogous to the indica-

tive in conjugation, than any other, it ought to be presented

next in order. This mood, however, differs materially from the

indicative in sense ; therefore you ought to make yourself well

acquainted with the nature of the indicative, before you com-
mence with the subjunctive.

The Subjunctive Mood expresses action,

passion, or being, in a doubtful or conditional

manner : or.

When a verb is preceded by a word that ex-

presses a condition, doubt, motive, wish, or sup-

position, it is in the Subjunctive Mood ; as, " If
he studtj, he will improve ; I will respect him,

though he chide me ; He will not be pardoned, U7i-

less he repent ; Had he been there, he would have
conquered ;" (that is, if he had bee?! there.)

The conjunctions if, though, iirdess, in the preceding exam-
ples, express condition, doubt, &c. ; therefore the verbs study,

chide, repent, and had been, are in the subjunctive mood.

Note 1. A verb in this mood is generally attended by another verb in

some other mood. You obser\'e, that each of the first three cf tho preceding
examples, contains a verb in the indicative mood, and the fourth, a \erb in

the potential.

2. Whenever the conjunctions if, thmigh, unless, except, lohether, lest, or

any others, denote contingency or doubt, liie verbs that follow them are in

the subjunctive mood ; as, " If he rideoui every day, his health v\'ill probably
improve :" that is, if he shall or should ride out hereafter. But when these

conjunctions do not imply doubt, &c. the verbs that follow them are in the

indicative, or some other mood ; as, " Though he rides out daily, his health

is no better." The conjunctive and indicative forms of this mood, are explain-

ed in the conjugation of the verb to love. See page 145.

The Imperative Mood is used for command-
ing, exhorting, entreating, or permitting; as,
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" Depart thou ; Remember my admonitions ; Tar-
ry awliile longer ; Go in peace."

The verb depart expresses a command ; remember exhorts
;

tarry expresses entreaty ; and go, permission ; therefore they

are all in the imperative mood.
The imperative, from impero, to command, is literally that

mode of the verb used in commanding ; but its technical mean-
ing in grammar is extended to the use of the verb in exhorting,

entreating, and permitting.

A verb in the imperative mood, is always of the second per-

son, though never varied in its terminations, agreeing with thot^

ye, or you, either expressed or implied. You may know a verb in

this mood by the sense ; recollect, however, that the nominative

is always second person, and frequently understood ; as, George,
give me my hat ; that is, give thou, or give you. AVhen the

nominative is expressed, it is generally placed after the verb ; as,

Go thou ; Depart ye ; or between the auxiliary and the verb ;

as, Do thou go ; Do ye depart. {Do is the auxiUaiy.)

The Potential Mood imphes possibihty,

liberty, or necessity, power, will, or obligation ;

as, *' It may rain ; He may go or stay ; We must
eat and drhik ; I can ride; He would walk ; They
should learnJ"

In the first of these examples, the auxiliary may implies pos-

sibility ; in the second it implies liberty ; that is, he is at liberty'

to go or to stay ; in the third, must denotes necessity ; can de-

notes power or ability ; would implies will or inclination ; that

is, he had a mind to walk ; and shoidd implies obligation. Hence

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES,

The changes in the termination of words, in all languages, have been
formed by the coalescence of words of appropriate meaning. This subject

was approached on page 49. It is again taken up for the purpose of show-
ing, that the moods and tenses, as well as the number and person, of Eng-
lish verbs, do not solely depend on inflection.

The coalescing syllables wh.ich form the number and person of the He-
brew verb, are stul considered pronouns ; and, by those who have investi-

gated the subject, it is conceded, that the same plan has been adopted in

the formation of the Latin and Greek verbs, as in the Hebrew. Some
languages have carried this process to a very great extent. Ours is remark-
able for t\ie small number of its inflections. But they who reject the passive

verb, and those moods and tenses which are formed by employing what are

called " auxiliary verbs," because they are formed of two or more verbs, do not
appear to reason soundly. It is inconsistent to admit, that walk-e//i, and
waik-ei, are tenses, because each is but one word, and to reject have walk-
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you perceive, that the verbs, may rain, may go, must eat, must
drink, can ride, would walk, and should learn, are in the poten-

tial mood.

Note 1. As a verb in the indicative mood is converted into the subjuno
Uve when it is preceded by a conjunction expressing doubt, contingency,

supposition, &c., so a verb in the potential mood, may, in hke manner, be
turned into tlie subjunctive ; as, " Jfl cmdil deceive him, I should abhor it

;

Though, be shmdd increase in wealth, he would not be charitable." I cmdd
deceive, is in the potential ; If I could deceive, is in the subjunctive mood.

2. The potential mood, as well as the indicative, is used in asking a ques-

tion ; as, " May I go ? Could you understand him ? Must we die ?"

The Infinitive Mood expresses action, pas-

sion, or being, in a general and unlimited man-
ner, having no nominative, consequently, neither

person nor number ; as, " To speak, to ivalkJ^

Injinilivb means nnconjined, or milimittd. This mood is

called the infinitive, because its verb is not confined or limited to

a nominative. A verb in any other mood is limited ; that is,

it must agree in number and person with its nominative ; but a

verb in this mood has no nominative, therefore, it never changes

its termination, except to form the perfect te«se. Now you un-

derstand why all verbs are called finite or limited^ excepting

those in the infinitive mood.

Note. To, flie sign of the infinitive mood, is often understood befonj the
verb ; as, " Let me proceed ;" that is. Let me to proceed. See Rule 25. r«
IS not a preposition when joined to a verb in this mood ; thus, to ride, to

rule ; but it should be parsed with the verb, and as a part of it.

If you study this lecture attentively, you will perceive, that

when I say, I writs, the verb is in the indicative mood ; but when
1 say, if I write, or, miless I write, &c. the verb is in the sub-

junctive mood ; ivrite thou, or lorite ye or you, the imperative
;

I may ivriie, I must write, I coidd write, 6fC. the potential ; and

ed, and will walk, as tenses, because eacli is composed of two words. Eth,
as previously shown, is a contraction of doeth, or havelh, and ed, of dede, dodo,

doed, or did; and, therefore, walk-e//i; i. e. walk-doeth, or doeth-walk, and
walk-e(/;i. e. ^valk-did, or doed or did-wa.\k, are, when analyzed, as strictly

compound, as %vill walk, shall walk, and have walked. The only difference

in the formation of these tenses, is, that in the two former, the associated

verbs liave been contracted and made to coalesce with the main verb, but in

the two latter, they still maintain their ground as separate words.
If it be said that loill ivcdk is composed of two words, eacli of which con-

veys a distinct idea, and, therefore, should be analyzed by itself,, the same
argument, with all its force, may be applied to walk-efA, walk-et/, walk-rfid,

oj did walk. The result of all the investigations of this subject, appears to
settle down into the hackneyed truism, that the passive verbs, and the moods
and tenses, of some languages, are formed by inflections, or terminations
either prefixed or postfixed, and of other languages, by the association of
auxiliaiy verbs, which have not yet been contracted and made to coalesce

12*
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to write, the infinitive. Any other verb (except the defective)

may be employed in the same manner.

II. OF THE TENSES.
Tense means time.

Verbs have six tenses, the Present, the Imper-
fect, the Perfect, the Pluperfect, and the First

and Second Future tenses.

The Present Tense represents an action or

event as taking place at the time in which it is

mentioned ; as, " I smile ; I see ; I am seen.''^

Note 1. The present tense is also used in speaking of actions continued,
with occasional intermissions, to the present time ; as, " He rides out every
morning."

2. Tiiis tense is sometimes applied to represent the actions of persona
ling since dead ; as, "Seneca reasons and moralizes well ; An honest man
is the noblest work of God."

3. When the present tense is preceded by the words, lehen, before, after,

as S0071 as, &c. it is sometimes used to [>oint out the relative time of a future

action ; as, " When he arrives we shall hear the news."

The Imperfect Tense denotes a past action

or event, however distant ; or,

The Imperfect Tense represents an action or

event as past and finished, but without defining

the precise time of its completion ; as, "I loved

her for her modesty and virtue ; They loere trav-

elling post when he ?net them."

In these examples, the verbs loved and mel express past and

finished actions, and therefore constitute a perfect tense as

strictly as any form of the verb in our language ; but, as they do

as terminations. The auxiliary, when contracted into a terminating syllable,

retains its distinct and intrinsick meaning, as much as when associated with

u verb by juxtaposition : consequently, an " auxiliary verb" may form a part

of a mood or tense, or passive verb, with as much propriety as a terminating

syllable. They who contend for the ancient custom of keeping the auxilia

ries disti-nct, and parsing them as primary verbs, are, by the same principle,

bound to extend their dissecting-knife to every compound word in the language.

Having thus attempted briefly to prove the pliiiosophical accuracy of the

theory which recognises the tenses, moods, and passive verbs, formed by the

aid of auxiliaries, I shall now offer one argument to show that this theory

and thiy only, will subserve the purposes of the practical grammarian.

As it is not so much the province of philology to instruct in the exacJ

raeaning of single and separate words, as it is to teach the student toconi.

bine and femploy them properly in framing sentences, and as those combinoi-

t'jons which go by the name ofcompound tenses and passive verbs, are ne-

COBiiarv in writing and discourse, it follows, conclusively, that that theory
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not define the precise time of the completion of these actionS;

their tense may properly be denominated an indefiniie past. By
defining the present participle in conjunction with the verb, we
have an imperfect tense in the expression, ivere travelling. This
coarse, however, would not be in accordance with the ordinary

method of treating the participle. Hence it follows, that the terms

imperfect and perfect, as applied to this and the next succeeding
tense, are not altogether significant of their true character ; but

ifyou learn to apply these tenses correctly, the propriety or im-

propriety of their names is not a consideration of very great mo-
ment.

The Perfect Tense denotes past time, and
also conveys an allusion to the present ; as, '* I

have finished my letter."

The verb have finished, in this example, signifies that the ac-

tion,' though past, was perfectly finished at a point of time imme-
diately preceding, or in the course of a period which comes to

the present. Under this view of the subject, the term perfect

may be properly applied to this tense, for it specifies, not only

the completion of the action, but, also, alludes to the particular

period of its accomplishment.

The Pluperfect Tense represents a past
action or event that transpired before some other
past time specified ; as, " I hadfinished my letter

before my brother arrived."

You observe that the verb had fiiiished, in this example, repre-

sents one past action, and the arrival ofmy brother, a.noiherpast
action ; therefore had finished is in the pluperfect tense, because

which does not explain these verbs in their combined state, cannot teach the
student the correct use and apphcation ofthe verbs of our lanffuage. By ?uch
an arrangement, he cannot learn when it is proper to use the phrases, shaU
have walked, might have gone, have seen, instead of, shall walk, might go, and soto,-

because this theory has nothing to do with the combining of verbs. If it bt)

alleged, that the speaker or writer's own good sense must guide him in com-
bining these verbs, and, therefore, that the directions of the grammarian
are unnecessary, it must be recollected, that such an argument would bear,

equally, against every principle of grammar whatever. In short, the theorv
of the compound tenses, and of the passive verb, appears to be so firmly basecl

in the genius of our language, and so practically important to the student, as
to defy all the engines of the paralogistick speculator, and the philosophical

quibbler, to batter it down.
But the most plausible objection to the old theory is, that it is encumbered

with much useless technicahty and tedious prolixity, which are avoided by
the simple process of exploding the passive verb, and reducing the number of
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the action took place prior to the taking place of the other pas*

action specified in the same sentence.

The First Future Tense denotes a future
action or event; as^ "I willfinish ; I shall finish
my letter."

The Second Future Tense represents a fu-

ture action tliat will be fully accomplished, at or
before the time of another future action or event

;

as, "I shall have finished my letter when my
brother arrives."

This example clearly shows you the meaning and the proper

use of the second future tense. The verb "shall have finished"

implies a future action that will be completely finished, at or be-

fore the time of the other future event denoted by the phrase,
" when my brother arrives."

Note. What is sometimes called the Inceptive future, is expressed thus

;

" lam going to write;" " lam about to write." Future time is also indi-

cated by placing the infinitive present immediately after the indicative pre-
sent ofthe verb to be ; thus, " I am to write ;" " Harrison is to be, or ought
to be, commander in chief;" " Harrison is to command the army."

You may now read what is said respecting the moods and
tenses several times over, and then you may learn to conjugate

a verb. But, before you proceed to the conjugation of verbs,

you will please to commit the following paragraph on the Aiixil'

iarij verbs, and, also, the sig7is of the moods and tenses ; and, in

conjugating, you must pay particular attention to the manner in

which these signs are applied.

OF THE AUXILIARY VERBS.
Auxiliary or Helping Verbs are those by

the help of wliich the English verbs are princi-

the moods to three, and of the tenses to two. It is certain, however, that if

we reject the names of the perfect, pluperfect, and future tenses, the names
of the potential and subjunctive moods, and of the passive verb, in writing

and discourse we must still employ those verbal combinations which form
them ; and it is equally certain, that the proper mode of employing such
combinations, is as easily taught or learned by the old theory, which namet
them, as by the new, which gives them no name.

On philosophical principles, we might, perhaps, dispense M'ith the /w/inr
tenses of the verb, by analyzing each word separately ; but, as illustrated on
page 79, the combined words which form our perfect and pluperfect tenses,

have an associated meaning, which is destroyed by analyzing each word sepa-

rately. That arrangement, therefore, which rejects these tenses, appears to

be, not only nnphilosophical, but inconsistent and inaccurate.

For the satisfaction of those teachers who prefer it, and for their adop-^
*ion, too, Amodermzed philosophical theory of the moods and tenses is nerc
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pally conjugated. May, can, must, might, couldf

would, should, and shall, are always auxiliaries

;

do, be, have, and toill, are sometimes auxiliaries,

and sometimes principal verbs.
The use of the auxiliaries is shown in the following conjuga

tion.

SIGNS OF THE MOODS.

The Indicative Mood is known by the sense, or

by its havina; no sign, except in asking a ques-

tion ; as, " Who loves you ?"

The conjunctions if, though, unless, except,

whether, and lest, are generall}^ signs of the Sub-

junctive ; as, " i/" I love ; unless I /ofe," &c.

A verb is generally known to be in the Impera-

tive Mood by its agreeing with thou, or ?/c or you,

understood ; as, '' Love virtue, and follow her

steps ;" that is, love thou, or love ye or you ; fol-

low thou, &c.
May, ca?i, and mtist, might, coidd, woidd, and

should, are signs of the Potential Mood ; as, "I
may love ; I must love ; I should love," &c.

To is the sign of the Infinitive; as, " To love,

to smile, to hate, to walk."

SIGNS OF THE TENSES.

The first form of the verb is the sign of the

present tense ; as, love, smile, hate, walk

presented. If it is not quite so convenient and useful as the old one, they

need not hesitate to adopt it. It has the advantage of being new ; and,
moreover, it sounds large, and will malie the commonalty stare. Let it be dis-

tinctly understood, that you teach " philosophical grammar, fonnded on reason

and common sense," and you will pass for a very learned man, and make all

the good housewives wonder at the rapid march of intellect, and the vast

improvements of the age,

MOOD.
Verbs have three moods, the indicative, (embracmg what is commonly in-

cluded under the indicative, the subjimctive, and the potential,) the impera.

live, and the infinitive.—For definitions, refer to the body of the work.
TENSE OR TIME.

Verbs have only two tenses, the present and the past,

A verb expressing action commenced and not completed, is in the present

tense ; as, " Religion soars : it has gained many victories ; it ivill [to] cary«^

its votaries to the blissful regions."
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Ed—^the imperfect tense of regular verbs;
as, loved, smiled, hated, walked.

Have—-the perfect ; as, have loved.

Had—the pluperfect ; as, had loved.

Shall or ivill—the first future ; as, shall love,

or will love ; shall smile, ivill smile.

Shall or will have—the second future ; as,

shall have loved, or will have loved.

Note. There are some exceptions to these signs, which you will notice

by referring to the conjugation i.i the potential mood

Now, I hope you will so far consult your own ease and ad-

vantage, as to commit, perfectly, the signs of the moods and
tenses before you proceed farther than to the subjunctive mood.
If you do, the supposed Herculean task of learning to conjugate

verbs, will be transformed into a few hours of pleasant pastime.

The Indicative Mood has six tenses.

The Subjunctive has also six tenses.

The Imperative has only one tense.

The Potential has/oi^r tenses.

The Infinitive has tivo tenses.

CONJUGATION OF VERBS.

The Conjugation of a verb is the regular

combination and arrangement of its several num-
bers, persons, moods, and tenses.

The Conjugation of an active verb, is styled

the active voice ; and that of a passive verb, tlie

passive voice.

When a verb expresses finisheJ action, it is in the past tense ; as, " This
page (the Bible) God liung out of heaven, and relired."

A verb in the imperative and infinitive moods, is always in the present

tense, high authorities to the contiary notwithstanding. The command must
necessarily be given in time present, although ita fulfilment must be future.

—

John, what are you doing ? Learning my task. Why do you learn it ?

Because my preceptor commanded me to do so. When did he command
you? Yesterday.—Not noio, of course.

That it is inconsistent with the nature of things for a command to be
given m future time, and that thefulfdment of the command, though future,

has nothing to do with the tense or time of the command itself, are truths so

filain as to put to the blush the gross absurdity of those who identify the

inie of the fultiiment with that of the command.
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Verbs are called Regular when they form their

unperfect tense of the indicative mood, and their

perfect participle, by adding to the present tense

ed, or d only when the verb ends in e ; as,

Pres. Tense- Imp. Tense. Perf. Participle.

I favour. I favoured. favoure^^.

I love. I loved. loved,

A Regular Verb is conjugated in the following manner.

To Love.—Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. Pers. I love, 1. We love,

2. Pers. Thou lovest, 2. Ye or you love,

3. Pers. He, she, or it, lov- > 3. They Love.

eth or loves. )

When we wish to express energy or positiveness, the auxiliary do should

precede the verb in the present tense : thus,

Singular. Plural.

1. I do love, 1. We do love,

2. Thou dost love, 2. Ye or you do love,

3. He doth or does love. 3. They do love.

Imperfect Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. I loved, 1. We loved,

2. Thou lovedst, 2. Yo or you loved,

3. He loved. 3. Thev loved.

Or by prefixing did to the present : thus,

Singular. Plural.

1. I did love, 1. We did love,

2. Thon didst love, 2. Ye or you did love,

3. He did love. 3. They did love.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.

You may read the book which I have printed.

May, an irregular active verb, signifying " to have and to exercise might
or strength," indie, mood, pres. tense, second pers. plur. agreeing with ita

nom. you. Read, an irregular verb active, infinitive mood, pres. tense, with
the sign to understood, referring to you as its agent. Have, an active verb,

signifying to possess, ihdic. present, and having for its object, book under-
stood after " which." Printed, a perf. participle, referring to book understood.

Joh".son, and Blair, and Lovvth, woxdd have been laughed at, had they essay-

f.d to thrust any thing like our modernized philosophical grammar down the
throats of their cotemporaries.

Wmdd, an active verb, signifying " to exercise volition," in the past tens'

jf the indicative. Have, a verb, in the infinitive, to understood. Been, a per-
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Perfect Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. I have loved, 1. We have loved,

2. Thou hast loved, 2. Ye or you have loved,

3. He hath or has loved. 3. They have loved.

Pluperfect Tense.
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(^tion of the verb in the indicative mood, you will find no diffi-

tJulty in conjugating it through those that follow, for in the con-

jugation through all the moods, there is a great similarity.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense, or elliptical future.

—

Conjunctive form.

Singular. Plural.

1

.

If i love, 1 . If we love,

2. If thou love, 2. If ye or you love,

3. If he love. 3. If they love.

Look again at the conjugation in the indicative present, and

you will observe, that the form of the verb difters from this form

in the subjunctive. The verb in the present tense of this mood,

does not vary its termination on account of number or person.

This is called the conjunctive, form of the verb ; but sometimes

the verb in the subjunctive mOod, present tense, is conjugated in

the same manner as it is in the indicative, with this exception, «/,

'hough, unless, or some other conjunction, is prefixed ; as,

Indicative form.

Singular. Plural.

1. If 1 love, 1. If we love,

2. If thou lovest, 2. If ye or you love,

3. If he loves. 3, If they love.

The following general rule will direct you Avhen to use the

conjunctive form of the verb, and when the indicaiive. When a

verb in the subjunctive mood, present tense, has a future signi-

fication, or a reference to future time, the conjunctive form
should be used ; as, " If thou prosjjer, thou shouldst be thank-

ful ;" " He will maintain his principles, though he /osehis estate;"

that is. If thou shall or skoiddst prosper ; though he shall or

shoidd lose, &c. But when a verb in the subjunctive mood,
present tense, has no reference to future time, the indicative

form ought to be used ; as, " Unless he means what he says,

he is doubly faithless." By this you perceive, that when a

verb in the present tense of the subjunctive mood, has a future

signification, an auxiliary is always understood before ii, for

which reason, in this construction, the termination of the princi-

pal verb never varies; as, " He will not become emineni,

unless he exert himself;" that is, unless he shall exert, or shotdd

exert himself. This tense of the subjunctive mood ought to b«
called the elliptical future.

The imperfect, the perfect, the pluperfect, and the first future

tenses of this mood, are conjugated, in ev3ry respect, like the

same tenses of the indicative, with this exception ; in the sub-

13
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janctive mood, a conjunction implying doubt, &c. is prefixed to

the verb.

In the second future tense of this mood, the verb is conju-

gated thus.

Second Future Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. If I shall have loved, 1. If we shall have loved,

2. If thou shalt have loved, 2. If you shall have loved,

3. If he shall have loved. 3. If they shall have loved.

Look at the same tense in the indicative mood, and yno will

readily perceive the distinction between the two conjugati^is.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Plural.

2. Love, or love thou, or do 2. Love, or love ye or you,

thou love. or do ye or you love.

Note. We cannot command, exhort, &c. either in past or future time^
hercfore a verb in this mood is always in the present tense.

Potential Moob.

Present Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. I may, can, or must love, 1. We may, can, or must love

2. Thou mayst, canst, or 2. Ye or you may, can, o'

must love, must love,

3. He may, can, or must 3. They may, can, or miis»

love. love.

Imperfect Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. I might, could, would, or 1. We might, could, would.

should love, or should love,

2. Thou mightst, couldst, 2. Ye or you might, coula

wouldst, or shouldst would, or should love,

love,

3. He might, could, would, 3. They might, could, would
or should love. or should love.

Perfect Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. I may, can, or must have 1. We may, can, or must have
loved, loved,

2. Ttiou mayst, canst, or 2. Ye or you may, can, or

must have loved, must have loved,

3. He may, can, or must 3. They may, can, or must
have loved, have loved.
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Pluperfect Tense.

Singidar. Plural.

1. I might, could, would, or 1. "We might, could, would,-

should have loved, or should have loved.

2. Thou mightst, couldsit, 2. Ye or you might, could,

wouidst, or shouldst would, or should have

have loved, loved,

3 He might, could, would, 3. They might, could, would,

or should have loved. or should have loved.

By examining carefully the conjugation of the verb through

this mood, you will find it very easy ; thus, you will notice, that

whenever any of the auxiliaries, may, can, or miisf, is placed

before a verb, that verb is in the potential mood, present tense
;

might, could, would, or shoidd, renders it in the potential mood,

imperfect tense ; may, can, or must have, the perfect tense ; and

might, coidd, would, or should have, the pluperfect tense

Infinitive Mood.

Pres. Tense. To love. Perf. Tense. To have loved

Participles.

Present or imperfect, Loving.
Perfect or passive, Loved.
Compound, Having loved.

Note. The perfect participle of a regular verb, corresponds exactly with
the imperfect tense

;
yet the fonner may, at al! times, be distingdisheo from

the latter, by the following rule: In compositton, the imperfect tense of a
verb always has a nominative, either expressed or implied : the perfect par
ticiple never has.

For your encouragementj allow me to inform you., that when
you shall have learned to conjugate the verb to love, you will

be able to conjugate all the regular verbs in the English lan-

guage, for they are all coajr.gated precisely in the same man-
ner. By pursuing the follov/ing direction, you can, in a very
short time, learn to conjugate any verb. Conjugate the verb
love through all the moods and tenses, in the first person sin-

gular, with the pronoun / beibre it, and speak the Participles :

thus, Indicative mood, pres. tense, first pers. sing. I love;

imperf. tense, I loved; perf. tense, I have loved j^ mid so on,

through every mood and tense. Then conjuWgfe it in the

second pers. sing, with the pronoun thou before it, through all

the moods and tenses ; thus. Indie, mood, pres. tense, second
pers. sing, thou lovest ; imperf, tense, thou lovedst : and so on,

through the whole. After that, conjugate it in the third per?,

smg. with he before it ; and then in the first pers. plural, with tie

before it, in like manner, through all the moods and teitseg.
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AM^ ^h this mode of procedure may, at first, appear to be
laboricms, yet, as it is necessary, I trust you will not hesitate

to adopt it. My confidence in your perseverance, induces me
to recommend any course which I kiK)w will tend to facilitate

your progress.

When you shall have complied with my requisition, you may
conjugate the following verbs in the same manner ; which will

enable you, hereafter, to tell the mood and tense of any verb

without hesitation: walk, hate^ smile, rule, conquer, reduce, relate,

melt, shun, fail

LECTURE XII.

OF IRREGULAR VERBS.

Irregular verbs are those that do not form
their imperfect tense and perfect participle by
the addition of d or ed to the present tense ; as,

Pres. Tense.
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Pres. Te'tse.
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Pres. lente.

Lade
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Imperf. Tense.

sped
spent
spilt, R.
spun
spit, spat
split

spread
sprung, sprang
stood
stole

stuck
stung
stunk
strode, strid

struck
strung
strove

strowed or strewed

P«/. or Pass. ParU
sped
spent
spilt, R.
spun
spit, spitten,*

split

spread
sprung

^

stood
stolen

stuck
stung
stunk
stridden

struck or stncken
strung
striven

( strown, strewed,

\ or strewed
swet, R,
sworn
swollen, R-
swum
swung
taken
taught
torn
told

thought
thriven

thrown
thrust

trodden
waxen, R.
worn

swet, R.
swore
swelled
swum, swam
swung

^

took
taught
tore

told

thought
throve, R,
threw
thrust

trod

waxed
wore
wove woven
wet wet, R.
wept wept
won won
wound wound
wrought, worked wrought, worked
wrung wrung
wrote written.

In familiar writing and di-scourse, the following, and some other verbs, aie
often improperly terminated by I instead of ed ; as, "learnt, spelt, spilt,

Btopt, latcht." They should be, " learned, spelled, spilled, slopped, latched."

You may now conjugate the following irregular verbs in a
manner similar to the conjugation of regular verbs : arise, hegin^

hind, do, go, groiv, run, lend, teach, write. Thus, to arise—In-

dicative mood, pres. tense, first person, sing. I arise ; imperC
tense, I arose

; perf. tense, I have arisen, and so on, through all

the moods, and all the tenses of each mood ; and then speak
(he participles : thus, pres. arising, perf. arisen, comp. having

* Spitten is nearly obsolete.
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arisen. In the next place, conjugate the same verb in the second
person sing, through all the moods and tenses ; and then in the

third person sing, and in the first pers. plural. After that, you
may proceed in the same manner with the words begin, hind, &c.
Now read the XI. and XII. lectures four or five times over,

and learn the order of parsing a verb. You will then be pre-

pared to parse the following verbs in full ; and I presume, all

the other parts of speech. Whenever you parse, you must refer

to the Compendium for definitions and rules, if you cannot re-

peat them without. I will now parse a verb, and describe all its

properties by applying the definitions and rules according to the

systematick order.
*' We could not accomplish the business."

Could accomplisJi is a verb, a word which signifies to do—ac-

tive, it expresses action—transitive, the action passes over from
the nom. " we" to the object " business"—I'egular, it will form
its imperfect tense of the indie, mood and perf. part, in ed—po-

tential mood, it implies possibility or power—imperfect tense, it

denotes past time however distant—first pers. plural, because the

nom. "we" is with which it agrees, agreeably to Rui-e. 4. A verb

must agree, &c. Conjugated—Indie, mood, present tense, first

pers. sing. I accomplish ; imperfect tense, I accomplished
;

per-

fect, I have accomplished
;

pluperfect, I had accomplished ; and
so on.—Speak it in the person of eacn tense through all the

moods, and conjugate in the same manner every verb you parse.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
These exercises contain a ccmplete variety of Moods and Tenses,

I learn my lesson well. Charles, thou learnest thy lesson

badly. John, do you write a good hand 1 Those ladies wrote a

beautiful letter, but they did not despatch it. Have you seen the

gentleman to whom I gave the book ? He has gone. They
had received the news before the messenger arrived. When
will those persons return 1 My friend shall receive his reward.

He will have visited me three times, if he come to-morrow.

If Eliza study diligently, she will improve. If Charles studies

he does not improve. Unless that man shall have accomplished

his work by midsummer, he will receive no wages, Orlando,

obey my precepts, unless you wlshto injure yourself. Remem-
ber what is told you. The physician may administer the medi-

cine, but Providence only can bless it. I lold him that he might

go, but he would not. He might have gone last week, had he
conducted himself properly; (that is, if he had conducted.,

&c.) Boys, prepare to recite your lessons. Young ladies, let

me hear you repeat what you have learned. Study, diligently,
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whatevei task may be allotted to you. To correct the spirit

of discontent, let us consider how little we deserve. To dio for

one's country, is glorious. How can we become wise 1 To
seek God is wisdom. What is true greatness 1 Active benevo-
lence. A good man is a great man.
Note 1. J\Ian, following great, and what, in the last two examples, are

nom. aftor is : Rule '21. To seek God, and to die for oiie^s country, are mem-
bers of sentences, eacii put as the nom. case to is respectively: Rcle 24.

The verb to cotrect is the infinitive mood absolute : Note under Rule 23,

May be allotted is a passive verb, agreeing with which, the relative part of

whatever. Thai, the first part of whatever, is an adj. pronoun, agreeing with
task; and task is governed by study. Hear, followinii let, and repeat, follow-

ing hear, are in the infinitive mood without the sign to, according to Rule
25. To recite is governed by prepare : Rule 23. Is told, is a passive verb,

agreeing with lohich, the relative part of whatever ; and you, following, is go-
verned by to understood : Note 1, imder Rule 32.

2. In parsing a pronoun, if the noun for which it stands is not expressed,

Vou must say it represents some person or thing understood.

LECTURE XIII.

OF THE AUXILIARY, PASSIVE, AND DEFECTIVE VERBS.

1. AUXILIARY VERBS

Before you attend to the following additional reirarks on the

Auxiliary Verbs, you will do well to read again wh-at is said res-

pecting them in lecture XI. page 140. The short account there

given, and their application in conjugating verbs, have already

made them quite familiar to you ; and you have undoubtedly

observed, that, without their help, we cannot conjugate any verb

in any of the tenses, except the present and imperfect of the

indicative and subjunctive moods, and the present of the im-

perative and infinitive. In the formation of all the other tenses,

they are brought into requisition.

Most of the auxiliary verbs are defective in conjugation ; that

is, they are used only in some of the moods and tenses ; and
when unconnected with principal verbs, they are conjugated in

the following manner

:

MAY.
Pres. ( Sing. I may, thou mayst, he may.
Tense. \ Plur. We may, ye or you may, they may.

Imperf. ( Sing. I might, thou mightst, he might.

Tense. \ Plur, We might, ye or you mi^^ht, they might.
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CAN.
Pres. ( Sing. I can, thou canst, he can.

Tense. { Plur, We can, ye «• yon can, they can.

Imperf. C Sing. I could, thou could st, he could.

Tense. ( Plur. We could, ye or } ou could, they could.

WILL.
Pres. <t Sing. I will, thou wilt, he will.

Tense. ( Plur. We will, ye or you will, they will.

Imperf. ( Sing. I would, thou wouldst, he would.

Tense. \ Plur. We would, ye or ycu would, they would.

SHALL.
Pres. ( Sing. I shall, thou slialt, he sh.ill.

7'ense. ( Plia; We shall, ye or you shall, they shall.

Imperf. S Sing. I should, thou shouldst, he sliould.

Tense. \ Plur. We should, ye or you should, they should.

TO DO.
Pres. ( Sing. I do, thou dost or doest, he doth or does.

Tense. ( Plur. We do, ye or you do, they do.

Imperf. < Sing. I did, thou didst, he did.

Tense. \ Plur. We did, ye or you did, tiiey did.

Participles. Pres. doing. Perf. done.

TO BE.

Pres. ( Sing. I am, thou art, he is.

Tense. ( Plur. We are, ye or you are, they are.

Imperf. 5 '^'"'S'- ^ ^v^s, thou wast, he was.

Tense. ( Plur. We were, ye or you were, they were.

Parliciples. Pres. being. Perf. been.

TO HAVE.
Pres. ( Sing. I have, thou hast, he hath or has.

Tense. ) Plur. We have, ye or yon have, they have.

Imperf. < Sing. I had, thou hadst, he had.

Tense. ( Plm^. We had, ye m- yon had, they had.

Participles. Pi>es. having. Perf had.

Do, be, have, and will, are sometimes used as principal V9rbs
;

and when employed as such, do, be, and have, may be conjuga-

ted, by the help of other auxiliaries, through all the moods and

tenses.

Do. The different tenses of do, in the several moods, are

thus formed : Indicative mood, pres. tense, first pers. sing. I

do ; imperfect tense, I did
;

perf. I have done
;
pkiperfect, 1

had done ; first future, I shall or will do ; sec. fut. I shall have

done. Subjunctive mood, i>res. tense, If I do ; imperf. if I

did ; and so on. Imperative mood, 3o thou. Potential, pres.

I may, can, or must do, &c. Infinitive, present, to do ;
perf.

to have done. Participles, pres. doing; perf. done ; compoundf
havinff done.
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Have. Have is in great demand. No verb can be conju^
gated through all the moods and tenses without it. Have, when
used as a principal verb, is doubled in some of the past tenses,

and becomes an auxiliary to itself; thus, Indie, mood, pres.

tense, first pers. sing. I have ; imp. tense, I had
; perf. I have

had
; pluperf. I had had ; first fut. I shall or will have ; sec. fut.

I shall have had. Subjunctive, present, if I have ; imperf. if I

had
;

p3rf. if I have had
;
pluperf if I had had ; first fut. if I

shall or will have ; sec. fuf . if I shall have had. Imper. mood,
have thou. Potential, present, I may, can, or must have

;

uiiperf I might, could, would, or should have
;

perf. I may, caa
or mtist have had ;

pluperf I might, could, would, or should
have had. Infinitive, present, to have

;
perf. to have had.

Participles, pres. having ; perf had ; compound, having had.

Be. In the next place I will present to you the conjugation
of the irregular, neuter verb, i,-e, which is an auxiliary whenever
it is placed before the perfect participle of another verb, but in

every other situation, it is a iirincipal verb.

To Be.—Indicative Mood.
Pres. ( Sing. I am, thou art, he, she, or it is.

Tense. \ Plur. We are, ye or you are, they are.

(niperf. ^ Sing. I was, thou w-ast, he was.
Tense. \ Plur. '\^"e were, ye or you were, they were.

Perf. ( Sing. I have been, thou hast been, he hath or has been
Tense. ( Plur. We have been, yoor you have been, they have boon.

Phip. < Sing. I had been, thoTi hadst been, he had been.

Tense. ( Plur. We had been, ye or you had been, they had been

First ( Sing. I shall or will be, thou shalt or wilt be, he shall or will be.

Fut. T.
I
Plur, We shall or will be, you shall or will be, they shall w will be

Second ( Sing, 1 shall have been, thou wilt liave been, he will have been.

Fut. T. \ Plur. We shall have been, you will have been, they will have been.

Subjunctive Mood.

Pres ( Sing. If I be, if thou be, if he be.

Tense. \ Plur. If we be, if ye or you be, if they be.

Imperf. ^ Sing. If I were, if thou wert, if he were.

Tense. \ Plur. If we were, if ye or you were, if they were.

The neuter verb to he, and all passive verbs, have two forms

in the imperfect tense of this mood, as well as in the present

therefore, the following ijiie may serve to direct you in the

proper use of each formi' When the sentence implies doubt,

supposition, &c. and th£ neuter verb be, or the passive verb, is

used with a reference t* present or future time, and is either

followed or preceded by another Ajprb in the imperfect of the

potential mood, the conjiuiclive form of the imperfect tense must
be employed ; as, " Ifhfixnere here, we should rejoice together ;"
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** She might go, rvere she so disposed." But when there is no
reference to present or future time, and the verb is neither fol-

lowed nor preceded by another in the potential imperfect, the

indicative form of the imperfect tense must be used ; as, " If he
was ill, he did not make it known ;" " Whether he ivas absent

or present, is a matter of no consequence." The general rule

for using the conjunctive form of the verb, is presented on page
145. See, also, page 135.

The perfect, pliipesfcct, and first future tenses of the subjunctive mood, are
conjugated in a manner similar to the correspondent tenses of the indica-

tive. The second futuie is conjugated thus :

Second ( Sing. If I shall have been, if thou shalt have been, if he shall, &c.
Fut. T. I Plur. If we shall have been, if you shall hiive been, if thev, &c.

Imperative Mood.

Pres. ( Sing. Be, or be thou, or do thou be.

Tense. ( Plur. Be, or be ye or you, or do ye or you be.

Potential Mood.
( Sing. I may, can, or must be, thou mayst, canst, or must be, he

Pers. ! may, can, or must be.

Tense. ] Plur. We may, can, or nnist be, ye or you may, can, or must be,

(^
they iniiy, can, or must be.

Imperf. < Sing. I might, could, would, or should be, thou mightst, &c
Tense. { Plur. We miglil, could, would, or should be, you might, &c.

Perf. ^ Sing. I may, can, or nuist have been, thou mayst, canst, &c.

Tense, ( Plur. We may, can, or must have been, ycu may, can, or must, &c.

Pluper. < Sing. 1 might, could, would, or ahould have been, thou, &c.

Tense. ( Plur. We niight, could, would, or should have been, yoa, &c.

Infinitive Mood.

Pres. Tense. To be. Pcrf. Tense. To have been.

Participles.

Pres. Being. Perf, Been. Compound, Having been.

This ve>b to be, though very irregular in its conjugation, is by

far the most important verb in our language, for it is more fre-

quently used than any other ; many rules of syntax depend on

constructions associated with it, and, without its aid, no passive

verb can be conjugated. You ought, therefore, to make your-

self perfectly familiar with all its changes, before you proceed

any farther.

II. PASSIVE VERBS.

The cases of nouns are a fruitful theme for investigation and

discussion. In the progress of these lectures, this subject ha3

frequently engaged our attention ; and, now, in introducing to

your notice the passive verb, it will, perhaps, be found both in-

teresting and profitable to present one more view of the nomina-

tive case
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Every sentence, you recollect, must have one finite verb, or

more than one, and one nominative, either expressed or implied,

for, without them, no sentence can exist.

The nominative is the actor or subject concerning which the

verb makes an affirmation. There are three kinds of nomina-
tives, active, passive, and neuter.

The nominative to an active verb, is active, because it produ
ces an action, and the nominative to a passive verb, is passive, be
cause it receives or endxires the action expressed by the verb ; for,

A Passive Verb denotes action received or en
dured by the person or thing which is the nom
inative ; as, " The boy is beaten by his father."
You perceive, that the nominative boy, in this example, is not

represented as the actor, but as the object of the action express-

ed by the verb is beaten ; that is, the boy receives or endures the

action performed by his father ; therefore boy is 'a. passive nom-
mative. And you observe, too, that the verb is beaten denotes

the action received or endured by the nominative ; therefore is

beaten is a passive verb.

If I say, John kicked the horse, John is an active nominative,

because he performed or produced the action ; but if I say, John
was kicked by the horse, John is a passive nominative, because
he received or endured the action.

The nominative to a neuter verb, is neuter, because it does
not produce an action nor receive one ;_as, John sits in the chair.

John is here connected with the neuter verb sits, which express-

es simply the state of being of its nominative, therefore John is

a neuter nominative.

I will now illustrate the active, passive, and neuter nomina-
tives by a few examples.

I. Of Active Nominatives ; as, " The boy beats the dog
;

The lady sings ; The ball rolls ; The man walks."

II. Of Passive Nominatives ; as, " The boy is beaten ; The
/aJy is loved ; The 6a// is rolled ; The m«Ji v/as killed."

III. Of Neuter Nominatives ; as, " The boy remains idle
;

The lady is beautiful ; The ball lies on the ground ; The man
lives in town."

You may now proceed to the conjugation of passive verbs.

Passive Verbs are called regtdar when they
end in ed ; as, was loved ; was conquered,

AH Passive Verbs are formed by adding the

perfect participle of an active-transitive verb, to

the neuter verb to be.

14
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If you place a perfect participle of an active-transitive verb
after this neuter verb 6e, in any mood or tense, you will have a
passive verb in the same mood and tense that the verb be would
be in if the participle were not used ; as, I am slighted ; I was
slighted ; He will be slighted ; If I be slighted ; I may, can, or
must be slighted, ^-c. Hence you perceive, that when you shall

have learned the conjugation of the verb be, you will be able to

conjugate any passive verb in the English language.
The regular passive verb to be loved, which is formed by add-

ing the perfect participle loved to the neuter verb to be, is con-
jugated in the following manner :

To Be Loved.—Indicative Mood.
Sing. I am loved, thou art loved, he is loved.

Plur. We are loved, ye or you are loved, they are loved.

Sing. I was loved, thou wast loved, he was loved.

Plur. We were loved, ye or you were loved, they were loved.

Sing. I have been loved, thou hast been loved, he has been loved.

Plur. We have been loved, you have been loved, they have, &c.

Sing. I had been loved, thou hadst been loved, he had been, &c.
Plur. We had been loved, you had been loved, they had been, &c
Sing. I shall or will be loved, thou shalt or wilt be loved, he, &c.
Plur. We shall or will be loved, you shall or will be loved, they, &c
Sing. I shall have been loved, thou wilt have been loved, he, &c.
Plur. We shall have been loved, you will have been loved, &c.

Subjunctive Mood.
Sing. If I be loved, if thou be loved, if he be loved.

Plur. If we be loved, if ye or you be loved, if they be loved.

Sing. If I were loved, if thou wert loved, if he were loved.

Plur. If we were loved, if you were loved, if they were loved.

This mood has six tenses :—See conjugation of the verb to be.

Imperative Mood.
( Sing. Be thou loved, or do thou be loved.

I
Plur. Be ye or you loved, or do ye be loved.

Potential Mood.
SSing. I maj', can, m- must be loved, thou niayst, canst, or must, &c

Plur. We may, can, or must be loved, you may, can, or must, &c.

Siyig. I might, could, would, or should be loved, thou mightst, &c.
Plur. We might, could, would, or should he loved, ye or 3'ou, &c.

Sing. I may, can, or must have been loved, thou mayst, canst, &c.
Plur. We rnay, can, or nmst have been lovtd, you may, can, &c

Sing. I might, could, would, or should have been loved, thou
mightst, couldst, wouldst, w shouldst have been loved, &c.

Plw. We miglit, could, would, or should have been loved, you

^ might, could, would, or should have been loved, they, &c
Infinitive Mood.

Pres. Tense. To be loved. Pcrf. Tense. To have been loved.

Participi.es.
Present, Being loved. Perfect or Passive, Loved.

Compound, Having been loved.

Pres.

Tense.

Imperf.

Tense.

Perfect

Tense.

Pluper.

Tense.

First

Future.

Second
Future.

Pres.

Tense.

Imperf.

Tense.

Pres.

Tense.

Pres.

Tense.

Imperf.

Tense.

Perfect

Tense.

Plup.

TcnskJ.
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Note. This conjugation of the passive verb to be loved, is callcxl the
oassive voice of the regular active-tra<isitive verb to love.

Now conjugate the following passive verbs ; that is, speak
them in the first pers. sing, and plur. of each tense, through all

the moods, and speak the participles ;
" to be loved, to be reject-

ed, to be slighted, to be conquered, to be seen, to be beaten, to

be sought, to be taken."

Note 1. When the perfect participle of an intransitive verb is joined to
the neuter verb to be, the combination is not a passive verb, but a neuter verb
in a passive form; as, " He is gone ; The birds are flown; The boy is grown;
My friend is arrived." The following mode of construction is not to

be preferred ;
" He has gone ; The birds have tiown ; The boy has grown

;

My friend has arrived."
"

2. Active and neuter verbs may be conjugated by adding their present
participle to the auxiliary verb to be, through all its variations ; as, instead
of, I teach, thou teachest, he teaches, &c., we may say, I am teaching, thou
art teaching, he is teaching, &c. ; and, instead of, I taught, kc. ; I was teach-
ing, &c. This mode of conjugation expresses the continuation of an action

or state of being; and has, on some occasions, a peculiar propriety, and
contributes to the harmony and precision of language. When the present
participle of an active verb is joined with the neuter verb to be, the two
words united, are, by some grammarians, denominated an active verb, either

transitive or intransitive, as the case may be ; as, " I am writing a letter

;

He is walking :" and when the present participle of a neuter verb is thus
employed, they term the combination a neuter verb ; as, " I am silting; He
is standing." Others, in constructions like these, parse each word separatelv.
Either mode may be adopted.

III. DEFECTIVE VERBS.
Defective Verbs are those which are used

only in some of the moods and tenses.

The principal of them are these.

Perfect or Passive Participl*.

is wanting
Pres. Tense.
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or any other part of speech, be careful to pursue the systematick
order, and to conjugate every verb until you become familiar

with all the moods and tenses.

" He should have been punished before he committed that

atrocious deed."
Shoidd have been punished is a verb, a word that signifies to

do—passive, it denotes action received or endured by the nom.
—it is formed by adding the perfect part, punished to the neuter
verb to be—regular, the perf. part, ends in ed— potential moodj
it implies obligation, &c.—pluperfect tense, it denotes a past
act which was prior to the other past time specified by " com-
mitted"—third pers. sing. num. because the nom. " he" is with
which it agrees : Rule 4. The verb must agree, &c.—Conju-
gated, Indie, mood, pres. tense, he is punished ; imperf. tense,

he was punished
;

perf. tense, he has been punished ; and so
on. Conjugate it through all the moods and tenses, and speak
the participles.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Columbus discovered America. America was discovered

by Columbus. The preceptor is writing a letter. The letter

is written by the preceptor. The worii can be done. The
house would have been built ere this, had he fulfilled his promise.
If I be beaten by that man, he will be punished. Young man,
if you wish to be respected, you must be more assiduous. Being
ridiculed and despised, he left the institution. He is reading

Homer. They are talking. He may be respected, if he become
more ingenuous. My worthy friend ought to be honoured for

his benevolent deeds. This ought ye to have done.

ADDITIONAL EXERCISES IN PARSING.
All the most important principles of the science, together with

many of the rules, have now been presented and illustrated.

But before you proceed to analyze the following exercises, you
may turn over a few pages, and you will find all the rules pre-

sented in a body. Please to examine them critically, and parse
the examples under each rule and note. The examples, you will

notice, are given to illustrate the respective rules and notes

under which they are placed ; hence, by paying particular at-

tention to them, you will be enabled fully and clearly to com-
piehend the meaning and application of all the rules and notes.

As soon as you become familiarly acquainted with all the de-

finilions, so that you can apply them with facility, you may omit
them in parsing ; but you must always apply the rules of Syn
tax. When you parse withou-t applying the definitions, you may
proceed in the following manner :
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" Mercy is the true badge of nobility."

J\tercy is a noun common, of the neuter gender, third person,

singular number, and in the nominative case to " is :" Rule 3

27ie nominative case governs the verb.

Is is an irregular neuter verb, indicative mood, present tense,

third person, singular number, agreeing with " mercy," accord-

ing to Rule 4. The verb must agree, &c.
The is a definite article, belonging to " badge" in the singu-

lar number : Rule 2. The definite article the, &c.
True is an adjective in the positive degree, and belongs to

the noun " badge :" Rule 18. Adjectives belong, &c.
Badge is a noun com. neuter gender, third person, singular

number, and in the nominative case after " is," and put by ap-

position v/ith " mercy," according to Rule 21. The verb to be

may have the sstme case after it as before it.

Of is a preposition, connecting " badge" and " nobihty," and
showing the relation between them.

JVobiliiii is a noun of multitude, mas. and fem. gender, third

person, sing, and in the obj. case, and governed by "of:" Rule
31. Prepositions govern the objective case.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Learn to unlearn what you have learned amiss.

What I forfeit for myself is a trifle ; that my indiscretions

should reach my posterity, wounds me to the heart.

Lady Jane Gray fell a sacriiice to the wild ambition of (he

duke of Northumberland.
King Missipsi charged his sons to consider the senate and

people of Rome as proprietors of the kingdom of Numidia.
Hazael smote the children of Israel in all their coasts ; and

from what is left on record of his actions, he plainly appears to

have proved, what the prophet foresaw him to be, a man of vio-

lence, cruelty, and blood.

Heaven hides from brutes what men, from men what spirits

know.
He that formed the ear, can he not hear?

He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.

Note 1. Learn, in the first of the preceding examples, is a transitive verb,
because the action passes over from the nom. you understood, to the rest of
the sentence for its object : Rule 24. In the next example, that myindiscre-
limis should reach my posterity, is a part of a sentence put as the nominative to
the vcH-b loounds, according to the same Rule.

2. The noun sacrifice, in the third example, is nom. after the aclive-intran-

sitive verb fell : Rcle 22. The noun proprietors, in the next sentence, ia

in the objective case, and put by apposition with senate and people : Rule 7,

or governed by consider, understood, according to Rule 35.

3. In the fifth example, lohat, following proved, is a compound relative.

14*
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Thing, the antecedent part, is in the nom. case after to be, nnderstood, and
put by apposition with he, according to Rule 21, and Note. Which, the

relative part, is in the obj. case after to be expressed, and put by apposition

with him, according to the same Rule. Man is in the obj. case, put by ap-

position with which: Rule 7. The latter part of the sentence may be lite-

rally rendered thus : He plainly appears to have proved to be that base char-

icter tohich tho prophet foresaw him to be, viz. a man of violence, cruelty,

and blood. The antecedent part of the first what, in the next sentence, is

governed by hides ; and which, the relative part, is governed by knoio under-

stood. The antecedent part of the second lohat, is governed by hides under

stood, and the relative part is iroverned by know expressed.

4. The first he, in the seventh example, is, in the opinion of some, nnm.

to can hear understood ; but Mr. N. R. Smith, a distinguished and -.u ute

grammarian, suggests the propriety of rendering the sentence thus ;
" He

that formed the'ear, /o?-«ied it to hear; can he not hear?" The first he, in the

last example, is redundant
;
yet t'.ie construction is sometimes admissible,

for the expression is more forcible than it would be to say, "Let him hear

who hath ears to hear ;" and if we adopt the ingenious metho^l of Mr. Smith,

the sentence is giammatical, and may be rendered thus ;
" He that hath

ears, hath ears to hear ; let liim hear."

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Idioms, anomalies, and inlricacies.

1. " The wall is \hree feet high."

2. " His son is eight years old."

3. " My knife is worth a shilling.''^

4. " She is worth Iwn and all his connexions."

5. " He has been there three times."

6. " The hat cost ten dollars.''

7. " The load weighs a tun."

8. " The spar measures ninety /ee/."

Remarks.—Anomaly is derived from the Greek, a, without, and omales,

aimilar ; that is, loithout similarity. Some give its derivation thus
;
ariomaly,

from the Latin, ab, from, or out of, and norma, a rule, or law, means an uttt-

too ; a mode of expression that departs from the rules, laws, or genertd

usages of the language ; a construction in language peculiar to itself. Thus,

it is a general rule of the language, that adjectives of one syllable are conj-

pared by adding r, or cr, and st, or est, to the positive degree ; but good, heU

ter, best ; bad, loorse, loorst, are not compared according to the general rule.

They are, therefore, anomalies. The plural number of nouns is generally

formed by adding s to the singular : man, men; woman, idamen ; child, chil-

dren; penny, pence, are anomalies. The use of nejos, means, alms, and

amends, in the singular, constitutes anomalies. Anomalous constructions

are correct according to custom ; but, as they are departures from general

rules, by them they cannot be analyzed.

An idiom, Latin idioma, a construction pecuHar to a language, may be aa

anomaly, or it may not. An idiomatical expression which is not an anomaly,

can be analyzed.

Feet and years, in the J, and 2, examples, are not in the nominative aflet

is, according to Rule 21, because they are not in apposition with the respec-

tive nouns that precede the verb ; but the constructions are anomalous ; and,

therefore, no rule can be applied to analyze them. The same ideas, how-
ever, can be conveyed by a legitimate construction which can be analyied

;

thus, " The height of the wall' is three feet ;'* "The age of ray son is eight

y«ajs."
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An anomaly, when ascertained to be such, is easily disposed of; but some-
times it is very difficult to decide whether a construction is anomalous oi

not. The 3d, 4t.S, and 5th examples, are generally considered anomaUes
;

out if we supply, as we are, perhaps, warranted in doing, the associated

words which modern refinement has dropped, they will cease to be anoma-
lies ; thus, "My knife \softhe worth o/a shiUing ;" "— of the worth o/him,"
&;c. " He has been there for three times ;" as we say, " I was unwell for
three days, after I arrived ;" or, " I was unwell three days." Thus it appears,

that by tracing back, /or a few centuries, what the merely m.odern English
scholar supposes to be an anomaly, an ellipsis will frequently be discovered,

which, when supplied, destroys the anomaly.
On extreme points, and pecuhar and varying constructions in a living lan-

guage, the most able pliilologists can never be agreed
; because many usages

will always be unsettled and fluctuating, and will, consequently, be disposed
of according to the caprice of the grammarian. By some, a sentence maybe
treated as an anomaly ; by others who contend for, and supply, an ellipsis,

the same sentence may be analyzed according to the ellipsis supplied ; whilst

others, who deny both the elliptical and anomalous character of the sentence,
construct a rule by which to analyze it, which rule has for its foundation the
principle contained in that sentence only. This last mode of procedure, inas-

much as it requires us to make a rule for every peculiar construction in the
language, appears to me to be the most exceptionable of the three. It ap-

pears to be multiplying rules beyond the bounds of utility.

The verbs, cosi, loeighs, and measures, in the Gth, 7th, and 8th examples;,

may be considered as transitive. See remarks on resemble, have, own, &c.,

page 56.

EXAMPLES.
1. "And God said, 'Let there be light,' and there was

light." " Let us make man." " Let us bow before the Lord."
" Let high-born seraphs tune the lyre."

2. " Be if enacted." " lie if remembered." '^ Blessed be he

that blesseth thee ; and cursed be he that curseth thee." "Mj
soul, turn from them :

—

turn ive to survey," &c.
3. " Methinks I see the portals of eternity wide open to re-

ceive him." " JMethought I was incarcerated beneath the

mighty deep." " I was there just thirty years ago."

4. " Their laws and their manners, generally speaJcing, were
-

' emely rude." '' Considering their means, they have ejected
'nuch."

5. " Ah me ! nor hope nor life remains."
" JVfe miserable ! which way shall I fly ]"

6. "0 happiness ! our being's end and aim !

Good, pleasure, ease, content ! whate'er thy name
;

That something still which prompts th' eternal sigh.

For which we bear to live, or dare to die."

—

The verb let, in the idiomatick examples under number 1, has no nombia-
five specified, and is left applicable to a nominative of the first, second, or
third person, and of either number. Every action necessarily depends on an
agent or moving cause ; and hence it follows, that the verb,in such construc-
tions, has a nominative understood

; but as that nominative is not particu-
arly pointed oiit, the constructions may be considered anomalous.
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Instead of saying, "Let it [to] be enacted ;" or, "It is or shall be enacted j**

" Let him [to] be blessed ;" or, " He shc-ll be blessed ;" " Let vs turn to sur-

vey," &c. ; the verbs, be enacted, be blessed, turn, &c. according to an idiom of
our language, or the poet's license, are used in the imperative, agreeing with
a nominative of the first or tliird person.

The phrases, methinks and methought, are anomalies, in which the objec-

tive pronoun me, in the first person, is used in place of a nominative, and
takes a verb after it in the third person. Him was anciently used in t! i

same manner ; as, " him thute, him thought." There was a period wl'' !

these constructions were not anomalies in our language. Formerly, wi;at

we call the objective cases of our pi'onouns, were employed in the same man-
ner as our present nominatives are. ^go is a contraction o( agone, the past

part, of to go. Before this participle was contracted to an adverb, the noun
years preceding it, was in the nominative case absolute ; but now the con-
struction amounts to an anomaly. The expressions, " generally speaking,"

and " considering their means," under number 4, are idiomatical and ano-
malous, the subjects to the participles not being specified.

According to the genius of the English language, transitive verbs and pre-

positions require the objective case of a noun or pronoun after them ; and this

requisition is all that is meant by government, when we say, that these parts

of sjieoch govern the objective case. See pages 52, 57, and 94. The same
principle ap[ilios to the interjection. " Interjections require the cbjeciive case
of a pronoiiii of the first person after them ; but the nominative of a noun or

pronoun of the second or third person ; as, " Ah me ! Oh thou ! my comitry .'"

To say, then, that interjections require particular cases after thern, is syno-
nymous with saying, that they govern those cases ; and this oflice of the in-

terjection is in perfect accordance with that which it performs in the Latin,

;ind many other languages. In the examples under number 5, the first me
is in the objective after " ah," and the second me, after ah understood ; thus,
" A\\ miserable me !" according to Note 2, under Rule 5.

—

Happiness, undei
number 6, is nom. independent ; Rule 5, or in the noni. after 0, according
lo tills Note. The principle contained in the note, proves that every noun
of the second person is m the nominative case ; for, as the pronoun of the
second person, in such a situation, is always nominative, which is shown by
its form, it logically follows that the noun, under such circumstances, al-

though it has no form to show its case, must necessarily be in the same case
as the pronoun. " Good, i)leasure, ease, content, that," the antecedent part

of "whatever," and which, the relative part, are nom. after art understood;
Rule 21, and name is nom. to be understood.
The second line may be rendered thus ; Whether thou art good, or

whether thou art pleasure, ^c. or be thy name that [thing] which [evei

thing] it may be : putting be in the imperative, agreeing with name in the
third person. Something is nominative after art understood.

EXAMPLES.

1. ** All were well but the stranorer.^* "I saw nobody bul

the stranger.^' " AH had returned but he." " JVone but the

brave deserve the fair." "The thing they can't but purpose,

they postpone." " This Hfe, at best, is but a dream." *' It

affords but a scanty measure of enjoyment." ** If he but touch

the hills, they \vill smoke." "Man is but a reed, floating on
the current of time."

2. " Notwithstanding his poverty, he is content."

d. " Open your hand icide." " The apples boil soft." ^* I'he
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purest clay is that which burns ivhite." " Drink deep, or taste

not the Pierian spring."

4. " What though the swelling surge thou see V* &c. " What
if the foot, ordain'd the dust to tread 1" &c.
Remarks.—According to tire principle of analysis assumed by many of

our most critical philologists, but is always a disjunctive conjunction ; and
agreeably to the same authorities, to construe it, in any case, as a preposition,

would lead to errour. See false Syntax under llule 35. They maintain, that
its legitimate and undeviating office is, to join on a member of a sentence
which expresses opposition of meaning, and thereby forms an exception to, or
takes from the universality of, the proposition contained in the preceding
member of the sentence. That it sustains its true character as a conjunc-
tion in all the examples under number 1, will be shown by tlie following
resolution of tliem.—"All were well but the sli-anger [was not loell."] " I

saw nobody but [/ saw] the stranger." " None deserve the fair but the

brave [deserve the fair."] " They postpone the thing whicli [they ought to do,

and do not,] hut which [thing] they cannot avoid purposing to do." " This
life, at best, [is not a reality,] but it is a dream. It [ff^or(/s not unbounded frui-
tion] but it aflbrds a scanty measure of enjoyment." " If he touch the hills,

but exert no gi'eater power upon them, they will smoke ;"—"If he exert no
greater power upon the hills, but [be-out this fact] if he touch them, they will

smoke." " Man is not a stable being, but he is a reed, Hoatinw on the current
of time." This method of analyzing sentences, however, if I mistake not,

is too much on the plan of our pretended philosophical writers, who, in their

rage for ancient constructions and combinations, often overlook the modern
associated meaning and applic^ation of this word. It appears to me to be
more consistent with the nwdern use of the word, to conj.uoi it an adverb in

constructions like the following: " If he but {only, merely) touch the hills

they will smoke."
Except and near, in examples like the following, are generally construed

as prepositions: "All went except him;" "She stands near them." But
many contend, that when we employ but instead of except, in such construc-
tions. Si nominalive should i'oWow :

" All went but he [did not go."] On this

point and many others, cus/oni is t)orio6/e; but the period will doubtless ar-

rive, when but, worth, and like, will be consifjered prepositions, and, in con-
structions like the foregoing, invariably be followed by an objective case.

This will not be the case, however, until the practice of supplying an ellipsis

after these words is entirely dropped.
Poverty, under number 2, is governed by the preposition notivilhstanding,

Rule 31. The adjectives jCftZe, soft, white, and deep, under number 3, not
only express the quality of nouns, but also qualify verbs : Note 4, under
Rule IS.— Whnt,in the phrases "what though" and "what if," is an interro-

gative in the objective case, and governed by the verb matters understood, or
hy some other verb ; thus, " What matters it—what dost thou fear, though
thou see the swelling surge ?" " What would you think, if the foot, which
is ordained to tread the dust, aspired to be the head ?"

In the following examples, the same word is used as several

parts of speech. But by exercising judgment sufficient to com-
prehend the meaning, and by supplying what is understood, you
will be able to analyze them correctly.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
I like what you dislike.

Every creature loves its like.

Anger, envy, and like passions, are sinful.
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Charity, like the sun, brightens every object around it

Thought flies swifter than light.

He thought as a sage, though he felt as a man.
Hail often proves destructive to vegetation.

I vi^as happy to hail him as my friend.

Hail ! beauteous stranger of the wood.
The more I examine the work, the better I like it.

Johnson is a better writer than Sterne.

Calm was the day, and the scene delightful.

We may expect a calm after a storm.

To prevent passion is easier than to calm it.

Damp air is unwholesome.
Guilt often casts a damp over our sprightliest hours.
Soft bodies damp the sound much more than hard ones
Much money has been expended.
Of him to whom much is given, much will be required.

It is much better to give than to receive.

Still water runs deep.
He laboured to still the tumult.
Those two young profligates remain still in the wrong.
They wrong themselves as well as their friends.

I will now present to you a few examples in poetry. Pars-
ing in poetry, as it brings into requisition a higher degree of

mental exertion than parsing in prose, will be found a more de-
lightful and profitable exercise. In this kind of analysis, in

order to come at the meaning of the author, you will find it

necessary to transpose his language, and supply what is under-

stood ; and then you will have the literal meaning in prose.

exp:rcises in parsing.'
Apostrophe to Hope.—Campbell

Eternal Hope ! when yonder spheres sublime

Pealed their first notes to sound the march of time

Thy joyous youth began :—but not to fade.

—

When all the sister planets have decayed ;

When wrapt in flames the realms of ether glow,

And Heaven's last thunder shakes the world below
;

Thou, undi^may'd, shalt o'er the ruins smile,

And light thy torch at Nature's funeral pile

!

Transposed.
Eternal Hope ! thy joyous youth began when yonder sublime

spheres pealed their first notes to sound the march of time :

—

but it began not to fade.—Thou, undismayed, shalt smile over

the ruins, when all the sister plunets shall have decayed ; and
thou shalt light thy torch at Nature's funeral pile, when wrapt
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in flames, the realms of ether glow, and Heaven's last thunder

shakes the world below.

Address to Adversity.—Gray.
Daughter of heaven, relentless power,

Thou tamer of the human breast.

Whose iron scourge, and tort'ring hour,

The bad aftright, afflict the best

!

The gen'rous spark extinct revive
\

Teach me to love and to forgive
;

Exact my own defects to scan

:

"What others are to feel ; and know myself a man.

Transposed.
Daughter of heaven, relentless power, thou tamer of the

human hreast, whose iron scourge and torturing hour affright

the bad, and afflict the best! Revive thou in me the generous,

extinct spark ; and teach thou me to love others, and to forgive

them ; and teach thou me to scan my own defects exactly, or

critically : and teach thou me that which others are to feel

;

and make thou me to know myself to be a man.

Address to the Almighty.—Pope.
What conscience dictates to be done.

Or warns me not to do.

This teach me more than hell to shun,

That more than heav"n pursue.

Transposed.
God, teach thou me to pursue that {the thing) which con-

science dictates to be done, more ardently than I pursue heaven

;

and teach thou me to shun this {the Ih'mg) which conscience
warns me not to do, more cautiously than I would shun hell.

Trials of Virtue.—Merrick.
For sec, ah! see, while yet her ways

With doubtful step I tread,

A hostile world its terrours raise.

Its snares delusive spread.

how shall I, with heart prepared.

Those terrours learn to meet 1

How, fi-om the thousand snares to guard
My unexperienced feet 1

Transposed.
For see thou, ah! see thou a hostile world to raise its ter-

rours, and see thou a hostile world to spread its delusive snares,

while I yet tread her {virtue-s) ways with doubtful steps.

how shall 1 learn to meet those terrours with a prepared
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heart? How shall I learn to guard my unexperienced feet froff

the thousand snares of the world ?

The Morning in Summer.—Thompson.
Short is the doubtful empire of the night

;

And soon, observant of approachh)g day,

The meek-eyed morn appears, mother of dews,

At first, faint gleaming in the dappled east,

Till far o'er ether spreads the wid'ning glow,

And from before the lustre of her face

White break the clouds away.

Transposed.
The doubtful empire of the night is short ; and the meek

eyed morn, {which is the) mother of dews, observant of ap-

proaching day, soon appears, gleaming faintly, at first, in the

dappled east, till the widening glow spreads far over ether, and

the white clouds break away from before the lustre of her face.

Nature Bountiful.—Akenside.
Nature's care, to all her children just,

With richest treasures, and an ample state,

Endows at large whatever happy man
Will deign to use them.

Transposed.
Nature's care, which is just to all her children, largely en

<lov/s, with richest treasures and an ample state, that happy man
who will deign to use them.

Note. What, m the second example, is s comp. rel. The antecedent

part is gov. by teach understood ; and the relative part by to feel expressed.

To shun and ti) pursue, in tlie third example, are in the infinitive mood, gov.

by than, according to a Note under Rule 23. Faint and from, in the 5th

example, are adverbs. An adverb, in poetry, is often written in the form of

an adjective. Whatfiver, in the last sentence, is a compound pron. and is

equivalen*. to that and who. That is an adj. pron. belongmg to " man ;" tuho

is noni. to " will deign ;" and fver is excluded from the sentence in sense.

See page 113. Parse these examples as they are transposed, and you wiU
find the analysis very easy.

ADDITIONAL EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Gold, not genuine Wealth.

Where, thy true treasure ? Gold says, " not in me ;"

And, " not in me," the Diamond. Gold is poor.

^ Transposed.
Where is thy true treasure? Gold says, " It is not in me ;"

and the Diamond says, "It is not in me." Gold is poor.

Source of Friendship.—Dr. Young.
Lorenzo, pride repress ; nor hope to find

A friend, but what has found a friend in thee.
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Transposed.

' Lorenzo, repress thou pride ; nor hope thou to find a friend,

only in him who has already found a friend in thee.

True Greatness.—Pope.

Who noble ends by noble means obtains,

Or, failing, smiles in exile or in chains.

Like good Aurelius let him reign, or bleed

Like Socrates, that man is great indeed.

Transposed.

That man is great indeed, let him to reign like unto good

Aurelius, or let him to bleed like unto Socrates, who obtains

noble ends by noble means ; or that man is great indeed, who,

failing to obtain noble ends by noble means, smiles in exile or in

chains.

Invocation.—Pollok.

Eternal Spirit! Godoftnith! to whom
All things seem as they are, inspire my song

;

My eye unscale : me what is substance teach ;

And shadow what, while I of things to come,
As past rehearsing, sing. Me thought and phrase

Severely sifting out the whole idea, grant.

Transposed.
Eternal Spirit ! God of truth ! to whom all things seem to b«

as they really are, inspire thou my song ; and unscale thou mj
eyes : teach thou to me the thing which is substance ; and teach

thou to me the thing which is shadow, while I sing ofthings which
are to come, as one sings of things which are past rehearsing.

Grant thou to nie thought and phraseology which shall severely

sift out the whole idea.

The Voyage of Life.

How few, favoured by ev'ry element,

With swelling sails make good the promised port,

With all their wishes freighted ! Yet ev'n these.

Freighted with all their wishes, soon complain.

Free from misfortune, not from nature free,

They still are men ; and when is man secure ?

As fatal time, as storm. The ni^ of years
Beats down their strength ; their numberless escapes
In ruin end : and, now, their i)roud success

But plants new terrours on the victor's brow.
What pain, to quit the world just made their own !

Their nests so deeply downed and built so high !

—

Too low they build, who build beneath the stars.

15
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Transposed.

How few persons, favoured by every element, safely make
the promised port with swelling sails, and with all their wish-a

freighted ! Yet even these few persons who do safely make the

promised port with all their wishes freighted, soon complain.

Though they are free from misfortunes, yet {though and t/ef,

corresponding conjunctions, form only one connexion) they are

not free from the course of nature, for they still are men ; and

when is man secure 1 Time is as fatal to him, as a storm is to

the marinei-.—The rush of years beats down their strength ;

[that is, the strength of these few ;) and their numberless escapes

end in ruin : and then their proud success only plants new
terrours on the victor's brow. What pain it is to them to quit

the world, just as they have made it to be their own world
;

when their nests are built so high, and when they are downed so

deeply!—They who build beneath the stars, build too low for

their own safety.

Reflections on a Skull.—Lord Byron.
Remove yon skull from out the scattered heaps.

Is that a temple, where a God may dv/ein

Why, ev'n the worm at last disdains her shattered cell!

Look on its broken arch, its ruined wall,

Its chambers desolate, and portals foul :

Yes, this was once ambition's airy hall,

The dome of thought, the palace of the soul.

Behold, through each lack-lustre, eyeless hole,

The gay recf ss of wisdom and of wit.

And passion's host, that never brooked control.

Can all, saint, sage, or sophist ever writ.

People this lonely tower, this tenement refit ?

Transposed.

Remove thou yonder skull out from the scattered heaps. Is

that a temple, where a God may dwell 1 Why, even the worm

at last disdains her shattered cell ! Look thou on its broken

arch, and look thou on its ruined wall, and on its desolate

chambers, and on its foul portals :—yes, this skull was once

ambition's airy ball ; (// was) the dome of thought, the palace

of the soul. Behold thou, through each lack-lustre, eyeless

hole, the gay recess of wisdom and of wit, and passion's host,

which never brooked control. Can all the works which saints,

or sages, or sophists have ever written, repeople this lonely

lower, or can they refit this tenement 1

For yosir future exercises in parsing, you may select pieces

from the English Reader, or any other grammatical work. I
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have already hinted, that parsing in poetry, as it brings more

immediately into requisition the reasoning faculties, than pars-

ing in prose, will necessarily tend more rapidly to facilitate your

progress: therefore it is advisable that your future exercises in

this way, be chiefly confined to the analysis of poetry. Previ-

ous to your attempting to parse a piece of poetry, you ought

always to transpose it, in a manner similar to the examples just

presented ; and then it can be as easily analyzed as prose.

Before you proceed to correct the following exercises in false

syntax, you may turn back and read over the whole thirteen lec-

tures, unless you have the subject-matter already stored in your

mind.

LECTURE XIV.

OF DERIVATION.

At the commencement of lecture II. I informed you that Ety-

mology treats, 3dly, of derivation. This branch of Etymology,

important as it is, cannot be very extensively treated in an ele-

mentary work on grammar. In the course of the preceding lec-

tures, it has been frequently agitated ; and now I shall offer a

few more remarks, which will doubtless be useful in illustrating

some of the various methods in which one word is derived from
another. Before you proceed, however, please to turn back
and read again what is advanced on this subject on page 27,

and in the Philosophical Notes.
1. Nouns are derived from verbs.

2. Verbs are derived from nouns, adjectives, and sometimes
from adverbs.

3. Adjectives are derived from nouns.
•4. Nouns are derived from adjectives.

5. Adverbs are derived from adjectiyes,

1, Nouns are derived from verbs; as, from "to love,"

comes " lover ;" from " to visit, visiter ;" fi-om " to survive,

smviver," &c.
In th'} following instances, and in many others, it is difficult to

determine whether the verb was deduced from the noun, or the

noun from the verb, viz. " Love, to love ; hate, to hate ; fear,

to fear ; sleep, to sleep ; walk, to walk ; ride, to ride ; act, to

t '' &c.
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2. Verbs ars derived from nouns, adjectives, and sometimesfrom
adverbs ; as, from the noun salt, comes <* to salt ;" from the ad-
jective ivarm, " to warm ;" and from the adverb forward, " to

forward." Sometimes they are formed by lengthening the
vowel, or softening the consonant ; as, from "grass, to graze ;"

sometimes by adding en ; as, from " length, to lengthen ;" espe-
cially to adjectives; as, from "short, to shorten; bright, ta
brighten."

3. Adjectives are derived from noims in the following man
ner : adjectives denoting plenty are derived from nouns by add
mgy; as, from "Health, healthy; wealth, wealthy; might,

mighty," &c.
Adjective? denoting the matter out ofwhich anything is made,

are derived from nouns by adding en ; as, from " Oak, oaken ;

wood, wooden ; wocl, woollen," &c.
Adjectives denoting abundance are derived from nouns by

adding ful ; as, from " Joy, joyful ; sin, sinful ; fruit, fruit

ful," &c.
Adjectives denoting plenty, but with some kind of diminution,

are derived from nouns by adding some ; as, from " Light,

lightsome ; trouble, troublesome ; toil, toilsome." &c.
Adjectives denoting want are derived from nouns by adding

less; as, from "Worth, worthless;" from "care, careless;

joy, joyless," &c.
Adjectives denoting likeness are derived from nouns by add

ing ly ; as, from " Man, manly ; earth, earthly ; court, court-

ly," &c.
Some adjectives are derived from other adjectives, or from

nouns by adding ish to them ; which termination when added
to adjectives, imports diminution, or lessening the quality ; as,

" White, whitish ;" i. e. somewhat white. When added to

nouns, it signifies similitude or tendency to a character ; as,

" Child, childish ; thief, thievish."

Some adjectives are formed from nouns or verbs by adding

the termination able ; and those adjectives signify capacity ; as,

" Answer, answerable ; to change, changeable."

4. Nouns are derived from adjectives, sometimes by adding

the termination Jiess ; as, " White, whiteness ; swift, swiftness ;"

sometimes by adding th or /, and making a small change in

some of the letters ; as, " Long, length ; high, height."

5. Adverbs of quality are derived from adjectives, by adding

ly, or changing le into ly ; and denote the same quality as the

adjectives from which they are derived ; as, from " base,"

comes " basely ;" from " slow, slowly ;" from " able, ably."

There are so many other ways of deriving words from on«
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another, that it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

enumerate them. The primitive words of every language are

very few ; the derivatives form much the greater number. A
few more instances on4)- can be given here.

Some nouns are derived from other nouns, by adding the

terminations hood or head, ship, ery, ivick, rick, dom, ian, meni

and age.

Nouns ending in hood or head, are such as signify charactei

or qualities ; as, <' Manhood, knighthood, falsehood," &c.

Nouns euding in ship, are those that signify office, employ-

ment, state, or condition ; as, " Lordship, stewardship, part-

nership," &c. Some nouns in shijj are derived from adjectives ;

as, " Hard, hardslwp," &c.

Nouns which end in erij, signify action or habit ; as, " Slavery,

foolery, prudery," &c. Some nouns of this sort come fron

adjectives : as, " Brave, bravery," &c.

Nouns ending in ii'ick, rick, and dom, denote dominion,

jurisdiction, or condition ; as, " Bailiwick, bishoprick, kingdom,

dukedom, freedom," &c.

Nouns which end in ian, are those that signify profession

;

as, " Physician, musician," &c. Those that end in mejit and

age, come generally from the French, and commonly signify

the act or habit ; as, " Commandment," " usage."

• Some nouns ending in ard, are derived from verbs or adjec-

tives, and denote character or habit ; as, *' Drunk, drunkard
;

dote, dotard."

Some nouns have the form of diminutives ; but these are not

many. They are formed by adding the terminations kin, ling,

ing, ock, el, and the like ; as, " Lamb, lambkin
;
goose, gos

ling; duck, duckling; hill, hillock ; cock, cockerel," &c.

OF PREPOSITIONS USED AS PREFIXES.

I shall conclude this lecture by presenting and explaining a list of Latin
and Greek prepositions which are extensively used m English as prefixes.

By carefully studying their signification, you will be better qualiiied to un-
derstand the meaning of those words into the composition of which they en
ter, and of ivhich they form a material part.

I. LATIN PREFIXES.
Ji, ah, abs—signify from or away ; as, a-vert, to turn from ; ah-jeet^ t©

throw away ; abs-tract, to draw away.M—to or at ; as, ad-here, to stick to ; ad-mire, to wonder at.

^nte—means before ; as, ante-cedent, going before.

Circwn—signifies round, about ; as, circunv-navigate, to sail round-
Cow, com, co, co/—together; sls, con-join, to Join together; corn-press, to

press together ; co-operate, to work together ; col-lapse, to fall together.
Contra—against ; as, contra-diet, to speak against.

De—from, down ; as, de-duct, to take from ; descend, to go down.
Di, dis—asunder, away ; as, di-lacerate, to iear asimder ; dis-misa^ to aand

away.

16*
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E, «/, ex—out ; as, e-ject, to tiirow out ; ef-fiux, to flow out ; cx-ciudc, to
ahut out.

Extra—beyond ; as, extra-ordi-nary, beyond what is ordinary.

In, im, il, ir— (in, Gotlnck, inna, a cave or cell ;) as, in-fuse, to pour in.

These prefixes, when incorporated with adjectives or nouns, commonly re-
verse their meaning ; as, insufficient, im-pdite, il-legitimate, ir-reverence, ir-
resolute.

Inter—between ; as, inter-pose, to put between.
Intro—within, into: inlro-vert, to turn within ; intro-duce, to lead into.

Ob, op—denote opposition ; as, ob-ject, to bring against ; op-pugn, to op-
pose.

Per—through, by ; as, per-ambulatc, to walk through
;
per-haps, by haps.

Post—after; ns, post-scrtpl, written after; 7}0si-_/ia:,"placed after.

Pra, pre—before ; as, pre-fix, to fix before.

Pro— for, forth, forward ; as, pro-noun, foi: a noun
;
pro-tend, to stretch

forth
;

pro-ject, to shoot forward.
Procter—past, beyond ; as, preter-perfect, pastperfect

;
prtter-natural, be

yond the course of nature.

Re—again or back ; as, re-;)en(se,' to peruse again ; re-trace, to trace back.
Retro—backwards ; as, retrospective, looking backwards.
Se—aside, apart ; as, se-diice, to draw aside.

Sub—u-nder ; as, subscribe, to write under, or sub-sipi.

Subter—under ; as, subler-Jluous, flowing under.

Super—above or over ; as, super-scribe, to wiite above ; super-vise, to

overlook.

Trans—over, beyond, from one place to anotlier ; as, trans-port, to carry

over ; trans-gress, to pass beyond.

II. GREEK PREFIXES.

^—signifies privolion ; as, a-nonymous, without name.
Amphi—both or two; as, amphi-bions, partaking of both or two natures.

Anti—against ; as, anti-masonry, against masonry.

Dia—through; as, dia-meler, line passing through a circle.

Hyper—oveT ; as, hjpcr-crilical, over or too critical.

Hypo—under, implying concealment or disguise ; as, /it/po-criie, one dis-

sembling his real character.

Meta—denotes change or transmutation ; as, meta-morpkose, to change

the shape.

Para—contrary or against ; as, para-dox, a thing contrary to received

opinion.

Pen—round about ; as, peri-phrasis, circumlocution.

Syn, syl, sxjm—together ; as, syn-tax, a placing together ; syn-od, a meet-

ing or coming together ; syl-lable, tha*. portion of a word wliich is taken to-

gether ; sym-patky, fellow-feeling, or feelin,? together.

i



RECAPITULATION

OF THK

RULES OF SYNTAX,
WITH ADDITIONAL EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.

The tliird part of Grammar is Syntax, which

treats of the agreement and government of words,

and of their proper arrangement in a sentence.

Syntax consists of two parts, Concord and

Government.
Concord is the agreement which one word has

with another, m gender, person, number, or case.

For the illustration of agreement and government, see pages

52, and 53.

For the definition of a sentence, and the transposition of its

words and members, see pages 119, 124, 128, and 167.

The principal parts of a simple sentence are

the nominative or subject, the verb or attribute,

or word that makes the affirmation, and the ob-

ject, or thing affected by the action of the verb ;

as, " A v/ise man governs his passions.^'' In this

sentence, m.'iw is the subject; governs, the at-

tribute; diXid passions \he ohieQ.t.

A PHRASE is two or more words rightly put to

gether, making sometimes a part of a sentence,

and sometimes a whole sentence.

Ellipsis is the omission of some word or

words, in order to avoid disagreeable and unne-
cessary repetitions, and to express our ideas con-

cisely, and with strength and elegance.
In this recapitulation of the rules. Syntax is presented in a

condensed form, many of the essential Notes iDeing omitted.

This is a necessary consequence of my general plan, in which

Etymology and Syntax, you know, are blended. Hence, to
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acquire a complete knowledge of Syntax from this work, you
must look over the whole.

You may now proceed and parse the following additional ex-
ercises in false Syntax ; and, as you analyze, endeavour to cor-
rect all the errours without looking at the Key. If, m correct-
ing these examples, you should be at a loss in assigning the rea-
sons why the constructions are erroneous, you can refer to the
manner adopted in the foregoing pages.

RULE I.

The article a or an agrees with nouns in the
singular number only, individually or collec-

tively ; as, " ^ star, an eagle, a score, a thou-
sand?'

RULE II.

The definite article the belongs to nouns in the
singular or plural number; as, " The star, the

stars ; the hat, the hats."
Note 1. A nice distinction in the meani-ng is sometimes effected by the

use or omission of the article a. If I say, " He behaved with a httle reve-
rence," my meaning is positive. But if I say, " He beliaved with Tittle reve-

rence," my meaning is negative. By the former, 1 rather praise a person;
by the latter, I dispraise him. When I say, " There were few men with him,"
I speak diminutively, and mean to represent them as inconsiderable ; where-
as, when I say, " There were a few men with him," I evidently intend to

make the most of them.
2. The indefinite article sometimes has the mcaningjof every or each ; as,

** They cost five shillings a dozen ;" that is, ' every dozen.'
" A man he was to all the country dear,
" And passing rich with forty pounds o year !"

that is, ' every year.'

3. When several adjectives are connected, and express the various qual^
ties of things individually different, though alike in name, the article should

be repeated ; but when the qualities all belong to the same tiling or things,

the article should not be repeated. "^ black and a white calf," signifies, A
black calf, and a white cdf; but " .4 black and white calf," describes the two
colours of one calf,

RULE III.

The nominative case governs the verb ; as,' " I
learn, thou learnest, he learns, they learn."

RULE IV.

The verb must agree with its nominative in

number and person ; as, " The bird sings, the

birds sioig, thou singestJ'

Note 1. Every verb, when it is not in the infinitive mood, must have a

nominative, expressed or implied ; as, " Awake, arise ;" that is, Awoke y$ ;

•rise ye.
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2. When a verb comes between two nouns, either of wliich may be con-

sidered as the subject of the affirmation, it must agree witli that which is

more naturally its subject ; as, " The wages of sin is death ; His meat was

locusts and wild honey ;" " His paviUon ivere dark loalcrs and thick dotMfa."

EXAMPLES OF FALSE SYNTAX.
Frequent commission of sin harden men in it.

Great pains has been taken to reconcile the parties.

So much both of ability and merit, are seldom found.

The sincere is always esteemed.

Not one of them are happy.

What avails the best sentiments, if people do not live suit

ably to them 1

Disappointments sinks the heart of man ; but the renewal of

hope give consolation.

The variety of the productions of genius, like that of the

operations of nature, are without limit.

A variety of blessings have been conferred upon us.

Thou cannot heal him, it is true, but thou may do something

tojelieve him.

In piety and virtue consist the happiness of man.
O thou, my voice mspire,

"Who touched Isaiah's hallowed lips with fire.

J^ote 1. Will martial flames for ever fire thy mind,

And never, never be to Heaven resigned 1

He was a man whose inclinations led him to be corrupt, and

had great abilities to manage the business.

JVote 2. The crown of virtue is peace and honour.

His chief occupation and enjoyment were controversy.

RULE V.

When an address is made, the noun or pronoun
addressed, is put in the nominative case indepen-

dent; as, " Plato, thou reasonest well ;" " Do,
Trim, said my uncle Toby."
Note 1. A noun is independent, when it has no verb to agree with it.

2. Iiterjections require the objective case of a pronoun of ihe first person
after them, but the nominative of a noun or pronoun of the second or tliird

person ; as, " Ah ! me ; Oh ! thou ; O ! virtue.^^

RULE VI.

A noun or pronoun placed before a particdple,

and being independent of the rest of the sen-

tence, is in the nominative case absolute; as,

" Shame being lost, all virtue is lost ;" " The sun
being rise?i, we travelled on."
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Note. Every nominative case, except the case absolute and independent,
shouid belong to some verb expressed or understood ; as, " To whom thus!
^dam ;" tliat is, spoke.

FALSE SYNTAX
Him Destroyed,

Or won to what may work his utter loss,

All this will follow soon.

JVote.—Two substantives, when they come together, and do
not signify the same thing, the former must be in the genitivg

case.

Virtue, however it may be neglected for a time, men are so

constituted as ultimately to acknowledge and respect genuine
merit.

RirLE VII.

Two or more nouns, or nouns and pronouns,
signifying the same thing, are put, by apposition,

in the same case; as, " Paul the apostle;" "Jora7n
the king f^ ^'Solomon, the son of David, king oi

Israel, wrote many proverbs."
Note. A noun is sometimes put in apposition with a sentence; as, "The

sheriff has just seized and sold his valuable library

—

(wliich was) a mis/ortur'

that greatly depressed him."

FALSE SYNTAX.
We ought to love God, he who created and sustains all things

The pronoun he in this sentertce, is improperly used in the nonimative case.

It is the object of the action of the transitive verb " love," and put by appo-
sition with " God ;" therefore it should be the objective case, liim, accoiding

to Rule 7. (Repeat the Rule, and correct the following.)

I saw Juliet and her brother, they that you visited.

They slew Varus, he that was mentioned before.

It was John, him who preached repentance.

Adams and Jefierson, them who died on the fourth of July,

1826, were both signers and the firm supporters of the Declara-

tion of Independence.

Augustus the Roman emperor, him who succeeded Julius

Caesar, is variously described by historians.

RULE VIII.

Two or more nomis, or noims and pronouns,

in the singular number, coiinected by copulative

conjunctions, must have verbs, nouns, and pro-

nouns, agreeing with them in the plural; as,

" Socrates a?id Flsdo were wise ; they were emi-

nent philosophers.^^
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. Note 1 . When each or every relates to two or more nominatives m the sin-

gular, although connected by a copulative, the verb must agree with each of
them in the singular; as, "Every leal', and every twig, and every drop of wa-
ter, teems with life."

2. AVhen the singular nominative of a complex sentence, has another noun
joined to it with a preposition, it is customary to put the verb and pronoun
agreeing with it, in t!ie singular ; as, " Prosperity with humility, renders ils

possessor truly amiable ;" " The General, also, in conjunction vvith the offi-

cers, lias applied for redress."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Coffee and sugar grows in the West Indies : it is exported in

large quantities.

Two singular nouns coupled together, form a plural idea. The verb grmos
is improper, because it expresses the action of both its nominatives, "coffee
and sugar," which two nominatives are connected by the copulative con-
junction, and ; therefore the verb should be plural, grow ; and then it would
agree with coffee and sugar, according to Rule 8. (Repeat the Rule.) The
pronoun il, as it represents both the nouns, ' coffee and sugar," ought also

to be plural, they, agreeably to Rule 8. The sentence should be vvritter

thus, " CofFee and sugar gi-ow in the West Indies: they are exported in largf

quantities."

Time and tide waits for no man.
Patience and diligence, like faith, removes mountains.
Life and health is both uncertain.

Wisdom, virtue, happiness, dwells with the golden mediocrity.

The planetary system, boundless space, and the immense
ocean, affects the mind vvith sensations of astonishment.

What signifies the counsel and care of preceptors, when you
think you have no need of assistance 1

Their love, and their hatred, and their envy, is now perished.

Why is whiteness and coldness in snow ?

Obey the commandment of thy father, and the law of thy
mother : bind it continually upon thy heart.

Pride and vanity always render its possessor despicable in the
eyes of the judicious.

There is errour and discrepance in the schemes of the
orthoepists, which shows the impossibilitv of cariying them into
effect.

EXAMPLES FOR THE NOTE.
Every man, woman, and child, were numbered.
Not proper ; for, although and couples things together so as to present the

whole at one view, yet every has a contrary effect: it distributes them, and
bringr, each separately a^id singly under consideration. Were numbered ia
therefore improper. It should be, "was numbered," in the singular, ac
cording to the Note. (Repeat it.)

When benignity and gentleness reign in our breasts, every
person and every occurrence are beheld in the most favourablo
light.
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RULE IX.

Two or more nouns, or nouns and pronouns, in

the singular number, connected by disjunctive

conjunctions, must have verbs, nouns, and pro-
nouns, agreeing with them in the singular ; as,

" Neither John wo:*- James A«* learned his lesson."

Note 1. When sinffular pronouns, or a noun and pronoun, of diflferent

persons, are disjunrdvoly connectt'l. the verb must agree, in person, with
that which is placed nearest to it ; as, " Thou or I am in fault ; I w thou art

to blame ; I, or thou, or he, is the autun.- of it." But it would be better to
say, " Either I am to blame or thou art,'' 6:'*..

2. When a disjunctive occurs between a Singular noun or pronoun and a
plural one, the verb must agree with the p.ral noun or pronoun, which'
should eonerally be placed next to the verb ; as, " Neither poverty nor richet

were injurious to hiiri ;" " I or they were offended by it."

Constructions like those ought generally to be avoided.

FALSE SYNTAX.
Ignorance or neglicfence have caused this mistake.
The verb, have caused, in tiiis sentence, is improperly used in the plural,

because it expresses the action, not of both, but of either the one or the other

of its nominatives ; therefore it should be in the sinj^ular, has caused ; and
then it would agree with " ignorance or negligence," agreeably to Rule 9

(Repeat the Rule.)

A circle or a square are the same in idea.

Neither whiteness nor redness are in the porphyry.

Neither of them are remarkable for precision.

Man is not such a machine as a clock or a watch, which move
merely as they are moved.
When sickness, infirmity, or reverse of fortune, affect us, tho

sincerity of friendship is proved.

Man's happiness or misery are, in a great measure, put into

his own hands.

Despise no infirmity of mind or body, nor any condition of

life, for they may be thy own lot.

The prince, as well as the people, were blamewerthy.

RULE X.

A collective noun or noun of multitude, con-

veying tmity of idea, generally has a verb or pro-

noun agreeing with it in the singular ; as, " The
meeting was large, and it held three hours."

Note. Rules 10, and 1 1, are limited in their application. See page 59.

FALSE SYNTAX.

The nation are powerful.

Tho fleet were seen sailing up the channel.

Tho chvirch have no power to inflict corporal punishment
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The flock, and not the fleece, are, or ought to be, the objects

of the shepherd's care.

That nation was once powerful ; but now they are feeble.

RULE XI.

A noun of multitude, conveying plurality of

idea, must have a verb- or pronoun agreeing with

it in the plural ; as, " The council were divided

in their sentiments."

FALSE SYNTAX.
My people doth not consider.

The multitude eagerly pursues pleasure as its chief good.

The committee was divided in its sentiments, and it has re-

ferred the business to the general meeting.

The people rejoices in that which should give it soitow.

RULE XII.

A noun or pronoun in the possessive case, is

governed by the noun it possesses ; as, " Man^s
happiness ;" "//^ value is great."

Note. 1. When the possessor is described by a circumlocution, tlie pos-

sessive sign should generally be applied to the last term only ; as, " The
duke of Bridgeioater^s canal; The biskop of Landnff^s excellent book; The
captain of the giiwuVs house." This usage, however, ought generally to

be avoided. The words do not literally convey the ideas intended. What
nonsense to say, " This is the goveriiour of Ohio^s house !"

2. When nouns in the possessive case are in apposition, and follow each
other in quick succession, the possessive sign is generally annexed to the

last only ; as, " For David my servanrs sake ; Jchn the Baptisl^s head ; The
canal was built in consequence of De Witt Clinton the governoiir^s advice."

But when a pause is proper, and the governing noun not expressed, the
sign should be applied to the first possessive only, and understood to the
rest ; as, " I reside at Lord S!ormont\s, my old pan-on and benefactor."

3. Its, the possessive case of it, is often improperly used for His, or, it is ;

as, "/<s my book : Its his," &c. ; instead of, " It is my bo^k ; or, 'Tt's my
book ; // is his

;
or, Tw his."

4. Participles frequently govern nouns and pronouns in the possessive
case ; as, " In case of his majesty^s dying Avithout issue, &c. ; Upon GoiPs
having ended all his works, &c. ; I remember its being reckoned a great ex-
ploit ; At my coming in he said," &c. But in sucii instaiices,the participle

with its adjuncts may be considered a substantive phrase, according to Nota
2, Rule 23.

5. Phrases like these, " A. work of Washington Irving^s ; A brother of Jo-
sepK's; A friend of ?m)!e; A neighbour of j/oio-s," do not, as some have sup-
posed, each contain a double possessive, or two possessive cases, but they
may be thus construed ;

" A work of (oat of, or, among the number of) Wash-
ington Irving^s icorks ; that is, One of tlio works of Washington Irving ; One
of the brothers of Joseph; One friend of my friends; One neighbour ofyour
neighbours.^'

16
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FALSE SYNTAX.
Homers works are much admired.

Nevertheless, Asa his heart was not perfect with the Lord.

James Hart, his book, bought August the 19, 1829.

JS'ole 1. It was the men's, women's, and children's lotto

suffer great calamities.

This is Peter's, John's, and Andrew's occupation.

JVbie 2. This is Campbell's the poet's production.

The silk was purchased at Brown's, the mercer's and hab-

ordasher's.

Note 4. Much will depend on the pupil composing frequently.

Much depends on this rule being observed.

The measare failed in consequence of the president neglect

mg to lay it before the council.

RULE XIII.

Personal pronouns must agree with the nouns

for which they stand, in gender mui mmber ; as,

" John writes, and he Avill soon write well,."

Note. You, tlioiigh frequenlly employed to represent a singular noun, is

always plural inform; llierefore the verb connected with it should be plural

;

as, " My friend, you were mistaken." See pages 99 and 100.

FALSE SXNTAX.

Every man will be rewarded according to their works.

Incorrect, because the pronoun their does not agree in gender or number

with the noun "man," for which it stands ;
consequently Rule 13, is violated.

Their should be Ids; and then the pronoun would be of the masculme gen-

der, singular number, agreeing with man, according to Rule 13. (Repeat the

Rule.)
"^

An orator's tongue should be agreeable to the ear of their

audience.

Rebecca took goodly raiment, and put them on Jacob.

Take handfuls of ashes, and let Moses sprinkle it towards

heaven, in the .^ight of Pharaoh, and it shall become small dust.

No one should incur censure for bei.ng tender of their reputa-

tion.

JYote. Horace, you was blamed : and I think you was worthy

ofceAsure.

Witness, where was you standing during the transaction T

How far was you from the defendant 1

RTTLE XIV.

Relative pronouns agree with their antecedents,

ill gender, person, and number ; as, " Thou ivho

lovest wisdom;" " 1 ioho speak from experience."
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Note. When a relative pronoun is preceded by two antecedents of difler-

cnt persons, the relative and the verb may agree in person with either, but

not without regard to the sense; as, "I am tJie man ivho command you ;"

or, "I am the man icho commamls you." The meaning of the first of these

examples will more obviously appear, if we render it thus: "I who coift-

mand you, am the man."
When tlie agreement of the relative has been fixed with either of the pre-

ceding anlecerlents, it nmst be preserved throughout the sen4;ence ; as, "I
am tlie Lord, that maketh all things ; that sirelclielh forth the heavens alone

;

thai spreudeth abroa-d the earth by myself," &c.

FALSE SYNTAX.
Thou who has been a witness of the fact, canst state it.

The Avbeel killed another man, which make the sixth which

have lost tlieir lives by this means.

Thou great First Cause, least understood !

Who all my sense confined.

Ao/e, 2d part. Thou art the Lord, who didst choose Abra-

nam, and brought him forth out of Ur of the Chaldees.

RULE XV.

The relative is the nominative case to the verb,

when no nominative comes between it and the

verb ; as, " Tlie master who taught us, was emi-

nent."

FALSE SYNTAX.

If he will not hear his best friend, v/hom shall be sent to

admonish him.

This is the man whom, he informed me, was toy benefactor.

R1I.E XVI.

When a nominative comes between the relative

and the verb, the relative is governed by the fol-

lowing verb, or by some other word m its own
member of the sentence ; as, "He whom I serve,

is eternal."

Note t. WLo^ which, what, the relative that, and their compounds, io/ton»-

ever, whomsoever, &c., though in the objective case, are always placed before
the verb ; as, " He whom ye seek, has gone hence."

2. Every relative mast have an antecedent to whicb it relates, either ex-
'

pressed or implied
;
as, " Who steals m\ purse,sceals trash ;" that is, /if who.

3. The p-onouns whichsoever, ivhatsoever, and the like, are sometimes ele-
gantly divided by the interposition of the corresponding nouns ; as, " On
which side soever the king cast his eyes," &c.
4 The pronoun lohat is sometimes improperly used instead of the con-

junction thai ; as, " He would not believe but lohat I was in lault." It sliould
be, " but that" &c.
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FALSE SYNTAX.
That is the friend who I sincereiy esteem.
Not proper, because who, which is the object of the action expressed by

the trpireitive verb " esteem," is in the nominative case. It ought to be tohom,
in the objective

; and then it would be governed by esteem, according to
Ru-lo 16. (Repeat the Rule :)—and, also, according to Rule 20. " That i»

the friend ivliom I sincerely esteem."

They who much is given to, will have much to answer for.

From the character of those who you associate with, your
own will be estimated.

He is a man who I greatly respect.

Our benefactors and tutors are the persons who we ought to

love, and who we ought to be grateful to.

They who conscience and virtue support, may smile at the

caprices of fortune.

Who did you walk with 1
"

Who did you see there 1

Who did you give the book to ?

RULE XVII.

When a relative pronoun is of the interrogative

kind, it refers to the word or phrase containing

the answer to the question for its subsequent^

which subsequent must agree in case with the in-

terrogative; as, " Whose book is that? Joseph's ;'!

'* Who gave you this ? John^''
NoTii. Whether the interrogative really refers to a subsequent or not, is

doubtliil ; but it is certain that the subsequent should agree in case with the

interrogative.

FALSE SYNTAX.
Who gave John those books? Us. Of whom did you buy

them ? Of a bookseller, he who lives in Pearl-street.

Who walked with you 1 My brother and him.

Who will accompany me to the country I Her and me.

KULE XVIII.

Adjectives belong to, and quahfy nouns, ex-

pressed or understood ; as, " He is a good, as

well as a ivise man."
Note 1. Adjectives frequently belong to pronouns; as, "/am miserafrZe;

He is industrious.''^

2. Numeral adjectives belong to nouns, which nouns must agree in num-
ber with their adjectives, when of the cardinal kind; as, "Ten feet'; Eighty

fathoms." But some anomalous and figurative expressions form an exception

to this rule ; as, " A fleet of forty sail;'" " Tico hundred head of cattle."

3. Adjectives sometimes belong to verbs in the infinitive mood, or to a part

of a sentence ; as, " To see is pleasant ; To be blind is unfortunate ; To dia

for our country, is glorious.''^
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4. Adjectives are often used to modify the sense of other adjectives, or the

action of verbs, and to express the quality of things in connexion with the

action by which that quality is produced ; as, " Red hot iron ; Pale blue

lining; Deep sea-green sash; The apples boil so// ; Open your hand loW-e;

The clay burns ivldte ; The fire burns blue ; The eggs boil hanV
5. When an adjective is preceded by a preposition, and the noun is under-

stood, the two words may be considered an adverbial phrase ; as, " In ge-

neral, in particular ;" that is, generally, particularly.

G. Adjectives should be placed next to the nouns which they quahfy ;
as,

" A tract of good land."

7. We should generally avoid comparing such adjectives as do not literal-

ly adinit of comparison ; such as, more impossible, most impossible; ,nore wn-

conquerable, more perfect, S,-c. See Remarks on adjectives, page 76.

8. When an adjective or an adverb is used in comparing two objects, it

should be in the comparative degree ; but when more than two are com-

pared, the superlative ought to be employed ; as, " JuUa is the taller of the

two ; Her specimen is the best of the three."

FALSE SYNTAX.
JVote 2. The boat carries thirty tun.

The chasm was twenty foot broad, and one hundred fathom

in depth.

JYote 6. He bought a new pair of shoes, and an elegant piece

of furniture.

My cousin gave his fine pair of horses for a poor tract of

land.

JYote 7. The contradictions of impiety are still more incom-

prehensible.

It is the most uncertain way that can be devised.

This is a more perfect model than I ever saw before.

JYote 8. Which of those two cords is the strongest?

I was at a loss to determine which was the wiser of the three.

RULE XIX»
Adjective pronouns belong to nouns, express-

ed or understood ; as, " ^ny man, all men."
Note 1. The demonstrative adjective pronouns must agree in number

with their nouns ; as, " This book, these buoks ; that sort, those sorts."

2. The pronominal adjectives, ecich, every, either, neither, another, and one,

agree with nouns in the singular number only; as, "Each man, every per-
son, another lesson ;" unless the plural nouns convey a collective idea : as,
" Every six months."

3. Either is often improperly employed instead of each ; as, " The king of
Israel, and Jehoshaphat the king of Judah, sat either of them on his throne."
Each signifies both tdKen separately ; either implies only the one or the other
taken disjunctively :—" sat each on his throne."

FALSE SYNTAX.
JYote 1. Those sort of favours do real injury.

They have been playing this two hours.

These kind of indulgences soften and injure the mind.
lie saw one or more persons enter the garden. ^

16*
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J . ote 2. Let each esteem others bettei than themselves.

There are bodies, each of which are so small as to be invisible.

Every person, whatever their station may be, are bound bjr

the laws of morality and religion.

jyute 3. On either side of the river was the tree of life.

Nadab and Abihu took either of them his censer.

RULE XX.

Active-transitive verbs govern the objective

case ; as, " Cesar conquered Pompey ;" " Colum-
bus discovered Jmerica;'' "Truth ennobles her."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Ye who were dead, hath he quickened.

Ye, in the nominative case, is erroneous, becavise it is the object of the ac-

tion expressed by the transitive verb "hath quickened;" and therefore it

should be you, in the objective case. You would then be governed by "hath
quickened," agreeably to Rule 20. Active-transitive verbs govei-n the objective

case.

Who did they entertain so freely 1

They who opulence has made proud, and who luxury has

corrupted, cannot relish the simple pleasures of nature.

He and they we know, but who are ye 1

She that is negligent, reprove sharply.

He invited my brother and I to pay him a visit.

Who did they send on that mission ?

They who he has most injured, he had the greatest reason to

love.

RULE XXI.

The verb to be may have the same case after it

as before it ; as, " / am the ma7i ;" " I believe itU)

have been them ;" " He is the thief."

Note 1. When nouns or pronouns next preceding and followdng the verb

to be, signify the same thing, they are in apposition, and, therefore, in the

same case. Rule 21 is predicated on the principle contained in Rule 7.'

2. The verb to be is often understood ; as, " Tlie Lord made me man; He
made him what he was ;" that is, " The Lord made me to be man ; He made
him to be that ivhick he was." " They desired me to call them brethren;" L e.

by the name of brethren. " They named him John ;" i. e. by the name o/John ;

or, by the ?iame Jokn : putting these two nouns in apposition

FALSE SYNTAX.
I know it to be they.

Improper, because it is in the objective case before the verb "to be," and

they is in the nominative after ; consequently, Rule 21 is violated. They ia

in apposition with il, therefore they should be them, in the objective aAer to

be, according to Rule 21. (Repeal the Rule.)
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Be composed, it is me.

I would not act thus, if I were him.

Well may you be afraid ; it is him, indeed

Who do you fancy him to be 1

Whom do men say that I am? Whom say ye that I am ?

If it was not him, who do you imagine it to have been 1

He supposed it was me ; but you knew that it was him.

RULE XXII.

Active-intransitive and passive verbs, the verb

to become, and other neuter verbs, have the same
case after them as before them, when both words
refer to, and signify, the same thing ; as, " Tom i

struts a soldier/^ ^'^ Will sneaks a scrivener
;^^

" He was called Cesar ;" " The general was sa

luted emperoiir f " They have become /oo/^."

NcTE 1. Active-intransitivc verbs sometimes assume a transitive form,

and govern the olijective case ; as, " To dream a dream; To run a race; To
walk the horse ; To dance the child; To fly the kite."

2. According to a usage too common in colloquial style, an agent not
literally the correct one, is employed as the nominative to a passive verb,

which causes the verb to be followed by an objective case without the possi-

bility of supplying before it a preposition : thus, " Pitticus was offered a large

sum by the king ;" " She was promised them (the jewels) by her mother ;"

" I was asked a question." It would be better sense, and more agreeable to

th« idiom of our language, to say, " A large simi was offered to Pitticus ;"

" They were promised (to) her ;" " A question was put to me."

3. Some passive verbs are formed by using the participles of compound
active verbs. To smile, to wonder, to dream, are intransitive verbs, for which
reason they have no passive voice ; but, to smile on, to wonder at, to dream

of, are compound active-transitive verbs, and, therefore, admit of a passive

voice; as, "He was smiled on by fortune; The accident is not to he won-
dered at

;"

" Theie are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
" Than are dreamed of in your philosophy."

RULE XXIII.

A verb in the infinitive mood may be governed
by a verb, noun, adjective, participle, or pronoun

;

as, " Cease to do evil ;" " We all have our ta-

lent to be improved ;" " She is eager to learn ;"

" They are preparing to go ;" " Let him do it."

Illustration. The supposed pnnciple of government referred»to in this

rule, may be thus illustrated. In the sentence, " Cease to do evil," the pe-
culiar manner in which cease is introduced, requires or compels us to put the
Terb do in the infinitive mood ; and, according to the genius of our language,
we cannot express this act of doing, when thus connected with cease, in an»
Other mood, unless we change the construction of the sentence. Hence we
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say, that cease governs the Tiood of the vera do. Similar remarks may be
applied to the words talent, eager, preparing, and him, in the respective ex-

amples under the rule.

Many respectable grammarians refer the government of this mood inva-

riahly to the preposition to prefixed, which word they do not, of course, con-
sider a part of the verb. Others contend, and with some plausibility, that
this mood is not governed by any particular word. If we reject the idea of
government, as applied to the verb in this mood, the following rule, if sub-
stituted for the foregoing, might, perhaps, answer all practical purposes.

RULE.
A verb in the infinitive mood, refers to some

noun or pronoun, as its subject or actor.
Illustrafion of the examples under Rule XXIO. " To do" refers to

thou understood for its agent ;

'•' to be improved" refers to talent ; " to

learn," to she ; " to go," to they; and " to do," refers to him.

Note 1. The iniinitive mood absolute stands independent of the rest of
the sentence ; as, " To confess the truth, I was in fault."

2. The infinitive mood is sometimes governed by conjunctions or ad-

verbs ; as, " An object so high as to be invisible ;" " He is wise enough to dt

eeive ;" " The army is about to march."

RULE XXIV,
The infinitive mood, or part of a sentence, is fre-

quently put as the nominative case to a verb, or

the object of an active-transitive verb ; as, " To
play is pleasant ;" " Boys love to play f " l^hat

warm climates shorten life, is reasonable to sup-

pose ;" " He does not consider how near he ap-

proaches to his end.^^

Note. To, the sign of the infinitive mood, is sometimes properly omit-

ted ; as, " I heard him say it j" instead of, " to saij it."

RULE XXV.
The verbs which follow bid, dare, need, make,

see, hear, feel, help, let, and their participles, are

in the infinitive mood without the sign to prefixed;

as, "He bids me come i'' "I dare engage f^

" Let me go ;" " Help me do it ;" i. e. to come,

to go, to do it, &c. " He is hearing me recite''*

FALSE SYNTAX.
Bid him to come.

He durst not to do it without permission.

Hear him to read his lesson.

It is the difference in their conduct, which makes us to ai**

prove the one, and to reject the other.

It is better live on a Uttle, than outlive a great deal.

I wish him not wrestle with his happiness.
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RULE XXVI.

Participles have the same government as the

verbs have from which they are derived ; as, "I
saw the tutor instructing his pupils.'''

Note. The present participle with the^definite article the before it, be-

comes a noun, and mitst have the preposition 0/ after it. The and o/must
both be used, or both be omitted ; as, " By the observing o/truth, you wiU

command respect ;" or, " By observing truth," &c.

FALSE SYNTAX.
JYote. We cannot be wise and good without the taking

pains for it.

The changing times and seasons, the removin'g and setting

tip kings, belong to Providence alone.

These are the rules of grammar, by observing of which yon

may avoid mistakes.

RILE XXVII.
.

The present participle refers to some noun or

pronoun denoting the subject or actor ; as, " I

see a boy running.^'

RUL.E XXVill.

The perfect participle belongs, Uke an adjec-

ti\ e, to some noun or pronoun, expressed or mi-

derstood ; as, " I saw the boy abused''

Note 1. Participles of neuter verbs have the same case after them as be-

fore them ; as, " Pontius Pilate being Govemour cf Judea, and Herod being

Tetrarch," Lc.

2. A participle with its adjuncts, may sometimes be considered as a sub-

stantive or participial phrase, which phrase may be the subject of a verb, or

tiie object of a verb or preposition ; as, " Taking from (mother ivilhout his

knoivkdge or asaent, is called stealing ; He studied to avoid expressing himself

too s-cvei-ely ; I cannot fail of having money, &lc. ; By promising muc-h and per-

forming but little^ we become despicable."

3. AfS the perfect participle and the imperfect tense of irregular verbs, are

sometimes different in their form, care must be taken that they be not indis-

criminately used. It is frequently said, 'he begun,' for ' he began;' 'He
run,' for, ' he ran ;' ' He come,' for ' he came ;' the participles being nere

used instead of the imperfect tense ; and much moji-e freipient'y is the im-

perfect tense employed instead of the participle ; as, ' I had wrote,' for ' I

had written ;' ' 1 was chose,' for ' I was chosen ;' ' I have eat,' for ' I have
eaten.' ' He would have spoke ;'

—

spoken. ' He overrun his guide j'

—

overran
' The sun )iad rose ;'

—

risen.

FALSE SYNTAX.
I seen him. I have saw many a one.

Seen is improper, the perfect participle being used instead of the imperfect

tense of the verb. It ought to be, " I smu liim," according to Note 3. Have
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saw is also erroneous, the im,^erfect tense being employed instead of the per-
fect participle. The perfect tense of a verb is formed by combining the auxi-
liary have with its perfect participle: thorelore the sentence should be writ-
ten thus, " I have seen many a one :" Note 3.

JYole 3. He done me no harm, for I had wrote my letter

before he come home.
Had not that misfortune befel my cousin, he would have went

to Europe long ago.

The sun had already arose, when I began my journey.
Since the work is began, it must be prosecuted.
The French language is spoke in every state in Europe.
He writes as the best authors would have wrote, had they

writ on the same subject.

RUT.E XXIX.

Adverbs qualify verbs, participles, adjectives,

and other adverbs ; as, " A very good pen writes
extremely ivell f^ "By living temperately,^^ &c.
Note 1. Adverl)s are freiifialiy sot before adjectives or adverbs, after

verbs, or between the atixiliaiy and tlie verb; as, "He made a very sensible

discourse, and was ntleutivtly h'^ard." •

2. When the qualifying word which follows a verb, expresses qiuiUty, it

must be an adjective, but vvhc/i it expresses manner, an adverb should be
used; as, " She looks fo//; She loolis co^(//j/ on him; He feels loarm ; He
feels warmly the insnll ofl'rrd to hiiu." If the verb lo be can be substituted

for the one ciiiplnycd, an adjci-tive should tbilow, and not an adverb; as,

"She looks [is] cold; The liay sniclis [is] sweet; The fields look [are] green;
The apples taste [arc] sour; The wind blows [is] fresh."

3. It is not ptrictiy iJioper to anply the adverbs here, there, and wftere, to

verbs siiinifyins motion, instead of t'le adverbs hither, thither, whither- : thus,

"He came here [hiJJ'cr] iiaslily;" "They rode there [thither] in two
hours ;" " JVkere [whither] M'ili he go?" But in familiar style, these con-
structions are so far sanctioned as sometimes to be admissible.

4. The use of inhere, instead of in which, in constructions like the follow-

inij, is hardly admissiblo :
" The immortal sages of '76, formed a charter,

where [In whirh] t'neir I'ights are boldly asserted."

5. As tlie adverbs hence, thence, and wiience, literally supply the place of

a noun and prepnsition, there appears to be a solecism in employing a pre-

position in conjnnctioii witii thein : " From whence it follows ;" " He came
from thence since niorninij." Better, " whence it follows ;" " He came
thence.'''' The following purasos are also exceptionable :

" The then minis-

try;" " The aboce argument ;" " Ask me never so much dowry ;" " Charrn

he never so wisely." Better, " The ministry of that time or period;" " The
jwecetimg- argument ;" " Ever so much dowry;" " Ever so wisely."

FALSE SYNTAX.
JVoie 1. It cannot be impertinent or ridiculous therefore to

remonstrate.

He was pleasing not often, because he was vain.

These things !?hoiild be never separated.

We may happily live, though our possessions are small.
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RULE XXX.

Two negatives destroy one another, and are

j^enerally equivalent to an affirmative ; as, " Such
things are not ?^?2Common ;" i. e. they are com-
mon.
Note. When one of tlie two negatives employed is joined to another

word, it forms a pleasing and dehcate variety of expression ; as, " His lan-

guage, though inelegant, is not itngrammatical :" that is, it is srammatical.
But, as two negatives, by destroying each othery are equivalent to an af-

firmative, they should not be used when we wish toconvey a fieg-afire meaning.
The following sentence is therefore inaccurate : " I canJioJ by no means allow,

him what his arLHunent must prove." It should be, " I cannot by any means,"
&c., or, " I can by no means."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Kole, 2d part. I don't know nothing about it.

I did not see nobody there. Nothing never affects her.

Be honest, nor take no shape nor semblance of disguise.

There cannot be nothing more insignificant than vanity.

Precept mr disciphne is not so forcible as example.

Rl'LE XXXI.

Prepositions govern the objective case ; as,

"He wentfrom Utica to Rome, and then passed
through Redfield."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Each is accountable for hisself.

They settled it among theirselves.

It is not I who he is displeased with.

"Who did you go with ?

Who did you receive instruction from 1

RULE XXXII.

Home, and nouns signifying distance, time when,
koiv long, &c. are generally governed by a pre-
position understood : as, " The horse ran a mile ;"

" He came home last June ;" " My friend lived

lour years at college ;" that is, ran through the

space of a mile ; or, ran over a space called a
mile ; to his home in last June ; during four years,
&c.
Note 1. The prepositions to and for are often understood, chiefly before

ilie pronouns : as, " Give [to] me a book ; Get [for] him some paper."
2. To or unto, is, by some, supposed to be understood after like and
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unlike; as, "He is like [unto] his brother; She is unlike [to] him." Others

consider this mode of expression an idiom of the language, and maintain

that like governs the objective foUowrins it.

3. Nouns signifying extension, duration, quantity, quality, or value, are

Hsed without a governing word ; as, " The Ohio is one thousand miles long

;

She is ten years old ; My hat is worth ten dollars." These are sometimes

considered anomalies. See page 163.

RULE XXXIII.
Conjunctions connect nouns and pronouns in

the same case ; as, " The master taught her and
7ne to Avrite ;" '^ He and she are associates."

FALSE SYNTAX.
My brother and him are grammarians.

You and me enjoy great privileges.

Him and I went to the city in company ; but John and him

returned \yithout iTiC.

Between you and I there is a great disparity of years.

KFI.E XXXIV.
Conjunctions generally connect verbs of like

moods and tenses ; as, " If thou sincerely desire,

and earnestly pursue virtue, she icill assuredly be

found by thee, and prov^. a rich reward."'

Note 1. When different moods and tenses are connected by conjunctions,

the nominative must be repeated ; as, " He may return, but he icill not tarry."

2. Conjunctions implyina; contingency or doubt, require the subjunctive

mood after them ; as, " //"he study^he will improve." See pages 135, 145,

and 155.
i , ^ n

3. The conjunctions if, though, unless, except, whether, and lest, generally

require the subjunctive mood after them.
. , •. ,

4. Conjunctions of a positive and absolute nature, miplying no aoubt, re-

quire the "indicative mood ; as, " Jls virtue advances, so vice recedes."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Did he not tell me his fault, and entreated me to forgive him t

Professing regard, and to act differently, discovers a base

mind.

JSToie 1. He has gone home, but may return.

The attorney executed the deed, but will write no more.

JYote 2. I shall walk to-day, unless it rains.

If he acquires riches, they will corrupt his mind.

RULE XXXV.
A noun or pronoun following the conjunction

lha?i, as, or but, is nominative to a verb, or gov-

erned by a verb or preposition, expressed or un-

derstood ; as, " Thou art wiser than I [flm."J " I

saw nobody but [I saw] liim."
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Note . The conjunction as, when it is connected with such, many, or
same, is sometimes, though erroneously, called a relative pronoun ; as, •* Let
mch as presume to advise others," &c. ; that is, Let them vjho, &c. See page
1 16.

2. An ellipsis, or omission of some words, is frequently adniitted, which
must be supplied in the mind in ordar to parse grammatically ; as, " Wo ia

me ;" that is, to me ;
" To sleep all night ;" i. e. through all the night ;

" He
has gone a journey ;" i. e. on a journey ;

" They walked a league ;" i. e. over

a space called a leaeue.

3. When the omission of words would obscure the sense, or weaken its

force, they must be expressed.

4. In the use of prepositions, and words that relate to each other, we should
pay particular regard to the meaning of tlie words or sentences which they
connect: all tlic parts of a sentence should coi respond to each other, and a
regular and clear construction throughout should be carefully preserved.

FALSE SYNTAX.
They are much greater gainers than me.
They know how to write as well as him ; but he is a better

grammarian than them.

They were all well but aim.

None were rcwaitled but him and me.
Jesus sought none but they who had gone astray.

REMARKS ON THE TENSES.
1

.

In the use of verbs, and other words and phrases which,

in point of time, relate to each other, a due regard to that rela-

tion should be observed.
Instead of saying, " The Lord hath given, and the Lord hath taken away ;"

we should say, " The Lord gave, anti the Lord hath taken av/ay." Instead
of, " I remember the family more than twenty years ;" it should be, " I

'have remembered the family more than twen.ty years."

2. The best rule that can be given for the management of the

tenses, and of words and phrases which, in point of time, relate

to each other, is this very general on« ; Observe tvhat the sense

necessarily recuires.

To say, " I have visited Washington last summer ; I have seen the work
more than a month ago," is not good sense. The constructions shoul-d be,
" I visited W'ashington, &c. ; I saw the work, &c.' " This mode of expres-
sion has been formerly much admired ;"—" was formerly much admired."
" If I had have been there ;" " If I had have seen him ;" " Had you have
known him," are solecisms too gross to need correction. We can say, I

have been, I had been ; but what sort of a tense is, had have been '/ To
place had before the defective verb ought, is an errour equally gross and
illiterate :

—" had ought, hadnH ought." This is as low a vulgarism as the
use or theini, hem, and Mzzen, tother, furder, baynt, this ere, I seed it, I

teWd him.

3. When we refer to a past action or event, and no part ot

that time in which it took place remains, the imperfect tense
should be used ; but if there i-s still remaining some portion of
the time in which we declare that the thing has been doae, the

perfect tense should be employed.
17
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Thus, we say, " Philosophers made great discoveries in the last ccntu-v ;'

" He was much afflicted last year ;" but when we refer to the present cen-
tur)', year, week, day, &c. we ought to use the perfect tense ; as, " Philos-
ophers have made great discoveries in the present century ;" " He hca
fteeji much afflicted this year;" " I have read the president's messaae this
week;" "We have heard important news this morning;" because" these
events occurred in this century, this year, this week, and to-day, and stili

there remains a part of this century, year, week, and day, of wliich I speak
In general, the perfect tense may be applied wherever the action is con

nected with the present time, by the actual existence either of the authoi
or of the work, though it may have been performed many centuries ago;
but if neither the author nor the work now remains, the perfect tense oiMit
not to be employed. Speaking of priests in general, we may say, " They
have in all ages claimed great powers ;" because the general order of the
priesthood still exists ; but we cannot properly say, " The Druid priests
have claimed great powers ;" because that order is now extinct. We ought,
therefore, to say, " The Druid priests claimed great powers."
The following examples may serve still farther to illustrate the propet

nse and application of the tenses. " My brother has recently been to
Philadelphia." It should be, " luas recently at Philadelphia ;" because the
adverb recently refers to a time completely past, without any allusion to the
!)resent time. " Charles is grown considerably since I have seen him the
ast time." Corrected, " Charles /««« grown, since I snjo him," &c. "Pay-
ment was at length made, but no reason assigned for its being so long
postponed." Corrected, " for its having been so long postponed." " They
were arrived an hour before we reached the citj .-"—" They hud arrived."

" The workmen will complete the building at the time I take possession
of it," It should be, " will have compUted the building," &c. " This curioua

Siece of workmanship was preserved, and sliown to strangers for more than
fly years past ;"—"/w£s been preserved, and been shown to strangers," &c

"I had rather wiil ! than beg:"— "1 wo\di rather write than beg."
" On the morrow, because he would have Known the certainty whereofPaul

was accused of the Jews, he loosed him from his bands." It ought to be,
" because he \oould know ; or, being loilling to know," &c. " The blind man
said, ' Lord, that I might receive my sigiit ;' " '' If by any means I might

attain unto the resurrection of the dead." In both these examples, may would
be preferable to might. "I feared that I should have lost the parcel, before I

arrived :"—" that I should lose." " It would have aflijided me no satisfac-

tion, if I could perform it." It ought to be, " if I could have performed it ;" or,

*It ivoidd afford me no satisfaction, if I could perform it." "This dedicrtion

may serve for almost any book that has, is, or shall be published :"—" that

ias been, or ^nill be published."

4. Ill order to employ the two tenses of the infinitive mood
Xi'iih propriety, particular attention should be paid to the mean-

ng of what we express.

Verbs expressive of hope, desire, intenticn, or command, ought

to be followed by the present tense of the Infinitive 7nood.

" Last week I intended to have written," is improper. The intention of

irriting was then present with me ; and, therefore, the construction should

be, " fintended to rorite." The following examples are aL<5o inaccurate; "I
found him better than I expected to have fount him;" My purpose was,

after spending ten months more in commerce, to have withdrawn my wealth

toanoUier country." They should be, "expected to find him;" "to withdraw

nf<y wealth."

"This is a book which proves itself to be written by tTie person whosa

Itune it bears." It ought to be, " which proves itself to have been wnllen," Stc
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•»To see him would have afforded ine pleasure all my life." Corrected, " To
have seen him ;" or, " To see him would afvrd me pleasure," &c. " The argu-

ments were sufficient to have satisfied a.l who heard them :"—"were suffi-

cient to sat'sfy." " History painters would have found it difficult to have

invented such a species of beings :"—*' to invent such a species."

5. General and immutabie truths ought to be expressed in

the present tense.

Instead of saying, " He did not know that eight and twenty v!ere equal to

twenty and eight;" "The preacher said very audibly, that whatever was
useful, rvas good ;" " My opponent would not believe, that virtue was always
advantageous;" The constructions should be, "are equal to twenty;"
" whatever is useful, is good ;" " virtue is always advantageous."

EXAMPLES IN FALSE SYNTAX PROMISCUOUSLY
ARRANGED.

We adore the Divine Being, he who is from eternity to

eterffiity.

On these causes depend all the happiness or misery which

exist among men.
The enemies who we have most to fear, are those of our o-vj'n

nearts.

Is ft me or him who you requested to go ?

Though great has been his disobedience and his folly, yet if

he sincerely acknowiedges his misconduct, he shall be forgiven.

There were, in the metropolis, much to amuse them.

By exercising of our memories, they are improved.

The property of my friend, I nlean his books and furniture,

were wholly consumed.
Affluence might give us respect in the eyes of the vulgar, but

will not recommend us to the wise and good.

The cares of this world, they often choke the growth of virtue.

They that honour me, 1 will honour ; and them that despise

me, shall be lightly esteemed.

I intended to have called last week, but could not.

The fields look freshly and gayly since the rain. .

The book is printed very neat, and on fine wove paper.

I have recently been in Washington, where I have seen Gen.
Andrew Jackson, he who is now president.

Take the two first, and, if you please, the three last.

The Chinese wall is thirty foot high.

It is a union supported by an hypothesis, merely.

I have saw him who you wrote to ; and he would have came
back with me, if he could.

Not one in fifty of those who call themselves deists, under-
stand the nature of the religion which they reject.

If thou studiest diligently, thou will become learned.

Education is not attended to properly ir. Spain.
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He know'd i was nis duty; and he ought, therefore, to do it.

He has littie more of the great man besides the title.

Richard acted very independent on the occasion.

We have done no more than it was our duty to have done.

The time ofmy friend entering on business, soon arrived.

His speech is the most perfect specimen I ever saw.

Cahnnny and detraction are sparks which, ifyou do not blow,

they will go out of themselves.

Those two authors have each of them their merit.

. Reasons whole pleasure, all the joys of sense,

Lies in three words, health, peace, and competence.

A great mass of rocks thrown together by the hand of nature

with wildness and confusion, strike the mind with more gran-

deur, than if they were adjusted to one another with the accuratest

symmetry.

A lampoon or a satire do not carry in them robhery or murder.

The side A, with the sides B and C, compose the triangle.

If some persons opportunities M'ere never so favourable, they

would be too indolent to improve.

It is reported that the governour will come here to-morrow.

Beauty and innocence should be never separated.

Extravagance and folly may reduce you to a situation where

you will have much to fear and little to hope.

Not one in fifty of our modern infidels are thoroughly versed

ia. their knowledge of the Scriptures.

Virtue and mutual confidence is the soul of friendship. Where
these are wanting, disgust or hatred often follow little dilfcrences.

An army present a painful sight to a feeling mind.

To do good to them that hate us, and, on no occasion, to seek

revenge, is the duty of a christian.

The polite, accomplished libertine, is but miserable amidst all

his pleasures : the rude inhabitant of Lapland is happier than

hln.

There are principles in man, which ever have, and ever will,

incline him to offend.

This is one of the duties which requires great circumspection.

They that honour me, them will 1 honour.

Every church and sect have o])inions peculiar to themselves.

Pericles gained such an ascendant over the minds of the Athe-

nians, that he -might be said to attain a monarchical power in

Athens.

Thou, Lord, who hath permitted affliction to come upon us,

shall deliver us from it in due time.

That writer has given us an account of the manner in which

Christianity has formerly been propagated among the heathens.
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Though the measure be mysterious, it is not unworthy ofyour

attention.

In his conduct was treachery, and in his words, faithless

professions.

After I visited Europe, I returned to America.

I have not, nor shall not, consent to a proposal so unjust.

I had intended yesterday to have walked out, but I have been

again disappointed.

Five and eight makes thirteen ; five from eight leaves three.

If he goes to Saratoga next week, it will make eight times

that he has visited that renoAvned watering place.

I could not convince him, that a forgiving disposition wag

nobler than a revengeful one. I consider the first, one of the

brightest virtues that ever was or can be possessed by man.

The college consists of one great, and several smaller edifices.

He wou)d not believe, that honesty was the best policy.

The edifice was erected sooner than I expected it to have

been.

Surely, goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of

my life ; and I will dwell in the house of the Lord for ever.

If a man have a hundred sheep, and one of them be gone
astray, doth he not leave the ninety and nine, &c. 1

He might have completed his task sooner, but he could not

do it better.

The most ignorant and the most savage tribes of men, when
they have looked round on the earth, and on the heavens, covild

not avoid ascribing- their origin to some invisible, designing

cause, and felt a propensity to adore their Creator.

CRITICAL NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Observation 1. The following absurd phrases so common in the sacred

desk and elsewhere, should be carefully avoided by all who regard common
sense ;

—" Sing the two first and three last verses." Just as if there could be
more than one first and one last. There may be a first two, a second two, &c.

;

a. first three, a second three, a. last three. "Within the <ioo Z(wf centuries;"
" The second syllable of the three first words;" " The three first of these or-
hoepists have no rule by which their pronunciation is regulated ;"—" the
ast two centuries ;" " the first three words ;" " the first three of these or-
thoepists."

2. Adjectives should not be used to express the manner of action. "The
higher the river, the swifter it flows ;" " James learns easier than Juliet ; he
sees deeper mto the millstone than she ;"—" the more swiftly it flows ;"
•* learns more easily ; farther into the millstone." " He conducted the
boldest of any ;"—" the most boldly."

3. Moie requires than after it. The following sentences are therefore im-
proper : " He was more beloved, but not so much admired, as Cinthio ;"
" Richard is more active, but not so studious, as his companion." The legi-

timate mode of supplying the ellipses in these constructions, will show their

17*
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p-oss impropriety: thus, " He was more beloved as Cinthio ;" " Richard a
more active as his companion," &c.

4. Adverbs, as illustrated on page 85 are generally suhslitutes for two or
more words belonging to other parts of speech. " Will you accompany rne

to Europe next summer?" " Yes." " Do you believe that the voyage will

restore your health ?" " JVo." In these examples, the adverbs yes and no,

are substitutes for whole sentences, and, therefore, do not qualify any words
understood. Yes, in this instance, literally means, " Iioill accompany you to

Europe next summer ;" and?io, " / do not believe that the voyage will restore my
health." Many other adverbs are often employed in a similar manner,

" Firstly," is often improperly used instead" of the adverb^rsi; " a good
deal," instead of, much, or, a great deal.

5. A nice distinction should be observed in the use ofsuc/i and so. The
former may be employed in expressing quality ; the latter, in expressing a
degree of the quality

; as, " Such a temper is seldom found ;" " So bad a
temper is seldom found." In the following examples, so should be used in-

stead of such: " He is such an extravagant young man, that I cannot asso
ciate with him ;" " I never before saw sitc/t large trees."

The affected use of cardinal, instead of ordinal numbers, ought not to be
imitated. ^^ On ^page forty-five ;" " Look at page nineteen ;"—forty-fifth,
nineteenth.

6. In the choice an<i application of prepositions, particular regard should
be paid to their meaning as established by the idiom of our language and
the best ubage. " In my proceedinsis, I have been actuated from the con-
viction, that I was supporting a righteous cause ;" " He should have pro-

fited from those golden precepts ;" " It is connected to John with the con-

junction and ;" " Aware that there is, in the minds of many, a strong predi-

lection in favour of established usages ;" " He was made much on at Ar-

gos ;" " They are resolved of going ;" " The rain has been falling of a long

time ;" " It is a work deserving of encouragement." These examples may
be corrected thus, " actuated by the conviction ;" " by those golden pre-

cepts;" "by the conjunction and ;" " predilection /ar ;" " much of at Ar-

gos ;" " on going ;" " falling a long time ;" " deserving encouragement."

7. The pl-eposition to is used before nouns of place, where they follow

verbs or participles of motion ; as, " I went to Washington." But at is em-
ployed after the verb to be; as, "I have been at Washington ;" " He haa

been to New-York, to home," &c. are improper. The preposition in is set

before countries, cities, and large towns ; "He lives in France, iu London,

in Philadelphia, in Rochester." But before single houses, and cities and

villages which are in distant countries, at is commonly used ; as, " He lives

at Park-place ;" " She resides at Vincennes." People in the northern states

may say, " They live in New-Orleans, or, at New-Orleans."

8. Passive agents to verbs in the infinitive mood, should not be employed

as active agents. The following are solecisms :
" This house to let ;"

" Horses and carriages to let ;" " Congress has much business to perforin

tliis session ;" because the agents, house, horses and carriages, and business,

which are really passh'c, are, according to these constructions, rendered aa

active. The expressions should be, "This house toJelet;" " Horses and

carriages to be let ;" " much business to be j erformed."

9. Ambiguitt.—" Nothing is more to be desired than wisdom." Not

literally correct, for wisdom is certainly more to be desired than nothing ; but,

as a figurative expression, it is well established and unexceptionable.

" A crow is a large black bird :"—a large, black—bird.

"
I saw a horse—fly through the window :"—I saw a horsefly,

" 1 saw a ship gliding under full sail through a spyglass." I saw, through

a epy glass, a ship gliding under full sail.
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" One may see how the world goes with half an eye." One may see,

with half an eye, how the world goes.
" A great stone, tl .at I happened to find, after a long search, by the sea

shore, served ine for an anchor." This arrangement of the members and
circumstances of this sentence, confines the speaker's search to the sea shore ;

whereas, he meant, "A large stone, xohich, after a long search, I happened
tofind bij the sea shore, served me for an anchor."

" I shall only notice those called personal pronouns." I shall notice onJjf

those called jiersonal pronouns.

10. Tautology.—Avoid words which add nothing t(» the sense ; such as,

"Ji^oio extant, free gratis, sloio mo ;e, cold snow, a hot sun, afioioing stream,

a dull blockhead, ivise sages." " I am just going to go there ;" I am about

to go.

11. Absukdities and Improprieties.—" I can learn him many things.'

It ought to l.e, " I can teach him." To learn, is to acquire or receive informa-

tion ; to teach, means to communicate it.

" I don't think it is so." You do think, that it is not so.

Ever, always. " I have ever been of this mind." I have always been.

Ever and altcays are not synonymous. Ever refers to one indefinite period

of time ; as, " If he ever become rich :" always means at all times.

Excuse, pardon. The former signifies to release from an obligation wluch
refers to the future ; the latter, to forgive a neglect or crime that is past.
" Excuse me for neglecting to call yesterday :" pardon me.
Remember, recollect. We remember a thing v/hich we retain in our mind

;

we recollect it, when, though having gone from the mind, we have power ta

call it back.

Defect, deficiency. A thing which is incomplete in any of its parts, is d^
fective; a total absence of the thing, is a deficiency.

This subject will be resumed in the appendix to this work.

CORRECTIONS IX ORTHOGRAPHY.
From among ttiose words which are often erroneously spelled, the follow^

ing are selected and corrected according to Johnson, and to Cobb's W^eb

Ikcorrect.
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Incorrect.
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CORRECTIONS IN ORTHOEPY.

The followmff words being often erroneously pronounced by polite people,

as well as by the vulgar, tlieir correction, in this place, agreeably to Cobb^s

Walker, it is jiresumed, will be useful to many. Some of the mispronuncia-

tions given are provincial.

File, fSr, fill, fat,—m^, met,—pine, pin—ni, move, nh, n&t—tibe, tub,

bull—ail—fJtind

—

thm—thIs.

Orthogra- Improper
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Orthogra- Improper
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IXCORnECT.
ki'<re'ti-us

kSvir-nd
kJti'drd-ise

d?iii'(*.n-stiite

d^-sfd-gr4t'uni

dl'iTiuiid

d(s-kr^p'4n-si

dls-frSn'tshlze

dis-on'?st

dTs-6r'dar

^-Ic^k'tSr-lze

^-ma'shate
^ks-pl'Jl-tA-rJ

eks-tem'pore
gks-trl-Sr'd^-rJi-'

fem'^-nlne

fV?k'vvgnt-U

j^n'i-ine

gft.--d^en'

eim-nfis'tlk

bfts'plt4l

hu'mur-us

lg-nh-Am'\i3

in-dek'i-rus

h--Ad\^-kte

[it-h-M
m'lne-tane'^nse

mSs'ku-llne

mur'kaa-tUe )

mur-kaii-t^el* ^
mur-kaii't'l )

mi-\{'l,-rkte

mu'z^-Oin

na'sliun-al

nA-mgn'kla-tire
nftm'^-t'v

8b-straD'pA-lus

ftk-tavj,

tr'h-t!)-rh

pi'rgnt-Aje

p5r-shai'li-t4

p;\'trun-ije

I>at'rA4ik

p.Jt'r^-6t

pat'ri-ui-'izm

fi-l.M'l(\-j?st

fi-l(Vsftf''fk-iLl

pU gil-rizm

p6s-sls'

pl^s-sSs'sfv,

pfts-s^sh'ijsi

Prd-v^nt'a-tlv

P JNOUNCED.
kuVtshi-Ss
kSvnr-lIt

k^dfirdMS
d,l-krgp'lt

di-iTiftn'strite

d^-s]d4-ri'tam
di'a-rnand

d?s'kr(^-panse

dls-tHii'tshlz

diz-ftn'ist

d!i-6r'dur

^-ma'sh.i-ite -

^ks'p^-i-tur-ri

eks-tlm'pi-ri

eks-tr6r'di-na-r^

fem'^-n'in

frfkw^nt-14
jen'i-in

eyar'd^-in

j^ni-nas'tik

hSl-l<l.l35'y4

8s'pt^-tal

yu'inur-Ss

Ijr-nu-ra'mSs

^n-di^-k^'rus

?r-ra'dt^-ite

nt-gr4'tl

m?n't6-ndnse
m^s'kff-lin

mgr'kln-tn

mH^-b-rkte
mi'i-zt^'um

n5sli'an-al

n6rn-?n-kli'tsh4re

nt>m'i-n%-t1v

6-bt^'j^4nse

ob-str^p'Sr-Ss

Sk-lA'vi

or'a-tur-ri

par'^nt-aje

p<1r.sh.l-ll'li-t4

pat'rijn-'je

pa'tr^-Si-k

pi'tr.l-?.t
^

pii'tr<^-ut-Tzm

fii-l.M'I.S-ifst

ni-^-28P4-k4l
plA'ja-rtztn

poz-z^s'

pcV.-ztVsTv

piiz-zSsJi'Sn

pr^-vlnt'!v
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Orthographt. Incorrect. Pronounced.
Pronunciation pri-nun-a^-i'shSn prt-nun-shLi-A'shfin
Propitiation pr('i-p?s-i-a'shun pr^-pTsh-^-a'ahin
Prophecy pr8v"'^-sl (noun) pr6f'^-9^ (noim^
Prophesy prSVi^-s! (verb) prof'(l-sl (verb)'
Radiance rati'ii-aiise ri'dt^-Snse
Ratio n'l'sliA ra'sht^-6

Rational ra'shun-a! raph'un-al
Sacrament si'krd-mefit sak.'ia-rn^nt
Sacrifice sA'kri^-flze o)-(fis) s^k'ra-fize

Stereotype st^r'A-tlpo
^

sti'ri-6-tipe

Stupendous
!!t!!'^''''!'''"^^ \ sti'i-pen'dSs

Synonyme st^-non't'-miV s'n'ft-nTm
Synonyviia S'J'-ni'.n't--ii !z S(i-n8n't^-mc^

Transparent trans-parV^-nt trans-pA'rC-nt

Transparency trans-pai'^n-si trins-pA'ren-si
Verbatim v^i-l>at'fm ver-hi't?m
Volcano v?*!-ka'n6 v&l-ka'ni
Whiffletree hw'ippl-trii hwiffl-tr'i

Note. 1.—When the words learned, blessed, loved, Sf-c. are used as partici-

pial adjectives, the tenniiiatimi td should" irenerally be pronounced as a sepa-
rate syllable; as, '-A lecK-n-ed man; The bless-ed Redeemer;" but when
they are employed as verbs, t!i« ed is contracted in pronunciation ; as, " He
leam'd his lesson ; They aio !oi-':l; I have ivalkhl."

2. The accent of the folh)\\iii5 \vOids falls on those syllables expressed in

thelJaricfecharacters : Eu ro pe an, hy me ne al, Ce sa re a, co ad ju tor, ep i cu-

re an, ill ter est ed, in ter est inr, rep ar a hie, rec og nise, leg is la ture, ob li-

ga. to ry, in com par a b!e, ir rep a ra ble, in e.r o ra bie. In a large class of

words, the vowels a, e, and «>, sliould be pronounced like long (t. mlate; such

as, /are, rare, there, their, where, air, chair, compare, declare, &c. In the words
person, perfect, mercy, inlerprel, determine, and the like, the vowel e before r,

is often erroneously sounded hke short ic. Its proper sound is that of e in

met, pet, imperative.

3. With respect to the pronimciation of the words s%, kind, guide, &c. it

appears that a mistake extensively prevails. It is believed that their com-
mon pronunciation by the viilL'ar, is tlie corceci one, and agreeable to the pro

nunciation intended by Mr. John Walker. The proper diphthongal sounds

in sk^l, ky'.nd, gyhle, are adopted by the comnion mass, and pervertea

by those who, in their unnatural and affected pronunciation of these

words, say, sk.*:-!, kL^-lnde, gt''-i(le. This latter mode of pronouncing them
in two syila!iiles, is as mcoirect and ridiculous as to pronounce the words

boil, toil, in two syllables, thus, bo-ii, to-il.

4. My, wind, pour. When my is contrasted with thy, his, her, your, &c. it

is pronounced, ml : in all other situations, it is pronoimced, mi ; as, " My [me]

son, give ear to my [me] counsel." When vjind ends a line in poetry, and is

made to rhyme with mind, hind, kii-ul, itc. it is pronounced, wind ;but in

other situations, it is pronoimced, wind.
" Lo, the poor Indian ! whose untutored mind
" Sees God in clouds, or hears him in the loimV^

Pour. Analogically, the diphthong on, in this word, has its proper sonnd; as

m hSur, siVfjr.

" Ye heavens! from high the dewy nectar powr,

" And La soft silence shed the kindly sliower.''
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PROVINCIALISMS.

CONTRACTIONS, VULGARISMS, AND OTHER IMPROPRIETIES,

As each of the following provincialisms and vulgarisms, has its locality? ia

«ome one section or other of our country, it is hoped that these correctiont

will be found useful in the districts to which the various phrases respectively

belong.

IMPROPER.
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NEW-ENGLAND.
nilher geestin nor jokin about it ; but

if* they'd permit me to giv eui my
ideze, they'd oblccffe me. So I par-

severed, and carried my pinte. You
don'i say so. Be you from Barkshire ?

I be. Neow I swan ! if I aint clean

heat.

You baint from the Jarseys, be ye ?

Ves. Gosh ! then I guess you kneow
heow to tend tarvern.

IN PENNSYLVANIA.
I seen him. Have you saw him ?

Yes, I iiave saw him wunst ; and that

was before you seed him.

I done my task. Have you did

vours ? No, but I be to do it.

1 be to be there. He know'd me.

Leave me be, for Ime afear'd.

I never took notice to it.

I wish I haddent did it ; howsum-
ever, I dent keer : they cant skeer
me.
Give me them there books.
He ort to go ; so he ort.

No he orten.

Dont scrouge me.
I diddent go to do it.

Aint that a good hand write ?

Nan ? I know'd what he meant, but
I never let on.

It is a long mile to town. Ah I I

thought 'twas unle a short mile.

Irish.
Not here the day ; he went till

Pittsburgh.

Let us be after pairsing a wee bit.

Where did you loss it ?

Md. Va. Ky. or Miss.
Carry the horse to water.

Tote the wood to the river.

Have you focht the water ?

I 've made 200 bushels of corn this

year.

He has run agmst a snag.
Is that your plunder, stranger ?

He will soon come of that habit.

1 warthar, and I aeen his boat was
loadend too heavy.
Whar you gwine ?

Hese m cohoot with me.
Did you get shet of your tobacca ?

Who hoped you to sell it ?

CORRECTED.
not jesting about it ; but, by permitting

me to give them my vieio of the subject,

they loould oblige me. So, I persever-

ed, and gained my point. Indeed! Are
you from Berkshire 1 I am. Really ! I

am surprised.

' Are you from J^eio-.Tei-sey ? Yes.

Then I presume you knoio how to tend a

tavern.

CORRECTED.
I saio him. Have you seen him ?

Yes, once ; and that was before you
saw him.

I have done my task. Have you
done yours ? No, but I must.

I shall be there ; or, I must be there.

He kneio me.
Let me be, for I am afraid.

I never took notice of it : or, better

thus, I never noticed it.

I wish I had not done it : however, 1

disregard them. They cannot scare

me.
Give me those books.

He ought to go, really.

He ought not.

Don't crowd mo.
I did not intend to do it.

Is not that beautiful writing 7

What 1 I knew what he meant, but
I kept that to myself.

It is a little ove.r a mile to town. Ah!
I supposed it to be less than a mile.

CORRECTED.
He is not here io-day. He went to

Pittsburgh.

Let us parse a little.

Where did you lose it ?

CORRECTED,
Lead the horse to water; or, water

the horse.

Carry the wood to the river.

Have you fetched, or brought, the
water?

I have raised 200 bushels of corn
this year.

He has got into difficulty.

Is that your baggage, sir ?

He will soon overcome, or get rid of,
that habit.

I toas there, and I sate that his boat
was too heavily laden, or loaded.

Where are you going ?

He is in partnenship with me.
Did you get rid, or dispose of, youi

tobacco ?

Who helped you sell it ?
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PROSODY.
Prosody treats of the modulations ot the voice

according to the usages of the language we speak,
and the sentiments we wish to express : hence,
in its most extensive sense, it comprises all the
laws of elocution.

Prosod}^ is commonly divided into tAvo parts :

the first teaches the true pronunciation of words,
comprising accent

,
quantity, emphasis, pause, and

tone ; and the second, the laws of versification.

Acc-ent. Accent is the laying of a peculiar stress of the voice

on a particular letter or syllable in a word, that it may be better

heard than the rest, or distinguished from them ; as, in the word
presume, the stress of the voice must be en the letter u, and
the second syllable, sume, whvch syllable takes the accent.

Every word of more syllables than one, has one accented
syllable. For the sake of euphony or distinctness in along
word, wo frequently give a secondary accent to another sylla-

ble besides the one which takes the principal accent ; as, "tes it

mo nVal, a ban' don ^ing.

Qnantity. The quantity of a syllable is that time which is

occupied in pronouncing it. It is considered as long or short.

A vowel or syllable is long, when the accent is on the vowel

;

which causes it to be slowly joined in pronunciation with the

following letters ; as, " Fall, bale, mood, house, feature."

A syllable is short, when the accent i-s on the consonant.

;

which causes the vowel to be qui-cldy joined to the succeedmg

letter ; as, " ant, bonnet, hunger."

A long syllable generally requires double the time of a short

one in pronouncing it ; thus, " mate" and " note" should be

pronounced as slowly again as " mat" and " not."

Emphasis. By emjihasis is m.eant a stronger and fuller sound

of the voice, by which we distinguish some word or words on

which we design to lay particular stress, and to show how they

affect the rest of the sentence. Sometimes the ernphatick words

must be distinguished by a particular tone of voice, as well as

by a greater stress.

Emphasis will be more fully explained under the head of Elocution.

Pauses. Pauses or rests, in speaking and reading, arc a total

cessation of the voice during a perceptible, and, in many cases,

a measurable space of time.

Tones. Tones are difterentboth from emphasis and pauses ; con-
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sisting ill the modulations of the voice, or the notes or variations

of sound which we employ in the expression of our sentiments.

Emphasis affects particular words and phrases ; but tones

«fiect sentences, paragraphs, and sometimes a whole discourse

.

PUXCTUATIOX.
PuNCTtATioN is the art of dividing written com-

position into sentences or parts of sentences, by
points or stops, in order to mark the different

pa'ises whicli the sense and an accurate pronun-

ciation require.

The Comma represents the shortest pause ; the SemicoMJi, a

pause double that of the comma ; the Colon, double that of the

semicolon ; and the Period, double that of the colon.

Punctuation is a modern art. The ancients were entirely unacquainted
with the use of points ; and wrote, not only without any distinction of mem-
bers and periods, but also without any distinction of words. This custom
continued till the year 360 before Christ. How the ancients read their

works, written in this manner, it is not easy to conceive. After the practice

of joining words together had ceased, notes of distinction were pJaced at

the end of every word. This practice continued a considerable time.

As it appears that the present usuage of points did not take place whilst

manuscripts and monumental inscriptions were the onlv known methods of
conveying knowledge, we must conclude, that it was introduced with the

art of printing. The introduction was, however, gradual : all the points

did not appear at once. The colon, semicolon, and note of admiration, were
produced some time after the others. The whole set, as they are now used,

became established, when learning and refinement had made considerable

progress.

As the rules of punctuation are founded altogether on the

grammatical construction of sentences, their application pre-

supposes, on the part of the student, a knowledge of Syntax.

Although they admit of exceptions, and require a continual ex-

ercise ofjudgment and literary taste in applying them properly,

they are of great utility, and justly merit our particular attention.

The great importance of acquiring a thorough knowledge of

punctuation, and of attending strictly to the application of its

rules, is established by the single fact, that the meaning ofa sen-

tence is often totally perverted by the omission or misapplication

ofpoints. To illustrate the correctness of this remark, numer-
ous examples might be selected. The following border on the

ridiculous : " Mr. Jared Hurton having gone to sea hi.'* wife,

desires the prayers of this church ;" " Tryon, who escaped
8*
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from the jail on Friday last, is 22 years of age, has sandy hair,

light eyes, thin visage, with a short nose turned up about six feet

high, &c." Corrected ;
" Mr. Jared Hurton having gone to sea,

his wife desires the prayers of this church ;" "thin visage, with

a short nose turned up, about six feet high, &c."
Before one enters upon the study of punctuation, it is neces-

sary for him to understand what is meant by an adjunct, a 5«n-

ple sentence, and a compound sentence.

An adjunct or imperfect phrase contains no assertion, or does

not amount to a proposition or sentence ; as, " Therefore ;"

" studious of praise ;" " in the pursuit of commerce."—For the

definition of a sentence, and a compound sentence, turn to

page 119.

When two or more adjuncts are connected with the verb in

the same manner, and by the same preposition or conjunction,

the sentence is compound, and may be resolved into as many
simple ones as there are adjuncts ;

" as, " They have sacrificed

their health undfortune, at the shrine of vanity, pride, and extra-

vagance.^^ But when the adjuncts are connected with the verb

in a different manner, the sentence is simple ; as, " Grass of an

excellent qualitij, is produced in great abundance in the northern

regions of our country."

COMMA.

RULE 1. The members of a simple sentence should not, in

general, be separated by a comma ; as, " Every part of matter

swarms with living creatures."

Exercises in Punctuation.—Idleness is the jgrreat fomenter of all corrup-

tions in the human heart. The friend of order has made half his way tb

virtue. All finery is a sign of littleness.

RULE 2. When a simple sentence is long, and the nomina-

tive is accompanied with an inseparable adjunct of importance,

it may admit a comma immediately before the verb ; as, " The
good taste of the present age, has not allowed us to neglect

the cultivation of the English language ;" " Too many of the

pretended friendships of youth, are mere combinations io

pleasure."

Exercises- The indulgence of a harsh disposition is the introduction Cc

fijture misery. To he totally indifferent to praise or censure is a real defed

in character. The intermixture of evil in human society serves to exercise

Hie suffering graces and virtues of the good.

RULE 3. When the connexion of the different parts of a

simple sentence, is interrupted by an adjunct of importance, (he

adjunct must be distinguished by a comma before and after itj

as, •' His work is, in mamj respects, very imperfect. It is, tlitr*-
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fore, not much approved." But when these interruptions are

slight and unimportant, it is better to omit the comma ; as,

" Flattery is certainly pernicious ;" " There is surely a pleasure

in beneficence."

Exercises.—Charity like the sun brightens all its objects. Gentleness is

in truth the great avenue to mutual enjoyment. You too have your failings.

Humility and knowledge with poor apparel excel pride and ignorance un-
der costly attire. The best men often experience disappointments. Advice
should be seasonably administered. No assumed behaviour can always
hide the real character.

RULE 4. The nominative case independent, and nouns in

apposition when accompanied with adjuncts, must be distinguish-

ed by commas ; as, " My son, give me thy heart ;" " Dear Sir,

I write to express my gratitude for your many kindnesses ;" " I

dm obliged to you, myfriends, for your many favours ;" " Paul,

the aiiostle of the Gentiles, was eminent for his zeal and know-
ledge;" " The bullerjiy, child o{ the summer, flutters in.thesun."

But if hco nouns in apposition are unattended with adjuncts,

or ifthey form only a proper name, they should not be separated

;

as, "P«t«/ the apostle, suffered martyrdom ;" " The statesman

Jefferson, wrote the declaration of Independence."

Exercises.— Lord thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations.

Continue my dear child to make virtue thy chief stud}'. Canst thou expect

thou betrayer of innocence to escape the hand of vengeance ? Death the

king of terVours chose a prime minister. Hope the balm of life sooths us

under every misfortune. Confucius the great Chmese pliilosopher was en>
inently good as well as wise. The patriarch Joseph is an illustrious exarrv

pie of true piety.

RULE 6. The nominative case absolute and the infinitiva

mood absolute with their adjuncts, a participle with words de-

pending on it, and, generally, any imperfect phrase which may
be resolved into a simple sentence, must be separated from the

rest of the sentence by commas ; as, " His father dying, he
succeeded to the estate ;" " To confess the truth, I was in fault ;'

" The king, approving the plan, put it in execution ;" " He,
having finished his academical course, has returned home, to

prosecute his professional studies.^'

Exercises.—Peace of mind being secured we may smile at misfortune^
To enjoy present pleasure he sacrificed his future ease and reputation. Hii
talents formed for great enterprises could not fail of rendering him conspio-
nous. The path of piety and virtue pursued with a firm and constant
spirit will assuredly lead to happiness. All mankind compose one family
assembled under the eye of one common Father.

RULE 6. A compound sentence must be resolved into simple
ones by placing commas between its members ; as, " The
decay, the waste, and the dissolution of a plant, may affect oinr

spirits, and suggest a train of serious reflections."
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Three or more nouns, verbs, adjectives, participles, or ad-

verbs, connected by conjunctions, expressed or understood,

must be separated by commas ; as, " The husband, wife,* and
children,"!" suffered extremely ;" " In a letter, we may advise,

exhort, comfort, request, and discuss ;" " David was a brave,

wise, and pious man;" " A man, fearing, serving, and loving his

Creator, lives for a noble purpose ;" " Success generally de-

pends on acting prudently, steadily, and vigorously, in what we
undertake."

Two or more nouns, verbs, adjectives, participles, or adverbs,

occurring in the same construction, with their conjunctions un-

derstood, must be separated by commas ; as, " Reason, virtue,

answer one great aim ;" " Virtue supports in adversity, moder-
ates in prosperity ;" " Plain, honest truth, needs no artificial

covering ;" " We are fearfully, wonderfully framed."

Exercises.—We have no reason to complain of the lot of man nor of the
mutability of the world. Sensuality contaminates the body depresses the
understanding deadens the moral feelings of the heart and degrades man
from his rank in creation.

Self-conceit presumption and obstinacy blast the prospects of many a

Eouth. He is alternately supported by his father his uncle and his elder

rother. The man of virtue and honour will be trusted relied upon and
esteemed. Conscious guilt renders one mean-spirited timorous and base.

An upright mind will never be at a loss to discern what is just and true

lovely honest and of good report. Habits of reading writing and thinking

are the indispensable qnalificatitrns of a good student. The great business

of life is to be employed in doing juslly loving mercy and walking humbly
with our Creator. To live soberly righteously and piously comprehends thB

whole of our duty.

In our healthlife possessions connexions pleasures there are causes of

* The correctness and importance of this rule appear to be so obvious,

as to render it not a little surprising, that any ivriter, possessing the least

degree of rhetorical taste, should rcyH-X it. t am bold to affirm, that it it

observed by every correct reader and speaker ; and yet, strange as it may
seem, it is generally violated by thoso printers who punctuate by the ear,

and all others who are influenced by their pernicious example
;
thus,

• The head, the heart and the hands, should be constantly and actively

employed in doing good." Why do tliey not omit the comma where th«

conjunction is understood? It would be'doing no greater violence to the

principles of elocution ; thus, " The head the heart and the hands, should

be, &c." or thus, " The head the heart, and the hands, should be employ-

ed," &c. Who does not perceive that the latter pause, where the con-

junction is expressed, is as necessary as the former, where the conjuiction

13 understood ? And, since this is the case, what fair objection can be

made to the foUovvinfT method of punctuation ? " The head, the heart, and

the hands, should be constantly and actively employed in domg good ;"

" She is a A'oman, gentle, sensible, well-educated, and religious."

at As a consitlerablc pause in pronunciation is necessary between the

fest noun and the verb, a comma should be inserted to denote it ; but as

no pause is allowaW? between the last adjective and the noun, or betwecft

the last adverb and the verb, the comma, in such instances, is properlj.

cnutted : thus, " David was a brave, wise, and pious man."
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decay imperceptibly working. Deliberate slowly execute promptly. An
idle triflino; society is near akin to such as is rorruptinff. This unhappy
person had been seriously aiTectionalely admonished but in vam.

Rule 7. Comparative sentences whcse members are short,

and sentences connected with relative pronoims the meaning of
whose antecedents is restricted or limited to a particular sense,

should not be separated by a comma ; as, " Wisdom is better

than riches ;" *' No preacher is so successful as time ;" " He
accepted what I had rejected ;" " Self-denial is the sacrifice

which virtue must make ;" " Substract from many modern poets

all that may be found in Shaksi)eare, and trash will remain ;'*

'* Give it to the man whom you most esteem." In this last ex-

ample, the assertion is not of " man in general," but of " the

man whom you most esteem."

But when the antecedent is used in a general sense, a comma
is properly inserted before the relative ; as, " Man, who is bom
of a woman, is of few days and full of trouble ;" " There is no
charm in the female sex, which can supply the place of virtue."

This rule is equally applicable to constructions in which the

relative is understood; as; "Value duly the privileges you
enjoy ;" that is, " privileges ivhich you enjoy."

Exercises.—How much better it is to get wi=dom than gold I The friend-

ships of the world can exist no longer tiian interest cements thera. Eat
what is set before you. They who excite envy will easily incur censura
A man who is of a detracting spirit will misconstrue the most innocent
words that car. be put together. Man}! of the evils which occasion our
complaints of the world are wholly-imaginary.

The gentle mind is like the smf)oth stream which reflects every object in

its just proportion and in its fairest colours. In that nnaflijcted civility which
springy from a gentle mind there is an incomparable charm. The Lord
whom I serve is eternal. This is the man we saw yesterday.

RULE 8. When two words of the same sort, are connected
by a conjunction expressed, they must not be separated ; as,

" Libertines call religion, bigotry or superstition ;" " True
worth is modest ffljirf retired;" " The study of natural history,

expands and elevates the mind ;" " Some men sin deliberately

and presumptuously." W^hen words are connected in pairs, the
'

pairs only should be separated ; as, " There is a natural dif-

ference between merit and demerit, virtue and vice, wisdom and
folly ;" " Whether we eat or drink, labour or sleep, we should
be temperate."

But if the parts connected by a conjunction are not short,

they may be separated by a conmia ; as, " Romances maj be
said to be mi-serable rhapsodies, or dangerous incentives to-evil."

Exercises.—Idleness brings forward and nourishes many had passions.
True friendship will at all times avoid a rough or careless behaviour. Health
and peace a moderate fortune and a few friends sum up all the undoubted
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articles of temporal felicity. Truth is fair and artless simple and sincera
uniform and coiisistent. Intemperance destroys the strength of our bodies
and the vigourof our minds.

RULE 9. Where the verb of a simple member is understood,
a comma may, in some instances, be inserted ; as, " From law
arises security ; from security, curiosity ; from curiosity, know-
ledge." But in others, it is better to omit the comma ;

" No sta-

tion is so high, no power so great, no character so unblemished,
as to fexempt men from the attacks of rashness, malice, .and

envy."

Exercises.—As a companion he was severe and satirical ; as a friend cap-
tious and dangerous. If the spring put forth no blossoms in summer there
will be no beauty and in autumn no fruit. So if youth be trifled asvay with-
out improvement manhood will be contemptible and old age miserable.

RULE 10. When a simple member stands as the object of a
preceding verb, and its verb may be changed into the infinitive

mood, the comma is generally omitted ; as, " I suppose he is at

rest ;" changed, •' I suppose him lo be at resty
But when the verb to be is followed by a verb in the infinitive

mood, which, by transposition, may be made the nominative
case to it, the verb to be is generally separated from the infini-

tive by a comma ; as, " The most obvious remedy is, to with-

draw from all associations with bad men ;" "The first and most
obvious remedy against the infection, is, to withdraw from all

associations with bad men."

Exercises.—They believed he was dead. He did not know that I was the
man. I knew she was still alive. The greatest misery is to be condemned
by our own bear's. The greatest misery that we can endure is to be con-
demned by our own hearts.

NOTES.
1. When a conjunction is separated by a phrase or member from the mem-

ber to which it belongs, such intervening phrase appears to require a com-
ma at each extremity ; as, " They set out early, and, before the close of the

day, arrived at the destined place."" This rule, however, is not generarlly fol-

lowed by our best writers ; as, " If thou seek the Lord, he will be found of*

thee ; hitt if thou forsake him, he will cast thee off for ever ;" " But if the parta

•onnected are not short, a comma may be inserted."

2. Several verbs succeeding each other in the infinitive mood, and having

a comnjon dependance, may be divided by comiivas ; as, "To relieve the

indigent, to comfort the afflicted, to protect the innocent, to reward the

deserving, are hiunane and noble employments,
3. A remarkable expression, or a short observation, somewhat in the form

of a quotation, may be properly marked with a comma as, "It hurts a
man's pride to say, / do not know ;" " Plutarch calls lying, the vice of slaves."

4. When words are placed in opposition to each other, or with some
marked variety, they must be distinguished by a comma ; as

" Tho' Jeep, yet clifar ; tho' gentle, yet nKJt dull

;

" Strang, without rcrg-e ; without overflowing, fidl."

" Good men, m this frail, imperfect state, are often found, not only in uniOO

vfith, but in opposition to, the views and conduct of each other."
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Sometimes when the word with which the last preposition agrees, is sin-

gle, the comma may be omitted ; as, "Many states were in alliance toith,

and under the protection o/Rome."
The same rule and restrictions apply, when two or more nouns refer to

the same preposition ; as, " He was composed both under the threatening^

and at the approach, of a. cruel and lingering death ;" " He was not only the
king, but l\icfatherofh\s people."

6. The words, " as, thus, nay, so, hence, again, first, secondly, formerly,

now, lastly, once more, above all, on the contrary, in the next place, m
short,"' and all other words and phrases of a similar kind, nuist generally
be separated from tlie context by a comma; as, " Remember thy best iriend

;

formerly, the supporter of thy infancy ; noro, the guardian of thy youth ;"
" He feared want ; hence, he overvalued riches ;" " So, if youth be trifled

away," &c. " Jlgain, we must, have food and clothing ;" " Finally, let us
conclude."

The foregoing rules and examples are sufficient, it is pre-

sumed, to suggest to the learner, in all ordinary instances, the.

proper place for inserti>ng the comma ; but in applying these

rules, great regard must be paid to the length and meaning of the

clauses, and the proportion which they bear to one another.

SE3IIC0L01V.

The semicolon is used for dividing a compound sentence into

two or more parts, not so closely connected as those which are

separated by a comma, nor yet so little dependent on each other,

as those which are distinguished by a colon.

RULE 1. When the preceding member of the sentence does
not of itself give complete sense, but depends on the following

clause, and sometimes when the sense of that member would
be complete without the concluding one, the semicolon is used;

as in the following examples : "As the desire of approbation,

when it works according to reason, improves the amiable part

of our species ; so, nothing is more destructive to them, when
it is governed by vanity and folly ;" " The wise man is happy,

when he gains his own approbation ; the fool, when he gains the

applause of those around him ;" " Straws swim upon the sur-

face ; but pearls lie at the bottom."

Exercises. The path of truth is a plain and safe path that of falsehood a
gerplexing maze. Heaven is the region of gentleness and friendship hell of
erccncss and animosity. As there is a worldly happiness which God per-

ceives to be no other than disguised misery as there are worldly honours
which in his estimation are reproach so there is a worldly wisdom which in
his sight IS foolishness.

But all subsists by elementa^ strife

And passions are the elements of life,

RULE 2. When an example is introduced to illustrate a rule
or proposition, the semicolon may be used before the conjunc-
tion as; as in the following instance : Prepositions govern Iho
objective case ; as, " She gave the book io him."
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Note. In instances like the foreircing, many respecta He punctuists emplo\
the colon, instead of the semicolon.

COLON.
The Colon is used to divide a sentence into uvo or more parts,

less connected than those which are separated by a semicolon

;

but not so independent as separate, distinct sentences.

RULE 1. When a meniberofa sentence is complete in itself,

but followed by some supplemental remark, or further illustra-

tion of the subject, the colon may be properly employed ; as,
" Nature felt her inabihty to extricate herself from the conse-
quences of guilt : the gospel revealed the plan of divine interpo-

sition and aid." " Great works are performed, not by strength,

but by perseverance : yonder palace was raised by single stones

;

yet you see its height and spaciousness."

Exercises. The thrpc frrciit ciiomies to tranr|nillity are vice superstitioB

and idleness vice wliich poisoiif anrl ilisttirhs the mind with bad passions
superstition which fills it vvir'i :inay;jnaiy terrours idleness which loads it

with tediousnesR and diniTnst.

When we look forward into the year which is bocinning what do we be-

hold there? All my brethren is a blank to our view a dark unknown presents
itself.

P»,ULE 2. When a semicolon has preceded, or more than

one, and a still greater pause is necessary, in order to mark the

connectingorconclu'ling sentiuieut, thccolon should be applied

;

as, " A divine legislator, uttering his voice from heaven ; an

almighty governoiu', stretching forth his arm to pimish or reward

;

informing us of perpetual rest prepared for the righteous here-

after, and of indignation and wrath awaiting the wicked : these

are the considerations which overav/e the world, which support

integrity, and chock guilt."

PERIOD.
When a sentence is complete, and so independent as not to be

connected with the one which follows it, a period should be in-

serted at its close ; as, " Fear God." " Honor the patriot."

" Respect virtue."

In the use of many of the pauses, there is a diversity of prac-

tice among our best writers and grammarians. Compound
sentences connected by conjunctions, are sometimes divided by

the period ; as, " Recreations, though they may be of an inno-

cent kind, require steady government to keep them within a due

and limited province. But such as are of an irregidar and

vicious nature, are not to be governed, but to be banished from

every well-regulated mind."

The period should follow every abbreviated word ; as, " A.

I>. N. B. U. S. Va. Md. Viz. Col. Mr."
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DASH.
The Dash, though often used improperly by hasty and inco-

herent writers, may be introduced with propriety, where the

sentence breaks off abruptly ; where a significant pause is re-

quired ; or where there is an imexpected turn in the sentiment

;

as, "If thou art he, so much respected once—but, oh! how
fallen! how degraded!" " If acting conformably to the will of

our Creator ;— if promoting the welfare of mankind around us ;—if securing our own happiness ;—are objects of the highest

moment : then we are loudly called upon to cultivate and ex-

tend the great interests of religion and virtue."

A dash following a stop, denotes that the pause is to be greater

than if the stop were alone ; and when used by itself, requires

a pause of such length as the sense only can determine.

*' Here lies the great—False marble, where ?

" Nothing but sordid dust lies here."

INTERROGATORY POINT.

The note of interrogation is used at the end of an interroga-

tive sentence ; as, " Who adorned the heavens with such ex-

quisite beauty ?"

Note. The interrogative point should not be employed in cases where it

IS only said, that a question has been asked ; as, " The Cyprians asked me,
why I wept."

EXCLAMATORY POINT.

The note of exclamation is applied to expressions of sudden
emotion, surprise, joy, grief, &c. and sometimes to invocations

and addresses ; as, " How much vanity in the pursuits ofmen !"

" What is more amiable than virtue !" " My friend ! this con-

duct amazes me !" " Hear me, Lord ! for thy loving kindness

is great !"

PARENTHESIS.
A parenthesis is a clause containing some useful remark,

which may be omitted without injuring the grammatical con-

struction ; as, " To gain a posthumous reputation, is to save a

few letters (for what is a name besides 1) from oblivion."

" Know then this truth, (enough for man to know,)
" Virtue alone is happiness below."

Note. The parenthesis generally denotes a moderate depression of the

voice ; and, as the parenthetical marks do not supply the place of a point,

the clause should be accompanied with every stop which the sense would
require, if the parenthetical characters were not used. It ought to termi-

nate with the same kind of point which the member has that precedes it ; as,

" He loves nobly, (I speak of friendship,) who is not jealous when he hM
partners of love."

19
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" Or why so long (in life if long can be)
" Lent Heav'n a parent to tlie poor and me ?"

Parentheses, however, containing interrogations or exclamations, form ao
exception to this rule ; as, " If I grant his request, (and who could reAise

it ?) I shall secure his esteem and attachment,
APOSTROPHE AND QUOTATION,

The apostrophe is used to abbreviate a word, and also to

mark the possessive case of a noun ; as, " 'tts, for it is ; tho\

for though ; o'er, for over ;" " A mail's poverty."

A Quotation marks a sentence taken in the author's own
language ; as, " The proper study of mankind is man."
When an author represents a person as speaking, the lan-

guage of that person should be designated by a quotation ; as,

At my coming in, he siid, " You and the physician are come
too late." A quotation contained within another, should be dis--

tinguished by two single commas ; as, " Always remember this

ancient maxim : * Know thyself.' "

DIRECTIONS FOR USING CAPITAL LETTERS.
It is proper to begin with a capital,

1. The first word of every sentence.

2. Proper names, the appellations of the Deity, &c.; as,

"James, Cincinnati, the Andes, Huron ;" " God, Jehovah, the

Almighty, the Supreme Being, Providence, the Holy Spirit."

3. Adjectives derived from proper names, the titles of books,

nouns which are used as the subject of discourse, the pronoun
/ and the interjection O, and every line in poetry ; as, " Ameri-
can, Grecian, English, French ; Irving's Sketch Uook, Perci-

val's Poems : I write ; Hear, O earth !"

APPBWDIS.

VERSIFICATIOIV,
Poetry is thclanguage of passion, or ofenlivened imagination.

Versification, in English, is the harmonious arrangement
of a particular number and variety of accented and unaccented
syllables, according to particular laws.

Rhyme is the correspondence of the sound of the last sylla-

ole in one line, to the sound of the last syllable in another ; as,
" O'er the glao' waters of the dark-blue sea,

" Our thoughts as boundless and our souls as/ree."

Blank Verse consists in poetical thoughts expressed in reg-

ular numbers, but without the correspondence of sound at the
end of the lines which constitutes rhyme.

Poeticat. Feet consist in a particular arrangement and
connexion of a number of accented and unaccented syllables.
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They are called /eef, because it is by their aid that the voice, as

it were, steps along through the verse in a measured pace.
All poetical feet consist cither of two, or of three syllables

; and are
reducible to eight kinds ; four of two syllables, and four of three, as follows

:

DissiLLABLE. Trisyllable.
A Trochee - w A Dactyle - ^ vj

An Iambus ^ - An Amphibrach <j - \j

A Spondee An Anapaest v^ u -
A Pyrrhick u v^ A Tribrach ^ ^ ^

A Trochee has the first syllable accented, and the last unac
cented ; as, Hatefijl, pdttish :

Restless mortals toil for nought.

An Iambus has the first syllable unaccented, and the last ac-

cented ; as. Betray, consist :

The seas shall waste, the skies In smoke decay.

A Dactyle has the first syllable accented, and the two latter

unaccented ; as, Labourer, possible :

From the low pleasures of thij fallen nature.

An Anapaest has the first two syllables unaccented, and the

last accented ; as, Contravene, acquiesce :

At the close of the day when the hamlet is still.

A Spondee ; as. The pale moon : a Pyrrhick ; as, on the tall

tree : an Amphibrach ; as, Delightfiil : a Tribrach ; as, Nu-
merable.

RHETOmCK.
Grammar instructs us how to express our thoughts correctly;
Rhetorick teaches us to express them with force and ele-

gance.
The former is generally confined to the correct application of words in

constracting single seiitences. The latter treats of the proper choice of
words, ofthe happiest method ofconstructing sentences, of their most advan-
tageous arrangement hi forming a discourse, and of tne various kinds and
qualities of composition. The principles of rhetorick are principally based
on those unfolded and illustrated in tlie science ofgrammar. Hence, an ac-
quaintance with the latter, and, indeed, with the liberal arts, is a prerequi-
site to the study of rhetorick and belles-lettres.

COMPOSITION.
It may be laid dov/n as a maxim of eternal truth, that good

sense is the foundation of all good Avriting. One who under-
stands a subject well, will scarcely write ill upon it

Rhetorick, or the art of persuasion, requires in a writer, the union of good
sense, and a lively and chaste imagination. It is, then, her province to teach
him to embellish his thoughts with elegant and appropriate language, vivid

imagery, and an agreeable variety ofexpression. It ought to be his aim,
" To mark the point where sense and dulness meet."
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STYLE.—PERSPICUITY AND PRECISION.
Style is the peculiar manner in which we express our con-

ceptions by means of language. It is a picture of the ideas

which rise in our minds, and of the order in which they are pro-

duced.

The qualities of a good style, may be ranked under two heads,

perspiciiiiy and ornament.

Perspicuity, which is considered the fundamental quality

ofa good style, claims attention, first, to single words and phra-

ses ; and, secondly, to the construction of sentences. When
considered with respect to words and phrases, it requires these

three qualities, puriUj^ propriety, and precision.

Purity of language consists in the use of such words and such

constructions as belong to the language which we speak, in op-

position to words and phrases belonging to other languages, or

which are obsolete or new-coined, or employed without proper

authority.

Propriety is the choice of those words which the best usage

has appropriated to the ideas which we intend to express by
them. It implies their correct and judicious application, in op-

posftion to low expressions, and to words and phrases which

would be less significant of the ideas which we wish to convey.

It is the union of purity and propriety, which renders style grace-

ful and perspicuous.

Precision, from pracidere, to cut off, signifies retrenching edl

superfluities, and pruning the expression in such a manner as to

exhibit neither more nor less than an exact copy of the ideas

intended to be conveyed.
STRUCTURE OF SENTENCES.

A proper construction of sentences is of so great importance

in every species ofcomposition, that we cannot be too strict or

minute in our attention to it.

Elegance of style requires us generally to av.iid many short or long sen-

tences in succession ; a monotonous correspondence of one member to ano-
ther ; and the commencing of a piece, section, or paragraph, with a long
sentence.

The qualities most essential to a perfect sentence, are Unity

Clearness, Strength, and Harmony.
Unity is an indispensable property of a correct sentence. A

sentence implies an arrangement of words in which only one pro-

position is expressed. It may, indeed, consist of parts; but

these parts ought to be so closely bound together, as to make
n the mind the impression, not of many objects, but of only

one. In order to preserve this unity, the following rules may be
useful.

1. In the course q/' the sentence, the scene shmdd be changed as little a$ possi
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bit. In every sentence there is some leading or governing word, wliich, if

!)ossibIe, ought to be continued so from the beginning to the end of it. The
bllowing sentence is not constructed according to this rule : "After we
came to anchor, they put me on shore, where I was saluted by ail my friends,
••'ho received me with the greatest kindness." In this sentence, though the
cbjects are sufficiently connected, yet, by shifting so frequently the place and
the person, the vessel, the shore, ive, they, I, and ivho, they appear in so dis-
united a view, that the mind is led to wander for the sense. The sentence
IS restored to its proper unity by constructing it thus : " Having come to
anchor, I was put on shore, ^vhere I was saluted by all my friends, who
received me with the greatest kindness."

2. Never croiod into one sentence things which have so little connexion, that
they loould bear to be divided into two or more sentences. The violation of this
rule produces so unfiivourable an effect, that it is safer to err rather by too
many short sentences, than by one that is overloaded and confused.

3. Avoid all unnecessary parentheses.

Clearness. Ambigmty, which is opposed to clearness, may
arise from a bad choice, or a bad arrangement of words.
A leading rule in the arrangement of sentences, is, that those

ivorcls or members most nearly related, should be placed in the sen-

tence as near to each other as possible, so as thereby to make their

tmitual relation clearly appear. This rule ought to be observed,
1. In the position of adverbs. " By greatness," says Mr. Addison, " I do

not only mean the bulk of any single object, but the largeness of a whole
view." The improper situation of the adverb only, in this sentence, renders
it a limitation ofthe verb mean, whereas the author intended to have it qual-
ify the phrase, a single object ; thus. " By greatness, I do not mean the
bulk of any single object only, but the largeness of a whole view."

2. In the position of phrases and members. " Are these designs which any
man who is born a Briton, in any cn-cumstances, in any situation, ought to

be ashamed or afraid to avow ?" Corrected : "Are these designs which any
man who is born a Briton, ought to be ashamed or afraid, in any circumstan-
ces, in any situation, to avow ?"

3. In the position of pronouns. The reference ol a pronoun to its noun,
should always be so clear that ive cannot possibly mistake it : otherwise the

noun ought to be repeated. " It is folly to pretend to arm ourselves against

the accidents of life, by heaping up treasures, which nothing can protect us
against but the good providence of our Heavenly Father." Which, in this

sentence, grammatically refers to treasures; and this would convert the

whole period into nonsense. The sentence should have been thus construc-

ted, "It is folly to pretend, by heaping up treasures, to arm ourselves

against the accidents of life, against luhich nothing can protect us but the

good providence of our Heavenly Father."

Strength. By the strength of a sentence is meant such an

arrangement of its several words and members, as exhibits the

sense to the best advantage, and gives every word and member
its due weight and force.

1. The first rule for promoting the strength of a sentence, is, to take Jrcm
it all redundant words and members. Whatever can be easily supplied in the

mindjshould generally be omitted; thus, "Content with derserving a triumph,

he refused the honour of it," is better than to say, " Being content with de-

aerving a triumpli," &c. " They returned back again to the same city from
whence they came forth." If we expunge from this short sentence five

words which are mere expletives, it will be much more neat and forcible
;

thus, " They returned to the city whence they came." But we should be
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cautious of pruning so closely as to give a hardness and dr3mes8 to the style.

Some leaves must be left to shelter and adorn the fruit.

2. Particular attention to the use of copulatives, relatives, and all the particles

employed for transition and connexion, is required. In compositions of an
elevated character, the relative should generally be inserted. An injudicious

repetition of and enfeebles style ; but"when enumerating objects which we
wish to have appear as distinct from each other as possible, it may be repeat-

ed with peculiar advantage ; thus, " Suck a man may fall a victim to pow-
er ; but truth, and reason, and liberty, would fall with him."

3. Dispose of the capital icord or words in that part of the sentence in which

they vill make the most striking impression.

4. Cause the members of a sentence to go on rising in their importance one

ahovt another. In a sentence of two members, the longer should generally

be the concluding one.

5. Avoid concluding a sentence with an adverb, a preposition, or any inconsid'

arable word, unless it be emphatical.

d. Where tico things are compared or contrasted with each other, a resemllcmce

in the language and construction should be observed.

FIGURES OF SPEECH.
Figures of Speech may be described as that language which

18 prompted either by the imagination, or by the passions. They
generally imply some departure from simplicity of expression

;

and exhibit ideas in a manner more vivid and impressive, than

could be done by plain language. Figures have been common-
ly divided into two great classes ; Figures of Words, and Fig
ures of Thought.

Figures of Words are called Tropes, and consist in a word's

being employed to signify something that is different from its

original meaning ; so that by altering the word, we destroy the

figure.

When we say of a person, that he has a fine taste in wines, the word taste

is used in its common, literal sense ; but when we say, he has a fine tasts

for painting, poetry, or musick, we use the word ficuratively. " A good man
enjoys comfort in the midst of adversity," is simple language; but when it

is said, " To the upright there ariseth light in darkness," the same sentiment
is expressed in a figurative style, light is put in the place of comfort, and
darkness is used to suggest the idea of adversity.

The following are the most important figures :

1. A Metaphor is founded on the resemblance which one
object bears to another ; or, it is a comparison in an abridged

form.

When I say of some great minister, " Tliat he upholds the state like a
pillar which supports the weight of a whole edifice," I fairly make a compar-
ison ; but when I say of such a minister, " That he is the pillar of state," the
word pillar becomes a metaphor. In the latter construction, the compari-
8on between the minister and a pillar, is made in the mind ; but it is ex-
pressed without any of the words that denote comparison.
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Meta'phors abound in all writings. In the scriptures they may be found
hi vast variety. Thus, our blessed Lord is called a vine, a lamb, a lion, &c

;

and men, according to their different dispositions, are styled wolves, sheep,

dogs, serpents, vipers, &.c.

Washington Irving, in speaking of the degraded state of the American
Aborigines who linger on the borders of the "wliite settlements," employs
the following beautiful metaphor :

" The proud pillar of their independence
has been shaken down, and the whole moral fabrick lies in ruins."

2. An Allegory may be regarded as a metaphor continued

;

or, it is several metaphors so connected together in sense, as

frequently to form a kind of parable or fable. It differs from a

single metaphor, in the same manner that a cluster on the vine

differs from a single grape.
The following is a fine example of an allegory, taken from the 60th psalm

;

wherein the people of Israel are represented under the image of a vine

:

" Thou hast brought a vine out of Egypt : thou hast cast out the heathen
and planted it. Thou preparedst room before it ; and didst cause it to take
deep root, and it filled the land. The hills were covered with the shadow ol

it ; and the boughs thereof were like the goodly cedars. She sent out her
boughs into the sea, and her branches into the river."

3. A Simile or Comparison is when the resemblance be-

tween two objects, whether real or imaginary, is expressed in

form.
Thus, we use a simile, when we say, " The actions of princes are like

those great rivers, the course of which every one beholds, but their springs

have been seen by few." " As the mountains are round about Jerusalem,
so the Lord is round about his people." " The rausick of Caryl was like the
nemory of joys that are past, pleasant and mournful to the soul." " Our
Indians are like those wild plants which thrive best in the shade, but which
wither when exposed to the influence of the sun."

" The Assyrian came down, like the Molf on the fold.

And his cohorts were gleaming with purple and gold
;

And the sheen of their spears was like stars on the sea,

When the blue wave rolls nightly on deep Galilee."

4. A Metonymy is where the cause is put for the effect, or

the effect for the cause ; the container for the thing contained
;

or the eign for the thing signified.

When we say, " They read Millon,'''' the cause is put for the effect, mean-
ing " Milton's works." " Gray hairs should be respected ;" here the efiect

is put for the cause ; meaning by " gray hairs," old age, which produces
gray hairs. In the phrase, " The kettle boils," the container is substituted

for the thing contained. " He addressed the chair ;" that is, the person in

the chair.

6. A Synecdoche or Comprehension. When the whole is

put for a part, or a part for the whole ; a genus for a species, or

a species for a genus ; in general, when any thing less, or any
thing more, is put for the precise object meant, the figure is call-

ed a Synecdoche.
Thus, " A fleet of twenty sail, instead of, ships." " The hm-st is a nobVe

nnimal ;" " The dog is a faithful creature :" here an individual is put for the
species. We sometimes use the " head" for the person, and the " waves"
for the sea. In like manner, an attribute may be put for a subject j as,
" Youth" for the young, the " deep" for the sea.
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6. Personification or Prosopopceia is that figure by which
we attribute lile and action to inanimate objects. When we say,
" the ground thirsts for rain," or, " the earth smiles with plenty ;"

when we speak of" ambition's being res//ess," or, " a disease's

being deceitful :" such expressions show the faciUty, with which
the mind can accommodate the properties of Uving creatures to

things that are inanimate.

The follnwins are fine examples of this figure :

" Clieer'd with the grateful smell, old Ocean smiles ;"
" The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for them ; and the

desert shall rejoice and blossom as the rose."

7. An Apostrophe is an address to some person, either ab-

sent or dead, as if he were present and listening to us. The ad-

dress is frequently made to a personified object ; as, " Death is

swallowed up in victory. O death ! where is thy sting 1 O
grave ! where is thy victory ?"

" Weep on the rocks of roaring winds, maiJ of Inistore ; bend thy fair

head over the M'aves, thou fairer than the gliost of the hills, when it moves
in a sun-beam at noon over the silence of ISIorven."

8. Antithesis. Comparison is founded on the resemblance,
antithesis, on the contrast or opposition, of two objects.

Example. " If you wish to enrich a person, study not to increase his

stores, but to diminish his desires."

9. Hyperbole or Exaggeration consists in magnifying an
object beyond its natural bounds. " As swift as the wind ; as

white as the snow ; as slow as a snail ;" and the like, are ex-

travagant hyperboles.

" I saw their chief, tall as a rock of ice ; his spear, tlxe blasted fir ; his
sliield, the rising moon ; he sat on the shore, like a cloud of mist on the
hills."

10. Vision is produced, when, in relating something that is

past, we use the present tense, and describe it as actually pass-

ing before our eyes.

11. Interrogation. The literal use of an interrogation, is to

ask a question ; but when men are strongly moved, whatever
they would afiirm or deny with great earnestness, they naturally

put in the form of a question.

Tlius Balaam expressed himself to Balak :
" The Lord is not man, that

he should lie, nor the son of man, that he should repent. Hath he said it ?

and shall he not do it ? Hath he spoken it ? and shall he not make it

good?" " Hast thou an arm like God ? or canst thou thunder with a voice
Uke him ?"

12. Exclamations are the effect of strong emotions, such as

surprise, admiration, joy, grief, and the like.

O that I had in the wilderness a lodging place ofway-faring men !" "
that I had wings like a dove ! for then would I fly away, and be at rest !"
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13. Irony is expressing ourselves in a manner contrary to

our thoughts ; not with a view to deceive, but to add force to

our remarks. We can reprove one for hi-s negligence, by say-

ing, *' You have taken great care, indeed."
The prophet Elijah adopted this figure, when he challenged the priests ol

Baal to prove the truth of their deity. " He mocked them, and said, Cry
aloud, for he is a god : either he is talking, or he is pursuing, or he is on a
journey, or, peradventuie, he slecpeth, and must be waked."

14. Amplification or Climax consists in heightening all the

circumstances of an object or action, which we desire to place

in a strong light.

Cicero gives a lively instance of this figure, when he says, " It is a crime
to put a Roman citizen ia bonds : it is the height of guilt to scourge him

;

little less than parricide 1o put him to death : what name, then, shall I give

to the act of crucifying him?"

KEY.
Corrections of the False Sijnfax arranged under the Rides and

JVotes.

Rule 4. Frequent commission of sin hardens men in it. Great pains

have been taken, &c.

—

is seldom found. The sincere are, &c.

—

is liappy.

What avail, &c.—Disappointments sink—the renewal of hope gives, &c.

—

is

without limit, has been conferred upon us.—Thou canst not heal—but thou
maijst do, &c.

—

consists the happiness, &c.—^^Vho toiichedst, or didst touch

Isaiah's hallowed lips with fire.

Mote 1. And ivilt thou never be to Heaven resigned ?—And toko had great

abilities, &c.
Jfote 2. ^re peace and honour.

—

loas controversy.

Rule 7. Them that you visited.

—

him that was mentioned.

—

he who
preached repentance, &c.

—

they who died.

—

he who succeeded.

Rule 8. Time and tide juait, &c.

—

remove mountains.

—

are both uncer-
tain.— f/ioeZZ with, &c.—cjfec< the mind, &.C.—What s!>)i(/j/ the counsel and
care, &c.

—

are now perished.—Why are whiteness and coldness, &c.—bind

them continually, &c.—render their possessor, &c.—There are errour and
discrepance—which show, &c.
Rule 9. Is the same in idea.

—

is in the porphyry.

—

is remarkable, &c.

—

which moves merely as it is moved.

—

affects us, &c.—Man's happiness or

misery is, in a great measure &c.—for it may be, &c.

—

was blameworthy.
Rule 10. The nation is powerful.—The fleet roas seen, &c.—The church

has, &c.

—

is, or ought to be, the object, &c.

—

it is feeble.

Rule 11. My people (Ze &c.—The multitude eagerly pursue pleasure as

their, &c.

—

roere divided in their sentiments, andthey have referred, &c.

—

The
people rejoice—give them sorrow.
Rule 12. Homer^s works are &c.

—

^sa's heart. James HarVs book.
jYofe 1. It was the men, women, and children's lot, &c. or. It was the lot of

the men, women, and children.

—

Peter, John, and Andrew's, &c.
J^te 2. This is Campbell the poet's production ; or. The production of

Campbell, ^c.—The silk was purchased at Brown's the mercer and haber-

Abfe 4. The pupiVs composing, &c.

—

riders being observed.

—

of thejiresi*

denPs neglectin-g to lay it before the council.
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Rule 1 3. Of his audience.—put it on Jacob.—sprinkle Ihem—and they

shall, &c.—of /jis reputation.

JVo<e. You were blamed
;
you were worthy.—where loere you ?—how far

were you ?

Rule 14. Who haat been, &c.

—

loho is the sixth that has lost his l\fe by
this means.
Who all my sense co"finedst ; or, didst confine.

J^ole. And who brongklest him forth out of Ur.
Rule 15. Who shall be sent, &c.—This is the man loho, &c.
Rule U). They <o ly/iom much is given. &c.—i«JiA wAom you associate, &c.—whom I greatly respect, &c.

—

lohom we ought to love, and to lohom, -^c.—
They rohom conscience, Sfc.—With whom did you wfdk ?

—

Whom did you
see ?—To whom did you give the book ?

Rule 17. Who gave John those books 7 We.—him who lives in Pearl-
street—My brother and he.—She and 1.

Rule 18: J^ole2. Thirty <U)W.

—

tweuty feet—one hundred /«</io?ns.

.Yo/e 6. lie bought a pairof jieto shoes—piece of elegajit furniture.—pai?

of^'ie iiorses—tract of ;)oor land. ,

J^ote 7. Are still more difficult to he comprehended.—most doubtftd, or pre-

carious way, &c,

—

This model comes nearer perfection than any I, &.c.

Rule 19: JVbie. That sort.

—

these two hours.

—

This kind, &c.—He saw
one person, or more than one, enter the garden.

Note 2. Better than himself.—is so small.

—

his station may be, is bound
by the laws.

JVote 3. On each side, &c.—took each his censer.

Rule 20. Whom did they, &c.—They whom opulence,

—

whom luxury, &c.—Him and them we know, &c.

—

Her that is negligent, &c.—my brother

and me, §-c.—Whom did they send, &c.

—

Them whom he, &c.

Rule 21. It is /.—If I were he.—it is he, indeed.

—

Whom do you, &c.

—

Who do men say, &c.—and who say ye, &c.

—

v^hom do you imagine it to

have been ?— it was /; but you knew that it was he.

Rule 25. Bid him come.—durst notrfoit.—Hear him rcatZ, ^-c.—makesu?
approve and reject, ^c,—better to live—than <o outlive, &c.

—

to wrestle.

Rule 26 : Note.—The taking of pains : or, without taking pains, &c.--

The changing of times,—the removing and setting up o/kings.

Rule 23 ; Note 3, He did me—I liad written—he came home.

—

befallen

my cousin—he would have gone.—already risen.—is begun.—is spoken.—
would have toritten—had they written, 4~e.

Rule 29 : Note 1. It cannot, therefore, be, &c.—he was not often pleas-

ing.—should never be separated.—We may live happily, ^-c.

Rule 30 : Note. I don't know any thing ; or, I know nothing, &c.—I did

not see anybody ; or, I saw nobody, ^c.—Nothing ever affects her.

—

and
take no shape or semblance, &c.—There can be nothing, &c.

—

Neither pre-

cept nor discipline is so forcible as example.

Rule 31. For himself.—a.mong themselves.—with whom he is, &c.

—

fVith

whom did, &c.

—

From whom did you receive instruction ?

Rule 33. My brother and he, &c.—You and /, 4-c. He and I—John and
he, ^-c.—Between you and me, fyc.

Rule 34. And entreat me, ^c.—and acting differently, ^c.

Note 1. But /le may return—but he will write no more.

Note 2. Unless it rain.—If he acquire riches, SfC.

Rule 35. Than /.—as well as he, than they.—but he.—but he and /.

—

but

them who had gone astray.

Promiscuous^Examples.—Him who is from eternity, ^c—-depend* all the

happiness,—which exists, ^c.—the enemies whom, ^c.—Is it / or he whom
you requested ?—Though great have been,—sincerely acknowledge.—Thcr«-

wat, in the metropolis.—exercising our memories.

—

was cons^imed.—Afflu-

eace may give—but it will not—of this world often choke—T/»«m that hon»
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our ;—and they that despise.—I intended to call last week.—the fields look

fresh and gay.—very neatly, finely woven paper.—where I saw Gen. Andrew
Jackson, him who.—Take the first two,—last three.—thirty feet high.

—

a
union,

—

a hypothesis.—I have seen him to ivhom you wrote, he would have
come back, or returned.—understands the nature,—lie reject.—If thou study,

—thou wilt become.—is not properly attended to.—He knew.—therefore, to

have done it.

—

than tlie title very independently.—duty to do.—my friend's
entering.—is the best specimen, or it comes nearer perfection than any, ^c—

. blow them, will go, &c.

—

Each of those two authors has his merit.

—

Reason**
whole,

—

lie in.

—

stt-ikes the mind,—than if the parts had been adjusted,—with

perfect symmetry.
Satire does not carry in it.—composes the triangle.

—

persons* opporlunitiea

were ever.—It has bem reported.—should never be.—situation in tohich.—ia

thoroughly versed in his.—are the soul,

—

follows little.—An army presents.

—ore the duties of a christian.—happier than he.—alioays have inclined, and
tohich aliuays will incline hirn to offend.—which require great.

—

Them that

honour me, will I.

—

has opinions peculiar to itself.—that it may be said he

attained monarchical.

—

hast permitteJ,

—

xuilt deliver.

—

was formerly propa-

gated.—the measure j.?,—unworthy your.—w-ere faithless.—After 1 had visited,

—nor shall /, consent.—Yesterday I intended to walk out, but u-o,?.

—

make
or are thirteen,

—

leave three.—If lie go,—make f/je eighth time th^X he will

have visited.—is nobler.—was possessed, or that ever can be.—one great

edifice,—smaller ones.—honesty is.—it to he.—will follow me,— I shall dwell.

—is gone astray.—he could not have done.—feeling a propensity.

FUKCTUATION".
COMMA.

Corrections of the Exercises in Punctuation.

RULE 1. Idleness is the great fomentcr of all corruptions in the human
heart. The friend of order has made half his way to virtue. All finery is a
siffu ot littleness.

RULE 2. The indulgence of a harsh disposition, is the introduction to

future ipisery. To be totally indifferent to praise or censure, is a real defect

in charsftitei;..- The intermixture of evil in human society, serves to exercise

the suffering graces and virtues of the good.

RULE 3. Charity, like the sun, brightens all its objects. Gentleness is,

in truth, the great avenue to mutual enjoyment. You, too, have your fail-

ings. Humility and knowledge, with poor apparel, excel pride and ignor

ance, under costly attire. The best men often experience disappointments.

Advice should be seasonably administered. No assumed behaviour can
always hide the real character.

RULE 4. Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations.

Continue, my dear child, to make virtue thy chief study. Canst thou ex-

pect, thou betrayer of innocence, to escape the hand of vengeance ? Death,
the king of terrours, chose a prime minister, Hope, the balmof Hfe, sooths

as under every misfortune. Confucius, (he great Chinese philo.sopher, M'as

eminently good, as well as wise. The patriarch Joseph is an illustrious ex-

ample oftrue piety.

RULE 5. Peace of mind being secured, we may smde at misfortune. To
enjoy present pleasure, he sacrificed his future ease and reputation. His
talents, formed for great enterprises, could not fail of rendering him conspic-

uous. The path of piety and virtue, pursued with a firm and constant

si)irit, will assuredly lead to happiness. All mankind compose one family

assembled under the eye of one common Father.
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RULE 6. We have no reason to complain of the lot of man, nor ol the
mutability of the world. Sensuality contaminates the body, depresses the
understanding, deadens the moral feeUngs of the heart, and degrades man
from his rank in creation.

Self-conceit, presumption, and obstinacy, blast the prospect of many a
youth. He is alternately supported by his father, his uncle, and his elder

brother. The man of virtue and honour, will be trusted, relied upon, and
esteemed. Conscious guilt renders one mean-spirited, timorous, and base.

An upright mind will never be at a loss to discern what is just and true,

lovely, honest, and of good report. Habits of reading, writing, and think-

ing, are the indispensable qualifications ofa good student. The great busi-

ness of life is, to be employed in doing justly, loving mercy, and walking
humbly with our God. To live soberly, righteously, and piously, compre-
hends the whole of our duty.

In our health, life, possessions, connexions, pleasures, there are causes of
decay imperceptibly working. Deliberate slowly, execute promptly. An
idle, trifling society, is near akin to such as is corrupting. Jhis unhappy
person had been seriously, affectionately admonished, but in vain.

RULE 7. How much better it is to get wisdom than gold. The friend-

ships of tlie world can exist no longer than interest cements them. Eat
what is set before you. They who excite envy, will easily incur censure.

A man who is of a detracting spirit, will misconstrue the most innocent
words that can be put together. Many ofthe evils which occasion our com-
plaints of the world, are wholly imaginary.
The gentle mind is like the smooth stream, which reflects every object in

its just proportion, and in its fairest colours. In that unaffected civility which
springs from a gentle mind, there is an incomparable charm. The Lord
whom I serve, is eternal. This is the man we saw yesterday.

RULE 8. Idleness brings forward and nourishes many bad passions.

True friendship will, at all times, avoid a rough or careless behaviour. Health
and peace, a moderate fortune, and a few friends, sum up all the undoubted
articles oftemporal felicity. Truth is fair and artless, simpleand sincere, uni-

form and consistent. Intemperance destroys the strength of our bodies,

and the vigour of our minds.
RULE 9. As a companion, he was severe and satirical ; as a friend, cap-

tious and dangerous. If the spring put forth no blossoms, in summer there
will be no beauty, and in autnm.n, no fruit. So, if youth be trifled away
without improvement, manhood will be contemptible, and old age, miserable.

RULE 10. They believed ho was dead. He did not know that I was the
man. I knew she was still alive. Tlie greatest misery is, to be condemned
by our own hearts. The greatest misery that we can endure, is, to be con-
demned by our own hearts.

SEMICOLON.

RULE 1. The patli of truth is a plain and safe path; that of faisenood
is a perplexing maze. Heaven is the region of gentleness and friendship

;

hell, of fierceness and animosity. As there is a worldly happiness, wliich

God perceives to be no other than disguised misery ; as there are worldly
honours, which, in his estimation, are a reproach; so, there is a worldly
wisdom, ^which, in his sight, is foolishness.

But all subsists by elemental strife
;

And passions are the elements of life.

RULE 1 . The three great enemies to tranquillity, are vice, superstition,

and idleness: vice, which poisons and disturbs tlie mind with bad passiong
;

superstition, which fills it with imaginary terrours ; idleness, wliicli loads it

with tediousness and disgust.
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